
CHAPTER ONE  

An Unusual Thesis 

1. Introduction

In  both theme  and origin  it is, I think, fair to say that this is  an unusual

thesis.  As a   Category A prisoner  for more than 14 years, and  one who still

remains in a high security dispersal prison, I describe  the life experiences of an

academically  overlooked   cohort  of  prisoners  officially  defined  by  the   2013

Review  of  Security  as  'Category  A'   and  for  whom  escape  must  be  made

impossible due to the severe danger they  are alleged to pose  to the police, the

public and the security of the state  (Prison Service Instruction (PSI) 08/2013 para

2.1).    Prisoners confirmed as Category A are allocated to the  Long Term High

Security  Prison  Group (“the  LTHSPG”)  and held in  the  highest  conditions  of

security   in  one  of  the   five  so-called  'dispersal'  prisons,  HMPs  Full  Sutton,

Frankland,  Long  Lartin  ,  Wakefield  and  Whitemoor.   Their  lives   and  their

experiences  of  imprisonment  have  remained  largely  undescribed  and  are

mentioned  only  infrequently   in   penological  and  sociological  studies.  This

necessarily  means that there is an incomplete  understanding  of  the diverse

range   of  experiences  throughout  the  penal  system.  Interestingly,  levins  and

Crewe (2015) in a study on sex offenders  note that 'the experiences of prisoners

convicted of sex offences have been largely neglected by prison sociologists' and

that 'sex offenders barely feature in sociological studies of prison  life. Very little is

known  about  them  beyond  their  position  at  the  base  of  the  prisoner

hierarchy......Almost  no  research  has  been  conducted  into  the  societies   they

form...'  (p. 483). Comments akin to those  could be transposed and applied to

Category A prisoners.  The Category A  prisoner has  been the subject of academic

oversight,  so  much  so  that  more  has   been  written  about  'lost'  tribes  in  the

Amazon than those 900 or so offenders who are labelled and treated as  the most
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dangerous of all those held in English   prisons. Category  A   prisoners  are

apex  offenders  and  their  classification  and  extremely  complex  custodial

experiences serve both  to construct and permeate most of  the penal  estate. Thus,

the lives and experiences of  an   undiscussed   subset of Category A  prisoners are

likely to be of wider penological interest than those of many other prisoners if

only because most (but not all) of these very dangerous prisoners  are eventually

downgraded  and   pass  through  the  entirety  of  prison  system  before  being

released back into the community.  Currently, the number of Category A prisoners

fluctuates  at  around 914 of whom  61 are 'natural lifers' and never to be released

(FOIAs  110404/181115019:  December  2018).  Of  the  remainder,  604  have  been

Category A for more than  4 years, 476 have been Category A for more than 7

years and a quite astonishing 357 prisoners have been designated Category  A for

more than 10 years (FOIA 190624014: June 2019).   

 1.1 Categorisation and Stigma: a brief description of Category A status 

Imprisonment as  a Category A  prisoner means having to  endure the

most restrictive of  regimes.  This includes  being  woken at 11:00pm, 1:00am,

3:00am and 5:00am by the light being switched on and the Judas hole in the door

opened  noisily  to ensure that the prisoner shows movement. One hot summer

night I was  woken  at 1.00 am by a particular  obnoxious   officer who claimed

that he could see my thigh outside the bedclothes and told me to wear pyjamas.  I

told him to 'f**k off''. Such an incident is illustrative  of the micro-management

and over-control  imposed on all Category A  prisoners whose visits, letters and

telephone calls are all subject to approval, monitoring and censorship.  Currently

the policy in dispersal prisons  is to confiscate and  photocopy all incoming social

letters, cards and photographs and place the original  in the  prisoner's stored

property until his release.  Stamps are torn from envelopes in case microdots are

hidden underneath Prisoners supplied only with photocopies of  social  mail  in

case letters from friends and family have been impregnated with Spice or some

other  'legal high'. This applies to all correspondence other than that from legal
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advisers and MPs. Crewe, Liebling and Hulley (2014) cite Downes (1988, p.166) as

arguing that the extent to which the 'depth' of  imprisonment was damaging and

repressive depended on a range of factors such as 'relations with staff; relations

with prisoners; rights and privileges; material standards and conditions' and the

overall quality of life. Downes (1992, p.15-16)  was later to  define such 'depth' of

imprisonment as  the openness  of  prison life  to  the  outside world,   the actual

opportunity for visits from friends and family; home leave;  access  by  'visiting

pop groups';  access  to  the  media  or  visits  from politicians  and academics.  In

dispersal prisons, visits from friends and family are, when granted,  restricted to a

room patrolled by staff, covered by CCTV and hidden microphones and where

the chairs and tables are fixed to the floor.   The  identity of  a proposed visitor to

a Category A  prisoner has to be verified by a police visit to the visitor's home

address  before  approval  to  visit  is  considered  –  and  then  not  necessarily

approved.  In the case of prisoners such as myself whose family members reside

overseas  obtaining clearance to visit can take (and has taken) the best part of a

year. Many Category A  prisoners will refuse visits because of the highly intrusive

search procedures that their visitors have to endure.  The is particularly so for

female visitors and children: even babies have to have their nappies removed.

(Annex 9 at J 4).  The verification process extends to the approval of the  telephone

numbers of those whom Category A  prisoners wish to contact (see Annex 1).     

It  is  the  security  categorisation policy that  structures  the   operation  of

every aspect of the penal estate, acting as its first line of defence against escapes

and  determining  where,  when and how every  prisoner will  live.  The  1995

Woodcock  investigation  into the escape of  six prisoners from the Special  Secure

Unit (SSU) at HMP Whitemoor  reported that almost every internal procedure

within the system is conditional on the results of the categorisation decision and

more than  two decades  later  that   still  remains  the  case.   Classification as  a

Category A  prisoner has serious consequences for the prisoner. Not only is he

subject to a more restrictive, sclerotic  regime and higher levels  of security than

prisoners in other categories but, given the meaning of categorisation,  so long as

he remains as  Category A  his prospects of release on parole are nil. Discretionary
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Lifer Panels still will rarely if ever recommend the release of any prisoner unless

they are Category C. In  ex parte Duggan [1994] at 280 (d) Rose LJ stated  

'It is common ground that a prisoner in Category A  endures a more restrictive

regime and higher conditions of security than those in other categories. Movement

within prison and communications with the outside world are closely monitored;

strip searches are routine;  visiting is  likely to be more difficult  for  reasons of

geography, in that there are comparatively few high security prisons; educational

and employment opportunities are limited. And as, by definition, a Category A

prisoner  is  regarded  as  highly  dangerous  if  at  large,  he  cannot  properly be

regarded by the Parole Board as suitable for release on license.......So long as a

prisoner  remains  in  Category  A,  his  prospects  for  release  on  parole  are,  in

practice, nil. The inescapable conclusion is that which I have indicated, namely, a

decision to declassify or continue the classification of a prisoner as Category A

has a direct impact on the liberty of the subject.' (288d)

 That  the   security  assessment  method  and  the  Category  A  criteria   have

remained virtually unaltered for over 50 years  speaks to  a system with policies

and practices rooted firmly in the past. Drake (2012, p.4) argues that the ongoing

quest for security by all means possible suggests that there is much to be learned

about current  practices and strategies.  It  is  certainly true that  the concept of

security is now the  dominant construct shaping  penal policy and  practices and

what  is  also    certainly true   is  that  the   significance  and complexity  of   the

security categorisation process were not fully appreciated when they were  first

introduced. 

The  motivation   for  this  research  derives  from a personal   desire   to

deepen  and  broaden  the  academic   understanding  of  the  conditions  of

imprisonment encountered and  endured,  by  a largely disregarded cohort of

offenders who, for the most part, have  been convicted of very serious  crimes and

are therefore  situated in the highest security categorisation. Their supposedly

irredeemable criminality apparently  sets them apart from other prisoners and

constructs  them into a caste of untouchables.  However I  reject  the legitimacy  of

this  risk averse security system  that   labels  900 or so Category A  prisoners  as

mad, bad and dangerous to know.  Labelling theory suggests that the more an

offender  is given a criminal label  the less likely it is that they will  desist from
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crime  (Chiricos  et  al,  2007:  McAra  &  McVie,  2007).  It  would,   therefore,  be

academically  advantageous  to   understand  the  impact  that  being labelled  as

Category A   has on  the behaviour  of such prisoners (Wordie 2014).   Goffman

(1963 p.15) describes the stigmatised individual as one who has '... an undesired

differentness from what had been anticipated.  … By definition,  of  course,  we

believe the person with a stigma is  not  quite  human.  On this  assumption we

exercise  varieties  of  discrimination,  through  which  we  effectively,  if  often

unthinkingly, reduce his life chances.' He  reflects that how we are viewed  is

often how we come to perceive  ourselves, a conception of selfhood with clear

implications  for  those  who  are  perceived  as  bad/evil.   Goffman  (1959,  p.236)

suggests ‘it is possible for all of us to become fleetingly, for ourselves, the worst

person we can imagine others might imagine us to be’.   If society sees you as the

'worst of the worst' it is difficult to be 'the best you can be' and my observations of

and encounters with other Category A  prisoners together with my own personal

experience   is  that  the  damaging  and  prejudicial  effects  of  imprisonment  are

deeply aggravated by  Category A  status.  In order, supposedly,  to demonstrate

sufficient  evidence  of  the   reduction  in  risk  necessary   to  justify  a  change in

security status Category A   prisoners  are  coerced to engage in  psychology

based  Offender  Behaviour  Programmes  (OBPs)  which,   by  and  large,  most

prisoners  view as no more than  box-ticking exercises.  However, a refusal  to

engage in such programmes is very likely to  mean a continuance of  Category A

status and   an inevitable increase in resentment,  anti-authoritarian beliefs and

anti-social behaviour which in turn means that it is less likely  there will be a

downgrade  in  security  category.  Category  A  status  prevents  a  prisoner  from

progressing through the system and has  negative consequences for release on

parole  or,  in  the  case  of  a  life  sentence  prisoner,  release  on  license.   As  a

consequence some Category A  prisoners are downgraded to Category B on the

day of their release and  discharged straight from a dispersal prison to live in a

community hostel. That is,   in itself,   a condemnation of the system. 
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1.2 Dispersal prisons  

Dispersal prisons are  regulated by  countless  rules, orders  and Prison

Service Instructions.   By focusing on these  and describing the wide range of

discretionary powers that  combine to create  the  regulations and directives  that

apply to Category A  prisoners   this thesis  will  endeavour  to  illuminate  their

largely unrevealed world.   It is away from the observations of researchers, and

often prison  staff, that  the wings and corridors of the prison world take on a

complex  character,  comprised  of  action  and  interaction,  movement  and

manoeuvre  and  according  to  Goffman  (1961)  it  is  within   this  hidden  world

known only by prisoners   ‘where the action is'.  Far from all long term prisoners

located in high security dispersal prisons are classified as Category A:  whilst the

five dispersal prisons  have  a capacity of some  3300 in November 2018 less than

a quarter - 798 - were Category A prisoners.  In the twelve months prior to 20

November 2018 around 60 Category A  prisoners were downgraded to Category B

(FOIAs 110404/181115019: December 2018) only to be  immediately replaced by a

similar  number  of  provisional  Category  A prisoners.  An informed calculation

derived from FOIA responses and HMIP statistics  - which provide the numbers

for  vulnerable  prisoners  and   public  protection  cases  requiring

monitoring/restrictions  –  indicate   that   approximately   half   of  the  current

Category A  prisoner cohort  have been  convicted of serious sexual offences. 

Recounting the history of high security dispersal prisons in England is, as

Liebling quite rightly states, (2002, p.98) a challenging task not least because that

history  is  inextricably  interwoven  with  the   chronologically  disconnected

development of an archipelago of  small units designed to isolate  both  security

risk and control problem  prisoners  and thereby to prevent disruption in  the

dispersal  system.  Indeed  it  is  clear  beyond  peradventure  that  no  account  of

dispersal  prisons   over   the  past  two decades  would  be  anything  other  than

fragmentary were it not for the scholarship of  Professor Liebling.  This thesis

does not attempt to dissect  or embroider the work so authoritatively provided by
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Liebling and it must be acknowledged that there is very little currently relevant

academic  literature  on  that   subject  which,  either  wholly  or  in  part,  has  not

benefited  from  her  knowledge,  this  thesis  included.  For  a  comprehensive

understanding of  the origins,   history and early years  of  the dispersal  system

Liebling's 2015 paper   'High Security Prisons in England and Wales: principles

and practices' provides a  definitive  reference.  An analytic 'from the ground'

account  of  the  retreat  from the  the  liberal  regimes  that  were  characteristic  of

dispersal prisons in the early1990s together with changes to and experiences of

the dispersal system is  to be found in Liebling's 2002 study 'A liberal regime

within  a  secure  perimeter'?  Dispersal  prisons  and  penal  practice   in  the  late

twentieth century'. 

Drake  (2011,  2012),  who  has  written  widely  on  critical  criminology

perspectives,  and to a  lesser degree on dispersal prisons, is quick, and rightly so,

to acknowledge Liebling's expertise and experience of empirically based research

in the difficult settings of  such  prisons (Drake, 2012, p. ix).  The contributions of

those authors aside there is little contemporary  information about Category A

prisoners and their existence in dispersal prisons  to be found  in  the academic

literature on penology. That is not to ignore the scholarly work of Professor King

(1999; 2005; 2007) and Shalev (2009) on Supermax prisons which I found to be as

fascinating as it was frightening.  Embedded in English  high security prisons are

the  Close  Supervision  Centres   where  the  regime  is  based  on  segregation,

isolation,  and  intense  surveillance  and  there  the  system  has  evolved  and

transformed in unanticipated ways, some of which are recognisable from  recent

accounts of the  supermax custody estate.    Throughout the past 14 years I have

had no access to the internet and that being so it may very well be the case that I

have  not  encountered  and thus  omitted to  mention the  work of  those  who

should be referenced but, I regret  to say, that whilst writing to academics seeking

further information from a prison can never be an entire  waste of time it has all

too frequently amounted to the waste of a stamp.  
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1.3  Literature Review 

In this thesis I   hardly, if at all,   cite   the work of  notable criminologists

and penologists despite the works  of, Bottomley,  Downes, Garland, Goffman,

King, Sparks, Sykes, Young, and  many  others being my bedside and exercise

yard companions for over a decade. Enlightening though such authors are they

do not touch upon Category A  prisoners. However, to give one example I might

explain why I  make only brief  reference  to  Sykes.  I  consider  the    Society of

Captives (1958) to be a great work. But  it must be borne in mind that Sykes  was

describing conditions  over 60 years ago in what was  then described as a High

Security  prison.   Sykes  stated  (p.19)  55% of  the  prisoners  would  be  released

within 2 years and 85% within 4 years . Today that would equate with an open or

semi open prison. No one enters a dispersal prison  with so little time to serve.

Sykes refers (p.72) to homosexuality at around 35% - in dispersals it would not be

2%. Guards had guns. There was bread and water diet. That either never was or

has long gone. Of course one could rightly write a panegyric about Sykes and,

albeit to a lesser extent, Goffman but even iconic works become outdated despite

their truths being ageless.  If my thesis had more of a sociological aspect I would

certainly have referenced Sykes but it is because I am writing about the here and

now that I have not done so.  

Over the past two decades academic literature on high security dispersal

prisons has been informative but sparse  and has now been overtaken by events

(see Liebling 2012, 2014,  2015: Drake 2012).  Moreover,   that literature  has not

centred specifically on those Category A  prisoners for whom the dispersal system

was  created.    Principal  amongst  the  reasons  for  the  scarcity  of  material  on

Category A  prisoners  is   that   permission to conduct research in  high  security

dispersal  prisons is not easily acquired with the National Research Council at the

Ministry of Justice stringently vetting  all such applications, including my own. It

is undoubtedly due to  the Prison Service's  obsessive concerns  with secrecy that

these most dangerous of prisoners who have been  largely overlooked  by the

academic  community. Such concerns have resulted in difficulty  of  access  and,
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unsurprisingly,  academia has found it less troublesome and more rewarding to

turn  its  collective  vision   elsewhere.   Yet  this   inattention  is  of  appreciable

scholarly concern for  it means that the totality of the literature on imprisonment

is incomplete. 

This thesis is not intended to be a sociological or criminological   study of

life  in high security  prisons and,  other  than in passing,   I  shall  disregard the

social, economic and political contexts in which penal practices take shape. That

debate has been presented  elsewhere,  admirably so by Crewe (2007; 2009, 2011),

Drake (2012), Liebling and Arnold (2012), and Liebling (2016); indeed, as Crewe

(2011) self-effacingly comments, it is Professor  Liebling's work  over the past two

decades that   has catalogued the high security  estate.    Nor is  this  thesis    a

'laundry list' of  the orders, instructions,  processes and procedures that govern

their  lives  of  Category  A  prisoners  but,  rather,   describes   how  the  rules,

regulations and regimes that are  imposed  on  Category A  prisoners  impact on

their lives  for 24 hours of every  day and night.  There have been no informative

accounts of the lives of such prisoners and  given that  a  literature review is

required to be  a summary of what existing scholarship already knows about a

specific  topic  and  should  be   based  on  the  relevant  academic  literature  the

deficiency of such scholarship is problematical:  Blaxter et al (2015:125) suggest

that  where there  appears to be no research in your field '… you should probably

consider changing your topic.'  Insofar as Category A  prisoners are concerned

this   thesis   will  seek  to  remedy   that  omission.   The  academic  inattention

towards   such   offenders  has  been  one  of  the  principal  motivating  factors

underlying  this thesis and the reality is  that unless and until  more is  known

about  the conditions experienced  by Category A  prisoners then change will  be

slow in forthcoming. 

            Research conducted  in category B and C establishments  has led to a series

of enlightening and informative  studies led  by Ben Crewe (2005;  2009;  2011;

2014; 2016). However, findings from lower category establishments are not always

easily  extrapolated  into  the  high  security  estate,  not  least  because  there  is  a

marked difference between the attitude, experiences and responses of   Category
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A  prisoners and category B or C prisoners, including  those  in dispersal prisons.

Hence, whilst  the experiences of  lower category prisoners have been the focus of

significant academic attention  the different experiences of Category A  prisoners

remain  largely  untold.  My  research   for  this  thesis  failed  to  discover  any

significant academic literature  that focused  on  the   categorisation of Category A

prisoners - who and where they are and why (but see David Price, 2000). Indeed,

so little research has been conducted on  Category A prisoners that it is only by

comparison  and  contrast  that  the  conditions  and  experiences  of  their

imprisonment  can  adequately  be illustrated.  That said however,  a comparative

approach can sometimes be   advantageous  for  as  Kipling (1892)  sagely noted

'What should they know of England who only England know'.  So,  despite the

fact that the existing academic scholarship  touches  only peripherally on those

prisoners considered as so dangerous to society that their escape must be made

impossible, it is nonetheless the case that by  providing a foundation for research

and  forming the external scaffolding  from which I have been able to construct

my thesis such  literature has  proved to be of importance and  assistance.  

The  established   penological   literature   encompasses   material  that

provided  me with   a  wide-ranging   overview of  the  various   types  of  penal

establishments  and categories  of  prisoner with whom I  might   compare   and

contrast  dispersal  prisons and  Category  A prisoners.    Over  many  decades

academics have researched  a wide range of penal issues, including institutional

conditions  (Goffman,  1963,  Morris  and  Morris,  1963),  social  structure  and

procedures  (Sykes,1958),  security  (King  1995;  2010;  Shalev  &  Edgar,  2015),

legitimacy and the problem of  order (Sparks & Bottoms, 1995, Sparks, Bottoms &

Hay, 1996,  Liebling & Arnold, 2012), power and resistance (Crewe, 2007; 2009),

race relations ( Lammy,  2018) radicalisation (Acheson, 2016), drug use ( Crewe,

2005; 2006), and human rights and risk management (Whitty, 2010). In   charting

the history, policy and organisation of  high security  prisons  Liebling (2004; 2012;

2015) has described  the largely undocumented penal project of the last decade

namely   the  mission  to  eliminate  'psychological  assessment'  which  is  highly

relevant  to  the  consequences  of   control   policies  and coercive   practices  and
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procedures within secure establishments.  However, because existing research has

focused almost exclusively  on the experiences of the general  prison  population

and, by default,  overlooked the variations which might exist with other groups

such  as  women  and   Category  A  prisoners   those  studies  have  produced

somewhat incomplete  descriptions of the different forms that imprisonment  can

take and the different ways in which it  can be experienced. Different types of

prisoner are interpreted in accordance with different frameworks  and  very little

is known  about how prisons construct, construe, and control  those Category A

prisoners for whom the most restrictive of conditions are imposed. 

Sykes (1958), who held  what has been described  as the deprivation (or

functionalist) perspective  argued  that despite variations in prison population

and  differences in their organisational structures   prison cultures are invariably

shaped by the same coercive factors.  His descriptions of offender  culture, the

balance between solidarity and alienation, and the interaction between offender

values and institutional demands are certainly informative. Sykes believed that

offenders   purport  to  proffer  a  token allegiance  to  a  putative  inmate  code,  a

collection of standards  which advocated resistance and   opposition to the prison

regime.   Such a code (if it ever existed) would be  akin to the stance now adopted

by  those obdurate Category A prisoners, usually  located in Close Supervision

Centres  and  Segregation  Units,  and  who,   at  whatever  the  cost,   maintain

opposition in the face of  adversity by resisting  all institutional values.    Despite

acknowledging  that all  prisons were inherently different  Sykes   nonetheless

took as a model for all possible prisons  the New Jersey penitentiary  at which (for

a  relatively  short  period  of  time)  he  was  employed.   He  believed   that  any

differences in the organisation and structure  of prisons were irrelevant because

the experience of total institutions was so coercive that it homogenised prisoner

responses to their environment.     Many, myself  included,   believe Sykes was

mistaken  and the functionalist assumption  that such experiences  hold true for

the  entirety   of  the  prisoner  population  is  no  longer  tenable.  Certainly  the

deprivation perspective has struggled to explain those prisons which have very

different social structures or which do not promote supposedly  cohesive norms.
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Most researchers now no longer believe that there is such a thing  as ‘the prison,

with pains and social structures which hold true regardless of jurisdiction, era or

population'.  The deprivation perspective,  if  not  entirely  discredited,   has been

largely abandoned for  an importation perspective which holds  the creation and

structure of offender  culture has its origins in  the criminal subcultures which

exist outside the prison (Irwin and Cressy 1962).  They considered that  prison life

is  therefore  shaped  by  whatever  subcultures  are  intrinsically  engrained  in

individual  offenders  prior to  conviction and subsequent imprisonment.   The

result  is  that  the   culture  of  any  specific  institution  is  a  result  of   the

amalgamation  and   interaction  between  imported  criminal  subcultures  and

whatever inmate culture is linked to the specific  establishment. It is  thus the case

that different  penal  establishments  engender  different  cultural  norms  and

criminal  hierarchies and that even within the small grouping of 5 high security

dispersal  prisons  there  are  meaningful  differences  in   the  culture  positions

adopted  by the inmates (Drake, 2012).  

Institutional  variations  between  penal  establishments   have significant

effects  for  the dynamics of power and order evolve and function differently in

individual establishments  with  prisons and prison officers  often guided by a

particular  criminology  of  the  offender   –  that  is,  a  particular  framework  for

understanding who prisoners are and why they behave the way they do  (Crewe

2009;  Liebling  and  Arnold,  2012).  It  may  fairly  be  postulated   that  the

comparatively civilised state of high security dispersal prisons  derives at least in

part from high prisoner-staff ratios and ongoing engagement between staff and

prisoners.  An accomplished research study consisting  of a repeated sociological

investigation of the nature of staff-prisoner relationships  at  HMP Whitemoor

included but was not restricted to Category A  prisoners (Liebling, Arnold, and

Staub, 2012). It did, however,  provide an informative exploration of  fractured

staff-prisoner relationships and examined the impact on the  traditional prisoner

hierarchy by observing  the increasingly prominent role played by young, violent

Muslim prisoners who had acquired power by numbers.  This important  2012

report is discussed  in Chapter 11.   Six years further on  it is undoubtedly the case
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that the  dynamics of prison life  are being reshaped due to the imposition of

longer  and  more  indeterminate  sentences,  the  increasing  emergence  of  risk-

oriented practices, high rates of conversion to Islam and fears of radicalisation,

and concern  about prison officer practices and power. Such  are the ever evolving

contemporary manifestations of prison  life  in the dispersal  system.    Just  as

there are significant variations between  the regimes of each dispersal prisons the

way  in  which  prisoners  are  treated  by  staff  differs  according  to  their  status:

approximately  half  of  all   Category  A prisoners  are  classified  as  vulnerable

prisoners (VPs)  due to their convictions for serious sex offences.  

In dispersal prisons the need to maintain security  inevitably manifests

itself   in the implementation of   an oppressive,  authoritarian regime  and the

coercive use of power by staff is perceived by prisoners as an iron hand in an iron

glove.  Compelled  to comply with  rigid  regulatory directives  and subjected to

strictly defined unyielding  security measures  the sense of powerlessness felt by

prisoners is palpable.  Research by Drake (2012) into two high security dispersal

prisons (Full Sutton and Whitemoor) identified distinctly differing regimes and

reported  experiences  that were  similar in being  repressive, tightly controlled

and  deeply  punishing  and  yet  contrary  to  those  that  prevailed  outside  the

dispersal estate.  The reconfigurations of penal power  theorised  by Sparks and

Bottom(1996) combine  with  Whitty's perceptions of the co-existing demands of

organisational  risk  management  rights  and  Human  Rights  Act  compliance  to

provide  penetrating insights which define  the controlling, coercive  nature of

dispersal  prisons and the experiences of  Category A prisoners.  The  difficulty

with assessing the punitiveness of prison  life is that individual perceptions of

penal  conditions differ according to  cultural understanding and life experiences.

Hence  there  can  be  no  objective  measure  of  the  degree  of  painfulness  of

imprisonment as punishment and   the extent to which penal conditions fulfil the

official goals of punishment  is  a subjective judgement that varies according to

perspective. Crewe's (2011) research into the pains of imprisonment details the

deliberate  abuses  and  derelictions  of  duty  and  the  consequences  of  systemic
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polices  and  institutional  practices   that  form   the  inherent  features  of

incarceration. Because  of the security status of the establishments in which they

are  detained it is certainly  the case that  Category A  prisoners are more  affected

than  other  prisoners  by  the  psychological  oppressiveness  inherent  in

imprisonment: the Independent Monitoring Board (IMB)  at Wakefield reported

that 75% of Wakefield prisoners had mental health issues (IMB Wakefield 2016-

17).  Given the nature of the prison environment it is self evidently obvious, even

inevitable, that confining large number of dangerous often mentally unstable men

in establishments that severely restrict their movements will facilitate aggressive

behaviour  (e.g. Sykes, 1958; Foucault, 1975; Howard League, 2017). The existing

literature  on prisoner confrontations ranging from  King and McDermott (1995)

to  MoJ statistics (2017) demonstrates  that assaults, arguments and aggression are

increasingly  frequent   occurrences  within  all  closed  penal  establishments.

However,  whilst  this  conduct  is  as  true  of  Category  B/C prisoners  as  it  is  of

Category A  prisoners the difference is that   although acts of  violence in dispersal

prisons are less frequent they are generally  far more serious.  

 1.4 Carceral tours for research 

Research on  imprisonment  that predominantly relies on official sources

and excludes or transmogrifies what the researcher believes to be an  inmate's

opinion  has rightly been criticised for being intellectually moribund (Bosworth

and Kaufman, 2012) and for reinforcing a certain penal reform dystopia (Hannah-

Moffat and Lynch 2012).  This is not to denigrate the worth of  ethically conducted

prison visits by academics for the purpose of comparative research;  it  is  most

certainly the case that in revealing differences and similarities   visits  to  different

establishments in different jurisdictions can  offer  comparative insights  (Pakes

2015,  p  266).  The prison-zoo  voyeurism so eloquently  described by Wacquant

(2002) where he correctly describes  how 'belittling it is for offenders to be subject

to the permanent and pervasive gaze of others' (p.378) is quite another matter as

is  Minogue's  account,  related   by   Pakes  (2015,  p.266),  of  such  voyeurism in
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Australian prisons  and which I  have personally experienced.  When, because of

MS  I need to attend an outside hospital   I have to wear a bright yellow and green

jump suit and be double handcuffed to a uniformed prison officer with an escort

of three others.   Hospital waiting rooms suddenly become silent and I endure

being  the  object  of  curiosity  and  sometimes  outright  hostile  comment.  For

security reasons, including the possibility of hostage taking,  sight-seeing visits

like those that occur at Grendon do not take place in dispersal prisons  where

even carceral tours by academics to conduct research are rare. In the context of

prison  tours  Pakes (2015, p.274) cites Huckelbury (2009, p.126) as stating, in my

view correctly, 'It is imperative for anyone interested in ethnographic studies of

the prisoner demographic to look beyond the dog-and-pony show for more subtle

indications of what actually transpires before they arrive and after they leave.'  I

am disappointed at the  lack  of academic research into dispersal prisons but

carceral tours  such as that  described by Pakes and Gunnlaugsson (2018) into

Nordic and Icelandic prisons  are  of appreciable value in  demonstrating that

high security prisons (such as Litla-Hraun and Holmsheioi in Iceland) can be places

where prisoner-staff relationships can be informal and cordial and not like those

encountered  by  Liebling  (2012).  Behind  Norway's  'intimidating'  high  walled

Halden high-security prison Pakes and Gunnlaugsson (2018,  p.138)  describe an

establishment   that has amongst other 'mod-cons' a professional sound studio

and, like Holmsheioi,   an overnight  weekend retreat where a prisoner can spend

time with his family. Such an account  gives  a realistic meaning to the mantra of a

'liberal  regime  within   a  secure  perimeter'  that  was  supposedly  intended  for

dispersal  prisons  in  England.  To  give  context,  at  HMP  Wakefield  where  on

weekends prisoners are locked in their cells from 5.00 pm to 9.00 am they do not

even  have  a  kettle  to  make  a  hot  drink.   By  providing   examples  of  such

differences  academics   can,  as  Pakes  (2015,  p.275)  suggests,  both  analyse  and

appreciate the differences in penal visions and comparative research into penality

does indeed benefit from  non-intrusive prison visits.
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1.5 Methodology

As part of my  preparation  I carefully  considered  what research methodology

would  be  most  appropriate  to   inform   a  thesis  that   would   focus  on   an

unexplored area of  the prison life.  Given my circumstances and limitations it

seemed  interpretative  phenomenological  analysis  (IPA)  would  invite   both

positive  sampling  and  richness  of  descriptive  analysis  (Smith,  Flowers  and

Larkin, 2013) and thus   provide the necessary qualitative research framework.

Providing  participants  with  the  opportunity  to  give  subjective  and  narrative

accounts of life as a Category A  prisoner involves the 'researcher trying to make

sense of the participants trying to make sense of their world' (Smith and Osborn,

2003, p.53) and  as part of my MSc had focused on interviewing techniques I felt

adequately equipped in that area.  The preferred data collection method of non-

directed  exploratory  one-on-one  interviews  would  allow  me  to   record  on  a

password protected laptop the  articulated narratives, experiences and  feelings

from other  Category A  prisoners.  I considered that because of my status as a

peer-respected Category A  prisoner with post-graduate psychology qualifications

I could better employ  IPA to  obtain more insightful information from  those

Category A  prisoners who  would not  respond to trainee prison psychologists

(see Wordie 2014) . 

Maruna (2011, p.671) in 'probably understating the case' comments on 'the low

regard in  which so  many of  prisoners....hold our field.'    Crewe (2009,  p.118)

quotes a prisoner as stating  'a lot of psychologists  are held in nothing other than

suspicion'  and (ibid  p.120)  'The  system left  little  room for  partisan judgment.

Personal  problems ...were  quickly subsumed into institutional  discourse'.  That

furthered my conviction that as an insider I could gain better and deeper insight.

However,   it soon became clear that  it  would not be possible for me  to conduct

such research.  Because of the sparsity of  information held centrally on Category

A  prisoners I had approached the prison authorities  for permission to initially
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circulate a concise, anonymised questionnaire to the other 140 or so Category A

prisoners  in  'my'  prison,  many  of  whom I  spoke with on a  daily  basis.  The

questionnaire  sought only basic yet, surprisingly,  uncollated  information such

as 'How long have you been Category A ?'  and 'What is  your index offence?'

Notwithstanding that  in order to  address  specific   questions  this  very   basic

research  applied  recognisable  methods  to  generate  qualitative  information

(through  monitoring  anonymous  questionnaire  returns),  the  HMPPS  National

Research Committee sought to impose restrictions that  made conducting such

research impossible . They   subsequently  refused my request  as it would not

“aid or assist the prison service”. My response was to inform the Committee that

whilst such had never been  my primary intention it was of considerable public

concern that supermarkets  knew more about their customer base than the prison

service knew about Category A  prisoners.  Those  who have  previous experience

of  the  system and  know what it entails are only too  well aware of  the fact  that

the prison  service considers all  information as  precious and must  be cautiously

guarded.  It is as determined to refuse to allow information to be disclosed as it is

to allow  prisoners  to  escape.   In any and all  matters  concerning Category A

prisoners the terms security and secrecy have become so intertwined that they are

almost  indistinguishable.  Irritatingly,  it  seemed  inequitable  that  I  should  be

denied   permission  to  conduct  research  identical  to  that  for   which  an

academically less qualified trainee prison psychologist had received  approval. 

Perhaps my rejection was not because I was a prisoner: in a 2012 Home Office

funded study of HMP Whitemoor Liebling observed (n16) that efforts to recruit a

Muslim ethnographer to the research team were 'confounded by security issues'.

Even  in  lower  category  prisons  'reducing  the  burden  on  the  prison   is  an

increasingly  important   consideration  in  the  approval  or  rejection  of  research

applications'  (Ievins  and  Crewe   2015,  p.488).  The  Ethics  Committee  at  the

University of Portsmouth  confirmed that the prison  service  always stipulated

that  no  research  or  scholarship  could  be  conducted  in  their  establishments

without their consent.   Hence, despite having daily contact with fellow Category
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A  prisoners who were eager  to speak with me and  recount their experiences I

could not conduct such formal IPA research as part of my thesis:  thus it is that

the  exclusion  of  the  views  on  imprisonment  by   Category  A  prisoners  is

perpetuated.   This  is  frustrating   on  more  than  one  level:  with  no  extant

scholarship how else, other than autobiographically, is the voice of the Category A

prisoner to be heard? There are restrictions (see PSI 37/2010:  Prisoners’ Access to

the Media) on prisoners submitting material which is intended for publication.

Prisoners  are not allowed to refer to individual prisoners or members of staff in

such a way that  they might  be identified and they are   banned from writing

books about their own crime or past offences or those of others (see PSI 49/2011:

Prisoner Communication Services). 
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 1.6 The 2000 Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) 

Academic  literature  apart,  and  on  Category  A  prisoners  it  has  been

noticeable by its absence,  it was thus the situation that the only methodological

pathway available to me that was transparently ethical and feasible  was the 2000

Freedom of Information Act (FOIA). It makes provision  for the 'full disclosure of

information held by public authorities or by persons providing services for them'.

In the absence of approval from HMPPS the FOIA became  my main information

gathering method and, given my status as a Category A prisoner,  the best and if

not  the  only  way  of  eliciting   previously  unknown  or  obscure  authoritative

information from an unwilling and uncooperative state actor.  Using the Act for

research purposes is not without its complexities for  there are a number of issues

to be mastered in regard to its ethical and procedural deployment.  Savage and

Hyde  (2012,  p.310)  assert  that  FOIA  requests  fall  outside  the  traditional

dichotomy  between  primary  and  secondary  research.   The  responsibility  for

cleansing  information  gained  through  FOIA  lies  with  the  public  authority.

Therefore,  research conducted through FOIA requests should  not pose ethical

issues in the same way as research where data is generated by the researcher  and

so should not need the same level of ethical approval.      The potential for  using

the Act to elicit  information  not otherwise available is considerable and a request

made under the FOIA to a public authority can, if carefully phrased, give access to

a plethora of data.  Oltmann  et  al,  (2015) report  Kazmierski (2011) as claiming,

correctly  in my experience, that 'it is a skill developed by individuals in practice'

who  learn  best  how  to  use  the  method  through  trial  and  error.  In  certain

important areas where data has not been generally available this thesis has relied

heavily on FOIA requests to the Ministry and it has certainly been my experience

that  careful attention must be paid to the provisions of the Act.  Notwithstanding

that   Section 10 (1) of  the  Act  specifies  that  a  public  authority  must respond

“promptly” and stipulates an obligation to respond “in any event”  no later than

20 working days after the date of receiving the request the Ministry of Justice
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regularly  takes  many  months  to  respond.   Other  than  a  complaint  to  the

Information  Commissioner  there  is  no  sanction  for   a  breach  of  s  10(1):   in

contrast,  pursuant to  a subject access request under  the 1998 Data Protection Act

(DPA)  a  failure  to  provide  personal  data  within  30  days  is  actionable  in  the

County Court. I have experienced delays of  369 and 450 days for responses to

FOIA requests  (see  FOIA request  109212  on  the   MoJ  website). On  several

occasions  I  have been obliged to appeal  refusals to respond  to my requests to

the  Information  Commissioner  and,  thereafter,  to  the    Information  Rights

Tribunal.   Section 12(1) of the FOIA allows the Ministry  to refuse a  request  on

the grounds that the requested information was not  centrally held and that to

extract it from records  would take more than 24 hours of administrative work  at

£25 an hour thereby exceeding  the £600:00 cost restriction imposed by s12(1).

Although the Act places no restriction on the number or frequency of requests

that may  be submitted by not responding to a request within the 20 working day

time limit the Ministry is still able  to restrict the number of requests a researcher,

or researchers working together,  may submit. The Act provides that  the Ministry

may conjoin individual or 'concert party' requests by a group of researchers that,

so they would claim, are on a similar topic,  (such as, for example, Category A

prisoners):  delaying the response to a  request beyond the s10(1)time limit  allows

the  Ministry  to  link  any  subsequent  related  request  and  then  to  claim  that

responding to  the   conjoined requests  would  exceed the  cost  restrictions.  As

Table 1.6. shows during the course of research for this thesis between 2014 – 2018 I

submitted  365 Freedom of Information Act applications  and Internal  Review

requests to the Ministry of Justice. A screen shot of the 15 FOIA files and, as an

example, the FOIA file for 2017 gives some indication of why it required   formal

requests and legal correspondence totalling over half a million words to elicit the

data  that informs this  thesis.   On 42 occasions I  had to ask  the Information

Commissioner  to  intervene:  on  27  occasions  the  Commissioner   required  the

Ministry to review their position and on 15 occasions I took the refusal to provide

the information to the   Information Rights Tribunal. 
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TABLE 1.6             FREEDOM OF INFORMATION REQUESTS  2014 - 2018 

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 Total

Original FOIA 
 Request 

27 28 42 97 29 223

Internal  Review
Request 15 18 23 78 8 142

Complaint to 
ICO

5 6 8 19 4 42

ICO
Review Upheld 

3 4 4 14 2 27

Tribunal
Applications 

1 2 4 7 1 15

Application
upheld 

1 2 3 5
Decision
awaited 

11

I have little doubt that my status as prisoner accounted for many of refusals I

experienced and I doubt  that an academic researcher who is not a prisoner would

encounter  the same problems.  It may be helpful here to expand on the reasons

for  my   extensive  use   of  the  Freedom  of  Information  Act  (FOIA).   As  a

prisoner/researcher  in a high security prison  during a period when  books were

banned from being sent in to prisoners,  access to information was difficult and

particularly so at HMP Wakefield where the education department is generally

considered to be the least competent and most unhelpful  in the dispersal estate.

All  high security prisons operate  a call enabling regime which stipulates that

before a prisoner may telephone any  number – including that of a university

library –  he must first have the number he wishes to call checked and verified as

bona fide before it can be approved (PSI 49/2011). Whenever he is transferred a

Category A prisoner is  required to re-submit all previously approved numbers

for fresh verification/approval  a  procedure  which can sometimes  take  weeks.

Perhaps unsurprisingly, my requests to telephone the Ministry of Justice in my

search for information were  not approved and I was obliged to resort to other
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methods. It was at the  suggestion Lord  Avebury  that I began to use the FOIA as

the methodology for  gathering information   Because the statute provided that

anyone might submit FOIA requests the Ministry could not refuse to respond to

my requests although it has to be said that  some departments of the Ministry

were as difficult as it was possible to be  often delaying their responses for many

months.  There  were  occasions  when  the  Ministry  would  provide  a  response

which on 'security grounds' the Prison Service would not allow me to see.  This,

naturally,  included the Category A Team who  during 2016/7 refused to respond

claiming that my continual  requests were vexatious. It required the intervention

of the Information Commissioner and, subsequently,  the Information Tribunal  to

make the Ministry realise that - at least for  FOIA purposes - a prisoner was a

person. So little about Category A that is accurate is in the public domain and

mixing an insider's view with the methods of an outsider made submitting FOIA

requests to obtain disclosure  a convincing choice as a methodological preference.

Uniquely, as  an erstwhile  convict criminologist I knew what questions to ask and

what responses were  inaccurate or partial and that being so  I found that  when

seeking to pry  open the  filing cabinets at the Ministry of Justice    an FOIA

request was  the ideal information extraction implement .

1.7  Research methods:   Convict criminology  and ethnographic analysis 

The Category A  system  is a control mechanism that has overseen and

ordered  my life  for 24 hours a day for over 5000 days. Being of an adversarial

nature I have  sought to resist its authoritarian regulatory regime and striven to

survive  the harsh and  austere  conditions  within   dispersal prisons. In order to

resolve what I have perceived to be  flawed aspects of  the Category A   system  I

have continually and repeatedly engaged in legal challenges at every level of the

judicial system up to and including  the  the Supreme Court.  I have not been

without  success.  I  have  frequently   -  and successfully  -  used the  Freedom of

Information Act to bring to the attention  of the Information Tribunal the repeated

refusals by the Prison Service  to disclose data regarding  Category A prisoners.
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In so doing  I believe I have, over time, accumulated  more knowledge of the

workings of every aspect of the Category A  system  than any other  individual, be

they prisoner, prison  officer or prison  manager.  Inevitably, during  the  many

years that  I  have spent as an activist/crusader in high security prisons I have

evolved  into   a  prisoner/researcher   and  a  proponent  of  what  has   become

increasingly  known  as  Convict  Criminology.  The  limitations  of   conventional

ethnographic methods in  extending the range,  depth and reach of qualitative

research in prison have been identified by many researchers  and as King  (2000

p.298) observes 'no amount of theorizing or reading in an office can substitute for

the hands on experience of spending your time in prison'.  In the Foreword to

Crewe and Bennett's (2012) The Prisoner the authors note that even after a decade

of innovatory and expansive prison research  

'...little  of  what  we  know  about  prison  comes  from  the  mouths  of

prisoners,  and  very  few  academia  accounts  of  prison  life  manage  to

convey  some  of  its  most  profound  and  important  features:  its  daily

pressures and frustrations, the culture of the wings and landings, and the

relationships which shape the every day experience of being imprisoned'.

Crewe and Bennett (2012,  p. ii). 

In an  Afterword to  The Prisoner  ex-prisoner Jason Warr   notes that 'very few

students or academics with whom I  had contact have any understanding of what

truly occurs behind bars'.  Drake writes (2012. p 194) of her research experiences

in  dispersal  prisons  and  examples  the  'troubling  disjuncture'  between  public

perception of punishment and the  actual lived reality. Such perceptions did not

align with prisoner's experiences  and were not commensurate with Drake's own

ethnologically informed understanding: 'Of course not being a prisoner I cannot

possibly understand it in the same way as someone  who is. None of us can' (ibid,

p.194).  Such observations echo my own experiences and beliefs.  

With  its  stress  on  the  value  of  ethnography  the  Convict  Criminology

movement  has been described an attempt to bring first-hand experience of crime

and criminal justice more firmly and consciously into criminological reasoning.

Earle (2018, p.1504) argues that autobiographical writing and subjective accounts
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of  imprisonment   have  an  important  role  to  play  and  make  a  productive

contribution to the discipline.   The movement,which was  first established in the

United States in the 1990s, (see Ross and Richards 2003) spread to the UK in 2011

with  the  purpose  of  providing  a  much  needed  'insider'   perspective,  i.e.  the

experiences of those prisoners and  ex-prisoners  who as academics can provide

an  analysis  and  theorisation  of  prison   life  rather  than  simply  offer  their

perspectives as research subjects.    The organisers of UK Convict Criminology

(see  Earle  2011,  2014,  2018;  Aresti  and  Darke  2016)  argue  that  the  lived

experiences of prison life require  strong and active voices that can advance  and

develop  alternative, distinctive, criminological perspectives that then  feed into

policies, strategies and initiatives that are more humane in their recognition of

prisoner's experiences.   The main concern of the UK movement, whose aims and

ideals I strongly support,  is to establish a collective basis in order to  develop a

more  inclusive,  creative  and critical  approach  to  criminology.   In  its  proposal

document the group stated: 'We are convinced, on the basis of our experience in

British criminology, that there is a great need for critical and 'insider' perspective

on prison  research and its associated policy implications'. I wholeheartedly agree

and it  is entirely in line with the concept of convict criminology that this thesis

seeks to expose, define  and  challenge the  austere conditions of imprisonment

that impact on Category A  prisoners.   

Convict  criminology  provides  an  authenticity  to  ethnographic  prison

studies that an external researcher simply could not capture and by  so doing has

made  a number of authoritative contributions to penology. There is undoubtedly

much more to be gained from a better  understanding of  how prisoners negotiate

their  experiences  of  imprisonment  in  what  Goffman  (1961) has  described  as

‘where  the  action  is'  the  hidden  world  known  only  by  prisoners.  In-depth

ethnological  studies  of  prison  life  have  become  increasingly  important   in

exploring  areas such as  ethnicity, faith, control and categorisation.    This can be

seen from the fact that in  high security settings where identities and risks are

highly contested and yet  largely hidden from the view  of the outsider external

prison  researchers increasingly  experience  major difficulties in exploring many
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aspects  of  prison  life.   Accordingly,  ,  in  recent  years  research  studies  in  high

security  dispersal  prisons have been conspicuous  only by their  absence.   In a

repeated sociological investigation at HMP Whitemoor, Liebling (2012) observed

'In only 12 years, the prison felt like a different place'. The study described finding

a different kind of long-term imprisonment, a more intrusive, brutal, pointlessly

long and less endurable kind, with power flowing in new directions and trust

hard to come by: 'it   was  now impossible to disentangle with confidence the

effects of 'fear in the air'   from real changes in level of risk and violence' (ibid

p.423/4).  Clearly,  increased  punitiveness,  indeterminate  sentences,  the

intensification of risk oriented practices and anxieties relating to terrorism had

deepened the tone and reshaped the practices of long term imprisonment in  high

security prisons.  The research for that  study concluded  some 8 years ago and

the changes Liebling described have continued to evolve throughout the time I

have spent as a Category A prisoner with  the fast-changing social world and

interpersonal relationships that  prison reflects  remaining unreported. 

1. 8 Becoming an expert by experience  

The research for this thesis  has  been inextricably entwined with  14 years

of   life   as  a Category A  prisoner in  the  dispersal  system.  I  have found no

distinction  between enduring  imprisonment  and researching it.  Uniquely my

imprisonment has informed my doctoral research and  has allowed me to critique

from the inside.  I believe my personal  experiences and observations contribute

to academic knowledge by providing  unequalled insight  and has enabled me to

illustrate the trials and collective  tribulations inherent in Category A status . As a

prisoner/researcher  I can say that it was a determination not to allow the  walls

that imprisoned my  body to encircle my mind which compelled me to  seek

freedom of  thought  through education,  to study and,  later,   achieve academic

honours. I write from personal experience.  Under the toughest of conditions, by

experience and reflection, my imprisonment became  my research and the years

spent preparing  this thesis have been  my  life.   Without, I hope,  exaggeration,
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conjecture or supposition this thesis  provides an authoritative  perspective of life

as a Category A prisoner in a high security prison.    Tempered somewhat by time

and mellowed by my studies,  it is the ideas, thoughts and beliefs engendered by

and derived from   my journey as a Category A  prisoner through the dispersal

system that  form the basis of this thesis.

After  being  sentenced  I  very  quickly  realised  that,  with  escape  being

impossible for a prisoner with multiple sclerosis  and madness the alternative, if I

were  have any hope of leaving prison alive  with a  remnant  of  sanity intact then

I needed an interest  if only  to provide  a reason to carry on living.    Whilst at

Belmarsh I was  fortunate enough to chance upon an article about the Institute of

Criminal Justice Studies at the University of Portsmouth and even more fortunate

to  have  my  enquiries   dealt  with  by  Val  Goldstone,  an  administrator  at  the

Institute.  Without her assistance  and encouragement in the early days I would

not have continued to try to register  for and then obtain  a BSc (Hons) degree in

Criminal  Justice Studies.   I  am also really most  grateful  for the prejudice-free

attitude of the  University's administrators in deciding to accept  my application

to  study  at  a  time  when  the  internet  described  me  as  a  senior  member  of

organised crime. 

Facing such a long sentence and suffering with relapsing-remitting MS,

there were times when I lost hope and only a deeply embedded desire   to garner

knowledge prevented  me  from  abandoning my studies. When my wife died the

prison  authorities   refused  to  allow  me  to  attend  her  funeral  because  I  was

Category A  and  this  brought home to me how truly powerless I had become.

(In 2016 the ECtHR held  that there had been a violation of Article 3 and Article 8

in  respect  a  prisoner  in  Romania  who  was  denied  permission  to  attend  his

mother's funeral: Kanalas v Romania).    So, being still of an adversarial nature and

a believer in  the truth of Bacon's maxim (1597)  that knowledge itself is power, I

began to read   the Prison Rules  and Regulations  in order  that by  learning more

about the rules which governed  me I might  take back some small control  over

my  life.   I   remain  astonished at  how many prisoners  are content to move

through the system   travelling in prescribed  grooves to  destinations selected for
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them without  ever  questioning the   direction  of  travel  or  the  processes   and

procedures that affect their lives. In contrast,  my approach was to test and, where

appropriate, challenge the  system by seeking a judicial review of that with which

I disagreed. Unsurprisingly,  such an  approach did not make me popular with

the prison authorities but I soon learnt  that  prison managers were themselves

largely  unaware of most of the relevant rules and regulations and were reliant on

the compliance  of prisoners to  justify  their decision-making.  

By the end of  my second year of study   I found that I had become so

engaged with studying that I needed more books, journals  and articles to fill my

time:  if not  a   psychological  compulsion, the acquisition of knowledge had

certainly become  a way of escaping from prison life.   I enrolled for  an Open

University BA(Hons) degree  course in psychology whilst I was still studying for

the  BSc  (Hons)  in  Criminal  Justice  and,  when  I  obtained  that  degree   I

immediately  registered  at  the   University  of  London  for  an   LLB (Hons).  It

became common for me to read for more than one degree or diploma at the same

time and  I was  able to study in the way that I did because I paid for the courses

myself. A prisoner dependent on grants from the Prisoners' Education Trust (PET)

may only study one OU module  a year and the terms of the part funding the PET

receives from the Ministry of Justice means that there is no funding available to

study an OU Access module for a prisoner who has  more than 6 years left to

serve (PET 2016 p.32).  The Open University does not provide grants:  to study

beyond the OU Access module requires prisoners  to take out a student loan.

After obtaining  BSc,  BA,  and  LLB  Honours degrees  I applied to Portsmouth to

take a Masters in Criminology and Psychology : having  achieved that  I applied

to  the  Ministry of  Justice  for   permission  to read  for  a  PhD.  The Ministry

granted my application with the proviso that there would be no  cost to the Prison

Service and that I would not require any assistance for what was to be a literature

based thesis. My  aim  was to  provide an authoritative and unique contribution

to the existing knowledge of the penal system by furnishing an insider's view of

an academically  neglected but nonetheless  significant  cohort  of   Category A

prisoners.  
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My academic journey was somewhat onerous  not least because I have

been   without the benefit  of  access  to the internet and  programmes such as

Google Scholar, Copernic Professional Agent or the Index to Theses and Web of

Knowledge have not been available to me. Thankfully, Linda Jones,  the librarian

at the University of Portsmouth,  has been  extremely   helpful in providing me

with books and obtaining copies of even the most obscure academic articles: it is

only when I look at the bibliography I fully realise how much she has done for

me.  However,    even   her  invaluable  assistance  ceased –  temporarily  -  when

during  2014-15   that   most  unenlightened of  Lord Chancellors,  Mr Secretary

Grayling, went so far as to ban books from being sent  to prisoners.  Shortly after

Grayling left office the directive was cancelled  but such restrictions  illustrate, if

only by the bye,  how difficult  it  is  for a Category A  prisoner  to achieve an

academic qualification if they are  overly  dependant on the prison authorities or

an  education  provider.   Yet,  regardless  of  the   difficulties  that  as  a  prisoner-

researcher I  have encountered,   I  would not have been able to carry  out the

research necessary for this thesis had I not found myself  in  what Jack Abbot

(1981) so disturbingly yet accurately described as the  Belly of the Beast and thus

personally encountered or experienced most of what I narrate.    I contend that

enduring  life as a Category A prisoner in repressive  dispersal prisons  for what

has seemed an eternity  has made me an expert by experience. In the process  I

believe - and hope -  that I  have the necessary perception  and understanding to

provide the academic community with previously undisclosed,  possibly  entirely

unknown, information that  describes in detail the principal aspects  of  the rules,

regulations and conditions that impact on  the lives  of  Category A  prisoners.

That said, I do not suggest  that my  experience of imprisonment is a validation in

itself nor do I believe that  being a prisoner imbues me with uniquely inspired

thinking  on  prison   scholarship.   As   Jewkes  (2012)   notes   subjective

interpretation   and  unsupported  observation  coupled  with  excessively  long

incarceration under repressive conditions can impinge on the  ability to evaluate

impartially.  However,  I  have  no  inner   sense  that  my  objectivity  has  been

compromised by resentment or injustice nor my views slanted  by frustration.  I
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claim no definitive insight: my perceptions are those of the anvil not the hammer

and  whilst  my  critical  observations  undoubtedly  question  established

assumptions I do not believe my conclusions are  misrepresentative.  There  is no

single  truth to incarceration for prison experiences are coloured by gender, age,

ethnicity and class and vary according to sentence length, offence and category.

Hopefully,  by  avoiding  the    obsessive  subjectivity  and  preoccupation  with

identity  that  are  well  documented enemies  of  impartiality  and accuracy   this

thesis will make  a meaningful contribution to knowledge.  Earle (2018, p. 1512/3)

cites 'Ron' a convict criminologist  as saying

' I paid a price to get this knowledge and the price I paid I'll  never get

back and you can't get it from a book. I think being a prisoner in prison,

compared to being in prison in any other way, as a researcher, a visitor, no

matter  how much time you spend in prison it's vastly different  when you

are a prisoner. I've got that different perspective.  

1.9 My background 

 

In the 1960s   I was a student at the London School of Economics attracted

there to read  sociology and criminology under Terence Morris in no small part

because of his and Pauline Morris's then groundbreaking study (1963) on HMP

Pentonville in the shadow of whose walls I  had grown up.   Being politically

active, to overthrow what  I at that time  perceived as  the yoke of oppressive

authoritarianism  I  engaged in  street  protests  in  London  and,  later,  Paris.  The

corruptive influence of power was the enemy then as  it is now.  The LSE strongly

suggested that I did not return  and so with  a  rebel's  heart and an empty  pocket

-  there being no money  in throwing cobblestones at the riot police -  I  turned to

crime.  On reflection I  should have joined the Army for the adventure  or  the

police for the power: just as genius verges on insanity so criminality and policing

have much in common – indeed, some of the nastiest  crooks I have known have

been parasitical  policemen.   In the course of my criminal career I have met with
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triumph and disaster  and gained a  certain  notoriety with   the  Sunday Times

Insight team (2005, p.363) describing   me as  Britain's 'master criminal'.  When

resisting my  application to be downgraded from Category A   counsel  for the

Prison Service informed the  Court  of Appeal   that  not  only was I a  'master

criminal' I was also  'the most troublesome prisoner in England'.  This somewhat

backhanded testimonial   related not   to  breaches of  prison discipline  but rather

for wholeheartedly believing in  Thomas Fuller's maxim  that 'Be ye never so high

the law is above you'. I had  the determination (and no little courage)  to speak

truth to power and use my knowledge of the law to seek to call to account that

which  I have perceived to be  misconduct by the prison authorities.   The above

accolades, if that is what they are,  were  not  garnered  with ease or, nowadays,

remembered with much satisfaction: as a rite of passage they are of their time, a

remembrance of things past.  For whatever such comments are worth I suggest

that  they   establish my credentials  to speak as  a extremely knowledgeable

insider  on matters of criminality, penality  and  life as a Category A  prisoner.

This  is  important  for  there  are  many  methodological  challenges  to   prisoner

research  and  it  is,  of  course,   of  the  utmost  importance  that  a  researcher  is

credible.  

In 2003   I  was arrested and  charged with an attempt fraudulently to

evade the prohibition of duty on goods, an offence  contrary to section 170(2)(b) of

the Customs and Excise Management Act 1972.  This  offence is one  with which

anyone accused of  bringing back too much tobacco or spirits from abroad  would

be  summonsed  to attend court.  However, in my case the “goods” I was accused

of attempting to import were sacks  of  cocaine,  found in a container  in the  port

of Rotterdam en-route to Antwerp from Guyana. After the Guyanese, Dutch and

Belgians  all  declined to  prosecute  me for  lack of  evidence  the  UK authorities

alleged that I intended to import the container into the UK. At the behest of HM

Customs and Excise I was designated  as a  potential  Category A  prisoner and

located in the Special Security Unit at  HMP Belmarsh. When a  defendant  is  a

Category  A  prisoner  obtaining  a  conviction  becomes  so  much easier  for  the

prosecution: permission to intercept telephone calls between an accused and his
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legal  advisers  is  more  readily  granted,  legal  correspondence  is  opened  'by

accident'  and under  the authority  of  the  Interception  of  Communications  Act

listening devices are placed on  selected tables in visiting rooms. 

My trial  was infected by stringent security  restrictions:  the prosecution

were  granted permission to  'protect'  the  jury 24  hours  a  day  and the  public

gallery was screened to shield  the courtroom from the view of  any visitor who

managed to make it past the vetting process: none did. As in all trials, it is not the

truth that counts but the evidence  and after a three month trial I was convicted:  I

remain  firmly  of  the  belief  that  my  conviction  resulted   more  from  the

prejudicial 'evidential'  impact that these  security measures had   on the jury than

the evidence of the prosecution's witnesses. For a single failed  attempt to import

drugs I received the longest determinate sentence  passed in the UK since 1962

when George Blake,  a British intelligence officer, was convicted of spying and

sentenced to a total  of 42 years. He,   so it was said,  was  responsible for the

death of of 42 British agents (R v Blake, 1962). According to Liebling (2016, p. 478)

the  'Lord  Chief  Justice  considered  Blake's  case  one  of  the  worst  that  can  be

envisaged in peace time'.  Despite the  continual increases in sentence length since

1962 it seems my offence must have been judged as almost as severe: for a single

failed attempt to import drugs I was sentenced to a total of 38 years:  28 years for

the  failed  attempt  (reduced  on  appeal  to  25  years  because  I   have  multiple

sclerosis)  and a further default term of 10 years for the inability to pay a £2.3

million fine which, with interest of £500,00 a day since 2004, now exceeds more

than £4 million. Comparisons are proverbially said to be odious or, according to

Shakespeare (1598-9) 'odorous'  and so I think it best to leave any judgment on

this to others.  It is of  interest to note that at  Blake's appeal it was argued that

such a sentence would lead to madness or escape: three years later in 1966 Blake

did indeed escape from HMP Wormwood Scrubs.  I, by contrast, have remained

in prison and  by holding the authorities  to account I certainly appear to have

madden them. 

In 2005, some 9 months after my conviction, I was transferred from HMP

Belmarsh to HMP Long Lartin, a high security dispersal prison near   Evesham in
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Worcestershire.  In 2008 I was transferred to HMP Whitemoor in Cambridgeshire

and returned to HMP Long Lartin in 2010 (after HMP Full Sutton had  refused to

accept me). In 2012 I was transferred to HMP Frankland in Durham and in 2014 to

HMP Wakefield in West Yorkshire.  Such a cavalcade  of transfers throughout the

dispersal estate is most unusual but then  a   prisoner who resorts to the law to

challenge his  conditions  of  imprisonment   is  regarded as anathema by prison

managers and is  always  likely to  be rejected.   My propensity  for  holding the

prison authorities  to account in the civil  courts – that which they describe as

'adversarial behaviour' - has undoubtedly  accounted for the  inordinate length of

time that I have spent as a Category A  prisoner.   The upside  of my courtroom

encounters,  some of which inform  this thesis, was that  prison managers began

to treat me with more caution, and thus more fairly,  than  otherwise they would

have done. The downside was that  for almost  14 years  I  was classified  as   a

highly dangerous Category A  prisoner until  I was suddenly recategorised just

days before the filing   of an appeal to the Supreme Court which, if successful,

would have  provided  all Category A  prisoners with an enhanced  appeal and

review process. Of course, as the Ministry well knew, once downgraded and no

longer a Category A prisoner I had no locus standi to pursue the appeal. As I

write,  I  have  completed  the  25  year  sentence,  having  obtained  the  usual

remission, and I am now serving the default term for the fine – yet as a  Category

C prisoner I remain  located  in a dispersal prison. PSI 40/2011 on Categorisation

stipulates that  categorisation decisions must be fair, consistent and objective  and

the prisoner must be able to understand why he has been placed in a particular

category.   My  reading  of  the  situation  is  that   the  prison   service  is  taking

administrative revenge for  being consistently challenged in the courts:  my so-

called adversarial behaviour has not been forgotten. 

1.10. The aims and objectives   of this thesis

The  intention  underlying this thesis was   to construct  an ethnographic

research study  that would  provide an informative  and unique contribution to
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the existing knowledge of the penal system by furnishing an insider's view of a

significant   cohort  of  Category  A  prisoners  held  in  high  security  dispersal

prisons.   By  so  doing   I  would  provide   a  descriptive   analysis  of  the  three

fundamental themes areas of particular saliency that underpin this thesis namely

the law which establishes prisons as disciplinary institutions structured solely by

power; the rules and regulations that suppress and  control;  and the repressive

regimes  which  restrain.  This  may  also   offer   some  theoretical  insights   of

relevance to wider studies of imprisonment.   This thesis aims to  

(1) Observe  that  the  evidence  strongly  suggests  that  because  the  selective

criteria for Category A  status is outdated and  fundamentally  flawed  the

security status of  a great many prisoners is   exaggerated (and thus  over-

regulated) for far longer than is necessary. 

(2) Contend that as the result of increased carceral security in the Long Term

High Security Prison Group the current  Category A system is obsolete

and there is  no need  for a system of  highly expensive and repressive

dispersal prisons. 

(3) Dispute the generally accepted wisdom that in 1966  penal policymakers

were  right  to reject  Mountbatten's recommendation that there should be

a fortress prison in which to incarcerate   prisoners whose escape would

be highly dangerous to the police, the public or the security of the State.

(4) Contend that the decision to accept Mountbatten's security  categorisation

proposal  whilst rejecting the corollary concept  of a  fortress prison  was

deeply flawed and unbalanced. 

(5)  Contend  that the reason why  the  security categorisation policy has been

able to function unaltered  for so long  is because   restrictive and over

regulated controls imposed  by a repressive   system have muted criticism
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(6) Assert  that  it   is   the  operation  of  risk  averse  procedures  and  the

philosophical basis of the  security classification of  Category A   prisoners

that creatively  shapes and structures the entire penal system.

(7) Observe  that  the  evidence  strongly  suggests  that  because  the  selective

criteria for Category A  status is outdated and  fundamentally  flawed  the

security status of  a great many prisoners is restrictively  exaggerated (and

thus  over-regulated) for far longer than is necessary. 

(8) Examine the legitimacy of the segregation,  supervision, and separation

units  that,  principally,  hold  Category  A  prisoners  and  assert  that  the

inexorable  requirement   for  an  adequacy   of   category  A prisoners

sufficient to maintain the continued existence of 5 dispersal prisons has

resulted in  an abuse of the categorisation process. 

1.11 The structure of the thesis 

In  Chapter  Two  - 'Rules,  Regulations  And  Directives'  I  provide  an

abbreviated synopsis of the legislative structure of the prison system in England

and Wales   and outline  the   rules,  regulations  and directions  that  principally

impact on  all prisoners but particularly those who are Category A .  Prisoners'

rights have been construed 'residually' that is   they exist unless specifically or

implicitly excluded by the law and undoubtedly,  the  most  important  of  those

rights  has been that of  unrestricted  access to  the courts.  Dispersal prisons are

beset,  if  not  confounded,  by  regulatory  instruments   and  without  some

understanding of Prison Service Instructions and the relevant law it is impossible

to comprehend  why and how  certain prisoners are  retained and restrained as

Category  A.  The  experiences  of  Category  A  prisoners   and  life  in  dispersal

prisons cannot fully be  understood without a detailed  knowledge of the system

of rules and regulations which  control    their existence. 
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In Chapter Three - 'The origins of Category A   and  Dispersal Prisons' I

build upon the previous chapter by examining  the various inquiries into prison

security and  escapes. The 1966 Mountbatten report  which  created the Category

A  classification system and the 1967 Radzinowicz report which recommended

the  dispersal  system  are  critiqued.  I  contend  that  the  decision   to  reject

Mountbatten's recommendation that there should be   a fortress prison in which

to incarcerate   the most dangerous of prisoners was erroneous. I consider the

aspects of the 1991 Woolf report into prison disturbances which  demonstrated

that problems of control were endemic  throughout  the entirety of the closed

prison system and not  only in   high security  jails.  Finally,  I  analyse  the  1995

Woodcock and 1996 Learmont reports into prison security which  provided the

support needed for  those in the Prison Service who had long believed that the

relaxed  regimes in the dispersal prisons had failed to achieve any purposeful

objective.  

 

In Chapter  Four   -  'The   Dispersal  Prison   System:  Allocation  and

Transfer'   I critique the five dispersal prisons and  explain  the allocation and

transfer process: which prisoner is allotted to what prison and why.  I critically

review  the process whereby  a prisoner confirmed as Category A  is - without

having  any say in the process - allocated  to a prison where he may well spend

the next twenty or thirty years of his life. I argue  that as the result of increased

carceral security in the Long Term High Security Prison Group there is now no

need for a Category A  system or a system of highly expensive and repressive

dispersal  prisons.  I  detail   the  rulemaking  power  which  stipulates  that  any

external movement of  a Category A  prisoner  can  only take place if it has been

approved by  the Category A  Team. 

In Chapter  Five    'The Control  and  Inspection of the Dispersal Prison

System'    I   examine from a Category A  prisoner's  perspective the  dispersal

prison system and  consider the facilities available to Category A  prisoners and
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how they are   treated differently  from other  prisoners  in  the  same prison.   I

illustrate the salient factors of  each of the 5 dispersal prisons  using data from

HMIP reports and academic literature such as Liebling (2012 and 2105) and Drake

(2012).     I  examine the process  in its  entirety and finish by noting that   the

Prisons Ombudsman records  that of  all of the prisons in England and Wales the

five dispersals submitted the most complaints by quantity and quality. 

In  Chapter  Six  - ' 'The  categorisation  of   Provisional  Category  A

prisoners'  I  describe  the  specific  rules  and  regulations  that  apply  to  the

classification of prisoners as Category A. I outline  the roots and growth of the

current policy that applies  to Category A  prisoners and  I assert  that given the

increase  in   carceral  security  at  category  B  prisons  the  Category  A system  is

obsolete. I argue that it  is now time that  the recommendations regarding the

security classification of prisoners that have remained unamended for 50 years

ago  were   reviewed.  I   contend  hat  the  evidence  strongly  suggests  that   the

selective criteria for Category A  status is outdated and  fundamentally  flawed.   

In  Chapter  Seven   -'  Confirmed   Category  A   status'  I  examine  the

processes and procedures that confirm Category A  status with reference to Local

Advisory Panels and the Category A  Review Team  as well as the policy decisions

made about Category A  prisoners at all levels of the criminal justice system. I

explain  the  reason  why   the   security  categorisation  policy  has  been  able  to

function unaltered  for so long  is because   restrictive and over regulated controls

imposed  by a repressive   system have muted criticism

In Chapter  Eight  - 'Legal challenges to Category A  status'  I continue the

theme raised in the previous chapter and  review the legal challenges that have

been made to Category A  status and the resultant changes brought about not by

legislation but by prisoner litigation. The guiding principle has been to base the

decision to classify a prisoner as Category A  on the  possible  consequences of

escape rather  than the  likelihood of  that  happening.  This  is  an anachronistic
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inequitable  policy  that  is  ethically  objectionable  because  it  justifies  decision-

making  based on grounds that equate  people with things

In Chapter Nine - 'Soft Power: Incentives and Earned Privileges' I analyse

the  conventional research on the sociology of imprisonment: power, control and

restraint.  I examine the  insidious use of discretionary/soft power  as a means of

augmented control  to  manipulate the behaviour of  prisoners.  I  describe  how

prisons are low-trust  coercive establishments  and  that there are difficulties in

sustaining positive prisoner-staff  relationships in such environments.  Prisoner-

staff  relationships   pervades   penal  establishments  of  whatever  status  and  I

demonstrate  that  prisoners’  lack  of  compliance  complicates  staff-prisoner

relationships, and arguably damages the prison’s ability to use power legitimately

I consider the awarding of extra days as a punishment and contrast the difference

in approach of various establishments. 

In Chapter  Ten  -  'A  Continuum  of  Exclusion' I  summarise  and  then

challenge  conditions in segregation and close supervision  units. I  describe the

impact  of  the   Bourgass  judgement  on   segregation  practices  and procedures

whereby for the first time  the limits  of the rules which authorise segregation are

defined.  I  describe  the  extremely  restrictive  nature  of  the  security  controls

imposed   on  Category  A prisoners  that  have  succeeded  in  making  dispersal

prisons escape proof and contend that such controls have done so at the expense

of individual human rights and personal dignity.  

In  Chapter  Eleven  -   'Power  and  Control'   I  outline   the  increasing

influence  and power of  the  Muslim  population   in  the  High Security  Prison

Estate . I then describe the 2016 Acheson report and  the problem of radicalisation

and   Islamic extremists  and the development of Separation Centres. I describe an

integrated  network   of   distinct   restraint,  constraint  and  control  units   that

function as a continuum of exclusion in the form of compulsory separation from

the main prisoner population. I  expand  on the previous chapter to review the
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impact of  restrictive conditions in a high security prison and the need to recover

a lost identity are among the  reasons  encourage radicalisation. 

In  Chapter  Twelve  - 'Conclusions'  I review the issues of power, control and

restraint  which  are  fundamental  to  this  thesis.  I  highlight  the  over-regulated

restrictive treatment of Category A  prisoners and  suggest where further research

into  Category A  status might usefully develop and indicate the areas  in which

development  of  the  issues  raised  in  this  dissertation  might  be  of  wider

penological  interest.  In  reviewing  the  existence  and  rationale  underlying  the

Category  A  system  and  the  dispersal  prison  system  I  find  them   to  be

dysfunctional. and the  second to be obsolete. I conclude that the Category  A and

the dispersal system have gone from being  conceptual errors to  human rights

failures. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

Rules, Regulations and Directives 

2. Introduction

According to William Blake's Proverbs of Hell (1790) 'Prisons are built with

stones  of  Law,  brothels  with  bricks  of  Religion'  and  there  exists  no   more

regulated,  inflexible   institution  than  a  maximum  security  prison   where  the

exercise of such absolute power can so easily become  the antithesis of the rule of

law. It  necessarily  follows  that  the  experiences  of  Category  A  prisoners   in

dispersal prisons cannot be fully understood without detailed  knowledge of the

system of  rules  and regulations which  lie  at  the heart  of  prison policies  and

govern  their existence. As  ex-post facto justification for any action that they take

the  authorities  will  always  seek  refuge   in   a  rule,  however  obscure,   and,

therefore,   an  examination  of  such   rules  is   essential   because  of  what  they

disclose  about the  governance of dispersal prisons.  The coercive power of the

State does not simply evaporate with the decision to imprison: people were never

simply  locked  up  and  the  key  thrown  away  and  as   Owen  and  MacDonald

recount (2015, p.ix) from the relatively mundane requirement to work to the  more

invasive  obligation to submit to medical and psychological evaluation and the

even more extreme consequences of disciplinary punishment and administrative

segregation,  imprisonment  remains a continuing compulsion.   For decades  the

courts were either afraid or reluctant  to take responsibility for the protection of

the  rights  of  citizens  behind  bars.  It  was,  of  course,   never  openly  said  that

prisoners  had no rights  but rather the judicial evasion was that  the assurance of

such rights as they had could safely be entrusted to their custodians.  In effect,

when  not  abdicating  responsibility,  the  courts  sought  to  reconcile  meeting

prisoners'  rights  with institutional  needs,  and prisoners were  generally  more

successful  when   demanding  procedural  justice  than  when   challenging  the
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conditions  in  which  they  were  confined.  Moreover,  even  when  rights  were

recognised they were defined as narrowly as  possible  so as to prevent further

inroads into the discretion of prison management  with the primary focus being

procedural protection in the form of strengthened due process rights rather than

material improvements 

2.1 The evolution of prison  law 

Prisoners'  rights  have  been  construed  'residually'.   They  exist  unless

specifically  or  implicitly  excluded  by  the  law  and  undoubtedly,  the  most

important of those rights  has been that of  unrestricted  access to  the courts. Until

the  1980s  prisoners  were  required  to  seek,  yet   not  necessarily  obtain,  the

permission  of  the  prison   governor  to  issue  legal  proceedings,  including

proceedings against that governor (Raymond v Honey,1983).  It is not intended in

this chapter to describe, analyse and review  all of the detailed provisions of the

laws that  apply to prisons and prisoners.  That has been done elsewhere and

most impressively  so  by Owen and MacDonald in the eponymously entitled

Prison Law, now in a 5th edition which comprehensively describes the  interwoven

roles of history, political morality and, occasionally, principle in the creation of

prison law.    Rather, I seek  here to provide an outline of the origins and evolution

of  the law  insofar as as it currently impacts on  those serving very long sentences

of imprisonment, and in particular  a cohort of  914 Category A  prisoners (FOIA

181115019,  12  December  2018)  in  an overall  prison  population  of  83,005 on  1

October 2018  (MoJ statistics 25 October 2018).  

 

 2.2 The legislative structure of the prison system in England and Wales

Prior to 1877 there were two separate prison systems governed by separate

administrative authorities – local prisons run independently by  Justices of the

Peace  and convict  prisons  run by central  government.   The work   of   prison

reformers like the Quakers George Fox and Elizabeth Fry and, particularly, John
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Howard (1777),  informs us  that neither system was good and all those prisons

were horrible, disease ridden places. A report from the Parliamentary Committee

on  Prisons   in   1811  resulted   in  the  government  purchasing   16  acres  of

marshland  for £12,000 and launching the construction  of the  now  demolished

Millbank penitentiary (the Tate Gallery now stands on its site). The Webbs (1922)

described Millbank as a 'monument of ugliness' and, at a cost of £750,000, 'one of

the most costly of all buildings that the world had then seen since the Pyramids of

Egypt'.  Millbank,  undoubtedly  one  of  the  worst  of  a  network  of  thoroughly

repressive penal institutions,proved to be a disaster  enshrining Jeremy Bentham's

belief that  'All  punishment is  mischief;  all  punishment is  evil'(1789). However,

notwithstanding that  belief,  Bentham  thought that  it  was both justifiable and

permissible to use evil to induce people to be good.  

Following the passage of the 1877 Prison Act  all prisons and prisoners in

England and Wales became subject to the authority and jurisdiction of the Home

Secretary. However,  the Home Office began as it meant to continue by removing

the independence of the previously outspoken inspectors and so, as Blom-Cooper

records (1988: p.7),   'Commissioners  withheld reports from publication on the

grounds that they would seriously impair their dignity and prestige and weaken

their administration.'   The inevitable result was that the  facts about life inside

prisons were as slow to emerge  then as they often are today when, for  example,

the Ministry refuses to publish the full Acheson report (2016) on the  issue of

Islamic radicalisation.  Thankfully Acheson  is somewhat of an an exception and

all recent  HM Chief Inspectors of Prisons have forcefully spoken truth to power

unafraid, as overcrowding and cutbacks take effect, to provide excoriating reports

on dysfunctional, decaying prisons.  

The 1877 statute  was largely repealed  by the 1898 Prisons Act which formed the

legal basis for the administration of prisons until the introduction of a new Prison

Act  in  1952   which,  as   amended,  remains  the  only  enactment  that  deals

exclusively  with  the  prison  system.  The  1952  statute  is,  to  all  intents  and

purposes, a progression of enabling and deeming statutory provisions whereby

the  Secretary  of  State  is  provided  with  maximum  discretion  and  general
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superintendence over the operational management  of  all prisons.   

2.3 Oversight and Agency   

For nearly a century superintendence of the prisons of England and Wales

was  delegated  to  and  exercised  by  a  managerial  board   of  five  Prison

Commissioners with a tradition of adopting liberal principles and being prepared

to defend them against any outcry when anything went wrong.   In 1963   the

Board of  Commissioners was dissolved in order that prison and probation could

be dealt with under centralised control (SI 1963/597). Whilst the motive was good

the effect was bad: formerly a prison governor could do anything that was not

forbidden –  now he/she  could  do  virtually  nothing  without  permission.   The

Commissioners’ supervisory  functions were absorbed  by the Secretary of State

and their  adjudicative  powers  in  relation  to  prison  disciplinary  offences  were

transferred to  Boards of  Visitors  at  individual  establishments.  However,  after

hearing evidence  into the riots at HMP Manchester and other prisons (Home

Office 1991, 'the Woolf report')  that prisoners regarded members of the Board of

Visitors as no more than  prison officers in suits (para 3.81). Lord Justice Woolf

(ibid 1.208) concluded that promoting a sense of fairness and justice was essential

to achieving stability in prisons and held that it  was not consistent with the Board

of Visitors’ functions  as  watchdogs for  them to be involved in  supervisory or

adjudicatory proceedings. They  were immediately emasculated and then   re-

branded as Independent Monitoring Boards with all their adjudicatory powers

removed and only restricted supervisory influence.  In the light of the  findings of

the  Woolf  Report  the  Home  Secretary  commissioned  Sir  Raymond  Lygo  to

provide a detailed managerial assessment of the working of the Service. The 1991

Lygo Report  endorsed many of  Woolf’s  recommendations  and concluded that

agency status was the means by which the necessary reforms could be achieved.

Lygo commented 

'...  each of the major reports on the Service since the absorption of the Prison

Commission by the Home Office have called for a greater degree of managerial

independence for the Prison Service from day to day Home Office control. Again
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it has not happened to anything like the extent necessary.' 

Whilst  recognising  that  the  Secretary  of  State  must  remain  politically

accountable  to  Parliament  for  the  Prison  Service,  Lygo  said  that  far  greater

managerial independence was required and 'in current Civil Service thinking this

would  equate  to  agency  status'. The  Government  accepted  Lygo’s  basic

recommendations  and  in  1993  the  Prison  Service  was  established  as  an

independent  executive  agency  of  the  Home  Office   with  an  amended  Prison

Service Framework Document that  has as its Statement of Purpose a  declaration

which explicitly alludes to this division, as does the frequently-quoted aphorism

that people are sent  to prison as punishment, and not   for punishment:

“Her  Majesty’s  Prison  Service  serves  the  public  by keeping  in  custody those

committed by the courts. Our duty is to look after them with humanity and help

them to lead law abiding and useful lives in custody and after release”

If these assertions, first laid out  in 1964, were ever true or even purposeful they

have regrettably, become increasingly meaningless due to the quadrupling of the

prisoner population over the past 5 decades. The words are fine but count for

almost nothing because  the supposed  'duty'  to 'look after prisoners  and help

them to lead law abiding and useful lives in custody' has ever been an exercise in

failure. In giving evidence to the Woolf inquiry in 1990 the then Director General

of the Prison Service stated that 

'The removal of overcrowding is, in my view, an indispensable  pre-condition of

sustained and universal improvement in prison conditions...for improvement to be

solid and service wide the cancer of overcrowding must be rooted out.' 

At that time the prison population numbered some 48,000:  by  November 2017

68% of  prisons  were  overcrowded (MoJ:  2017(a))and the  prison  population  of

England  and  Wales  had  increased  by  82%.  Of  these,   8554  were  serving  life

sentences, more than France, Germany and Italy combined. ( Prison Reform Trust

2018)  Despite new prisons  opening  as old prisons   closed  more than 42% of the

prison estate is  rated “of concern” or of “serious concern” by HMPPS (NOMS

2017). Imprisoning 146 per 100,000 of the population  gives England and Wales

the highest prison  population rate  in Western Europe (ICPS, 2017), a status it has
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maintained since 2002.  As overcrowding continues to put pressure on the prison

system figures from the Ministry of Justice (2018a) show that 28,165 assaults were

recorded in   prisons   in  England and  Wales  in  the  12  months  to  the  end of

September 2017, an increase of almost 100% in 8 years.   The figures included

7,828 assaults on prison staff, a rise of 22% compared to the previous 12 months.

The incidents of self harm at 41,103 are the highest ever recorded and the self-

harm rate  per 1,000 prisoners for the year ending June 2017 was 482 - almost 50%

(MoJ safety in custody  2017 (c)). The reality is that conditions in prison  continue

to get worse. 

2. 4 The Ministry of Justice 

In 2007, following a determination  by the  Home Secretary  that the Home

Office as then constituted was not fit for purpose,  the  responsibility for prisons

and the courts was transferred from the Home Secretary to the Lord Chancellor

who, as Secretary of State for Justice,  became  accountable to Parliament for the

operational management  of the Prison Service.  In April 2008  the responsibility

for the day to day administration of  the penal estate was assigned to the National

Offender Management Service (NOMS) as part of a re-organisation of a newly

created, highly concentrated bureaucratic  Ministry of  Justice.  As an executive

agency of the Ministry of Justice  NOMS incorporated HM Prison Service and the

National Probation Service and, according to its Policy Framework  Statement,

was  accountable  for  delivering  reduced  re-offending  and  increased  public

protection. Regrettably, it failed to achieve those  aspirations. Section 4 (1) of the

1952 Act  stipulates that

The Secretary of State shall have the general superintendence of prisons and shall

make the contracts and do the other acts necessary for the maintenance  of prisons

and the maintenance of prisoners.

For  many  years  the  language  of   section  4   was  relied  upon  by  the  Home

Secretary,   and regrettably  accepted  by  the  senior  Courts,   as  constituting  an

ouster clause thereby  justifying if not legally preventing the High Court from

intervening in  prison matters by way of  judicial review. It was not until  1988
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that  in  ex  parte  Leach the  House  of  Lords  finally  dismissed  as  'fundamentally

fallacious'  the idea that section 4 could restrict or inhibit the jurisdiction of the

High Court over prisons and  prisoners . 

2.5 The 1952 Prison Act and the 1999 Prison Rules 

The  Prison  Rules  lie  at  the  heart  of  prison  policies  with  regulations

governing  the  minutiae  of  prison  life  and   often  seeming  to  represent  an

impenetrable bureaucracy.  Loucks (2000: p 6) rightly observes  that in order 

'to uncover management policy,  one has to unravel  layers of rules upon rules.

Lawyers can have just as much difficulty unravelling the legal rights of prisoners:

the law is unclear, and judges often disagree in their interpretation of it. All that

can be said with certainty is that prisoner litigation has forced upon the courts a

growing, if reluctant, recognition of prisoners’ rights'.

Notwithstanding  the  labyrinthine  regulatory network   an  examination  of  the

Rules  and  the  regulations   made  thereunder  is  nonetheless  of  considerable

importance  because of what they divulge  about the day-to-day administration of

prisons. Insofar as this thesis is concerned  such an examination  will reveal  how

overly restrictive regulations impact on the lives of Category A  prisoners.  The

important rule-making power is that contained in section 47 of the Act  which

quite simply states that 

47.-1 The Secretary of State may make rules for the regulation and management

of prisons and  remand centres [young offender institutions  or secure training

centres] respectively and for the classification, treatment, employment, discipline

and control, of persons required to be detained therein. 

Section 52(1) of the Act requires that any power to make rules shall be exercisable

by statutory  instrument.  In  1952  it  was  never  intended  that  the  Prison  Rules

should  be legally enforceable  and the courts have never  allowed prisoners to

sue prison officers or  governors for a breach of a statutory duty. The Rules are

defined  as  regulatory  management  directives    and   individual  rules  are

justiciable in the sense that breaches may, depending on the circumstances, give

rise  to  a  public  law  remedy,   principally  that  of  judicial  review.   However,

notwithstanding both the logic and the language successive Governments have
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treated the Standing Orders  and Prison Service  Instructions  which inform the

Rules as no more than management instructions issued for official purposes. The

broad nature of the rule making powers contained in the 1952 Act meant that it

was not until  the landmark case of  Raymond v Honey [1983] that the House of

Lords affirmed that a  'convicted prisoner retains all civil rights which are not

taken away expressly or by necessary implication' 

After  35  years  of  patchwork amendments  the  1964 Prison Rules  which

had been  criticised by the Prior Committee in 1985, HMIP in 1990, and Woolf in

1991 were redrafted in 1999 (SI 1999/728). Even so,  with a few notable exceptions,

the 'new'  Rules  do little more than consolidate and re-articulate the 1964 Rules

and were amended only where it was thought  that they were likely to conflict

with the advent of the 1998 Human Rights Act.    However, whilst it is  to be

regretted that the 1952 Prison Act has not  been re-written it has to be said that the

1999 Rules are a welcome change from the disjointed approach constructed by

way of  amendments since the Rules were last consolidated. Encompassing  some

85 specific rules and covering such areas as Religion, Healthcare, Education, Work

and  Discipline,  the  1999  Rules   include  general  provisions,  specific  rights,

prohibitions and obligations  and commence with the somewhat evangelical (but

nonetheless commendable) mission statement in Rule 3 that 'the purpose of the

training and treatment of convicted prisoners shall  be to encourage and assist

them to lead a good and useful life'. Some rules have, however, proved far more

contentious and the manner of their  implementation has indirectly resulted in an

ever  expanding field   of  prison  law.     Litigation  exclusively  concerned with

prisoners’ rights   has extended as high as the Supreme Court in the UK and as far

as  the  European  Court  of  Human  Rights  in  Strasbourg.   Prison  Rule  51,  for

example, meticulously details some 25 possible breaches of discipline including a

rule which stipulates that any attempt to breach any of the rules is, in and of itself,

an offence against discipline.  What was previously Rule 47(2), a disciplinary rule

with its  origins  in the regulations  of  the Armed Forces   and which penalised

behaviour which 'in any way offends against  good order and discipline',  was

finally  abolished by the 1999 Rules after  repeated calls  from sources such as
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Justice (1983), Quinn (1995), and (Loucks 1995).  However, and notwithstanding

their redrafting, the  language of the 1999 Rules remains inappropriate, such as its

reference  to  disciplinary  punishments  as  ‘awards’  and  its  use  of  masculine

pronouns throughout.

2.6 Discretionary powers

Taken as a whole, the 1952 Prison Act and the 1999 Prison Rules confer on

the prison authorities a considerable range of discretionary powers which in turn

are augmented by a surfeit of administrative guidance and exhaustive directions

set out in various Prison Service Orders and Prison Service Instructions designed

to  complement  the  continual  evolution  of  the  administrative  structure  of  the

Prison Service.   Yet despite  - or perhaps because of  - the existence of an ever

increasing number of rules and guidelines, Liebling, Price and Shefer (2010: p.140)

describe a consensus among  all prison officers, governors and prisoners at HMP

Whitemoor that prison life  consisted mainly of 'grey areas' with only small areas

of clarity.  There were always  tensions between what the Rules say and what

common sense suggested and it depended on the individual officer what action

was taken.  Experienced staff  enforced their authority rather than the  'rule book',

often because the 'rule book' is so complicated that even experienced staff know

only  a  very  small  section  of  what  it  contains  and  are  distrustful  of  what  is

unknown.   Staff structured their own and prisoner's activities and through the

use  of  discretion    managed (usually)  to  maintain  order  and  (some level  of)

compliance (Liebling et al 2012 p.141).  By leaving a great deal of discretion to the

prison authorities the Rules are nothing if not confusing because Prison Service

Headquarters has issued  many other guidance documents  in the form of Prison

Service Orders and Instructions.  Various recommendations (Woolf 1991, Home

Office,  1995,  para  60)  called  for  the  simplification  and  consolidation  of  such

guidance  and  a  clear  framework  within  which  prison  governors  would  be

expected to operate.   Levels of autonomy, responsibility and accountability were

to  be clearly published, making it plain which aspects of existing manuals and
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national instructions were mandatory, advisory or purely informative. Disparities

of practice between high security  dispersal  prisons were,  supposedly,   to  be

avoided  with  a  continuous  programme  of  independent  audit  introduced  to

identify good and bad practice.  The current administrative system is largely the

result of the recommendations in  the Woolf Report (1991) which dealt in some

detail with the managerial lessons to be learnt from the prison disturbances of

April 1990.  However, more than two decades after Woolf  each dispersal prison

continues  to  operate  as  a  separate  entity  regardless  of  the  requirements  and

obligations imposed by the Prison Rules, Orders or Instructions.   In dispersal

establishments   populated by staff who have been in post for decades  the local

norm has become the accepted way of doing things. It is because of this  that

daily operations differ considerably from one dispersal prison  to the next. 

2.7 Prison  Service Orders and Instructions 

Prior to August 2009  the prison service guidance and direction system

consisted  of  convoluted  and  somewhat  stilted  Prison  Service  Orders  (PSOs)

which    took  precedence over other directions,  and  only expired once replaced

or  revoked and could  include  extensive  manuals  which  themselves  contained

further mandatory directions and guidance.  These Orders were maintained by

amendments  in  the  form  of  Instructions  which  whilst  temporary  nonetheless

contain mandatory directions.  For such a process to work effectively, it required a

contextual framework with clear, mutually agreed and understood limits to local

autonomy.  The  reality  was   that  written  operational  instructions  from  many

sources  were  cobbled together  to  mandate  a  concordance   of  practices  which

could  then be  retrospectively  tailored to fit events..  After August 2009 Prison

Service Orders were no longer renewed when they expired and were, instead,

replaced by permanent Prison Service Instructions [PSIs], a difference  without a

distinction insofar as the impact on prisoners was concerned.  Between 1997 and

2017 a total of 1120 PSOs and PSIs were issued of which (in full or in part) over

500 remain active.    PSIs convey mandatory actions to prisons and regardless of
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expiry dates they  remain in force until specifically cancelled, marked 'obsolete' or

replaced (National Security Framework 12.1 paras 2.4 – 2.6).  Those PSIs which

form part of the National Security Framework (NSF) such as PSI 22/2012 (4.6)

Intelligence  –  Covert  Surveillance often  appear  in  two  versions,  'Restricted' and

'Unclassified' with only the unclassified anodyne version  available to the public

via  the  Ministry  of  Justice  website.    Some  security  instructions  such  as  PSI

20/2012  -  'Improvised  Explosive  Devices'  are  understandably  rated  as  'Protect  -

Security'  whilst others such as PSI 24/2012 – The Interception of Communications in

Prison and Security Measures  can have  'Official and 'Official -Sensitive' versions the

latter of which  is  restricted  to  the HMPPS Intranet.  The most confidential PSIs

will be rated as “Restricted” and sent to prison governors via e-mail. These would

include  PSIs  on  Terrorism  or  Extremism  such  as  PSI  13/2016  'Managing  and

Reporting on Extremist Behaviour in Custody', amended and re-issued three times

since 2011.  

Only  instructions rated as 'Unclassified' are (theoretically) available  to prisoners

in prison libraries. However, prisoners often  have problems with access to prison

libraries, with opening hours often limited  to times when not all prisoners  can

attend and are often further affected by non-availability of staff.     

There is a requirement ( PSI 29/2012 para 3.7) that 'policy leads must also consider

obtaining  the  views  of  offenders  to  inform  policy  that  directly  affects  them'

although in my experience informed offender opinion would suggest that any

such consideration is a condition observed only in its breach.  An Equality Impact

Assessment  must be completed before the instruction is submitted for approval

but although  mandatory this is a requirement that is often simply passed over:

only where directions  meet a legal,  contractual or Ministerial requirement  is it

required that they should  be made  mandatory.  The expiry date of a PSI can be

up to  four  years  after  issue  (although unless  replaced the  Instruction  usually

remains in force even after it has  expired) with any lengthy guidance provided in

the  form of  annexes.  Policy leads  can review PSIs  as  the  need arises  and can

arrange for the PSI to be re-issued to extend its validity thereby avoiding any

necessity to repeat the scrutiny process.  
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2.8 The National Offender Management Service

The National Offender Management Service (NOMs) was in  existence for

only 9 years and only  its  most impassioned advocate  would  disagree  that it

was an out of touch organisation rarely fit  for purpose and with a history  of

corporate incompetence and inefficiency.     In September 2015 Ian Acheson, a

former  prison governor and Ministry adviser, was appointed  to carry out an

investigation into Islamist extremism and radicalisation in dispersal prisons.  It is

unlikely that the  Ministry  could have anticipated either the rigour and diligence

with which Acheson and his review team would conduct the investigation nor

the consequences that would flow from the Report which  is described in detail in

Chapter 11.

Acheson was unsparing in his   exceptionally stringent criticism of NOMS

and it  was   therefore   no  surprise  that  on  1  April  2017  it  should  disappear

instantly to be replaced by Her Majesty's Prison and Probation Service - HMPPS.

However, with a largely unchanged senior management team the changes to its

corporate  structure  seem  to  have  been   largely  cosmetic.  The  replacement  of

NOMS by HMPPS and the  redrawing  of the division of responsibilities between

the Ministry and its executive agency purported  to allow the Ministry to  take

over  'prison  policy'  in  order  that  the   new  organisation   might   focus  on

'operational delivery' whatever that might mean in practice.  

For  Category A  prisoners  the  impact  of  the  re-organisation meant  the

High Security  Prisons Group  was expanded and renamed as the   Long Term

High Security Prisons Group (LTHSPG).  The  five so called 'dispersal' prisons,

HMPs Frankland, Full Sutton, Long Lartin, Wakefield and Whitemoor,  where the

vast majority of the 800  plus  convicted Category A  prisoners are located  along

with other long term category B prisoners remained as the core part of the High

Security Prisons Group (HSPG).   HMPs Belmarsh and Manchester remained as

non-dispersal  high security prisons with a facility for unconvicted provisional

Category A  prisoners. HMPs Garth, Gartree, Swaleside and Isle of Wight (Albany
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and  Parkhurst)   were  incorporated  into   the  LTHSPG   functioning   as

establishments  holding  long  term  category  B  prisoners   for  whom  the  very

highest conditions of security were not necessary. In addition, those  prisoners

from  the  dispersal   estate  who  had  been  downgraded  from  Category  A  to

Category B  could  safely be transferred to such  LTHSPG establishments  with the

view  to   managing  them    more  effectively  as  part  of  a  transitional  process.

Despite much longer sentences making escape more desirable improved security

measures have totally eliminated escapes from the LTHSPG. Yet, notwithstanding

the  significant  security  improvements  throughout  the  prison   system,  the

Category A  classification  policy  has remained unaltered. Despite the obvious

flaws  in   the  philosophic  basis  and procedural  operation   of  a  categorisation

system  compromised  by   subjective  decision  making  and   loosely  defined

categories it is only legal challenges over many years that have made inroads into

the  security  classification  system.  Slowly  but  surely  there  has  been  an

improvement  in the position of  Category A prisoners and  their ability to have a

say in the key decisions about their status and future.   However Category  A

status remains  an anachronistic overreaction for there is no evidence to show that

categorisation has prevented or reduced escapes. 
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CHAPTER 3

The origins of Category A   and  Dispersal Prisons

3. Introduction 

1966 marked a turning point in British penal history.  At that   time the

prison  population  stood  at  slightly  over  22,500.   A long-term  prisoner  was

officially classified as someone serving a sentence of imprisonment of more than 4

years  with only   878 male  prisoners   serving sentences  of  10  years  and over.

(Liebling 2001,p.142).   However,   as  a result  of   the suspension  of  the  death

penalty and   an increase in serious violent  crime  the courts were  beginning  to

impose  ever longer sentences leading to  a sharp rise in the number of long-term

prisoners.  Therefore  it should not have been surprising that many, if not most,

prisoners  sentenced  to  very  lengthy  terms  of  imprisonment  in  repressive

conditions  were   deemed  potential  escapees.   Indeed,  the  distinguished

penologist Sir Leon Radzinowicz was firmly of the view  that the level of security

provided for certain types of criminals  in the 1960s was 'blatantly unacceptable

and bound sooner or later to led to a series of daunting escapes.' (1999, p.297).

And he  was  right:  to  escape  was,  at  least  temporarily,  to  defeat  the  system.

Prisons were then the  responsibility of the Home Department  and escapes from

prisons and  escorts were  not infrequent with 240 prisoners escaping between

1964 and1966.  

3.1. 1964 : The Escape of Great Train Robber Charles Frederick Wilson 

On 12 August 1964 Charles Wilson escaped from Birmingham prison after

serving only 4 months of a thirty  year sentence for his part in the so called 'great

train robbery'.   That  the escape was carried out with connivance of  a corrupt

member of prison staff has never been in dispute (Home Office, 1966, para.102).
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Wilson's  associates  scaled the wall  at night with the aid of a rope ladder. They

would have required more than one key to gain access to the  prison buildings

and,  in particular, the intruders would have required a master pass-key (ibid,

p.96). There were a limited number of those and a forensic examination  revealed

traces of soap on one of them and it was assumed that an impression had been

taken. Besides the master pass-key a special security key would have been needed

and  an impression of such a key would have to be tried out before it could be

perfected.  Wilson’s cell was unlocked and he and his associates  disappeared. He

was eventually  rearrested in   Canada and extradited to  England to  finish his

sentence. After his release he moved to Spain where, following a drug dispute, he

was executed by his associates.

3.2 1965 : The Escape of Great Train Robber Ronald Arthur Biggs.

On 8 July 1965 Wilson's  fellow great train robber,   Ronald  Biggs,  also

serving  a  sentence  of  30  years’  imprisonment,  escaped   somewhat  more

dramatically  from  Wandsworth  Prison  during  an  exercise  period.  His

accomplices parked a furniture van  near a part of the prison wall which bordered

the main exercise yard. Standing on the roof of the van the accomplices  threw

two rope  ladders over the wall thus  enabling   Biggs and 3 other prisoners to

escape  (ibid,  para.104).  Biggs  went  to  Australia  where  he  managed to  evade

arrest before fleeing to  Brazil;  ill-health (and a large  payment from a red-top

newspaper) resulted in him somewhat voluntarily returning to England to serve

out his sentence. He was released on 'compassionate grounds' due to ill health

and  died shortly thereafter. 

3.3 1966 :The Escape of the spy George Blake

On 22 October 1966  George Blake was  serving a  42  year  sentence  for

espionage when he  escaped from Wormwood Scrubs prison. At his trial in May

1961 the Lord Chief Justice  had described Blake, a former MI 5 Officer,  as an
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'exceptionally wicked major  spy'  and imposed an exceptional  sentence stating

'Your crime is  one of  the worst  that  can be envisaged in times of  peace'.  The

Court of Appeal  endorsed the sentence stating that it 'had a three-fold purpose. It

was intended to be punitive, it was designed and calculated to deter others, and it

was  meant  to  be  a  safeguard to  this  country'  (ibid,  para  27).  It  was  reported

(Pincher, 1966)  that Blake had been responsible for the death of 42 agents and his

length  of  sentence  was  designed to  represent  that  'fact'.  In  his  autobiography

Blake  admitted  passing  to  the  KGB  not  42  but  'more  likely  400'   names  of

communist block agents retained by MI5: he insisted none were killed because

'the KGB promised me they would not do it.' (Blake, 1990, introduction p. x)  With

the assistance not of the KGB  but  three ex-prisoners, an alcoholic Irishman  and

two  middle-class CND activists (Bourke, 1970), Blake was able to make his way

to sanctuary in East Germany concealed in a converted camper van. His escape

was, according to the Home Secretary,  shameful and made British prisons into

'something of an international joke with cartoons in Figaro and columns in the

Herald Tribune' (Jenkins, 1991, p.204).  Radzinowicz wrote that he did not know

of any penal system  in the  world where a prisoner of George Blake's calibre

would be detained in such an insecure prison  as HMP Wormwood Scrubs from

where  six  prisoners  had  escaped  only  four  months  earlier,  in  June  1966.

Radzinowicz (1999, p. 298) observed  that none of the  aforementioned escapes of

such high profile  offenders would have occurred if the prison rules  had been

diligently   and intelligently  observed.    A penal  system,  like  any other  social

institution,  does  not  stand  still  but  evolves  and  Radzinowicz  reflected,

undoubtedly correctly, that  this was a particularly unfortunate phase in a system

which was in need of an urgent repair. Safely ensconced  in Moscow Blake was to

write of his escape  'It was clear to me from the very beginning that if I wanted to

escape I had first of all to create the impression that I had no intention of doing so'

(Blake, 1990, p. 217).  Indeed,  Mountbatten found  (1966, para 33) that 'from the

outset  he  gave  every  appearance  of  being  a  co-operative  prisoner  who  was

showing  remarkable  resilience  in  accepting  his  unprecedentally  [sic]  long

sentence.' Wilson, too, had given exactly the same misleading impression before
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he escaped(ibid, para. 97):  'Staff found him to be a model prisoner not worried by

his long sentence. Even after his appeal had failed, his morale did not appear to

suffer'.  Following his escape Blake is reported to have earned some £90,000 from

his  autobiography  and  despite  Home  Office  objections   the  English  courts

allowed his publishers to remit that amount to  him in Moscow.  

3.4  The  Mountbatten Report  into Prison Escapes and Security 

Imprisonment as an utilitarian instrument of man's control over his fellow

man has existed from time immemorial but as the State's prime weapon of penal

sanction for serious crime, it is of comparative modernity  and  Liebling (2016, p.

477) is undoubtedly correct to assert that in recent years high security prisons

have come to embody  and express the coercive power of the state in its most

extreme form.   In his pivotal formulation of the notion of total institutions and

the 'under-life' of prisoners Goffman (1961, p.5) correctly  describes  prisons  as

not having the welfare of prisoners as their immediate issue  and that because  the

prisoner  is  excluded  from  knowledge  of  the  decisions  taken  regarding  his

incarceration such exclusion gives staff a strong basis of distance from and control

over  prisoners.   The  forced  deference  patterns  of  penal  institutions   impose

indignity and humiliation on prisoners who, as Goffman  relates  (ibid, p.22),  are

dependent on their jailers  for such  things  as hot water or permission to use the

telephone.   By   1966  the  punitive   sentences   of  preventative  detention  with

reduced remission for recidivists and corrective training, in effect borstal training

for adult  offenders,  were no longer imposed and the guiding principle of  the

prison system was the classification of prisoners into 'stars' (first time offenders)

or  'ordinaries'  (recidivists)  with  prisoners  considered  to  be  potential  escapers

placed the escape list. The  1966  Mountbatten report  into the escapes of three of

the most high profile prisoners was to be  the catalyst that changed the English

prisons for  the next 50 years and more . 

It was the qualitative rather than the  quantitative nature of these 3 escapes - there

had been others  during  the  intervening  period  -   which  provoked a  political
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reaction.  Notwithstanding the  statistical  fact   that  escapes  from prisons  were

slightly on the decline,   the security and control  of long term prisoners   very

quickly become a pubic relations issue for a newly elected Labour government

with a very narrow majority. On 24 October 1966 the Conservative party arranged

a vote of censure and the then Home Secretary, Roy Jenkins,  had  no political

alternative  but  to   commission  a  formal   inquiry  into  Blake's  escape  from

Wormwood Scrubs.  MPs later  successfully urged  Jenkins   to  extend the scope

of the inquiry into the general problem of security and long term  prisoners with

the result that  final terms  of reference for the inquiry were 'To inquire into recent

prison escapes, with particular reference to that of George Blake, and to make

recommendations for the improvement of prison security.'    Radzinowicz (1999

p.316)  quotes   Jenkins   as  later  admitting  that  'in  general  I  overacted  to  this

ephemeral  public  (or  press)  hysteria about  escapes and tilted the emphasis  of

prison regimes too much towards security and away from training and work'.

The  choice  of   Lord   Mountbatten  to  chair  the  inquiry  was,   according  to

Radzinowicz (1999,  p.315),  a gimmick suggested by Jenkins'  PPS and accepted

with enthusiasm by  both Jenkins and Mountbatten.  Whether a  retired Sea Lord,

however  distinguished, assisted  by a senior policeman from a rural constabulary,

a director  from the Royal  Aircraft  Establishment at  Farnborough – neither   of

whom had any previous  knowledge  of  prison security  -   and a  long retired

prison  governor were  the right people to  conduct  such an  inquiry  is  open to

some  doubt.   The choice of Mountbatten himself was, however,  greeted with

approval  from all  sides of the political  divide:  he was described as  a 'genius

when it came to public relations ...and showed brilliance when dealing with press,

propagandists  and cameramen' (Roberts, 1994, p.73).   Radzinowicz (1999, p. 300)

considered that  'he pursued his central objective, but let no opportunity pass by

to show he had an open receptive mind to various options'. It is certainly clear

from the subsequent report  that Mountbatten preferred to criticise rather than

castigate,   to reconstruct not  demolish.  His   report was wide-ranging and, at

some points,  surprisingly perceptive.  He argued that  whilst  staffing levels   at

most prisons were  close to the authorised level all prison establishments should
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quickly be reviewed and re-assessed to see where or if  more staff were necessary.

He did not believe the morale of the Prison Service as a whole was as high as it

should be and was critical of the fact that 'prison officers had to wait 16 years for

their first promotion which  was based entirely on seniority, so that no amount of

merit  or  ability  would enable  a  man to  achieve earlier  promotion,  other  than

through sideways promotion to assistant governor' (1966, para 16).   Mountbatten

recommended that promotion should no longer be in strict order of seniority; a

scheme should be introduced to give earlier promotion to abler officers and  an

additional rank - for which he  suggested the title 'senior prison officer' - should

be introduced.  He further recommended   that   the pay of  officers  should be

increased, his view being  that  'unless action is taken it will be difficult to raise

the morale of the Prison Service without which no mechanical devices alone will

be effective to prevent escapes' (ibid, para17).  In 2018 when the prison population

is over 83,000 it is of interest to note  Mountbatten's view that 'The problem [of

escape] is aggravated by the spectacular growth in the prison population in recent

years.  Over the last ten years  the average population in prisons has increased

from just over 15,000 to well over 22,500.' (ibid, para 206). Mountbatten detailed

the number of escapes from closed prisons during that period: 

Table 3.1                                    ESCAPES FROM PRISONS 

1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966

29 45 32 59 71 76 114 56 71 93 75 72
Home Office,1966 

In contrast, I set out the data for last 11 years. The difference is striking

Table 3.2 

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

2 1 4 1 2 1 2 1 2 0 2 4
MoJ Quarterly Statistics:  January 2018

According  to  Mountbatten   the  real  significance  to  be  attached  to  the

figures depended  upon the character of  the prisoners who escaped and their

behaviour while on the run: 
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 'It  is not  perhaps surprising to find that some of those convicted of the most

serious offences, particularly offences of violence, are precisely the prisoners who

make determined and often successful attempts to escape, and that when they do

escape they commit further acts of violence.    Many of the most serious offences

of shooting at police officers with firearms in recent years have been committed

by escaped prisoners. In some 20 months from August 1964 to May 1966, in the

Metropolitan Police District alone, five prisoners on the run shot at police officers

and others used firearms in the commission of offences. These figures would be

increased if a survey were made in the provinces'. (ibid: para 210). 

Overall,  Mountbatten's  report  on  escapes  recommended  far  stricter  security

measures, most of which were brought in,  and humane ones, many  of which

were  not.  The  report  recommended  that  microphones  be   installed  in  social

visiting booths with a control to enable an officer to listen in to any conversation

about which he had suspicions. Mountbatten had 'no doubt' that visits from legal

advisers were abused  and  his proposed solution was to take  tape recordings of

legal visits which could be  sealed by the solicitor and then deposited with the

Governor  (ibid,  309).  These  recommendations  were  not  officially  adopted

although it is without doubt that similar methods to enable the  interception of

communications  have  been  continually  (and  currently  are)  used   on  a  not

infrequent basis in dispersal prisons. Mountbatten  took great pride in the report

and  his biographer reports (Ziegler, 1985, p.651) that for Christmas 1966 he sent a

copy to each member of the Royal family (prisoners were   allowed to buy a copy

of the report – priced at 8 shillings – but  not be allowed  to keep it in their cell

once  it had been read: Knight, 1967). It is, therefore, perhaps unsurprising, that

on  grounds  he  considered  utterly  specious,  the  rejection  of  its  main

recommendation,  the  need for  a  single  maximum security  prison,  remained a

lifelong source of resentment  and  complaint. 

3.5 Mountbatten's recommendations on security 

The  final  report  contained  52  recommendations  42  of  which  were

implemented in whole or in part. Of the ten recommendations which were not

accepted nine related to the proposal  to establish a special  maximum security
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prison.  As David Price (2000) records it  is a disturbing anomaly  that the report

is   best   remembered for  a  proposal  that  did not become policy -    a  single

maximum  security  prison  –  than  for  one  that  did  –  a  system  of  security

classification.  Despite   enormous  physical  improvements  to  security  and

continual   procedural  changes  throughout  the  penal  estate,  Mountbatten's

recommendations  for  the   categorisation  and  assessment   of  prisoners  have

remained virtually unaltered for  more than 50 years. They continue to  form the

basis for the separation and differential treatment  that has been responsible for

restructuring the entirety of the prison estate. Prisoner categorisation is probably

the most important internal procedure that the prison service has at its disposal

acting as its first line of defence against escapes by determining every prisoner's

living conditions and allocation possibilities.   It is somewhat strange that  the

criteria for the security categorisation of prisoners  does not derive from a judicial

finding or the advice of the Advisory Council on the Penal System or, indeed,

from  any  formal  administrative  procedure   but,  rather,  from  the

recommendations of a retired Admiral.  Mountbatten's recommendations  for  the

security  categorisation  of  prisoners   were  to  have  a   detrimental  impact  on

prisoners  by indirectly resulting in the creation of the dispersal prison  system: 

'There  is  no  really  secure  prison  in  existence  in  this  country.  The  basis  of

nineteenth century prison security depended on keeping prisoners locked in their

cells day and night, with a large staff solely occupied in watching them at frequent

intervals.....for  several  years  not  enough  care  has  been  taken  to  reduce

unnecessary escapes from the old prisons. Much can be done towards this without

imposing a  harsh  and inhumane  regime.  I  consider  that  the  modem policy of

humane,  liberal  treatment  aimed  at  rehabilitating  prisoners  rather  than  merely

exacting punishment is right, and that escapes should be prevented by far better

perimeter security.' 

'Prisoners should be divided into four main categories:

Category A , those whose escape would be highly dangerous to the public or the

police or to the security of the State. For these a new maximum security prison

must be built which must really be escape proof. ...  

Category B, those prisoners for whom the very highest conditions of security are

not necessary, but for whom escape must be made very difficult. 
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Category C, prisoners who cannot be trusted in open conditions, but who do not

have the ability or resources to make a determined escape attempt. For category C,

simple basic security precautions, preferably perimeter security, will be sufficient. 

Category D, open prisons as at present, though more prisoners can probably be

housed in open prisons without danger. 

Categorisation on these principles into really adequate prisons is the best means of

preventing escape.  Proper machinery must be set up to ensure that prisoners are

allocated to the correct category.'  (1966 ,paras 14/15)

The thrust of the report makes  very  clear that  it was Mountbatten's intention

that  Category A  status should be  restricted and applied only to those prisoners

who  were required to be held in an escape proof  maximum security prison: the

two  recommendations  were,  in  Mountbatten's  opinion,  indivisible.

Unfortunately,  the concomitant  recommendation that those prisoners for whom

Category A  was necessary should be concentrated in a single maximum security

prison was not adopted.  The Home Office were later to subdivide Mountbatten's

Category A  criteria into three separate escape risk classifications within Category

A   in order to identify those who represented the gravest danger to society. These

sub-divisions were, and remain, Exceptional Risk, containing highly resourceful

prisoners, valuable to criminal organisations outside and highly likely to escape;

High Risk, containing prisoners who may be  less likely to obtain help to escape;

and Standard Risk, for those who have fewer resources. These sub-divisions are

described in more detail in Chapter 6.

3.6 A single fortress prison 

 Mountbatten  had  examined  locations  for  the  maximum

security prison in which those prisoners who were to be classified as Category A

could be  confined.  After considering  Muck Island and Muckle  Skerry and the

Calf of Man, (without asking  what  the reaction of the Scottish and Isle of Man

authorities  would  be  to  having  an  English  prison  built  on  one  of  them)  the

Inquiry  concluded (para 215) that  a  maximum security prison should be built on

the Isle of Wight, (where Earl Mountbatten  was  the  Governor)   and  given the
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name 'Vectis', the old Roman name for the Isle of Wight.   

The report's recommendation that those prisoners  classified as Category A

should be concentrated in a single maximum security fortress prison  was the

only significant security measure that was not adopted. For  a  liberal  minded

Home Secretary like  Roy Jenkins such a  prison  was  viewed as far  too restrictive

a measure. Moreover, it ran counter to the penal policy on which he was already

engaged. Since taking office he  had expedited the building of three maximum

security units within HMPs Durham, Leicester and Parkhurst yet,   according to

Mountbatten,   'The  conditions  in  these  blocks  are  such  as  no country  with  a

record  of  civilised  behaviour  ought  to  tolerate  any  longer  than  is  absolutely

essential as a stop-gap measure. But for the time being, they must remain and no

substantial relaxation of the security precautions can be allowed.'(ibid, para 212).

3.7 The Radzinowicz sub-committee's recommendation 

One  of  the  considerations   that  led  the  Home   Secretary   to  favour

adopting a policy of  dispersal over concentration was the fear that locking up all

the  Category  A  prisoners   together  would  produce  a  dangerous  prison  that

would be impossible to manage,   'a powder keg waiting to blow up' (King 1999:

178).  In search of a different solution Jenkins asked  the  now defunct Advisory

Council on the Penal System to re-appraise  this particular issue  and  to consider

the nature of the regime under which  high security, long-term prisoners might be

held.  The  Council  appointed  a  subcommittee   chaired  by    Professor  Leon

Radzinowicz,  the  first  director  of  the  Cambridge Institute  of  Criminology,   to

review  Mountbatten's proposal that the most dangerous prisoners  should be

concentrated in a single prison. In a report entitled 'The Regime for Long-term

Prisoners  in conditions of  Maximum Security'  (ACPS:1968)   the subcommittee

unanimously rejected concentration in favour of  dispersal.   The subcommittee

recognised  the  validity  of  both  alternatives   stating    'The  choice  between

concentration  and dispersal is obviously one that is  central to the future of any

penal  system:  it  is  a  difficult  choice,  and we would emphasise  that  there  are
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strong arguments on both sides, and that neither solution is a panacea' 

 The  closure  in   the  1960s  of  the  formidably  austere   Alcatraz  prison

located on an island in San Francisco Bay and the decision taken by the Federal

Bureau of Prisons to disperse rather than concentrate  those  prisoners considered

to be  'not bad but evil'  profoundly influenced the Radzinowicz subcommittee.

The Bureau officials had strongly opposed  Mountbatten's proposal for a fortress

prison.  (King,  1999:  p.166). The  subcommittee   became  increasingly  doubtful

about the possibility of establishing a satisfactory regime within a fortress type

prison in which all Category A  prisoners would be concentrated (Liebling, 2015,

p.481).   Fearful  that  such a prison would be impossible  to control,   the  sub-

committee's   recommendation  was   that  such  prisoners  be  dispersed  among

several  high  security  prisons  with  appropriately  upgraded  perimeter  security

within which they would be subject to a more relaxed regime (ACPS,1968 paras

48, 62, 154).   When presented with the conclusions of the sub-committee  several

members  of  the  Council  initially  expressed  doubt  concerning  the  policy  of

dispersal  (Radzinowicz,1999,  p.306)  and  only  after  further  memoranda  and

clarifications was there complete agreement  on the issue of dispersing Category

A   prisoners.   The  subcommittee's recommendation that armed guards patrol

the perimeters of dispersal  prisons was divisive: six members signed a note of

reservation   and  the  recommendation   was  shelved.   Mountbatten  had  also

considered but then rejected the idea of armed  guards  not least because what

could appear  to be an escape bid might in fact be a form of suicide (Home Office

1966. para 294). 

 To repeat, the main arguments against concentration were  the risk that the

regime of  a fortress  prison would become repressive;  the possible  detrimental

effects of labelling the entire population of a prison as being the most difficult;

anxieties about  dealing with a concentrated group of prisoners who might feel

they had a 'nothing to lose' ethos; and the difficulty of providing varied regimes

within a single prison.  I take a contrary view.   I believe that over the years the

evidence has shown that the subcommittee's decision to  oppose  Mountbatten's

recommendation  was  flawed   because  it   allowed  for  the   proliferation  of
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prisoners who, only marginally, if at all,  meet the criteria for Category A  status.

Radzinowicz argued (1999, p. 309) that  penal policy should not be implemented

in  a  atmosphere  of  'panic'  or  'frustration'  and  it  is  clear   the  sub-committee

reached  its  decision  only  after  considerable  heart-searching.   Liebling  (2014,

p.481)  cites  Radzinowicz  as  writing  in  his  memoir  that  the  sub-committee,  'a

group of  people of  unusual  distinction,  experience and ripeness of  judgement

reached the dispersal conclusion ...still with anguish in their hearts and minds'.   It

is,  of  course,  the  case  that  both  Mountbatten  and  Radzinowicz  were  making

recommendations  for  a  penal  system  that  was  dealing  with  a  very  different

society to that of today and neither  could  ever have imagined the growth in

violent  crime,  the  lack  of  regard  for  authority  or  the  increase  in  drug  abuse,

terrorism and radicalisation  which are  now so much part  of  prison life.   The

subcommittee's  formal recommendation was in favour of  the dispersal of high

risk Category A  prisoners  and in 1968  the Chairman of the Advisory Council, Sir

Kenneth Younger, wrote to the Secretary of State: 

In  February 1967  your  predecessor  asked the  Advisory Council  on  the  Penal

System  to consider the regime for long-term prisoners detained in conditions of

maximum  security,  and  to  make  recommendations...During  the  course  of  its

inquiry the Sub-committee [under the chairmanship of Professor Radzinowicz]

became increasingly doubtful about the possibility of establishing a satisfactory

regime  within  a  fortress-type  prison  in  which  all  maximum-security prisoners

were concentrated. As a result, the Sub-committee concluded that setting up for a

restricted  category  of  long  sentence  prisoners  in  conditions  of  near  absolute

security is not the right solution to what are admittedly very difficult problems,

and it recommends that these prisoners should instead  be dispersed among three

or four larger prisons with strengthened perimeter security.

3.8   The dispersal issue

Radzinowicz (1999, p. 309)  records that  efforts would have to be made to

supply  the  needs,  both  administrative   and  humanitarian,  of  such  a  penal

configuration: according to Liebling (2015,p.481) the recommendation to disperse

high  risk  prisoners  would  never  be  a  problem-free  option.   With  such
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considerations firmly in mind the dispersal policy was  adopted and has, until

now,  prevailed  albeit  in  a  progressively  truncated  form  (King,  1999,  p.166;

Liebling,  2001,  p.142).  In  accepting  the  subcommittee's  recommendation  for

dispersal, and  rejecting  Mountbatten's proposal  of concentrating all Category A

prisoners in one prison, the path  was now clear for the  formation of a high

security dispersal prison system within which  those long-term prisoners who

were  said  to  require  the  highest  measures  of  security   would  be  dispersed

amongst  a  larger  population of  lower category prisoners  with,  supposedly,   a

humanitarian  regime  that  was   largely  dependent   upon  a  secure  perimeter.

Perhaps as  a  gesture of appeasement  to Mountbatten, a security prison was

later  to be built on the Isle of Wight and  as HMP Albany became one of a chain

of dispersal prisons. It was originally envisaged that each dispersal prison would

have a population of about 400 prisoners with no more than  60 being Category A.

Mountbatten had doubted  that there were  more than 120 prisoners who would

meet his initial Category A  classification – and if there were more then it was

simply the case that a new fortress prison would have to be built (Mountbatten

1966, para 214). 

It  has  to  be  said  that  the  sub-committee's  rejection  of  the  Admiral's  flagship

recommendation  for  a  single  escape  proof  prison  did  not  sit  at  all  well  with

Mountbatten and a decade after  the sub-committee's report was published he

was to write:

' On the whole my Report was continuously well received. The only mistake being

that when Roy Jenkins left being Home Secretary they stupidly took the advice of

a  Prison  Committee  under  a  Chairman  with  a  foreign  name*   whom I  can't

remember although I have a note of it. 

He advised not having a max security prison  but having a lot of max security

wings in other prisons, which I knew would cause trouble and it certainly has. To

this day the POA are violently opposed to it  and still  want  my idea adopted.'

(Yates,1977). 

• Clearly a dismissive reference to Sir Leon Radzinowicz
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3.9 The background to the dispersal regime 

The history of the changing regimes in dispersal prisons is admirably and

accurately set out in  Liebling's detailed and referenced accounts of high security

prisons in England  (2001, 2011, 2015) and it would be superfluous perhaps even

impertinent  to seek  to add to those accounts:  indeed for the purposes of this

thesis  it is  unnecessary to do  more than reference  Liebling's findings.  With four

prisons, Wakefield, Gartree, Hull and  Parkhurst  initially identified as dispersal

prisons and 138 prisoners  classified as  Category A  the  policy became  fully

operational  in 1970. The  intention was that dispersal  prisons would provide a

relaxed humane  regime, a high level of security and a delicate combination of

relationships, incentives and activities for Category A  prisoners, who at that time

were,  in  the  main,   professional  criminals  sentenced  to  long  terms  of

imprisonment for crimes such as armed robbery or lorry hijacking: large scale

drug trafficking was almost unknown at that time. However  offences of terrorism

on the British mainland as  part  of  the IRA bombing campaign  were in  their

inception  and   a  number  of  IRA prisoners  were  about  to  enter  the  dispersal

system. The real problem for a nascent high security prison estate  where security

and stability depended  as much on consent as on control was that  it had the

effect of bringing  together under one roof those  prisoners who possessed that

which the prison service feared most, namely a sense of unity.  Irish Republican

prisoners had a united  political ideology for which, as the hunger strikes in the H

blocks of Northern Ireland and in England at HMP Parkhurst  demonstrated, they

were quite prepared to die. Most of the armed robbers came from a small area of

London  and were  known to each other before being  imprisoned:  for the most

part they adhered to a strict code of  conduct which meant that for fear of being

ostracised social intercourse with  prison officers was non-existent.   In a relatively

small dispersal system  it was easily  foreseeable that any form of consensus or

united opposition  would represent  a  challenge to an operational mantra which

sought  to  divide  and disperse  in  order  to  rule.  Unfortunately,  in  response  to

problems  of  control  in  medium-security  closed  prisons  the  Prison  Service
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decided to  adopt   a  policy of  utilising  the  dispersal  system to accommodate

subversive prisoners who were  control problems rather than security risks. The

dispersal system swelled  to  comprise HMPs  Hull, Parkhurst, Gartree, Wakefield

and D Hall at  HMP Wormwood Scrubs, together with  HMPs Long Lartin and

Albany, prisons which had initially  been planned and partially constructed as

category C establishments.  King and Elliott (1977, p.320-1) describe and Liebling

(2002, p.105) reflects  this alteration in purpose as Long Lartin and Albany became

part of the dispersal system. The corollary  of expanding the dispersal system

necessarily and consequentially  resulted in  the creation of a perverse incentive

to increase  the number of Category A  prisoners in order to fill   cells that would

otherwise remain empty.  At the same time as it expanded  the  dispersal prison

system increasingly came  to contain the  most troublesome and challenging of

prisoners who regardless of their security classification would  have presented  a

potential threat to the good order or discipline of whatever prison to which they

were allocated. 

 Mixing serious professional criminals, many of whom were  undoubtedly

security risks, with troublemakers  who were not, was a cheap solution rather

than a  good idea. The two types of prisoners were not a good combination   and

had little in common other than a dislike of the prison authorities. The inevitable

and highly foreseeable result was that the Category A  prisoners exploited the

troublemakers  by rewarding  them  for throwing  buckets of excrement over

those  prison  officers  who  were  over  zealous  in  enforcing  security  measures.

Inevitably, all of  the dispersal prisons became  plagued by disturbances and  five

experienced  major  losses  of  control  between  1969  and  1983.  Much  has  been

written about these events e.g. King and Elliot 1977; Home Office 1977; Sparks et

al 1996.  During some of this this period I was in Albany, Parkhurst, Wormwood

Scrubs and Long Lartin having been extradited from Switzerland and classified as

a Category A  prisoner for  theft, albeit  of some  £3 million from London airport,

at that time the largest cash sum stolen,  more even than  the Great Train Robbery.

In my view the introduction of  short-term troublesome prisoners to the dispersal

estate was  the root cause of disturbances which shook the  system during the
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1970s.     Following the  disturbances  at  Albany   King  and Elliot  (1977  p.325)

argued  that 

'Albany did  disperse  its  difficult  and  dangerous  prisoners  among  the  general

population – a general population that was bewildering in its  variety. And it did

maintain a liberal regime based on the almost complete freedom of association

from unlock in the morning until  lock up at night. So many problems ensued,

however, that the heaviest reliance on the use of Rule 43* did not contain them.

Indeed, it must be obvious that the measures that were eventually introduced in an

attempt  to  solve  the  problems  represented  very  severe  inroads  into,  if  not  a

complete reversal of the two main elements in the dispersal policy: the principle

of absorbing difficult prisoners and the principle of maintaining a liberal regime'.

*  subsequently  Rule  45  which,  mutatis  mutandis,  states  'Where  it  appears

desirable, for the maintenance of good order or discipline or in his own interests,

that a prisoner should not associate with other prisoners, either generally or for

particular purposes, the governor may arrange for the prisoner’s removal from

association accordingly.

Previously,  prisoners who caused control problems were themselves sent to be

'controlled' - i.e beaten up  - in HMP Durham or  confined in  the segregation

units of jails  such as Parkhurst and Dartmoor where  in 1966, and for some years

after, a remnant of prisoners were still serving lengthy sentences of preventative

detention,  an earlier and somewhat less vague version of  Indeterminate  Public

Protection (IPP).  However,  these prisons,  colloquially and obscurely known as

'lagging stations' from their use in the early 19th century as transportation prisons,

were very far from secure.  Like Alcatraz, an island prison of the coast of San

Francisco,  Parkhurst and Albany   principally and ultimately placed reliance on

the dangerous  tidal  waters  that  separated the Isle  of  Wight  prisons from the

mainland: prisoners might get out of the prisons but the informed belief was they

would  not  get  off  the  island.  As  for   Dartmoor  it  was  only  the    prison's

geographical location deep in the moors at Princeton that provided what was to

become known as perimeter security.   Nevertheless,  it  was from Dartmoor  in

December 1966 during the currency of the Mountbatten Inquiry that the so called

'mad axeman' Frank  Mitchell escaped with the assistance of the Kray twins who
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were later to order his execution.

It  took   riots  in  1990  at  HMPs  Manchester  (Strangeways),  Glen  Parva,

Dartmoor,  Cardiff,  Pucklechurch  and  Bristol  -  none  of  which  were  dispersal

prisons - to demonstrate that problems of control were endemic  throughout  the

entirety of the closed prison system and not only in  high security jails. Kenneth

Baker,  the then Home Secretary,  appointed Lord Justice Woolf to carry out an

investigation into what were euphemistically and,  in the case of Strangeways,

misleadingly called 'disturbances'.  Lord  Woolf (Home Office, 1990)  attributed

the causes of the unrest, in part, to prisoners' legitimate grievances about the lack

of fairness and  recognised that 'control could only be achieved if all prisoners –

not just those in the dispersal system -  believed that they were being  treated

fairly  and  had  access  to  justice'  (Resodihardjo  2009).   Liebling  (2015,  p.483)

suggests, in my experience correctly, that questions relating to the accountability

of  power  or  the  culture  and  orientation  of  staff  tended  to  be  silenced  in

conceptualisations of disorder based in the pathologies of  'bad apple prisoners'.

The  Radzinowicz report  (1968)   had  recognised  that   the  requirements of

security (the prevention of escapes) and  order (the prevention of disturbances)

could   only  be  achieved   by  providing  satisfactory  regimes  in  high  security

prisons. However, Radzinowicz had incorrectly assumed that that there would be

a continuation of the  practice of containing a minority of disruptive prisoners  in

segregation  units  in  local  and  Category  B  prisons  with  only  a  minority  of

recalcitrant, control problem prisoners remaining in the  dispersal prisons.    This

did  not  happen.  The  humane  liberal  regime  envisaged  by  the  report  (ACPS

1968:19) was dependent on two essential prerequisites: an increased ratio  of staff

to  prisoners  and  the  establishment  of  separate  segregation  units  for  those

prisoners whose aim was to disrupt  the regime (Liebling 2002). The first was

never achieved due to budgetary  constraints and the second was overly  delayed

by the debates over the building of what became Close Supervision Units.    The

inevitable result was continued unrest throughout the high security estate. 
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3.10  The Woodcock and Learmont reports 

In September 1994  6 high risk category A prisoners managed to break out of the

supposedly escape-proof Special Security Unit (SSU), a so-called prison within a

prison  located inside  the walls of HMP Whitemoor the high security dispersal

prison  near March in Cambridgeshire. The escape was, in part,  made possible

because the mundane routine within the SSU lulled the guards  into a false sense

of security.  Although the   prisoners were at liberty only briefly the escape was

extremely embarrassing for the Home Office which at that time was responsible

for prison security.  Within days of the escape the Home Secretary appointed a

former Chief Constable, Sir John Woodcock,  to carry out a investigation into the

circumstances surrounding the escape and to report  within weeks.  Woodcock,

supported by  a  team of   police  detectives,   produced a  blistering  report  that

exposed significant weaknesses in the security processes and a lack  of actual

management by the prison's Senior Management Team that could best be defined

as an abdication of  responsibility. There was also critical comment of the level of

concessions  given  to  prisoners  by  supposedly  intimidated   staff  but these

criticisms were largely unfounded and stemmed from the Woodcock's team's lack

of  knowledge  of  the  reality  of  prison  life  The  Home  Secretary  immediately

accepted all of the report's recommendations and in  December 1994 reported to

Parliament that 

“Sir John Woodcock's report reveals  a dreadful state of affairs at Whitemoor ...I

am therefore  asking  General  Sir  John  Learmont  to  conduct  a  comprehensive,

independent and authoritative review of  security throughout the prison service” 

Sir John Learmont, a retired army quartermaster,  had barely begun his review

when on 1  January 1995 Frederick West, who had raped and murdered at least

twelve  young  women,  committed  suicide  whilst  supposedly  under  special

observation on remand in Birmingham prison.   On 2 January there  was a riot at

Everthorpe prison and on 3 January 1995  three prisoners escaped from HMP

Parkhurst  at that time a high security dispersal prison with, like Whitemoor,  a

Special Security Unit within the perimeter. All three  were caught hiding out on

the island some days later. 
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The   1994  Woodcock  report  into   the  escape  from  Whitemoor  and  the  1995

Learmont report into  the escape from  Parkhurst provided the support needed

for  those in the Prison Service who had long believed that the relaxed  regimes in

the dispersal prisons had failed to achieve any purposeful objective. However,

neither report was without its critics:  Professor King was extremely critical of the

Woodcock report  stating 

In 30 years of observing and researching the prison system I cannot recall a report

less  deserving  of  serious  attention  but  more  dire  in  its  largely  unnecessary

consequences  than  Sir  John  Woodcock's   'The  Escape  from  Whitemoor

Prison....From the point of view of the future of the Prison  Service the fallout is

immense.  It  is  not  just  unwarrantably  damaging   careers,  it  is  squandering

resources,  setting  back  overdue  reforms,  storing  up  control  problems  and  no

doubt, further dividing an already beleaguered Prison Board (King 1995 63-7). 

King accepted that that whilst some fine tuning might have been required 

..there was no serious case for a high profile public inquiry...Either an internal

review or an inspectorate review would have produced a better informed analysis

and a better considered set of recommendation ...One is left with the inevitable

conclusion that the public inquiry into Whitemoor and the choice of a policeman

to head it owed more to political than operational  needs (King 1995:65) 

Although  neither  the  escape  from  Whitemoor  or  Parkhurst  resulted  in  very

dangerous prisoners being free for any length of time   the likelihood is that had

either escape benefited from outside assistance – as was the case in the escapes of

Blake, Wilson, Biggs and Mitchell   – they would have stayed free for longer than

they did.  It is,  perhaps,  here worthy of note  that the only prisoners ever to

escape from  Special Secure Units or dispersal prisons were  those with  category

A status and, supposedly, under greater surveillance. 

Learmont  made  a  large  number  of  recommendations,  but  most  importantly  he

revisited Mountbatten's security categorisation system.  In 1966  at the time of the

Mountbatten investigation  there were some 150 category A or high risk  prisoners,

most  of  whom  were  convicted  armed  robbers  from  London  and  South  East

England.   At  the  time of  the  Learmont  report  in  1995  the  numbers  of  those

deemed suitable for category A status had risen  to some 750 prisoners. 

Learmont  acknowledged  the  very  different  criminal  society  for  which
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Mountbatten had made his  recommendations  but  pointed out  that  the  prison

system was now being run against a backdrop of violent and drug related crime.

Whilst acknowledging that the Category A system had been modified since the

Mountbatten report Learmont was critical of the fact that because certain security

arrangements were left to local discretion  prisoners were, in his opinion, able to

exploit and undermine the system. His view was  that   there was a long-term

need for  a fundamental review of the whole categorisation  process followed by a

new system that  better protected the public. Learmont was adamant in his view

that it was fundamental to prison  security that there was a  requirement rapidly

to develop a more sensitive categorisation system  and  that work to improve the

system should be given priority.  

Learmont  appeared to ignore   the evidence,  about which prison staff  as  well  as

external critics had long been agreed,  namely that as a result of the Mountbatten

system of security classification the majority of prisoners in dispersal prisons were

subject  to  greater  security  than  individually  they  required  (King  and  McDermott

(1995),  chapter   2).  Learmont   recommended  improved  and  enhanced  prisoner

profiling,  asserting that 'categorisation is fundamental to security.  It  is the key to

ensuring the safe custody of prisoners and work on its improvement must be given

proper priority'.  However Learmont's  recommendations on security classification

were largely ignored not least because his new security classification  system was

totally impractical:  it would have resulted in an increase in the number of  Category

A prisoners  from 700-800 to  approximately  3,000  and that  number  of  category  A

prisoners simply could not be accommodated in the existing dispersal prison system

which  had  a   maximum  capacity  of  just  over  3,000.   There  was,  moreover,  a

considerable degree of  Prison Service scepticism regarding the qualifications of a

retired  General  to  advise  on  prison  security.  Indeed,  the  Head  of  the  Prison

Service  Derek  Lewis  noted   that  neither  former  Chief  Constable  Sir  John

Woodcock nor former General Sir John Learmont were held in high regard by

senior Prison Service personnel. The Woodcock inquiry team were  described  as

insular and inflexible and the final report was said to have a literary style which

appeared to owe much to Jeffrey Archer.   Lewis  described Learmont, a former

army quartermaster,  as  a big man with a bull neck and an  'expert on billets and
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blankets' with a 'propensity to bark orders and an attention span measured in

seconds rather than minutes'.  

It is interesting to reflect  that when politicians of either major party had decided

that a review of prisons was  necessary they should appoint a retired Admiral, a

Chief  Constable  and an army Quartermaster  none of  whom had the  slightest

knowledge of prisons rather than  call upon the services of  academics with a

knowledge of the subject.  Liebling (2002, p.119) observed that after Woodcock the

concept of security was transformed. 'It was no longer about the perimeter but it

was made up of thousands of daily practices inside the prison. The perimeter wall

was only a small part of a secure prison . Procedures and practices mattered too. '
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 Dispersal  Prisons:  Allocation  and  Transfer 

4. Introduction 

Since the dispersal policy was introduced in 1967 there have been a total of

17 separate prisons deemed suitable  to hold Category A  prisoners. At the time of

the Mountbatten report there already were 4 prisons – Chelmsford, Durham, Hull

and Leicester  - with Special Secure  Units holding prisoners designated as highly

dangerous  and scheduled   to  be  made  Category  A.  Over  time  the   dispersal

system has included HMPs Albany, Gartree, Hull, Parkhurst, Wormwood Scrubs

(D Wing). Currently, convicted  Category A prisoners can only be allocated to one

of the five high security dispersal prisons, namely  HMPs Full Sutton, Frankland,

Long Lartin,  Wakefield and Whitemoor   with HMPs  Belmarsh,  Woodhill  and

Manchester as high security prisons holding Category A  prisoners  on remand or

awaiting  allocation.    Of  the  current  dispersal  prisons   HMPs  Long  Lartin,

Frankland  and  Full  Sutton  have  a  basic  similarity  in  that  they   hold  both

vulnerable and mainstream prisoners for whom separate but roughly comparable

regimes are operated.  HMP Whitemoor differs because alone of the dispersal

prisons it holds only  mainstream prisoners, i.e. not those convicted of a sexual

offence; all vulnerable prisoners located at Whitemoor were  transferred to the

other four high security establishments in 2011. This was because Whitemoor's

certified normal accommodation (CNA) level at 458 prisoners was the lowest of

all the dispersal prisons and staffing levels meant that it was extremely difficult to

run two  separate regimes, mainstream, and  vulnerable,  and, simultaneously,

operate  a  Dangerous Severe Personalty Disorder (DSPD) unit for those prisoners

with personality disorders.  A  Psychologically Informed Planned Environment

(PIPE) unit  opened in 2018   leading , perhaps, to the complete closure of  the

DSPD unit.

HMP Wakefield differs significantly  from  other dispersals in
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that   it  almost  exclusively  holds  those  prisoners  convicted  of   serious  sexual

offences.  In the sense of being obsequious most  prisoners convicted of sexual

offences are subservient, if not servile, certainly that is  my personal experience of

life in  HMP Wakefield.  In prisoner's parlance, HMP Wakefield is  known as a

'screw's  jail',  that  is  a  jail  where the Prison Officer's  Association has excessive

influence over prison management,  usually because of the large number of long-

serving staff   who not unnaturally regard it as 'their' prison. Prisoners, Category

A or B,  convicted of a serious sexual offence arrive at Wakefield after being  spat

at, abused and  vilified at the prisons where they have been held on  remand and

thus see Wakefield as a refuge. Unsurprisingly,  such prisoners are  fearful  of

being transferred back to whence they came and not minded to challenge the

authorities: as Hilaire Belloc (2007) wrote  'Always keep ahold of nurse/For fear of

finding something worse'.   Drake (2012:  p.  181)  reported that  Wakefield  was

'broadly characterised  by prisoners as controlled (and many prisoners argued

over-controlled)' with prisoner-staff relationships 'viewed by prisoners as strained

by perceived overuses of authority on the part of staff'. Unusually, David Harding

the governor of  Wakefield between  2014 -18 had earlier worked there as a prison

officer: those  who had once been his colleagues were now his subordinates.  Such

a  fact,  and the  widespread knowledge  of  it  by  prisoners,  did  little  to  induce

confidence in prisoners when considering  whether or not to complain to him

about a member of staff with whom he may once have worked and socialised.

That  he   had done so  was  often a  claim made  by  officers  in  response  to  a

prisoner's complaint: 'Do you think my mate Dave will listen to you? We used to

drink together  when he worked here on the landings'.  I have overheard such

statements  on more than one   occasion.   

4.1    Allocation to a dispersal prison  

Prison Service  Instruction  (PSI)  40/2011  which provides  comprehensive

policy  and guidance  on  the  initial  categorisation,  recategorisation  and related

allocation  of  adult  male  prisoners  excludes  those  prisoners  designated  as
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Category  A.  Following  trial  and  conviction  a   Category  A  prisoner  at  HMP

Belmarsh  or  Manchester   will  be  held  whilst   a  variety  of  information  and

intelligence reports are collated pending an allocation decision.    PSI 09/2015 para

5.5 stipulates that any  external movement of  a Category A  prisoner, whether  it

be a transfer to a dispersal  prison or to attend court or a hospital appointment,

can  only take place if it has been  approved by the Category A  Team who are

solely responsible for deciding  to which  dispersal prison a Category A  prisoner

will be allocated. Unlike the Initial Categorisation and Allocation (ICA) algorithm

system which is (supposedly) utilised   to determine the allocation of Category

B/C  prisoners  there  is  no  meaningful  allocation  algorithm  for  Category  A

prisoners.   Regardless of  the ICA algorithm,  and contrary to  prison  service

instructions  which  stipulate  that  a prisoner's  security  category  must  never  be

adjusted  to  achieve  a  better  match  with  available  spaces  within  the  estate,

Category  B  and C  prisoners  are   often allocated to   prisons  with a  security

category higher than the protection of the public requires in order to fill whatever

prison cells are empty  (Owen and McDonald 2015: p185). 

As will be seen, those prisoners who are not Category A   simply make up

the numbers at a  dispersal prison –  and in so doing provide a prime  example of

expediency and organisational risk management taking precedence over the basic

human right to be treated as a person and not a thing.   In the South of England it

is more likely than not that some  9 – 12 months after conviction a  Category A

prisoner previously held on remand at HMP Belmarsh will be allocated to either

Long  Lartin  or   Whitemoor.   In  the  North  of  England  a   recently  convicted

Category A  prisoner  who has been held on remand at HMP Manchester  will

likely be  allocated to either HMP Frankland or Full Sutton. Where a Category A

prisoner  has been convicted of a sexual offence then, depending on the Category

A  team's perception of the seriousness of the crime (determined by the length of

sentence imposed)  it is likely  that he will be sent to Wakefield where there is no

separate regime for mainstream and vulnerable prisoners.   According to the 2018

HMIP  Report (p.72)  on HMP Wakefield  over  96.% of the  prisoner population

were  prisoners convicted of  sexual or  sexual violence (rape/murder) offences: it
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is  perhaps  unsurprisingly HMP Wakefield has  become known  as   'Monster's

Mansion.'  HMIP reports  for  each  dispersal   indicate  that  around  50%  of  all

prisoners  in  the  dispersal  estate  have  been  convicted  of  sexual  offences  but

precisely  how many of those are Category A  prisoners is not clear. 

 

4.2 General considerations affecting  allocation 

The Category A  Team should, and to some small degree undoubtedly do,

consider not just a prisoner's  index offence and  previous convictions but also his

personal circumstances  before making a decision as to which  dispersal prison he

should  be  allocated.  However,  if   the  decision  involves   co-defendants  where

more than one  is a Category A  prisoner then, even if they are brothers or father

and son,  it would be more likely than not  that they would   be allocated  to

separate  dispersal prisons.  The justification for so doing will be as simplistic as

'The conviction demonstrates that X was a bad influence on Y'.  That this may

require a London based  family member  to make a 6 hour return journey   to visit

one sibling  in HMP Long Lartin (Worcestershire) one week and then a 12 hour

return journey to HMP Frankland (County Durham) to visit a second sibling  the

following week is not a  consideration  to which the Category A  Team  ever seem

to pay much attention.   Indeed,   the Category A  Team would very probably

decide  that if the family or friends of a Category A  prisoner lived in the village of

Long Lartin - or even in the nearby town of Evesham - then he would almost

certainly not be allocated to HMP Long Lartin.  There would be  an assumption

that the  potential danger of any contiguous corruption of local staff is a risk that

must  override the  importance of maintaining family ties.  In the case of  R(ex

parte McAvoy) 1984, one of three  Category A  prisoners awaiting trial in London

at the Old Bailey for  the 1983 Brinks Mat gold bullion robbery,   the Category A

Team  decided  to  transfer   McAvoy   from  London  to  Winchester.  This  was,

allegedly,  because  Brixton was  thought  to be insecure  and Wormwood Scrubs

inappropriate (because a co-defendant was held there).  McAvoy's defence  team

believed that the transfer took place  at the request of the police and was designed
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to  prevent   McAvoy and his  defendants  having joint  legal  visits  and thereby

planning a coherent strategy for  their defence,  as  they would have been fully

entitled so to do if they had not been remanded in custody or located in separate

prisons.   McAvoy applied for a judicial review of the transfer decision  claiming

that  not  only  did  the  transfer  hamper  his  defence  and  might  require  him  to

instruct new counsel but, also,  that it breached his Article 8 convention rights to a

family life because  it  was  difficult for his elderly and unwell parents to  visit

him.  The  Category  A  Team  claimed  that  the  transfer  had  been  taken  on

'operational  and security'   grounds and the   judge,   whilst  accepting that  the

Secretary of State's powers under s12 of the 1952 Prison Act  were undoubtedly

reviewable, nonetheless abdicated any judicial responsibility for so doing: 

 '.......in my view it is undesirable – if not impossible -  for this court to examine

operational reasons made under that section and to examine security reasons for

decisions made under that section could, in my view, be dangerous and contrary to

the policy of that  statutory provision,which is  to confer an absolute discretion

within the law in the Secretary of State to make such  executive decisions as he

thinks fit for operational and security reasons.' 

Given such a ruling it would be a remarkably inept prison governor who omitted

subsequently  to assert that any challenged transfer decision had been taken for

anything other than  'operational and security' reasons. (Indeed, in 2014 shortly

after filing a county court claim against the prison governor at HMP Frankland, I

was  the  only one of  800 prisoners  to  be  transferred  for  'operational  reasons'

because  fire  alarms  were  being  installed  on  the  wings:   supposedly  and

unbelievably  my transfer had nothing to do with the litigation I  had brought

against the Governor of Frankland (see Annex 6).    

 As a result  of the  ruling in McAvoy's case the ECtHR  indicated in Kavanagh v

the United Kingdom  (Application 19085/91)  that if  a prisoner – Category A  or

otherwise -  asserted that where a transfer decision  breached  Article 8  it was no

longer necessary for the prisoner to take a judicial review to exhaust his domestic

remedies. 
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 4.3 The primacy of security on  the allocation process

Security is always at the forefront of the allocation and transfer decision

making process.  Hence, first amongst  the  considerations  taken into account

when allocation is  being considered  is  how many Category A  prisoners  are

already located at each  dispersal prison  and whether or not there is any police

intelligence indicating that  the prisoner has any known associates or enemies

already  allocated  there.  It  was  Mountbatten's  view  (1966:  para  214)  that  no

maximum security prison should hold more than 120 Category A  prisoners:

'If  the number of prisoners in Category A  rises above this number, it  will  be

necessary to build a second maximum security prison. As there is not likely to be

an immediate necessity, I have not made any recommendation as to its location;

but sites take a long time to survey and acquire, and as soon as the study of the

number  of  places  required  is  completed,  the  location  of  a  second Category A

prison should be examined if one seems to be needed now or in the next five to

ten years.'  

Regrettably, Mountbatten greatly misjudged the way in which the Prison Service

would interpret and then  implement  those recommendations. So, too,  did the

Radzinowicz sub-committee which envisaged each dispersal   having a overall

population of  around 400 of  whom no more  than 20% would be  Category  A

(Liebling, 2015 p.481).  

In the  conclusions to this thesis I contend that it was inevitable that the creation  a

large dispersal prison  estate - with once  as many as 8 establishments holding

over 5,000 prisoners  meant  there would be – as there  was -  an exponential

growth in the number of Category A  prisoners  required to  justify dispersal

status   with a  concomitant  increase  in   staffing levels.  The  demand therefore

drove the supply.  Accordingly, by  1995 the number of Category A  prisoners had

risen  to 750 and in 2012  reached  1029, 1.19% of a prison population of 86,293

(FOIA IR 78629) before  reducing  to  914 in  2018 (FOIA 181115019  December

2018).  
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Table 4:1   The Population of Dispersal  Prisons  in December 2018*  

Frankland Full Sutton Long Lartin Wakefield Whitemoor

Prisoners 844 600 510 750 473

Category A  254 118 102 130 137

Muslim 12.20% 20.60% 31.00% 12.20% 41.50%

White 82.00% 72.00% 64.00% 84.00% 48.00%

Age  (50+) 36.00% 30.00% 23.00% 47.00% 18.00%

10 years/Life 97.00% 87.00% 98.00% 96.90% 94.10%
* The figures given for Category A prisoners are  not inclusive of Provisional,  
High  or Exceptional Risk Category A prisoners. 

In addition to those Category A  prisoners located in dispersal prisons a further

104 provisional/potential category A prisoners such prisoners were held at HMPs

Manchester  and  Belmarsh  awaiting  trial  or  allocation.  (FOIA  181115019

December 2018).  As Table 4:1 demonstrates Category A  prisoners are not spread

evenly across  the dispersal estate and the  figures need some  explication.  At

HMP Wakefield, for example,   Category A  prisoners comprise around 20% of the

population whereas at   Whitemoor the comparator  is  35% -  and this  despite

Wakefield holding some 50% more prisoners  than Whitemoor.   The factors that

will weigh heavily on the decision of where to allocate a particular prisoner are

not only  his index offence but also his age and religion: unsurprisingly perhaps,

the higher the population of white prisoners in a dispersal prison the lower the

number of Muslim prisoners. The numbers of Muslim prisoners has more than

doubled over the past 15 years:  in 2002 there were 5202 Muslims in prison, by

2017 this had risen to 13,815 (MoJ statistics,  2017,  Table A1.10).  In response to

FOIA 1800301013 (7 May 2018)  the Ministry confirmed that of the 850 Category A

prisoners in dispersal prisons 280 were of the Muslim faith of whom 26 were high

risk.   Whilst only 1% of Muslim prisoners  are   imprisoned  for terrorism  related

offences (Home Office, 201, Table P.04)  they make up 50% of the  prisoners held

in  Close Supervision Centres. In March 2018 in a press release announcing the

opening of the first anti-radicalisation/separation centre at HMP Full Sutton the

Ministry  of  Justice  stated:  'With  700  prisoners  considered  a  risk  due  to  their

extremist views, and foreign fighters returning from Syria and Iraq hardened and
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dangerous,  the  Government  is  meeting  the  challenge  of  confronting  and

countering the spread of poisonous ideology  within prisons'. 

The  Ministry  later  indicted  that  the  700  figure  was  an  overall  estimate  of  all

inmates  linked  to  any  form  of  extremism,  including  Islamic  or  far-right

ideologies. Liebling (2016, p.491) reports Hamm (2013, p. 45) as  observing that it

is not just in the prisons of England and Wales that Islam has become the fastest

growing religion.   In many jurisdictions, black, Hispanic and mixed race groups

have  converted to  embrace 'Prison Islam' which, together  with  the reinvention

of black prisoner 'manhood',  involves  new groupings   across  varying cultures

thereby  offering  an outlet and collective identity for the excluded, alienated and

the  scared. Muslims in prison are far from being a homogeneous group:, only

40% are  Asian,  29% are  black  and 25% white  or  mixed race  and many have

converted in prison (House of Lords,  2017).   There are those,   both staff   and

prisoners, who believe that  some  prisoners undertake conversion to Islam as  a

safety measure,  akin as it were to gang membership and it is undoubtedly the

case that  the  increasing numbers of  Muslim prisoners  in  the dispersal  system

intimidate both staff and other prisoners (Liebling and Arnold, 2012). 

 In April 2018 the Justice  Secretary said that there had been a 75% increase

in terrorism related prisoners in the last three years and it is indisputably the case

that  currently  almost  all  Category  A prisoners  convicted  of  terrorism  related

offences are  of  the  Islamic faith.  Given that  Muslims  account  for  15% of  the

prison population but just 5% of the general population (Lammy, 2017) the figures

for  Muslim  prisoners  at  Full  Sutton  and  Long  Lartin  are  high  and,  at  42%,

exceedingly  high at Whitemoor.  However,   the figures given for Long Lartin and

Full  Sutton are   somewhat  misleading:  whilst   Whitemoor holds  no prisoners

convicted of sexual  offences  the prisoner populations of  Full Sutton and Long

Lartin  are   divided almost  exactly  50-50 between mainstream and vulnerable.

Muslim prisoners are mainly to be found amongst the mainstream population

and that  being so at  Full  Sutton and Long Lartin  the percentages for Muslim

mainstream prisoners are likely to be at least at high as at Whitemoor.   To what

precise  extent  religion  and  offence  type  are  considered   in  the  transfer  and
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allocation process it is difficult to say for there are no published figures and the

Category  A  Team  are  not  in  any  way  helpful  when  FOIA requests  for  this

information are submitted. Their response  is to  claim that such information is

not centrally held and  that to extract it from records  would take more than 24

hours  of  administrative  work  charged  at  £25  an  hour  thereby  exceeding  the

£600:00 cost restriction imposed by s12(1) FOIA. 

Table  4.1 shows that at Wakefield 45% of the prison population is over

aged 50 with 12% reported as  Muslim whereas  at Whitemoor where  42% of the

prisoner population is  recorded as  Muslim only 18% is aged over 50.  It appears

to be the case that  a young Muslim Category A  prisoner who is not convicted of

a sex offence will, more likely than not,  be allocated to Whitemoor.    It may seem

surprising that  the system for  allocating Category A  prisoners can actually be

that  random and unsystematic  but to those within the  system, both staff  and

prisoners, it is really is quite foreseeable.  Indirectly and not entirely inadvertently

it  would  seem  that   the  result   is  to   put  into   effect   Mountbatten's

recommendation for security concentration, only now by order of   conviction,

age, ethnicity and religion. 

4.4 Repatriation of Category A  prisoners

A man  from Scotland who  has been arrested, charged and convicted in

England  of  a  serious  offence  could  be  classified   as  a  Category  A  prisoner.

However,  notwithstanding  the geographical integrity of the United Kingdom,

because  Scotland does  not  recognise the concept of  Category A  the Scottish

Prison  Service  will   not  accept  for  cross-border  repatriation   any  prisoner  so

classified. Interestingly, in the late 19th  century because Scotland had no convict

prison   all Scottish convicts were sent to serve their sentences in English prisons

(Coyle 1994, p.93).   The problem does not arise with Wales where there are  no

dispersal prisons: however a Category A  prisoner with his roots in, say, Swansea

could very easily be allocated to Frankland in County Durham. Because they have

no high security  prisons neither the Channel  Islands nor the Isle  of  Man will
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accept the transfer or repatriation of  any Category A  prisoner.   Northern Ireland

does have a dispersal prison, Maghaberry  and, since the Good Friday agreement,

the  Northern  Ireland  Prison  Service  has  almost  always  agreed  to  accept  the

transfer of indigenous Category A  prisoners convicted on  the mainland (Owen

and  MacDonald  2015,  p378  n.11).   Prior  to  the  Good  Friday  agreement,  all

requests for transfer to Northern Ireland by any category of prisoner were almost

invariably refused not least because at that time  a prisoner serving his sentence in

Northern Ireland received half remission  as opposed to  a third  in England and

Wales. The Republic of Ireland will also not accept the repatriation of  an Irish

national  prisoner who is classified as Category A .  Even though  the United

Kingdom  has  ratified  the  Council  of  Europe  Convention  on  the  Transfer  of

Sentenced Persons and has several bilateral agreements with individual States to

facilitate the transfer of prisoners  only  the United States has  agreed to accept

Category A  prisoners. 

4.5  Transfer  to a Dispersal Prison 

Category A  prisoners usually fall into one of three types: a

professional  criminal,  a  terrorist  or  a  sex  offender  whose  crimes  have  been

particularly horrific and may  have included murder(s).   A  professional criminal

on remand will often  be   acquainted with prison life  and even  if not arrested as

part of  a gang will usually know someone – a friend or a friend of a friend - who

will  take care of  his  immediate needs:  in the criminal  world everyone who is

anyone will have a mutual acquaintance in whichever prison  he is  allocated.

There are now Category A   prisoners charged or convicted of terrorism related

offences  in  every  dispersal  prison  in  England  and  a  Muslim   charged  with

terrorist offences  will,  even if  alone and unknown, be welcomed by all  other

Muslim prisoners as a 'brother'.   Unless a repeat offender, a  Category A  prisoner

convicted of  sex offences will probably know no one and be reviled by everyone

other, of course,  than  those who have been convicted of  similar offences - and

even they will  be slow to  acknowledge his existence for fear of attracting an
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increase in the  insult and ignominy which they will have already experienced.

On remand, and after conviction awaiting allocation, such prisoners,  who will

generally have been the subject of  vilification  by the red-top press, will be kept

in what would be close to segregation conditions.  Unsurprisingly, these prisoners

rarely complain about such  treatment and conditions because separation from

the mainstream prisoner population provides welcome protection  from attack

and insult.  For a  Category B domestic murderer – usually without any previous

convictions –  sentenced to life imprisonment  the scenario will be completely

different.  Whilst  awaiting the inevitability of a  mandatory life sentence he will

have become conditioned into  complacency by the (relative)   normalcy of  the

mind-numbing, mundane routine of a local prison. To then, suddenly, with only a

few hours warning,  to be  transported   to the alien and seemingly dangerous

world  of   a  dispersal  prison  where  everyone  is  a  stranger   and  where  all

unknowns  will  be  regarded  with  suspicion  will  doubtlessly   be  extremely

intimidating. During his  time on remand he  will have heard   about jails such as

Frankland or Long Lartin and  to suddenly discover that he is to be transferred

there the following day is certain to be a shock.  To leave Belmarsh and travel in

cramped discomfort in a small locked compartment of  a security van  and then to

see   through the van's slitted window the  high, floodlit  walls  of a dispersal

prison is, equally doubtlessly,  a frightening if not traumatic experience. 

For three years at Long Lartin I  had the role  of  an Insider. As such it was

my job to meet every new reception, whether mainstream or vulnerable, Category

A  or otherwise, on their first night  and to give then a brief description of what

their life would now be like for the next few years.  Category A  prisoners would

generally be disinterested other than perhaps to ask if a specific friend or foe was

there and if so on what wing. It was, however,  not unusual for me  to be called to

Reception to speak with a category B domestic murderer  who had left Belmarsh

as a mainstream prisoner and who, on arrival at Long Lartin, had declared  that

he wanted to be located  on one of  the vulnerable (VP) wings for protection

because he was scared.   Indeed, to be suddenly thrown into a mix of gangland

killers, terrorists and bank robbers  would  be enough to scare most people.  
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However, just as with  luxury  hotels, the occupancy levels  at dispersal

prisons are kept as high as possible:  there are rarely  any spare  beds.   For a

prisoner classified  as  mainstream  to announce on arrival that he  wanted to be

placed on a vulnerable unit is often a problem. It would not infrequently be the

case  that Long Lartin  had  no habitable  empty cells  on any of the  vulnerable

prisoner units.  Staff were not allowed to talk a prisoner out of his wish to seek

protection  but in the appropriate circumstances a prisoner might informally do

so.  I   would  require  reception  staff   to  show  me  the  prisoner's   warrant  of

committal  to confirm that he was not a sex offender and that there was no reason

why he needed to  be located on a VP unit. It was then a somewhat bizarre task

for me,  a man who abhors violence towards women,  to tell a man that as he was

'only' a wife killer he would be perfectly safe on  a mainstream wing and that I

could personally  guarantee his safety.  If not allocated to my  wing I  would

escort  the   prisoner  to  whatever  wing to  which  he  was  allocated and ask  an

acquaintance  to look after him. The dispersal system is relatively small with  5

prisons and 3300 prisoners and the arrival  of an unknown prisoner whom no one

could  authenticate   would  be  considered  questionable.   In  bygone  days  the

prisoner would be required  to show his depositions in order to confirm that he

was convicted of an offence acceptable to other prisoners:  nowadays someone

would  simply make a telephone call  and have him Googled while they wait.  

A Category A  prisoner will be given no  notice of an impending transfer.

Before general unlock the  cell door will  be  opened by  three or four  muscular

prison officers  and the prisoner told   'You are wanted in  Reception'. That   is

sufficient for him to know that he  is to be  transferred without being explicitly

told why or  to  where.  If  the  officers  are   those  he  knows and depending on

whatever  relationship he has with them he may be allowed pack a small bag with

overnight toiletries but nothing more.  In some dispersal prisons after  the  cell

door of a transferred prisoner is  shut a  device called a 'cellular boot' will then be

placed in the keyhole and padlocked  in order to prevent any member of staff

inadvertently unlocking  the door and thereby leaving the contents of the cell

open to  being raided.  All the prisoner's personal possessions, his stereo system,
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books, letters  and clothes must  be left behind and it may be 8 or 10 weeks before

he sees any of them again. They will be packed and sent separately and it will

often  be the case that items will be missing or damaged. A practice that refuses to

allow Category A  prisoners  to  take their property with them on transfer but

requires  category B prisoners so to do makes little sense.  Following protests and

complaints  steps are  currently  underway to  see it   is  possible  for  Category A

prisoners  to take their possessions with them when transferred. 

The  2016-17 report by the  Prisons Ombudsman recorded  that of  all of

the  prisons  in  England  and  Wales  the  five  dispersals  submitted  the  most

complaints by quantity and, insofar as complaints per 100 prisoners were upheld,

quality.   The  Ombudsman  reported   that  across  the  Prison  Service  lost  and

damaged property continued to be the largest category of complaints (amounting

to 29% of all complaints investigated by the Ombudsman despite high security

prisoners making up only 7% of the male prison  population). 27% of all property

complaints were upheld and the Ombudsman's stinging comment  was that most

of the complaints could and should have been resolved by the establishments

where  they  occurred  because  prisons  were  using  scarce  resources  to  pay

compensation for lost and damaged property. One of the systemic failures of the

prison system as a whole is the apparent inability of prison management  to learn

lessons  or  to  sustain  improvement  based  on  that  learning.  It  is  not  lack  of

knowledge  but  a  lack  of  effective  action  and  consideration  that  is  at  issue.

Prisoners have few personal effects and  attach great importance to  possessions

as a way of maintaining a sense of identity and some freedom of choice. 

4.6 Prison  Service Instruction   67/2011:  Searching the Person

In  accordance  with  Prison  Service  Instruction  67/2011:  Searching  the

Person,   when a Category A  prisoner is transferred from one dispersal to another

he  and  his  property  must,  in  all  circumstances,  be  given  a  full  search   in

accordance with the national procedures. (See Annex J(1)). In  the Reception area

the prisoner will  be required to sit  in a BOSS (Body Orifice Security Scanner)
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chair,  a non-intrusive scanning system  designed to detect small metallic objects,

such as mobile phones and their component parts or weapons, concealed within

anal  cavities, the abdominal area and around the shins. (see Annex J (2)) The

BOSS chair utilises the same technology as metal detecting portals employed in

airports. Sensors are housed in the chair frame and each sensor in the chair is

wired to an audible alarm which will sound if any metal is detected.   However,

those prisoners who do  conceal  phones are aware of the capabilities of the BOSS

chair  and so take  care    to  remove all  metal  elements  from the  phone.   As a

counter  measure   the  authorities  now  employ a  lithium pole  the  purpose  of

which is to  detect the presence of that element in a phone's battery. Unlike the

cumbersome   BOSS chair  the  lithium  pole  is  easily  manoeuvrable   and light

enough to be moved from area to area within a prison and   is also deployed  to

conduct spot checks in  visiting rooms   and  workshops.   In certain prisons,

Belmarsh for example, the authorities  now employ a complete body scanner in

the Reception area,  a  portal   through which all   prisoners  must pass through

before  leaving and entering the prison.  In addition to technical aids a prisoner is

also manually searched.  

Should there be any indication that a prisoner is internally concealing an object

the transfer will be aborted and the prisoner placed in the camera observation cell

in the segregation unit.(see Annex J3)  Internal searches (of bodily orifices) can

only  be conducted by a medical practitioner and then only with the consent of

the  prisoner.  Male Category A  prisoners may be 'rubbed-down' searched by

male or female staff, but must only be full searched by male prison officers. If,

however, a male Category A   prisoner who  has  a genuine religious or cultural

objection to be being 'rubbed-down' searched by a female he may object and  a

male prison officer will do the   'rub-down' search.  Where  a female member of

staff objects to conducting a 'rub-down' search of a male, managers must make

reasonable adjustments to ensure that they do not have to carry out the search.

(PSI 67/2011, Annex A)
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4.7 The transfer  process

Once  the search procedure is completed the prisoner's   personal clothing

will be sealed  in a bag  and he will be handed  a bright yellow and green  jump

suit  to  wear  during  the  journey.   In  my  experience  there  will  be  minimal

conversation for  the prisoner will   usually  be nonplussed at the unexpected

transfer.  For  so-called 'security  reasons'   until    the prisoner is   locked in the

security vehicle he will not be told  to which prison   he  is being transferred. An

experienced prisoner will not ask where he is going knowing that if he did so he

would  not be told because  the officers would  not know how the prisoner will

react.  However he   will quickly become aware of  the dispersal prison to which

he   is  being  transferred.  This  is  because  all  prison  officers  wear  lettered and

numbered  epaulettes  and  the  letters  indicate  the  prison.  Thus,  if  he  is  being

transferred from Belmarsh  where all the  officers have BM on their epaulettes

then to see in the Reception area officers with FR or LL on their epaulettes will

mean that he is being transferred to Frankland or Long Lartin. I  have  had a

transfer aborted after  announcing (after noting the insignia on an epaulette) how

glad I  was to be going to Long Lartin.

However, it may be that the transfer is  on a day when the prisoner  is expecting a

visit and the realisation that his wife and children may be embarking on a journey

of  a  hundred  miles  or  more  for  no  purpose  could   well  be  perceived  as  a

deliberate act of malice by the prison authorities and, unlikely though that may

be,  the perception  could   provoke an   violent  reaction.   The prisoner will not

be allowed to make a  telephone call to prevent his visitors from travelling and

will know that any promise made by the prison authorities that they will do so  is

nothing other than  a fool's comfort.   At most  dispersal prisons all the official

telephones  to  which  prisoners  have  access  will  be  switched  off   to  prevent

messages to be sent via friends or relatives that Category A  prisoner X is being

transferred.  This  is  particularly  so if  the prisoner is  High Risk but given  the

number of unofficial mobile phones in every prison that really is an exercise in

futility. 
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The prisoner's wrists will be handcuffed and then, quite ridiculously,  he will be

handcuffed  to  a  prison  officer  to  walk   no  more  than  two   paces  from  the

Reception area to the waiting security vehicle – still within the prison walls and

behind barbed wire fences. Despite there being at least  8 prison officers present

at this point before the move from the Reception to the escort vehicle  can take

place  a dog handler  must be summonsed to attend. If  the prisoner   resists and

refuses to co-operate  the use of overwhelming force will  result in him being

'wrapped up' - handcuffed and  shackled - and dragged into the security vehicle.

At this stage a Custodial Manager will arrive and check that the handcuffs are

secure by trying to pull them over the prisoner's wrist: it is always noticeable that

the  handcuff  on  the  officer's  wrist  are  not  quite  so  rigorously  tested.  The

Custodial Manager will then go through the charade of asking the prisoner his

name and date of birth and even,  perhaps, where he lived before being arrested.

At this  point,  and by now thoroughly irritated  most  mainstream Category A

prisoners will simply tell him to “Fuck off”. 

4. 8 The journey

In the security  vehicle   the prisoner will  be placed in a small  cubicle

about the size of a toilet in a small caravan  where there is just – and only just -

enough room to sit down on a metal seat and then and only then will the set of

handcuffs attached to the officer  be removed. A  seat belt will be proffered but a

prisoner with any experience of travelling in such vehicles  will refuse  knowing

that due to the restricted  movement in the extremely cramped space  the seat belt

will become increasingly uncomfortable after a very short distance.  Despite the

requirement to wear a seat belt being mandatory the escorting staff will know

better than to insist in order to avoid  the escort vehicle  being delayed in leaving

the prison. The prisoner  will be handed a plastic bottle in which to urinate  and

the door to the cabin will then be triple locked for what could be an unbroken five

hour journey. The journey from Belmarsh in South London  to Frankland near

Durham can take even longer.  The three or four escorting officers will be seated
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in the comfortable chairs in the rear of the vehicle  and locked in. The   driver and

navigator sit  the separated front section with  the keys to the cabin held by the

navigator. Should there be an accident as the van travels at high speed down the

motorways  the prisoner will be the one most likely to  suffer injury. 

Should the  Category A  prisoner be High or Exceptional Risk then the van

will be escorted by  police cars with sirens blaring and lights  flashing supposedly

emphasising just how  dangerous is the prisoner in the van. The police escort will

change over at county borders and by the time the van reaches Frankland and  the

disembarking process  commences  the  cost  to  the  taxpayer  will  have  run into

many thousands of pounds. 

4.9 Arrival at the destination

By this time it is perfectly possible that a thoroughly fed up prisoner  will

have decided that he does not want to be in a prison  so difficult for his family to

visit and will inform the Reception staff that he will not  locate:  “Take me to the

seg “ is the expression commonly used to mean “I don't want to be in your prison

– take me to the Segregation Unit  and leave me there”.  All entreaties  will  be

ignored  and  the  Governor  will  thus  be  plagued   with  locating  yet  another

standard or High Risk Category A   prisoner in a relatively small segregation unit.

This happens throughout the dispersal system but mostly at HMP Wakefield. All

prison authorities know that mainstream prisoners have an antipathy for sexual

offenders and a transfer to  Wakefield, where nearly all of the prisoner population

are  convicted of sexual offences   is not infrequently  used as an unofficial but

clearly  sanctioned administrative  punishment  for  those  Category  A  prisoners

who  have,  for  wherever  reason,  made  themselves  unpopular  with  the

management  at  other  dispersal  prisons.   In  itself  this  is  nothing new: in  2010

HMIP discovered that  prisoners  likely to complain about  their conditions and

treatment were being transferred  between London prisons immediately before a

visit from the Inspectorate was due: this practice was partly  responsible for the

Inspectorate's  decision not to give advance notice of forthcoming  inspections.
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Indeed, in   giving a entirely  new meaning to the term  “social mobility” in 2017

the  Prison  Service  were   discovered  to  have  operated  a  deliberate  policy  of

moving  large  numbers  of  accused  and  convicted  sex  offenders  into  HMP

Doncaster in order to provide a stabilising  effect  after concerns at the level of

violence  in  the  prison.   That  the  senior  management  of  the  Prison Service  so

obviously lacked the ability to  comprehend  (or, more likely,  simply couldn't care

less) that there were moral as well as ethical objections to using people – even

prisoners – as things is, or should be, deeply concerning.  The fact that  keeping

up appearances for the Inspectorate could take  precedence over human rights

and  dignity  only  goes  to  show  how  the  prison  system   gives  priority  to

pragmatism over principle.  The Chief Inspector of Prisons  has raised concerns

over  this  practice  stating  that  the  numbers  of  sex  offenders  at  Doncaster  had

trebled in 18 months whilst 'the support, offender management and programmes

intended to reduce  risk both in custody and  release presented such offenders

were not present'.  In effect, this large cohort of men were denied the opportunity

to make progress (HMIP July 2017). 

4.10 The reallocation of  Category A  prisoners between dispersal prisons

The  administrative  procedure  governing  the  transfer  of   Category  A

prisoners between the  dispersal prisons in England is  entirely different  from the

initial allocation process when the prison  is simply informed  to get ready to

accept prisoner X.  Where, when  and  for whatever reason, the management of  a

dispersal prison decides that they wish to transfer a Category A  prisoner  the

procedure   is  somewhat   akin  to   a  tendering  process.  Approval   from  the

Category  A  team at  HQ is  always  a  preliminary  requirement.   Once  that  is

forthcoming the prisoner whom, say HMP Long Lartin, wishes to reallocate  is   to

all  intents  and  purposes,   put  up  for  auction   and  touted  round  the  other

dispersal prisons. (A copy of an inter prison Category A  transfer form is set out at

Annex 4.) The Security  department at  Long Lartin will  speak to the  Security

departments at other dispersal prisons and, if necessary, call upon outstanding

favours or obligations  with the inevitable result being  a grudging “We will take
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X from you if you will take Y from us”. Once both  Security departments have

jointly agreed to the transfer of prisoners the Category A  Team will be required to

grant   approval  and  the   prison  requesting  the  transfer   will  make  the

arrangements for the transfer and provide the escort vehicle and staff.   In my

experience  both  security  departments  will  be  economical  with  the  truth  and

deliberately withhold highly relevant details that would, if disclosed,  cause the

transfer to be aborted. For example, I have a well known propensity for litigating

against what I  considers to be incompetent prison management, and  have on

transfer arrived at  a prison to be welcomed  by a grim-faced Security Governor

growling “If I had known we were getting you I would not have agreed to this”.

In 2015/16 contracted out Prisoner Escort and Custody  Services provided a total

of  743,178  escorts  at  a  cost  of  £122.1  million.  In  2016/17  there  were  617,009

transfers at a  cost of £124.6 million.   These figures do not include the cost or

numbers of Category A  security escorts for which the Ministry of Justice  refuses

to provide details.   

For a Category A prisoner a transfer can be a traumatic experience akin to

moving home  except that the  move takes  place without any forewarning  and

without the prisoner  having any say in where he is going to spend the next few

years  of  his  life.  Each  dispersal  prison  operates  differently  and  an  expensive

stereo system purchased  at Whitemoor by savings from   prison  wages   may not

be allowed at Frankland. Old enmities from other prisons may be re-engaged and

may call for immediate  violence or, more likely, the necessity of joining  a gang

for protection. The cautionary  process of discovering which prison  officers may

be helpful and which should be avoided needs to begin again as does seeking

employment   or  education.   All  in  all,  an  unrequested,  unexpected   and

unwanted  transfer can be  a very unsettling experience. 
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CHAPTER 5

The Control  and  Inspection of the Dispersal Prison  System  

5.      Introduction 

The  Acheson report  on  radicalisation in prisons was highly critical of

both  the  structure  and  management  of  the  National  Offender  Management

Service (NOMS) and successfully  advocated organisational change (MoJ 2016: see

page 48 above). NOMS was reconstructed as HM Prisons and Probation Service

and the 5 dispersal prisons and 8  high security prisons  were incorporated  into a

newly designated public sector Long Term High Security Prison Group (LTHSPG)

of 13 establishments.  Convicted Category A  prisoners can only be held in public

sector  dispersal  prisons  where prisoners  report  that   staff   express  attitudes

towards prisoners that are more punitive, cynical and disrespectful than those of

their counterparts in the private sector (Crewe et al (2014, p.394/5).  Generally, that

was  a  greater   sense  of  feeling  by  public  sector   staff   that  prisoners  were

undeserving,  irredeemable  and  unworthy  of  respect.  'Heaviness' was  also

manifested with  prisoners feeling that staff wielded  their authority in ways that

were  needlessly  conspicuous  or  threatening,   and  were  often  described  as

bullying or antagonistic (King and McDermott, 1995; Crewe, Liebling and Hulley

2014). 

However, nowadays it is no longer entirely through a repressive system of risk

averse processes and punitive procedures that  dispersal prisons seek to manage

prisoners. Whilst  the rules and regulations remain readily available to enforce

discipline an increasing emphasis has been placed on improving prisoner-staff

relationships  in  order  to  achieve  compliance  and  avoid  confrontation.  These

relationships   reflect  the  character,  the  internal  life,  experience,  and  social

organisation of an establishment and  are  different at each  dispersal prison. 
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5.1 An outline  of the Dispersal and Long Term High Security Prisons  

To repeat, whilst  only  HMPs Frankland, Full Sutton, Long Lartin, Whitemoor

and Wakefield are classified as dispersal prisons the Long Term High Security

Prisons Group comprises  13 establishments.   There are  6  long-term  secure

prisons, namely   HMPs Garth, Gartree, Swaleside and Isle of Wight ( Albany and

Parkhurst)  and Woodhill.     These 6 prisons,  whilst  continuing to function as

establishments  holding  long-term  Category  B  prisoners,  were  classified  as

suitable for prisoners for whom the very highest conditions of security were not

necessary but for whom escape must be made very difficult.  Thus,  Category A

prisoners  who had been downgraded  to category B  could  be transferred to such

prisons with the view to  managing them more effectively as part of a transitional

and progressive process. As part of the LTHSPG HMPs Belmarsh and Manchester

can hold Provisional/Potential  Category A prisoners  on remand and convicted

Category A prisoners awaiting allocation to a dispersal prison.   

A  brief snapshot of the regime and conditions in each of the dispersal

prisons  is  provided below.  Not  only  are  there  significant  differences  between

prisons  but also differences between the way in which  prisoners are treated.  For

example,  hospital appointments for Category A prisoners are the more likely  to

be cancelled  because at least 5  officers are required for the escort (as opposed to

2/3 for a category  B prisoner). Work opportunities at Wakefield  for Category A

prisoners are limited  because of restricted security zoning within the prison.  The

cells for vulnerable Category A prisoners at Long Lartin  do not have internal

sanitation.  Visits  at  Full  Sutton  are  of  limited  duration  because  of  searching

requirements.  The information and statistics  concerning  the  dispersal  prisons

are taken from  the reports of  unannounced inspections  by HM  Inspector of

Prisons (HMIP) between  2014 -2018;  research conducted by Liebling and Arnold

et al (2012) and Liebling et al (2014) and Drake (2012).   The commentary reflects

my personal experiences.
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5.1.1 HMP FRANKLAND

HMP Frankland was the first purpose built dispersal prison and    became

part of the High Security Estate in 1983. At  the 2016 HMIP inspection  Frankland

held 792  prisoners of whom 768 (96%) were serving sentences of over 10 years

(including life and IPP - Indeterminate Public Protection) with 28%  classified as

Category A.  The 2016 report  on Frankland  reported that  compared  to other

dispersals, and particularly to Full Sutton, there was (slightly) more freedom of

movement,   more opaque practices  and  friendlier prisoner-staff  relationships.

Drake (2012) had also found   that prisoner-staff relationships at Frankland were

amongst  the  least  fractious  across  the  dispersal  system.  Liebling  et  al,  (2015)

concurred reporting that   the quality of relationships between staff and prisoners

continued to be good because  the  prison made  efforts to consult, listen and act

on feedback from prisoners. 

Table 5.1          A statistical snapshot  of HMP Frankland  from the 2016 HMIP report

Category A Disabled* BME Foreign Over 30  10 + Life Muslim

222: 28% 300: 38% 139:  18% 54: 7% 661: 83% 768: 96% 97: 12% 
• Includes learning difficulties

In  1985  the  National  Audit  Office   criticised  the  original  design  of

Frankland  and improved additional prisoner accommodation  was opened in

1998, 2005 and 2009. With  an operational capacity of 844 and  all seven wings

having   single  cells  and  integral  sanitation  Frankland  is  the   largest  of  the

dispersal  prisons.  In  May  2017  the  first   anti-radicalisation  'Separation  Unit'

configured to hold 13 prisoners  was created from a disused Segregation Unit.

The four original wings, A, B, C and D each hold 108 vulnerable prisoners who

because of the nature of their offence or other vulnerabilities (such as debt or

informing)  are  kept  completely  separate  from  the  mainstream  prisoner

population.  96 of these vulnerable prisoners   are classified as Category A.   The

three newer wings F, G and J  hold around 320 mainstream  prisoners with 124

being Category A  (FOIA 180301013: May 2018). There is  a separate   psychology

unit  holding 65 prisoners with complex personality disorders and  a further  21
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prisoners  in the  Psychologically Informed Planned Environment (PIPE) unit.

Perhaps unsurprisingly the Inspectorate found that many prisoners at Frankland

were demotivated and expressed frustration at the length of their stay in high

security conditions. 

5.1.2 Drug availability

In the 2016 HMIP survey of Frankland  more prisoners than at any of the 4

comparator dispersals  said it was easy to get illegal drugs such as Spice and there

was    evidence  of  in-possession  prescription  medication   being  diverted.  A

personal communication (June 2018) recounts  

' the wings are full of spiceheads, people falling over everyday and kicking off at

night  with  imaginary  people  in  their  cells  -and  then  doing  runners  onto  the

numbers (VP Wings) coz they are up to their eyeballs in debt – but other than that

its just the same old same old'.   

 The Inspectorate's recommendations  were that  there should be an up-to-date in-

possession medications policy that reflected current best practice guidance on the

prescribing of highly tradable medicines. The mandatory drug testing (MDT) rate

averaged 2.4% positive  over   six  months.  Prisoners  mainly tested positive  for

illicit Subutex (buprenorphine) and other opiate-based medication.

 

 5.1.3 Equality,  Diversity  and Disability 

   There were 137 black and minority ethnic prisoners (BME) at Frankland

of  whom  only   16%  said  the  food  was  good,  compared  with  29% of  white

prisoners and many BME prisoners reported that the meals they were offered did

not reflect cultural diversity.  Muslim, disabled, LGBT and BME prisoners were

negative about aspects of their treatment, reporting that they had been victimised

by staff and other prisoners because of their gender, race or ethnic origin. There

were  18  self-identified  gay  prisoners  but  they  had  no  specific  support:  some

reported having been victimised by staff because of their sexual orientation.  The

2016 HMIP report identified negative outcomes for disabled, LGBT and foreign

national prisoners. Almost 300 prisoners were  recorded as having a learning or

physical disability and despite one-third of the population  being over 50 years
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old HMP Frankland  had no  detailed policy to cover older prisoners. 

5.1.4 Healthcare

At  dispersal  prisons,  the  inspection  of  healthcare   services   is  jointly

undertaken  by  the  Care  Quality  Commission  (CQC)   and  HMIP   under  a

Memorandum of Understanding.  The survey revealed that  prisoners were less

satisfied with the overall quality of health services than the comparator prisons

and at the previous  inspection in 2012. There was  no health promotion strategy,

and there were unacceptably long waits of up to 49 weeks for smoking cessation

services  (smoking  is  now  banned  in  all  dispersal  prisons).  GP  clinics  were

provided every weekday. Routine waiting times were good, at four days,  and

same-day urgent appointments were facilitated based on clinical need. Out-of-

hours emergency GP cover was provided to the same level as in the community.

The inpatient unit with  nine single cells, including a palliative care room, a gated

constant watch cell, a two-bedded ward and a large day room was described as

having  a  positive  environment.  There  were  high-standard  arrangements  for

palliative  care for the terminally ill.

5.1.5 Education 

Ofsted inspectors found that teaching, learning and coaching were good

and  prisoners made good progress. However, not all available education places

were  used  effectively,  and  the  prisoner  pay  policy  did  not  encourage

participation in education .    Around 45 learners followed distance learning and

Open University courses but they had very limited access to computers, received

too little support from prison or education staff and did not have the opportunity

to work together. 

5.2  HMP  FULL SUTTON

HMP Full  Sutton was added to the High Security Estate  in 1987 as  a

purpose built dispersal  prison.   At  the 2016 HMIP inspection  Full Sutton  held

578 prisoners of whom 489 (89%) were serving sentences for offences involving
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violence  (i.e.  rape,  murder  and  robbery)  with  163  Category  A   prisoners

comprising 28% of the population.   Drake (2012, p.180) reported that a troubled

history of prisoner disorder had left a lasting legacy of contentious prisoner-staff

relationships  with  prisoners  characterising  Full  Sutton  as  'heavily  controlled,

inflexible and unsafe'.  The prison  was seen as  security orientated and tightly

controlled with  prisoner-staff relationships lacking  depth   and prisoners feeling

like 'statistics' (Liebling et al, 2015).  

Table 5.2               A statistical snapshot of Full Sutton   from the 2016 HMIP report 

Category A Disabled BME Foreign Over 30  10 + Life Muslim

163: 28% N/A 160: 27% 53 : 9.2% 467: 81% 550:95.% 118: 20.6%

 Full  Sutton  has  an  operational  capacity  of  around  600  prisoners.  There  are

Category  A  and  B   convicted  prisoners  on  six  wings   which   unfortunately

replicate the   much criticised original design of Frankland. Physical security at

the prison is extensive: CCTV coverage is widespread and most areas can only be

accessed from secure corridors that have  no windows or natural light. In 2016

nearly all  prisoners at Full Sutton were considered to present significant risks to

both security and to the public  with 154 men  designated 'standard' Category A,

and a further 9 considered to be ‘high risk’. Some  prisoners stayed at Full Sutton

for many years; 10% had stayed for over 10 years, some for substantially longer.

Mainstream  prisoners, including those who had committed offences connected

or sympathetic to terrorist goals, were located on A, E and F  wings.  B, C and D

wings provided accommodation for  those men  convicted of sex offences, almost

a third of whom were judged to be unsuitable for  treatment programmes  owing

to the level of denial of their offending behaviour.  

5.2.2 Drug availability 

  Over a quarter of prisoners  said that it was easy to get illegal drugs at

Full  Sutton.  With  over  500  intelligence  reports  submitted  each  month  the

untargeted  mandatory drug testing positive rate of  0% for the six months to
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December  2015   was  exceptionally  (impossibly?)  low  indicating  a  systematic

failure  of  the  suspicion  testing  programme.   The  targeted  intelligence  based

mandatory testing programme had  a positive rate  of 2.5%, which amounted to

only one positive test result, was also low: clearly  the supply reduction strategy 

( the smuggling of illicit drugs) was not supported by good preventative action.

  

5.2.3 Equality,  Diversity  and Disability 

The Inspectorate found that despite  the provisions of the 2010 Equality

Act  equality and diversity arrangements were unsatisfactory. Whilst  Black and

Minority Ethnic (BME) and Muslim prisoners respectively accounted for 26% and

20% of the  population at Full Sutton  their perceptions of their treatment were far

worse than those of their white and non-Muslim counterparts. 30% of BME and

Muslim  prisoners (against 13% of white prisoners)  said that they  felt unsafe,

many  said that they had been victimised by staff and other prisoners, and fewer

said that staff treated them respectfully. 

 

5.2.4 Healthcare 

In 2016 the CQC identified a number of areas that required improvement

and observed  that the  professional supervision of nurses was poor. Despite an

extraordinary 80% of the prison population being  supplied with medicines in the

previous  year  there  was   limited  evidence  of   well-informed  healthcare

campaigns.     There  were  no  healthcare  plans  for  older  prisoners  and   the

complaint form was only available in English.   The health needs of patients were

little regarded: of 79 external hospital appointments scheduled over two months

33 had been cancelled and  because of  staffing requirements (i.e. security) these

would mostly be Category A  appointments.  

5.2.5 Education 

The leadership and management of learning and skills and work activities

were good, with a strong focus on personal and social development, English and

mathematics.   The Inspectorate found that whilst learning support was provided
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for those on Open University and other distance learning courses  not enough

work led  to  accredited qualification and recommended  (HMIP 3.17-18) that  a

greater range of subjects was needed  for  those serving longer sentences or with

higher prior academic attainments. 

5.3.1 HMP LONG LARTIN

Long Lartin was built in the 1960s and opened as a Category C prison  in

1971. In 1973. it was upgraded to provide dispersal level security. The  operational

capacity of the prison is currently 521  of whom 129 were Category A  prisoners.

The  2018  HMIP  inspection   reported  that  prisoner-staff  relationships  were

confident and respectful: in 2012 Drake  had that found these  relationships varied

according  to  wing  location.  Half  the  wings  housed  vulnerable  prisoners  and

mainstream prisoners  were  located according to  the  control/security  risk  they

were  perceived to pose. In 2017 HMIP introduced a new, more  detailed set of

summary  statistics  and  the  2018  report  on  Long  Lartin  was  the  first  of  the

dispersal  prisons  to  contain such data  relating to  canteen facilities  and  faith

issues.  Once all  dispersal prisons have been inspected the comparative results

results should prove illuminating.  

Table 5.3               A statistical snapshot  of  Long Lartin from the 2018 HMIP report 

Category A Disabled* BME Foreign Over 30  10 + Life Muslim

124: 24% 51: 30% 187: 36% 85: 16% 389: 76% 504: 98% 160: 31% 
*Of those who responded to the survey

There are eight wings with  extensive CCTV coverage of all areas. 250 vulnerable

prisoners  are  held  on the   4  older-style  wings  which do not  provide internal

sanitation.  Although  there  is  a  night  sanitation  facility  it  is  rudimentary  and

inefficient  and  so prisoners would defecate in a bag which they then threw out

the  window.  The  mainstream  prisoners  were,  as  at  Frankland,  preferentially

housed in individual cells with  internal sanitation on the 4 more modern wings.

In October 2017 because staffing levels at 8% below the official benchmark had

restricted prisoner activities there was a serious disturbance on a  mainstream
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wing and staff were forced to withdraw. A specialist Tornado riot squad  was

required to bring the incident to an end (Leech, 2017). HMIP reported that there

had been several extremely serious incidents since the 2014 inspection.

5.3.2 Drug availability  

The 2018 HMIP inspection found 12 long-term prisoners were still being

prescribed methadone.  In 6 months  7.5% of  the untargeted  Mandatory Drug

Testing (MDT) proved positive. 15 % of prisoners said they had developed a drug

problem since arriving at Long Lartin.  There were few drug finds and evidence

indicated  that  diverted  prescribed  medication  in  the  vulnerable  prisoner

population was the main problem. 

5.3.3 Equality, Diversity  and Disability 

At  the  2018   inspection  35%  of  the  population  were  from  a  black  or

minority  ethnic  background and  31% were  Muslim.   32% of  BME  prisoners

against 22% of white prisoners reported feeling unsafe.  There were 85 foreign

national prisoners and  116 prisoners over the age of 50.  Many older prisoners

felt the facilities provided  were inadequate  and  150 prisoners with learning and

physical  disabilities  had  been  identified.   These  prisoners  felt  less  safe  and

reported  higher  levels  of  victimisation  from  other  prisoners  and  staff.  Most

prisoners  with  limited  mobility  were  in  un-adapted  cells  with  no  integral

sanitation and unable to access association areas on wings.

5.3.4 Healthcare

At the time of the 2014 inspection the 8 bed inpatient unit was   managed

by prison officers  who had no healthcare qualifications and limited access  to

patient information. By 2018  the unit was under   under the  supervision  of  a

general nurse. However, admission criteria were not routinely followed  and the

purpose  of  the  unit  remained  unclear.  There  was  no  therapeutic  regime  and

prisoners were routinely locked in their rooms for most of the day. A number of

prisoners were held on the unit for operational (i.e. protection) reasons. Prisoners’
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needs  were  not  adequately  assessed  and  there  were  no  effective  care

arrangements to support them.  The healthcare team were restricted to  a fixed

number of escorted external health appointments but even so  over 15% of  all

extremal  appointments  were   cancelled  by  the  prison.  This   led  to  delays  in

prisoners accessing specialist treatments and, again, this would impact primarily

on Category A  prisoners. Supervised medicine was administered twice a day and

timetable changes were made to accommodate this process rather than reflect the

clinical needs of the prisoner. Supervised night sedation was given too early at

5.30pm.  

5.3.5 Education 

At the time of the 2014 inspection there had been scathing criticism of the

education  facilities  on  offer  at  Long  Lartin.  Leadership  and  management  of

learning and skills by the education provider were  regarded as inadequate and

staffing and quality assurance were not satisfactory. The college offered only a

fraction of the provision for which funding was available. By 2018 the education

provider had greatly improved matters. However, 14% of men had not received

an initial  assessment  of  their  prior  educational  history and attainment  and so

could  not  attend  education.  Teaching,  learning  and  assessment  still  required

improvement  but   outcomes  for  prisoners  in  English  and  mathematics  had

improved. The distance learning class  had limited  virtual campus (OU internet

access) with vulnerable prisoners  allowed no  access whatsoever.

5.4.1 HMP WAKEFIELD

Wakefield is built on the site of a 1594  house of correction  and  was designated a

dispersal prison in 1966. Its status as a dispersal prison  expires in 2021 and there

is  considerable doubt that  the contract to hold Category A  prisoners will be

renewed.  At  Wakefield  the  atmosphere  between  prisoners  was  viewed  as

reasonable  but  prisoner-staff  relationships  were  considered  to  be  strained  by

perceived overuses of  authority by staff.  (Drake, 2012). 
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Table 5. 4          A  statistical snapshot of HMP Wakefield  from the 2018 HMIP report 

Category A Disabled BME PPC* Over 30  British Muslim

147: 21% Circa  37% 136: 19.% 683: 96% 654: 92% 641: 90% 102: 14%
 *Public Protection Cases

 Wakefield is  a main lifer centre with a focus on serious sex offenders. It

has an  operational capacity  of 720 of whom the vast majority  were serving

sentences of more than 10 years. These  were  some of the most challenging and

complex prisoners in the country and included some  147 Category A   prisoners.

Despite this,  the prison was calm and had an atmosphere that spoke of good

order,  safety  and  security.   There  are  4  main  Wings  A,  B,  C  and  D  and

approximately 70% of the population were IPP or life sentence prisoners, a small

number  of  whom are  unlikely  ever  to  be  released.   As  part  of  a  network  of

facilities centrally managed  by Prison Service Headquarters Wakefield contains  a

Close Supervision Centre (CSC) designated as an exceptional risk management

unit,  supposedly  providing  a  supportive,  safe,  structured  and  consistent

environment to some of the most violent men in the prison system.  

 

5.4.2 Drug availability  

There  was  little  data  relating  to  drugs  in  the  2018  HMIP   report.  9

prisoners  were  receiving  opiate  substitution  treatment.  Although  only  6%  of

prisoners surveyed said it was difficult to get illegal drugs  the random positive

mandatory  drug  testing  (MDT)  rate  was  low at  1.8% rising  to  2.25   if   new

psychoactive  substances  such  as  Spice   were  included.   According  to  the

Inspectorate  a strategy to address trading in prescribed medication was effective.

As a prisoner at Wakefield for over 4 years this was certainly not my experience;

prescription medication  was traded extensively throughout the prison.  

5.4.3 Equality, Diversity  and Disability 

Black and minority ethnic  prisoners account for 19% of the population

and   this  group  was  overrepresented  in  areas  such  as  charges  under  prison
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disciplinary  proceedings  and  proven  adjudications.  A recent  internal  survey

indicated this group felt  victimised and the use of dogs when searching the cells

of  Muslim  prisoners  was  an  ongoing  concern.    Prisoners  with  disabilities

accounted for  37% of  the population and this  group was  extremely  negative

about their living conditions. The Inspectorate reported that more needed to be

done to address the needs of older prisoners.  There was often little to engage

these prisoners and very few areas for older prisoners to socialise.  Chairs had

only recently been installed on each landing but there were  few if any tables.

Prisoners with mobility problems found it difficult to attend areas of the wing

where recreational equipment was installed. Off-wing access was often limited

because  of   lifts  that  remained  unrepaired  for  months.  40%  of  prisoners

considered  themselves  to  have  a  disability  against  the  comparator  of  28%.  A

survey of wheelchair users reported that  the majority   had no access to work or

education and 44% said they had suffered disrespectful behaviour related to their

disability.   Only 13% of prisoners aged over 50 compared to 27% of others said

they regularly went outside for exercise; there are no toilet facilities and  benches

were  installed on the exercise yard in 2013  (but still  not on the Sports field). 

Prisoners  could  submit  Discrimination  Incident  Reporting  Forms  (DIRFs)  for

investigation but to little purpose.  A breakdown of the statistics demonstrated

that 100% of  DIRFs submitted by staff against prisoners were upheld whilst 99%

of DIRFs submitted by prisoners against staff were dismissed.   In 2012 and 2014

the Inspectorate recommended that the prison should investigate and address the

significantly poorer perceptions of the treatment of BME and Muslim prisoners.

The 2018 HMIP  survey found that still not   enough had been done to investigate

and address this issue. 

5.4.4 Healthcare

Clinical governance had improved since the 2014 inspection with  Care

UK  providing  24-hour health and social care services.  The clinical environment

in the main health centre, which housed the pharmacy, inpatient unit, outpatients

and dentist, remained  poor, partly as a result of building work. Following the
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inspection, CQC raised concerns with NHS England about the condition of the

rooms used for health care services. In the HMIP  survey, 59% of prisoners said

the quality of health services was good and 69% said it was easy to see a nurse.

The inpatient unit was  staffed by nurses and prison officers. At the time of the

inspection,  there were nine patients  on the unit  and four prisoners  who were

non-clinical admissions (i.e. in need of protection), which meant that clinical beds

were blocked. During the previous six months, 18 prisoners with no clinical need

had  been  accommodated.  It  is  quite  extraordinary  that  in  a  prison  largely

populated by vulnerable prisoners (VPs) there should be a separate VP unit and

the  Inspectorate  again  recommended   that  the  inpatient  unit  should  only

accommodate prisoners with identified clinical needs.  

5.4.5 Education 

This  part  of  the  inspection  is  conducted  by  Ofsted  inspectors  using

Ofsted’s  common  inspection  framework  and   ensures  that  prisons  are  held

accountable to the same standard of performance as further education colleges in

the  community.  The  2014  HMIP  report  had  found  that   teaching  outcomes,

learning, assessment  leadership and management all required improvement. The

2018  inspection  noted  considerable  change  for  the  better.  Managers  used

prisoners’ previous qualifications,  levels of literacy and numeracy, and specific

learning  needs  to  ensure  that  everyone  received  the  support  they  needed  to

succeed. Attendance in education sessions was satisfactory, but the data used to

evaluate  education attendance  were   inaccurate.   Although managers  had not

done enough to  coordinate  activities  to  reduce interruptions  to  learning  most

prisoners’ work in education was of a high standard. It was particularly strong in

creative  arts  and  courses  in  English  for  speakers  of  other  languages.  The

Inspectorate made no mention of distance leaning perhaps because the virtual

campus was still not fully operational.  On a personal note I  found the education

system/provider utterly incompetent.  Following my transfer to Wakefield from

Frankland  in  2014  the  so-called  'Education  Management  Team'   wrongly

informed the University that I was not allowed to continue my thesis. Thankfully
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my knowledge of prison rules ensured that my application for a judicial  review

of that decision was  successful. 

5.5.1 HMP WHITEMOOR

HMP Whitemoor opened in 1991 as a dispersal prison  for  Category A

and B male prisoners. In 2017  it held 431 prisoners of whom 349 (85 %) were

convicted of  offences involving violence (murder/rape/ robbery).   Of the  141

Category A  prisoners located at HMP Whitemoor 20  had been held as Category

A  for more than 4 years, 43 between 4 and 7 years, 41 between 7 and 10 years and

37 for more than 10 years (FOIA 113419).  Liebling and Arnold  (2012) found a

decline in already low levels of trust, with  relationships between prisoners and

staff fractured and  hidden. Increased punitiveness, indeterminate sentences, the

intensification of  risk-oriented practice,  fears of  radicalisation, confusion about

prison officer power had combined to reshape the dynamics of prison life, raising

levels  of  fear.  A personal  communication  (May  2018)  described  the  prisoner

population as being in thrall to  Muslim gangs or brotherhoods.  

                                   

Table 5.5              A  statistical snapshot  of Whitemoor  from the 2017 HMIP report 

Category A Disabled BME Foreign Under  50  10 + Life Muslim

141: 32% N/A 52:% 91: 21% 354:80% 421: 97% 179 : 41%

At the time of the  2017 HMIP report  41% of the total prison population were

registered  as   Muslims  (and  see  Liebling  and  Arnold  2012).  The  mainstream

prisoner population were located on three wings in single cells with integrated

sanitation. Most prisoners at Whitemoor are younger than those in other dispersal

prisons and vulnerable prisoners were relocated  in 2010.  A population of sixty-

nine prisoners with personality disorders  are  held on the Fens unit (formerly the

‘Dangerous  and  Severe  Personality  Disorder  unit),  which  provides   intensive

therapy to men with personality disorders. In October 2004 a Close Supervision

Centre  (CSC)  holding  6  prisoners  opened  as  part  of  a  network  of  facilities

centrally managed  by Prison Service Headquarters. The intention is to provide
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the most disruptive prisoners with a more controlled environment to help them

develop a more settled and acceptable pattern of behaviour.  

5.5.2 Drug availability  

Whitemoor has a reputation amongst prisoners throughout the dispersal

system as being a prison where it was  easy to obtain illegal drugs yet there was

very little data on drugs in the  2017 HMIP report  However, when asked if it was

easy/very easy to get illegal drugs in Whitemoor 40%  of respondents said yes

against a comparator of 25%  from the 2014 inspection. 

5.5.3 Equality, Diversity  and Disability 

52%  of prisoners  were from a BME  background and  where relationships

with staff and victimisation were concerned their perceptions were more negative

than white prisoners.  Over a fifth of the population (21%) were foreign national

prisoners:  with very few members of staff   from a similar background  many

prisoners felt the prison   lacked cultural awareness.  Muslim prisoners were  very

negative about some aspects of life at Whitemoor, particularly relationships with

and mistreatment by staff  (see Liebling and Arnold 2012,  Liebling et al  2014).

Disabled men were  negative about some aspects of their treatment and overall

the provision of activities for men who had retired or who were long-term sick

was inadequate. Overall, the number of complaints was high with nearly 3,000 in

a six month period: those prisoners with whom the  Inspectorate spoke   had little

confidence in the complaints system. 

5.5.4 Healthcare 

A  survey conducted by the CQC  found that  fewer prisoners (30%) than

in the comparator (41%)  said the overall  quality of health services was good.

Prisoners were less positive about the quality of care they received from nurses

than previously (51% against 59%).  Only 30% said the quality of the GP service

was  good or  very good against  the  comparator  of  41%.  There  was no ‘whole

prison’ approach to health and well-being.   Condoms were available but   the
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procedure  in  place  for  regulating  them  was  likely  to  discourage  men  from

applying, undermining efforts to minimise the risk of infection transmission. The

inpatient unit had nine beds, but  few were  used for clinical purposes. During the

inspection, there was only one patient, while the other residents were there for

non-clinical reasons.  The unit  was described as  ‘an  extension to the segregation

unit’, which undermined the therapeutic environment.  The dental suite was in

urgent  need  of  refurbishment  and  did  not  meet  minimum  safety  standards.

Equipment was dated and cabinets unsuitable. Dental staff stated they did not

feel safe as the X-ray machine was unreliable and only worked periodically. The

dental chair tubing was attached with sticky tape and rubber bands were used to

secure equipment to the tool  table.  This  was considered precarious,  unreliable

and unacceptable. The unsealed floor in the dental suite presented an immediate

risk of infection transmission. The suite had not been audited for infection control

compliance.  The  provider  could  not  present  essential  safety,  risk  or  servicing

certificates  and  there  was  no  evidence  of  a  recent  legionella  risk  assessment.

Unsurprisingly the CQC required the healthcare provider to respond to a long list

of breached regulations.   

5.5.4 Education

Ofsted  regarded  the  provision  of  leaning  and  skills  as  good  with  a

curriculum  that  largely  met  the  needs  of  the  population.  A broad  range  of

education was offered, including several GCSE courses; distance learning; and an

undergraduate  programme  run  in  conjunction  with  Cambridge  University.

Teaching and assessment in classroom-based learning and vocational training was

good. Tutors promoted the benefits of learning effectively and many prisoners

who  had  not  previously  succeeded  in  formal  education  went  on  to  gain

qualifications in English, maths and vocational subjects. Prisoners’ achievements

of  qualifications   were  high  and   most   learners  achieved  higher  academic

qualifications at  Whitemoor than they had held before starting their sentence.

Almost all learners who completed GCSEs achieved A to C grades. However, the

virtual campus  was not used to help prisoners explore future career aspirations. 
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5.6 The cost  variables

The current dispersal estate has the  capacity to contain just over 3,300

prisoners of whom never more than one  third - the figures constantly fluctuate –

are classified as Category A. The remainder are Category B or C prisoners who

are  so  located  largely  in  order  to  provide  what  can  most  appropriately,  if

disrespectfully, be described as 'stuffing'.   In 2017 the annual cost of running the

five dispersal prisons was almost  £188 million with each prisoner, be he Category

A,B or C,  costing an  average of £60,874:00.  The following tables  are  taken  from

FOIA requests   and HMIP reports 2014-18 and illustrate that the cost of keeping

a category B or C prisoner at HMP Whitemoor is more than twice  the cost of

keeping that same prisoner at a  Category B high security prison. 

Table 5.6.1        Cost per place in Dispersal Prisons 

Frankland Full Sutton Long Lartin Wakefield Whitemoor 

Population 844 600 625 750 473

Category A * 224 : 28.2% 154 :   26.9% 129  :  21.0% 144 : 19.6% 146 : 35.3%

Category B* 565 :  71.3% 408 :   71.2% 473  :  77.0% 539  :  80.1% 290 : 64.0%

Escapes* 0 0 0 0 0

Annual Cost £60, 359:00 £62, 484:00 £63, 542:00 £46, 796:00 £80, 047:00

Table 5.6.2     Cost per place in  Long Term High Security  Category B Prisons

 Garth Gartree Isle of Wight Swaleside Average Cost

Population 838 706 1083** 1047

Escapes* 0 0 0 0

Annual Cost £35, 026:00 £33, 424:00 £35, 434:00 £33, 163:00 £34, 262:00
*Escapes in past 10 years   **The Isle of Wight constitutes HMPs Albany and Parkhurst 

        Table 5.6.3          Cost per place in Category C Training  Prisons

Dartmoor Maidstone Mount Wayland Average Cost 

Population 634 593 1009 947

Escapes*  0 0 1 0

Annual Cost £32, 483:00 £29,299:00 £29, 849:00 £28,646:00 £30,069:00
*Escapes in past 10 years
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5.7 The inspection of dispersal prisons by HM Prison Inspectorate

Dispersal  prisons are  by definition  establishments to which access for

academic research is generally  restricted. However, when HMPPS  has  concerns

about  a  specific  prison  it  can  request  such  research  to  be  conducted:  see  for

example the study on staff-prisoners relationships  at HMP Whitemoor (Liebling

et  al,  2012). It  necessarily follows that with prisoners limited in their ability to

undertake  research or  write  about  their imprisonment it  is  difficult  to obtain

reliable  information  about   life  in  dispersal  prisons.   Every  3  -  4  years   each

dispersal prison is the subject of  an unannounced inspection by Her Majesty’s

Inspectorate of Prisons (HMIP) whose powers are set out in section 5A of the 1952

Prison Act. The Inspectorate is  an independent, statutory organisation charged

by Parliament with reporting  on the treatment and conditions of those confined

in prisons and other places of detention (HMIP, 2017a). Having  no regulatory

powers  the  inspection  criteria  is  underpinned  by  international  human  rights

standards and,  according to the Chief  Inspector,   is  reliant   upon 'persuasion,

logic,  goodwill  and  publicity  to  achieve  its  impact'  (HMIP,  2017b,  p.12).  The

Inspectorate   describes  its   core  values   as  independence,  impartiality  and

integrity   with respect  for  the  human rights  of  prisoners  at  the  heart  of  each

inspection.  All inspections carried out by HMIP contribute to the UK’s response

to its international obligations under the Optional Protocol to the UN Convention

against Torture and other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment

(OPCAT).  The protocol  requires that all places of detention are visited regularly

by independent bodies – a process known as the National Preventive Mechanism

(NPM) – in order  to monitor the treatment of and conditions for detainees (HMIP,

2017b, p 1). HMIP is one of several bodies that constitute  the NPM in the UK and

is specifically charged with conducting inspections of all prisons in England and

Wales on a regular basis.    By invitation from and in conjunction with the Chief

Inspector of Criminal Justice in Northern Ireland, the  Inspectorate is responsible

for  scrutinising  conditions  at   Maghaberry,  the  only high security  prison   in

Northern Ireland. Also by invitation  the Inspectorate examines prisons in the Isle
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of Man, Channel Islands and some overseas establishments  in jurisdictions with

links to the UK (HMIP, 2017b). The Chief Inspector designates a small number of

inspection teams, each  with a specialism in the inspection of a specific type of

custodial  establishment.  Inspectors  come  from  a  variety  of  connected

backgrounds  –  such  as  social  workers  and  probation   officers,  drug  and

healthcare specialists,  people with specific technical  expertise,  police and legal

backgrounds:  even prison governors are employed on a seconded as well as a

permanent  basis.  Typically,  an  inspection  team  will  consist  of  some  18  -  20

members  including staff   from the Care Quality Commission (CQC), the Office

for  Standards  in  Education,  Children’s  Services  and  Skills  (Ofsted),  HM

Inspectorate  of  Probation,   and  the  General  Pharmaceutical  Council  (GphC).

Since   2013   other  than  in  exceptional  circumstances  all   inspections  are

unannounced  thus  replacing  a  previous   system  of  announced  full  main

inspections  with  follow-ups  to  review progress.  The  inspection  of  a  dispersal

prison  will normally span a period of ten days and is predicated on a dynamic

risk assessment. The   issues taken into account include the time elapsed since the

last  assessment,  intelligence received in correspondence,  significant changes to

leadership and prison rating system scores (HMIP 2017a). An establishment will

be given no more than 30 minutes notice prior to an unannounced inspection and

the procedure is for the main inspection team unexpectedly to arrive in the prison

car park and wait whilst the prison governor is contacted and  keys to be issued. 

In   January  2018  the  Secretary  of  State  for  Justice  announced  a  new  'Urgent

Notification' protocol which allowed for the Inspectorate publicly to  require (but

not impose) urgent action by the  Ministry of Justice within 28 days to improve

jails with significant problems. It is not the purpose of  this thesis to focus on the

condition of the entirety of the prison  estate  which successive Chief Inspectors

have described as '….disgusting. Prison is as bad as you could possibly imagine'

(Hardwick, 2016) and  'I have often been appalled by the conditions in which we

hold many prisoners' (HMIP press release 18 July 2017);  'a prison estate that  in

many places is not fit for purpose, let alone the decent detention of human beings'

(Clarke,  HMIP,  2017b,  p.12).  Indeed,  if  the  2017  HMIP  reports  on  HMPs
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Nottingham and Liverpool are anything to go by then  conditions in dispersal

prisons are as good as conditions in prisons  are ever going to get. In May 2018

the Chief Inspector of Prisons invoked the Urgent Notification Protocol in respect

of HMP Exeter; the Protocol   requires the Justice Secretary publicly to explain

how conditions at the prison will improve. In June 2018 a grossly overcrowded

HMP Bedford was put into special measures because of increasing violence  and

an alarming decline in safety. 

5.8 Inspectorate Reports 

 

In July 2018 former prison  governor Ian Acheson,  whose biting criticism

of NOMS had led to its rebranding as HMPPS, wrote in Inside Times that the

Inspectorate operates in the face of indifference and outright hostility from the

corporate machine  and that

'dozens and dozens of inspectorate report recommendations designed to force up

standards of decency and safety gather dust on the governors shelves.....the best

that can be hoped for is sullen compliance on some cherry picked suggestions'. 

Acheson descried the Inspectorate as having teeth but  being  muzzled by   'a

secretive, defensive and incompetent corporate  culture in  the headquarters of

the prison  service'. The Inspectorate's reports  provide the most  authoritative

accounts of what  actually takes place in each  dispersal prison, although not all

prisoners will agree with  the report's  findings.  Each  report  contains some  90

pages of  statistics  and detailed information together with  inspection findings

and judgments based on the triangulation of evidence from multiple sources. The

reports seek to achieve a  balance of  quantitative  and qualitative evidence  from

interviews and focus groups. Although the HMIP reports do not focus exclusively

on  Category A  prisoners  there exists   no other   evidential   source on those

aspects of life in a dispersal prison that  impact on such prisoners. 

Recent inspections  at dispersal  prisons  have taken place as follows:
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HMP Frankland was inspected in  December 2012 and again in March 2016 

38  months between inspections

HMP Full Sutton  was inspected in December 2012 and again in January 2016  

36  months between inspections 

HMP Long Lartin was inspected in October 2014 and again in January 2018 

38  months between inspections.

HMP Wakefield was inspected in July 2014 and again in June 2018

47  months between inspections 

HMP Whitemoor was inspected in January 2014 and again in January 2017   

36  months between inspections 

Not  every  prisoner  believes  that  inspections  come  as  a  surprise,  and  many

believe that prisons are given an indication that  inspections are about to take

place: meals suddenly change for the better and improvements are made to  the

normal routine. In January 2018 Inside Times published a letter from a prisoner at

HMP Rochester  who reported being transformed into a full-time art student for

a course that had closed just before the inspectors arrived: 'In fact, when the nice

lady from Ofsted arrived every course was suddenly and magically filled'.  He

continued '...the inspectors must think every prison smells of new paint because

just  before they reach a department the inmates had just  finished painting'.  A

follow up letter from a Category A  prisoner at HMP Frankland in the February

edition of Inside Time claimed that  unannounced inspections were  'a load of old

b***llocks' and that it was amusing to see  'staff dressed up as they should be but

normally  are  not.' Governors  were  seen  on  the  wings 'acting  friendly  when

normally they were only seen on adjudications when they were rarely  friendly.

The writer referred  to inspections as 'open circus days'  when those who would

be critical were locked away and only the 'orderlies and office cats are ushered

forward  to  talk  to  the  nice  inspectors.  What  a  farce!'   Such  a  state  of  affairs

certainly  accords with my recollections of Frankland where  senior management

were described as  being excused contact with prisoners.

All HMIP  reports contain  a summary of the conditions and treatment of

prisoners, based on the four tests of a healthy prison that were first introduced by
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the Inspectorate’s thematic review Suicide is everyone’s concern (HMIP, 1999). The

tests are:

• Safety:   prisoners, particularly the most vulnerable, are held safely

• Respect:  prisoners are treated with respect for their human dignity

• Purposeful activity: prisoners are able, and expected, to engage in activity

that is likely to benefit them

• Resettlement:  prisoners are prepared for their release into the community

and effectively helped to reduce the likelihood of re-offending.

The Inspectorate  makes an assessment of outcomes for prisoners under each test

and, therefore, of the establishment's overall performance against the tests. There

are four possible judgements: in some cases, this performance will be affected by

matters  outside  the  establishment's  direct  control,  and  this  will   need  to  be

addressed by the Her Majesty's Prison and Probation Service.  In all other cases

the Governor is responsible for implementing the recommendations. 

• Outcomes for prisoners are good.

There  is  no  evidence  that  outcomes  for  prisoners  are  being  adversely

affected in any significant areas.

• Outcomes for prisoners are reasonably good.

There  is  evidence  of  adverse  outcomes  for  prisoners  in  only  a  small

number  of  areas.  For  the  majority,  there  are  no  significant  concerns.

Procedures to safeguard outcomes are in place

• Outcomes for prisoners are not sufficiently good.

There is evidence that outcomes for prisoners are being adversely affected

in many  areas or particularly in those areas of greatest importance to the

well-being of prisoners.   Problems/concerns, if left unattended, are likely

to become areas of serious concern.

• Outcomes for prisoners are poor.

There is evidence that the outcomes for prisoners are seriously affected by

current practice. There is a failure to ensure even adequate treatment of

and/or conditions for prisoners. Immediate remedial action is required.
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Inspectorate  assessments might result in one of the following:

• Recommendations: will require significant change and/or new or 

redirected resources, so are not immediately achievable, and will be 

reviewed for implementation at future inspections.

• Housekeeping points: achievable within a matter of days, or at most 

weeks, through the issue of instructions or changing routines.

• Examples of good practice: impressive practice that not only meets or 

exceeds our expectations, but could be followed by other similar 

establishments to achieve positive outcomes for prisoners.

5.9  Inspectorate Methodology

The  Inspectorate  relies  on  five  key  sources  of  evidence:  observation;

prisoner surveys; discussions with prisoners; discussions with staff and relevant

third  parties;  and  documentation.  The  Inspectorate  employs  a  mixed-method

approach  to  data  gathering,  applying  both  qualitative  and  quantitative

methodologies and  evidence from different sources is triangulated to strengthen

the  validity  of  the   assessments. The  Inspectorate  adopts  an  identical  survey

methodology in each of the dispersal  prisons visited and comparisons with other

establishments  or  previous  inspections  are   referred  to  only  when  these  are

statistically significant (HMIP, 2017). The significance level is set at 0.01, which

means  that  there  is  only  a  1% chance  that  the  difference  in  results  is  due  to

chance. 

Prisoner survey methodology and sampling 

A voluntary, confidential and anonymous survey of a representative proportion of

the prisoner population is carried out for each  inspection. A  prisoner survey is

conducted on a representative sample of the prison population and  the results of

the  survey  form  part  of  the  evidence  base  for  the  inspection.  Sample  size  is

calculated  to ensure that the  survey findings reflected the experiences of the

entire population of the establishment. Respondents are then randomly selected

from  a   prisoner  population  printout  using  a  stratified  systematic  sampling
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method with  the proportion of black and minority ethnic prisoners in the sample

reflecting  the proportion in the prison as a whole.

Distributing and collecting questionnaires

The questionnaires are  distributed  to respondents individually. This is in order

to  provide the  researchers  with an opportunity  to  explain the  purpose  of  the

survey and to answer respondents’ questions. The voluntary nature of the survey

is stressed and assurances about confidentiality  provided. The questionnaire is

available in a number of different languages and for respondents who do not read

English a telephone translation service is available.  

Survey results and analyses

Each HMIP report   presents  the survey results  for  the dispersal  prison under

inspection and  a full breakdown of responses is provided for each question.    All

inspections   re-examine  recommendations  from  the  last  full  inspection  and

provide  a  summary of  the  current   findings  against  the  HMIP four healthy

prison tests. Each  report concludes with a section  headed 'Expectations: Criteria

for assessing the treatment of prisoners and conditions in prisons.' 

5.10  Segregation Units 

It  is  of significant concern  that even where the Inspectorate found the

prison under inspection was performing well -  for example HMP Full Sutton in

2016  -   there  was,  nonetheless  stringent  criticism  of  what  the  Inspectorate

regarded  as  unacceptable  conditions  in  the  segregation  (a  euphemism  for

punishment) unit and this was repeatedly so at all dispersal prisons.  A  detailed

description of conditions in the segregation units in each of the  dispersal prison

is provided  in Chapter 10 .

5.11  Inappropriate Use of Healthcare Units 

The Inspectorate makes disproving comment of the inappropriate use of

healthcare units for  prisoners  located there for non-clinical reasons, a practice

which undermined the therapeutic environment. Prisoners who may have mental
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health problems or who, even in a vulnerable prisoner unit, could be considered

as  targets for attack  - for  example Charles Taylor the Liberian warlord convicted

of  war  crimes  by   the  International  Criminal  Court   -   are  often  located  in

healthcare units because there is nowhere else where they can be safely located.

The 2016 HMIP report  on Whitemoor strongly urged  that   inpatient beds no

longer be  used for non-clinical purposes   At HMP Wakefield the Independent

Monitoring Board (2017) described such a practice as turning the heathcare unit

into a vulnerable unit within a vulnerable prison. 

5.12  Provision of  Opiate-Substitute Medication 

The Inspectorate makes passing reference to prisoners receiving opiate-substitute

treatment i.e.  the synthetic and addictive narcotic,  methadone. It is not widely

known that  prisoners   who  were  using  heroin  before  being  imprisoned  (and

where the use of heroin may have played a part in their conviction) have what

amounts to a right to receive daily maintenance doses of methadone for however

long – decades even - they are in prison.   This results  from the case of  Judith

McGlinchey  v  UK  (2003) where  the  ECHR  ruled  that  the  failure  to  provide

appropriate  treatment  and   the  potential  threat  to  life  posed  by  abrupt

detoxification  violated  Article 3 of the Convention.   

5.13  Same-sex relationships and supply of condoms

The Inspectorate  also makes somewhat oblique references to the issuing

of condoms to prisoners,  again an issue where  policy appears disjointed. Under

the  terms of  the Civil  Partnership Act 2004 same sex prisoners  who meet  the

eligibility criteria can exercise their right to enter into a civil partnership which

gives  legal  recognition  to  same-sex  couples.   The  Act  makes  no  stipulations

concerning sexual  orientation or  sexual  relations.    However,  notwithstanding

that   same sex  civil  relationships  now  have  legal  recognition    the   physical

consummation  of  such  relationships   are  considered to  be  a  breach of  prison
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discipline.   Nevertheless,   in  order  to  avoid  the  risk  of  HIV infection  prison

healthcare   providers  are  now  obliged  to  issue,  purportedly  in  confidence,

condoms to  those  prisoners  who  request  them.  This  requirement  of  approval

makes prisoners dependent on medical consent for what many would consider a

matter of  personal choice, albeit with health implications, rather than of clinical

judgment.   It can only deter prisoners from trying to obtain  condoms, leading to

more unsafe sex and and a greater risk of HIV infection.  

5.14 Sex in prison

Without doubt,  throughout the male and female prison system, a wide

range  of  surreptitious  sexual  activity  takes  place   particularly  and  perhaps

unsurprisingly   in the high security estate where  long-term prisoners convicted

of sexual offences are principally located.  Although most of this sexual activity is

consensual MoJ statistics (2018 Table 3.9) record 395 sexual assaults having taken

place in the  prisons in England and Wales in 2017, a tripling since 2012. Research

by Howard League's Commission on Sex in Prison suggested that around 1% of

prisoners  had been raped,  while  5.3  % had been coerced into  sexual  activity.

This, it should be noted,  is in contrast to the more than 28,000 physical assaults

recorded during the same period.  Interestingly, the prison authorities  appear

officially  to  have  an  ambivalent  attitude  towards  consensual  sexual  activity.

Prison Service Instruction 47/2011 deals with prison  disciplinary procedures  and

makes it clear that consensual sex between prisoners is not a specific offence. Para

1.76 of the PSI states that 

'There is no Rule specifically prohibiting sexual acts between prisoners but if they

are observed by someone who finds (or could potentially find) their behaviour

offensive, a charge may be appropriate.' 

However, the PSI provides for discretion to be exercised:

 '….if  two prisoners  sharing a  cell  are  in a relationship and engage in  sexual

activity during the night when they have a reasonable expectation of privacy, a

disciplinary charge may not be appropriate.'
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The ambivalence is to be found in PSI 30/2013 that covers  Incentives and

Earned  Privileges  and  which  states  that  prisoners  are  required  to  act  'with

decency  at  all  times  (this  includes  engaging  in  sexual  activity)  remembering

prisons/cells are not private places.' (However,  prison cells were deemed to be

private  places  when  smoking  was  allowed.)  It  is  nowhere  spelt  out  what

constitutes sexual activity and that could include masturbation even if conducted

in private and on ones own.   It is this type of  inconsistency within the official

rules and regulations which are the cause of confusion between prisoners and

prison staff.  Different  prisons  appear to  interpret   these  inconsistent   rules  in

different ways and in those areas of dispersal prisons where prisoners convicted

of sexual offences  are separately located from mainstream prisoners (i.e. HMPs

Long Lartin, Full Sutton and Frankland) or at HMP Wakefield where prisoners

convicted of sexual offences are in the overwhelming majority  consensual sexual

activity  conducted with an element of secrecy  is unofficially condoned  even if

officially disapproved. Based on the misconception that being gay automatically

means that the prisoner in question is sexually available to anyone the danger for

those prisoners who disclose that they are homosexual  is that they can encounter

unwanted, even forceful,  attention from sexually active prisoners who identify as

heterosexual but have clandestine homosexual leanings. Such prisoners  can often

have a sense of entitlement and, in return for payment, an expectation to receive

oral sex.  Because peer disapproval in the high security estate is  pervasive and

influential such behaviour is concealed from other  prisoners as well as  from staff

and  in  my  travels  through  the  dispersal  system  I  have  only  infrequently

encountered mainstream Category A  prisoners who engage in sexual activity. 
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CHAPTER SIX

The Categorisation of  Provisional  Category A  prisoners 

6. Introduction  

This chapter examines various  aspects of  the Category A  classification process

and explains who becomes a  Category A  prisoner and, more importantly, why.

The  Mountbatten report into prison escapes (1966 para 212) recommended that 

'A purpose-built  prison is  required at  the  earliest  possible date to house those

prisoners who must in no circumstances be allowed to get out, whether because of

the security considerations affecting spies or because their violent behaviour is

such that members of the public or the police would be in danger of their lives if

they were to get out. I call these prisoners Category A.' 

Regrettably only half  of that  bipartite  recommendation was adopted. Unlike the

dedicated security prison, the concept of classifying as Category A  those apex

offenders   who  were  considered  to  be  highly  dangerous  was  immediately

implemented.    Mountbatten had concluded that  categorisation and allocation

into 'really adequate prisons is the best means of preventing escape' (ibid para 15)

and considered that a maximum security prison should house no more than 120

prisoners.  Radzinowicz (1999, p.297) admitted  that 'Even without a radical and

detailed change in the regime for dealing with dangerous offenders, hardly any

one  of  these  escapes  (Blake,  Wilson  and  Biggs)  would  have  occurred  if  the

precautions directly or indirectly built into the existing prison rules  had been

diligently and intelligently observed.'   In 1970 there were 4 dispersal prisons with

157 Category A prisoners (Public Records Office paper PRO PCOM 14/12);  by

1978 there were  480 Category A  prisoners. In 1995 the Learmont report noted

(para 5.3)  that the number of Category A  prisoners had risen to 750 in  just 5

dispersal  prisons.  By   2017  the  concept   of  a  liberal  regime  within  a  secure

perimeter   had  completely  vanished.    There  were  between  950  and   1000

Category A  prisoners  and  HMP Frankland alone held almost twice the  number
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of Category A prisoners conceived of by Mountbatten.  In reality,  the  concept of a

single maximum security fortress prison  in which to hold the most dangerous of

all prisoners had expanded fivefold.

6.1 The origins of Category A  status 

In 2018  the  criteria for Category  A status remains very   similar  to that

proposed by  Mountbatten  and formally introduced in June 1967 by Circular

Instruction 48/67; a more detailed Circular Instruction, 166/68, coming into effect

in 1968.  Papers held in the  Public Records Office (Paper PB (1967) 31 within PRO

ref PCOM 14/11)  record the initial  concept of  Category A status: 

'Category A  prisoners convicted since 1967 can conveniently,  if arbitrarily, be

divided into three groups:

(i)      Gang leaders, Dangerous Recidivists and Criminal Murderers (as opposed

to domestic murderers)

(ii)        The most dangerous sexual offenders

(iii) Other notorious prisoners

In general we think it right to base the decision on the possible consequences of  escape, 

however unlikely that seems, rather than the likelihood of escape. This approach has great 

advantages: it provides an insurance against the likelihood of guessing wrong...'

Price (2000:135)  cites  PRO Paper PCOM 14/12 as projecting  that there would be

an increase in the number of Category A prisoners to around 200 by the early

1970s.   In   deciding whether  Category  A is  necessary,  PSI  09/2015  states  that

consideration could – and should -  be given to whether the stated aim of making

escape impossible can be achieved for a particular prisoner in lower conditions of

security, and that prisoner categorised accordingly. However in a veritable Catch

22 type passage PSI 09/2015 at para 2.2 further states  that 

'This  will  arise  in  a  limited  number  of  cases  since  escape  potential  will  not

normally affect the consideration of the appropriateness of Category A, because

the definition is concerned with the prisoner’s dangerousness if he did escape, not

how likely he is to escape, and in any event it is not possible to foresee all the

circumstances in which an escape may occur.'   
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6.2 The  categorisation  criteria for adult male and female prisoners 

There are currently four  different categories for adult male prisoners which refer

to the assessed level  of  risk they would supposedly represent if  they were to

escape. The official definition is set out in  PSI  40/2011: The  Categorisation and

Re-categorisation  of Adult Male Prisoners

Category  A:  those whose escape would be highly dangerous to the public, the

police or to the security of the State and for whom the aim must be to make escape

impossible.

Category  B: those prisoners for whom the very highest conditions of security are

not necessary, but for whom escape must be made very difficult. 

Category  C: prisoners who cannot be trusted in open conditions, but who do not

have the ability or resources to make a determined escape attempt. 

Category  D: prisoners who present a low risk, can be reasonably trusted in  open

conditions and for whom open conditions are appropriate.  

Despite  being  conceptually  misconceived  the  Mountbatten  categories  have

become as sacrosanct as  holy writ,  immutable, inviolable  and irreversible. (see

page  58  for  Mountbatten's  terminology).  Yet  the  phraseology  is  vague  and

imprecise: categories A and B  simply recognise  the risk  of danger if the prisoner

should  escape  whilst  C  and  D  are  concerned  with   the  likelihood  of  escape.

Notwithstanding  50 years of informative guidance and  the creation of a basic

algorithm categorisation decisions  remain heavily  influenced by the subjective

input of unqualified prison staff (see Annex 10). 

Unless  identified as  provisional/potential  Category  A , adult male prisoners on

remand are not  subject to the categorisation  process.   Defined as Category  U

(unclassified) such prisoners are held in Category  B conditions in  a local prison.

If convicted,   category U  prisoners will  be considered suitable for Category  B if

any one of the following criteria applies:

• the prisoner is serving a determinate sentence of 10 years or over

• the prisoner is serving an indeterminate sentence of 5 years or over 

• the prisoner was Category  A prisoner  during a previous sentence

• the prisoner  is convicted or has been convicted of a  terrorist offences
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Or if two of the following apply 

• the prisoner had a previous sentence of 10 years or over

• the prisoner  previously escaped from prison, police or an escort

• the  prisoner's   current  or  previous  conviction  is  for  a  serious  offence

involving violence/threat to life/firearms/sex/arson/drugs /robbery.

Other than as above a prisoner will/should be  be classified as category C or D.

Category A  does not apply to young offenders or women prisoners who,

where  appropriate,  are classified  as “Restricted Status” prisoners and to whom

distinct  security arrangements apply. PSI 09/2015  states that 

'A Restricted  Status  prisoner  is  any female,  young  person or  young  adult

prisoner, convicted or on remand, whose escape would present a serious risk

to  the  public  and  who  is  required  to  be  held  in  designated  secure

accommodation. Separate  procedural security  arrangements  apply  to

Restricted  Status  prisoners  who  must  be  treated  as  Category A prisoners

every  time  they  leave  their  allocated  establishment  –  all  moves  must  be

carried out in a Category A vehicle (or an ambulance in a medical emergency)

in line with NSF procedures.' (paras 2.5/6)

Unlike Category A  prisoners, Restricted Status prisoners do not have escape risk

classifications:  the  'designated secure  accommodation and security  procedures

are deemed sufficient to achieve the aim of making escape impossible'. (ibid para

2.6).  The  Prison  Reform  Trust   states  (private  communication,  2017)   that

approximately  130 (3.5%)  women prisoners  are classed as high risk or very high

risk without necessarily being  of Restricted Status -  obscure prison department

terminology for a distinction that has no  meaningful difference. 

The  Prison  Service  of  Scotland   accepted  and  then  discarded  the  concept  of

Category  A  and has no separate facilities or establishments for  high security

prisoners (FOIA request HQ 16121: May 2017). However, the Scottish Prison Rules

do   contain  a  triage  of   regulations  relating  to   “Supervision  levels”:   High

Supervision prisoners  are described as   'prisoners  for  whom all  activities  and

movements  require to  be  authorised,  supervised and monitored by an officer'

(The Prisons (Scotland) Rules  2011 Rule 17). It is  notable  that Scotland's decision

to  integrate  their  High  Supervision   prisoners  within  the  long-term  prison
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population rather than  to  segregate them  in special prisons has not resulted in

an increase in escapes (Scottish Prison Service Report 2016-17). The Prison Service

of Northern Ireland does hold Category A  prisoners: in  a  prison population of

1478 (FOIA response 16:232:  August  2016)  in  2016 there were  72 Category  A

prisoners   in secure   units at  Maghaberry, Northern Ireland's only high security

prison  (following  the  peace  process   Northern  Ireland  prisons  are  no  longer

prefixed  with   HMP).  Unlike  England  and  Wales,  in  Northern  Ireland   the

Category A  status of prisoners is determined by an algorithm (see Annex 2). 

6.3 Criteria for Potential/Provisional Category  A prisoners

The principles  governing the selection and continuation of  Category A

status   are  to be found in  PSI 08/2013 which also sets out procedural guidelines

for   reviews  of  the  security  category  of   Category  A  and  Restricted  Status

prisoners.  At para 2.3 the PSI stipulates  that  the Director of the Long Term High

Security Prison Group (LTHSPG)  'or an authorised delegate'   is responsible for

the categorisation  of Category  A prisoners. According to PSI 09/2015   

'The desired outcome is that escapes of highly dangerous prisoners are prevented

and that  all Category A  (including Provisional/Restricted Status) prisoners have

their status reviewed appropriately with  all  security measures applied 'lawfully,

safely, fairly, proportionately and decently.' (para 1.3) 

This thesis will  contend that the supposedly desirable outcomes set out in the

relevant PSIs are little more than  deliberately vague and meaningless statements

of the obvious.  

 PSI 09/2015 Ref: NSF 12.1: The Identification, Initial Categorisation and

Management of Potential and Provisional Category A Prisoners  states (para 2.2)

'escape potential will not normally affect the consideration of the appropriateness

of Category  A, because the definition is concerned with the dangerousness of a

prisoner  if  he  did  escape,  not  how likely  he  is  to  escape.' The  theory  is  that

prisoners should  be categorised objectively according to the likelihood that they

will seek to escape and the risk they would pose should they do so. Theory and

the PSI  notwithstanding,  if a physically disabled prisoner  lacks the ability to
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escape then, regardless of the criteria, he quite obviously should not be classified

as Category A. However,  in 2018 there are Category  A prisoners  who have for

many years been confined to wheelchairs because they have had a leg amputated

or who suffer so badly from arthritis that they can only move  - walk would not

be an accurate description  -  with the aid of two sticks. Indeed, late in 2017 at

HMP  Wakefield  one  such  disabled  prisoner  was  discharged  on  parole  after

serving 54 years of a life sentence: despite having known for many months that he

was  to  be  released  the authorities waited until the day of his  discharge to

downgrade him to   Category  B.  

I have multiple sclerosis and lack manual dexterity yet  for 14 years I remained

classified  as  Category  A.   However,  in  all  matters  the   organisational  micro-

management of risk concerning  Category A  prisoners overrides  and supplants

the human (and, sometimes, legal)  rights of prisoners  leading to  many severely

disabled prisoners being or remaining classified as Category A  simply because it

is believed that they might/would be dangerous if they should/could  escape. 

Annual reviews are frequently delayed and  for many prisoners  Category

A  status  is both  disproportionate and  protracted  because, I contend, of   the

necessity  of  maintaining high occupancy rates in  a heavily staffed and therefore

costly dispersal prison estate.  In determining  if a prisoner should be classified as

Category A  consideration is,  or should be,   given to whether  making escape

impossible  is   achievable   in  lower  conditions  of  security.   Greatly  improved

security measures in  category B establishments in the LTHSPG  – from which

there have been no escapes in the past decade and beyond   -  should have seen a

substantial reduction in the number of Category A  prisoners.  It has not.  Had

such a reduction occurred the dispersal system would have imploded. Without a

sufficiency  of  Category  A  prisoners  either  staffing  levels   would  have  to  be

reduced or one or more dispersal prison would have   to close.  The system is

artificially sustained.

Due in large part to a lack  of  academic research  there is no detailed

empirical evidence to record in precisely what circumstances these organisational

risk management decisions impact on the human rights of   Category A  prisoners
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(Murphy and Whitty 2007a).  Such rights are invariably viewed through a risk

perspective. We do not know to what  extent -  if at all - dispersal prisons are

internally managing the heightened security risks supposedly posed by human

rights  law:  my personal  experience is  largely negative.    In theory,  the prison

authorities will (should) never adjust a prisoner's security category in order to

achieve  a  better  match  with  whatever  spaces  are  available  within  the  prison

estate.  The  reality  is  very  different.    Category  A  status   is    subjectively

determined  by the Category A  Team,  an overly influential administrative unit

within the LTHSPG.    It is the Category A  Team who make the crucial  decision

as  to  whether   to  classify  a  prisoner  awaiting  trial   as   provisional/potential

Category  A.  When  asked  on  what  evidential  criteria  or  logical  sequenced

algorithm the decision so to do was made the Operational Head of the Category A

Team, a former Belmarsh prison officer,  informed me: “We just call it  how we see

it.  We  look  at  the  offence  and  take  advice   from  the  police  and  if  we  think

someone  should  be  made  Category  A   then  that's  what  we  do”  (personal

communication, 2017). 

6. 4 The initial Category A  process 

In 2000 Price  described the identification, assessment, and  selection  of

Category  A prisoners  as a procedure that had  “stagnated” since introduced by

the Mountbatten report (p.133).  Little has altered  in the ensuing  18 years.  PSI

08/2013: The Review of Security Category A  makes clear  that  the categorisation

of  those remand prisoners alleged to be involved in serious crimes must take

account of input from Police Intelligence Officers. For obvious reasons (including

self-aggrandisement)  police  officers  (possibly  desirous  of  promotion)   not

infrequently  declare  that   those  they  arrest  are  of  more  significance  than,

subsequently,  the evidence would suggest -  and that can in itself  impact on

Category A  status.   It is the Category  A Team which   decides if an accused

should be classified as provisional Category A  and  in the event of a  conviction it

is the  Category  A Team which greatly influences if not entirely decides if he
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should remain  Category A.  Following  the  cancellation of CI 116/68,  which

stated that any  Category A   decision 'will require the personal approval of the

Secretary of State' the final decision as to whether or not provisional Category A

status  should  be  confirmed  has  devolved  downwards  from  Ministerial  to

Headquarters level.  Those who previously advised on the decision, the Category

A  Committee, are now the decision-makers as advised by the Category A Team.

Category  A  remains the highest security classification and following conviction

the  decision  to classify a potential  Category A prisoner as   confirmed   must

formally be  made by the Committee.  In  reality, mining the data (see Table 7.2)

suggests that the Committee almost always acts on the advice it receives from a

Category  A  Team  whose   influence  is  far  greater  than  its   perspicacity  or

academic qualifications would seem to warrant.  At a  criminal trial  it is not the

truth that counts but the evidence - with categorisation it is not even the evidence

but   the  opinion of  the  Category  A  Team   as  to  the   potential  level  of

dangerousness  in  the event  of  an escape.   The  National  Security  Framework

states (12.1 Category  A  Function para 3.2) 

'the features of the offences identified as indicative of consideration for Category

A status are based on experience of identifying the offenders who are not just

dangerous but the most highly dangerous (to the wider public in general, to the

police, or to the security of the State) and on the risk assessment principle that

past behaviour is a strong predictor of future behaviour' .

The directives relating to the classification of Category A  prisoners are included

in  the   restricted  National  Security  Framework  (NSF)  which  details   the

mandatory  requirements  of  all   relevant  security  specifications.    The  NSF

provides the Offender Management Unit (OMU)  at local prisons  with detailed

instructions  -  and  guidelines  that  resemble  directives  -  regarding  the

identification and notification  to the  Category A  Team  of those defendants who

have been remanded into custody to await trial and who may fall to be classified

as Potential/Provisional Category A.  Assessing  the relevant risk factors of such

prisoners  clearly  requires  informed judgment  and yet the task  of assessing

public  protection  concerns  falls  to   staff  with  no  particular  qualifications  or

training.     
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The  guidance  in  PSI  09/2015  to  enable  staff  at  local  prisons  to  identify

Potential/Provisional Category A  prisoners is cursory and  includes but is  not

limited to prisoners charged with any of the unspecified offences  set out in Table

6.1 and the specified offences in  Table 6. 2 

Table 6. 1                            

UNSPECIFIED OFFENCES 

Offence Type Offences Indicative of  Category A

Offences under the
Official Secrets Act

MUST BE REPORTED TO
THE CATEGORY A

TEAM

MUST BE REPORTED TO
THE CATEGORY A

TEAM

Possession with intent to
supply explosives

MUST BE REPORTED TO
THE CATEGORY A

TEAM

MUST BE REPORTED TO
THE CATEGORY A

TEAM

Offences connected with
Terrorism 

MUST BE REPORTED TO
THE CATEGORY A

TEAM

MUST BE REPORTED TO
THE CATEGORY A

TEAM
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Table 6.2        

 SPECIFIED OFFENCES 

Offence Type Offences
 

Indicative of consideration for
Category A 

Violence         Murder
Attempted Murder
Manslaughter
Rape
Attempted Rape
Sexual Assault
Robbery (firearm)
Robbery
Wounding with intent
Kidnapping

      Victim unknown
     Random/unprovoked attack
      Extreme/sadistic/ frenzied 

violence
Life threatening violence / 
injuries
Firearm discharged in a 
public place
Carried out for financial 
gain
Serial/repeat offences 
Escalation in offending 
behaviour

Sexual Offences Rape
Attempted Rape
Buggery
Sexual Assault

Victim unknown
Random/unprovoked 
attack
Extreme/sadistic/ ritualistic
violence

       Life threatening injuries
Weapons used
Repeat/serial offences
Previous sexual offending
Escalation in offending 
behaviour

 

Importation of
Class A Drugs

(including
conspiracy)

Importation of class A
drugs
Conspiracy to import 
class A drugs
Possession of drugs 
with intent to supply

Drugs valued in excess of £10M
Conspiracy to import drugs in 
excess of £10M
Firearms used/present
Significant standing in 
an Organised Crime 
Group

Repeat Offences
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PSI 09/2015  provides  general guidance to local staff.  It   stipulates that whilst

the  DDC High Security  is  responsible  for  the  categorisation  and allocation  of

Category A prisoners decision-making  may be delegated in accordance with the

provisions of the PSI.  In deciding whether Category A may be  necessary, staff are

advised that  consideration may also need to be given as to whether the stated

aim of  making escape impossible  can be achieved for  a particular  prisoner in

lower conditions of security, and in theory that prisoner should be categorised

accordingly.   However,  this  will  arise  in  a  limited  number  of  cases  because,

Category A status is predicated on the prisoner’s supposed dangerousness if he

were to escape and ignores the  likelihood of escape. 

Accordingly, when a prisoner charged with any  offence in either Table  is

remanded into custody it is a  mandatory requirement for prison staff  to obtain

the police report  containing  the full details of the case with information about

the offence charged (see Annex 3).   Prison staff are encouraged, where possible,

to  obtain  further  relevant  intelligence/information  from the  police  in  order  to

ascertain whether or not there are any  criteria indicative of Category A  status.

The   mandatory  guidance  set  out  in  PSI  08/2013  at  para  3.4   is  that  even  if

marginal the 'case MUST be reported to the Category  A Team'.    As so to do

avoids  criticism  if  a  prisoner  who  has  not  been  'reported  in'  as    potential

Category A should ever  escape there is a propensity, even  a disposition, to err

very considerably on the side of caution and categorise every borderline case as

possibly Category A.  The National Security Framework (PSI 09/2015: para 3.5)

stipulates that 'reporting in' must be done immediately and   a Category  A Team

Duty Officer  with a  priority  mobile  telephone is  on  call  at  weekends  and on

public holidays to receive the information and make a judgment . Immediately a

prisoner is  reported in as  Potential Category  A  a form F1352 (used to maintain a

continuous  auditable  record  of  the  prisoner's  supervision,  location  and

movement)  must be opened and maintained until a decision about their status   is

reached (ibid: para  3. 6).  The Category A  Team has a target of  3 working days to

reach a decision on those prisoners reported in  as  Potential Category A,  but

there is no sanction if that time limit is exceeded.    Once the  decision is made to
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classify a remand prisoner as Provisional Category A  the Security department

and Duty Manager at the holding prison are  immediately informed  by telephone

and email. Within 24 hours a photograph of the prisoner  accompanied by a form

F1442 (which details the prisoner’s height, hair colour, tattoos  together with his

home  address  and  known  associates)  must  be    sent  to  the  local  police  and

arrangements   will  be  made  for  the  Provisional  Category   A prisoner  to  be

transferred  to  the  appropriate  High  Security  establishment.   In  the  South  of

England this will be HMP Belmarsh,  and in the North  HMP Manchester. 

6.5 Categorisation and Classification 

Regardless  of  and separate from escape risk classification,  Category  A

prisoners are initially sub-divided into three groups:

 Potential Category A : these are prisoners who  have been reported to the

Category  A Team  by the OMU at a local prison: an interim decision will

have  been  made  by  the  Category  A  Team  for  such  prisoners  to  be

managed as  Category  A  and the prison will  be so  informed However a

final decision will have  to be made and whilst that decision is pending  a

potential  Category  A  prisoner  identified  and  held  outside  the  High

Security Estate will normally remain in his current location.

 Provisional  Category  A  : these  are  remand  prisoners  for  whom  the

Category   A Team  has  made  the  decision  that  Category  A  status  is

warranted and notification has been sent to the local prison (PSI 09/2015

para  2.4). If held outside the High Security estate a  Provisional Category

A prisoner will be  moved to a High Security prison.  

 Confirmed Category A: these are prisoners held in a High Security or

dispersal Prison and who have been confirmed as Category A  usually

following conviction and sentence.  
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6.6   Supervision of Potential/Provisional Category  A prisoners

The restrictive conditions applied to  Potential/Provisional  Category  A

prisoners   are  of  particular  concern  not  least  because   these  are  unconvicted

defendants  remanded  in  custody  to  await  trial.   A Provisional  Category  A

prisoner remanded in a holding prison whilst awaiting transfer to a High Security

establishment   will  almost  always   be  isolated  in  a  single  cell  in  the

Segregation/Punishment Unit. This is because  Provisional Category  A prisoners

can only be  located in  specially  constructed or  modified cells  with reinforced

walls and doors and in a holding prison such cells will normally only be located

in the Segregation/Punishment Units ( PSI 09/2015 4.13). That such prisoners are,

in theory at least, innocent until proved guilty and have committed no offence

against  prison  discipline  is  treated   as  an  irrelevance  and,  as  always,

organisational risk management takes precedence over human rights.   Before a

Provisional Category  A prisoner is placed in a cell it must be thoroughly searched

by at least two members of the prison's  Dedicated Search Team. The prisoner

should not be located on the ground floor (in case he tunnels out) or the top floor

(in case he exits  through the ceiling) nor next to an empty cell or exterior  wall

(PSI 09/2015: 4.10).  The cell  must be searched again after  the  prisoner is re-

located and a audit  trail  of the cells that  the prisoner has occupied  must be

maintained.  Only those cells with specially fitted night lights (which are required

to  be  checked  daily)  are  designated  as  appropriate  for  the  location  of  a

Provisional Category  A prisoner. 

Where such a prisoner is located in a holding prison the Duty Governor must

remain  in  the  prison  throughout  the  core  day,  from  before  all  prisoners  are

unlocked in the morning until the last prisoner has been locked up at the end of

prisoner association (ibid: para  4.4). Whilst unlocked during association, visits or

attendance at religious  services the supervision of Potential/Provisional Category

A prisoners is at all times the responsibility of a specially designated  member of

staff. It is a mandatory requirement that  such prisoners must be checked at least

once every 60 minutes throughout the day and at irregular intervals when locked
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up including throughout the night (PSI 09/2015: para 4.18). Each and every  check

must be recorded and signed for in the F1352. Additionally, a nominated manager

of at least Senior Officer grade must at all times be responsible for the security

arrangements of each  Potential/Provisional Category  A prisoner.    The Safer

Custody team at the holding prison will be notified in order to enable them to

monitor whether the prisoner’s change of status requires that an Assessment of

Care  and  Custody  in  Treatment  (“ACCT”)  file  be  opened:  the  repressive

conditions  implicit in Category A  status can lead to  self harm or suicide. 

During the time  a Potential /Provisional Category  A prisoner is

located in a holding prison outside the High Security Estate he is  not allowed to

be employed in any capacity. Association with other prisoners, exercise and even

attendance at religious services is only permitted with the express consent of the

Director  and subject to individual risk  assessment.  Other than in exceptional

circumstances  visits  by  family  members  to  Provisional  Category  A  prisoners

temporarily held outside the High Security estate are not allowed and even when

allowed must be under closed conditions (PSI 09/2015 para 5.5). The visit will take

place in a small booth with a glass panel between the prisoner and his visitor with

a  prison  officer  present  to  monitor  the  conversation.  Potential/Provisional

Category  A prisoners are not allowed to leave the prison for whatever reason

without the approval of the Category  A Team first being sought and obtained   at

weekends and public holidays on priority mobile.   (see Annex 7)   The exception

would  occur  only  when appropriate  medical  care  cannot  be  provided by  the

establishment and  a movement to hospital by ambulance in a medical emergency

under blue lights  is essential (PSI 09/2015: para 5.9).    Even then this would take

place  with the strength and security of the escort at full Category  A standards

and,  where  appropriate,  with  firearms  assistance  from  the  police.  Given  the

highly  restricted  criteria  and  procedures  set  out  in  the  National  Security

Framework it is unlikely in the extreme that permission would be granted for a

Potential /Provisional Category  A prisoner to attend a funeral or a hospice  even

for a wife or  child.  Such a policy  is.,  once again,  an example of  a prisoner's

human rights, including the Article 8 right to a family life, being viewed only
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through an organisational  risk perspective.  A prisoner arrested in, say, Plymouth

will  be remanded into custody at  HMP Exeter and if  classified as Provisional

Category  A will then  be transferred  to  HMP Belmarsh.  The distances involved

may make visits from his family impossible  and,  initially, even telephone calls

difficult for every telephone number must first be verified and approved; (see

Annex  A). There is clearly a need for new ways of thinking, ways that recognise

risk and rights in combination (Murphy and Whitty,  2007)  and one such way

would be  to think in terms of risk management within the concept of human

rights, in particular the Article 8 right to family life. 

6.7  Potential Category A  prisoner Escorts 

Where a Potential Category A  prisoner located outside the High Security

estate is listed to make  a court appearance the holding prison must  notify the

Category A  Team  of the scheduled date   As a priority consideration the court

will be contacted and asked to authorise the hearing to take place by video link.

If,  however, the court is unwilling or unable to facilitate such a process or the

lawyers  for  the  prisoner   object,  the  prison   must  immediately  inform  the

Category  A Team in order that arrangements can be made to deliver the prisoner

to court under full Category  A escort conditions.   In all circumstances an escort

of a Potential /Provisional Category  A prisoner will take place in a Category  A

cellular vehicle with the nearest high security prison providing a trained driver,

navigator  and a senior officer in charge of the escort.  This may, for example,

necessitate  a Category A   vehicle and escort being despatched from London to

HMP Exeter  and then  on  to  court  in   Plymouth.  Such  an  escort  will  involve

overtime  and  travel  and  subsistence  costs  together  with  overnight

accommodation at a substantial cost to the tax payer.  The holding establishment

will be required to provide a  minimum of two officers. It may then be the case

that,  if   the prosecution case is   weak or charges are reduced,  the prisoner is

granted bail and released leaving the  escort to return empty handed.  
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6. 8 Reviews of Provisional Category  status

During time spent on remand the Category A  Team  will   co-ordinate

reviews  of   the  security  category  of  each  remanded  Provisional  Category  A

prisoner every  12 months up to the beginning of their trial (or sooner if  new

information  that  warrants  a  review  comes  to  light)  and  then  immediately

following  conviction and sentence.  Recommendations for a remand prisoner’s

downgrading or  continuation of  Provisional Category A  status   are  forwarded

to  the   Executive  Director   of  High  Security  who  is  responsible  for  all  final

decisions to downgrade Provisional Category A  prisoners during  reviews.

Escape Risk Classification Review: Standard , High and  Exceptional

Following the escape by helicopter of three prisoners from HMP Gartree

in  1987  the  Mountbatten  criteria  were  amended  with   Category  A  prisoners

placed into  one of three escape risk classifications:

 Standard Escape Risk:  A prisoner who would be highly dangerous if he

escaped. There need be no specific information or intelligence to suggest

that there is a threat to escape.

 High Escape Risk: In addition to the criteria for Standard Escape Risk

there are a number of factors which might  appear to suggest  that  the

prisoner may pose a raised escape risk (PSI 09/2015 2.8) (See Annex 8)

Such factors may include but are not limited to 

• Access  to  finances,  resources  and/or  associates  that  could  assist  an

escape attempt 

• Standing in an organised crime group

• The nature of the current or previous offending

• Links to a terrorist network

• Previous escapes from custody

• At  least  one  of  the  above  factors  plus  predictable  escorts  to  be

undertaken (e.g. court production, or hospital appointments)

• The length of time left to  serve (where any of the above factors are

also present).
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 Exceptional Escape Risk: In addition to the criteria for High Escape Risk

credible information or intelligence is received that suggests  an escape

attempt  is  being  planned  and  the  threat  is  such  that  the  individual

requires conditions of heightened security in order to mitigate this risk

(PSI 09/2015 2.8).

 

 The  Executive Director of High Security is  responsible for the  decision to

downgrade a Provisional Category A  prisoner’s escape risk classification from

high or exceptional risk.   Reviews of escape risk classifications for Provisional

Category A  prisoners take place every 6 months where the prisoner is  high risk

and every 3 months for a prisoner who is  exceptional risk. When any escape risk

review is  conducted PSI 08/2013 at para 3.13 stipulates that a caseworker for the

Category  A  Review  Team  (the  “CART”  -  the  Category  A  Team  somewhat

differently designated but in actuality a distinction without a difference) must

prepare  submissions   for  consideration  by  the  Head  of  High  Security.  The

caseworker  will  assess  the  reports  from  the  police  and  prison   to  see  what

information is considered to be relevant  and any information that the caseworker

considers irrelevant will  be  excluded. Six weeks prior to the review a copy of the

submission must be provided to the  prisoner whose   representations  must be

submitted  four  weeks  before  the  review.  Based  on  those  submissions  and

representations the CART will  evaluate the case and make a recommendation

which the prisoner will   not  have seen and which may well   include reports

excluded from the submission by the caseworker. The Head of the High Security

Prisons Group will review the documentation  and make a decision as to whether

a prisoner’s escape risk is to remain at the current level or to refer the case to the

Director.

There  is  no  requirement  to  refer  the  case  to  the  Director  unless  CART's

undisclosed recommendation is for  downgrade  or if it is the third consecutive

review where no downgrade recommendation has been made (PSI 08/2013 paras

3.19 – 20). Where an escape risk classification has been referred the  Director  will

conduct the review with an advisory panel (in effect  the Category A  Review
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Committee)  including  police  advisers  and   a  psychologist.   Prisoners'

representatives are not allowed to attend the review and  the prisoner will never

see  the  CART  recommendation  and  will  thus   be  unable  to  challenge  any

withheld  reports  on  which  the  decision   may  have  been  based.  The  same

procedures apply to confirmed Category A  prisoners who are classified as  high

escape risk. 

 

6.9  The Evasion of Disclosure 

It  is  by such  surreptitious  manoeuvring  that  the  CART connives  at   a

policy of non-disclosure  which the courts have criticised as being in breach of the

Data Protection Act.    In  R (Williams)  v Home Office  [2002]  Lord Phillips was

critical  of  the  material  prepared  by  the  CART for  the  Committee's  review of

Williams' Category A  status noting that  it  differed greatly from that prepared by

the  Parole  Board.   He  also  noted  that  Prison  Service's  (supposed)  policy  of

disclosing more  information  than the standard disclosure file  required  had

never been applied in any case.  In R (oao Alan Lord) 2003,  a claim for disclosure

of documents for a Category A  review (see Chapter 8.2)  Munby J. examined the

relevant  documents and found the evidence to be 'extremely disquieting':  the

documents  were  standardised  in  format  and  formulaic  in  their  terms.   They

manifestly did not comply with the requirements previously stipulated   in  ex

parte  Duggan  [1994]  where   the  Court  of  Appeal  accepted  the  argument  that

allocation to Category A had a direct effect on a prisoner's prospects of release.

The court held that fairness therefore demanded that the purely administrative

process of allocating some prisoners to Category A be subject to a duty of prior

disclosure.    The judge  stated that the documents he had seen, coupled with

evidence  from  the  Prison  Ombudsman,  strongly   suggested  that  what  had

happened in Lord was far from being an  isolated and unfortunate error:

'It  is not an encouraging picture. I am left  with the uncomfortable feeling that

there may well be others – how many it is quite impossible for me say - who have,

I fear, been treated as shabbily as the claimant.' 

(para 55 (ii))
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Outside of the Category A  structure there are category B or C prisoners who have

failed in an attempt to escape and have then been transferred to a dispersal prison

and  placed on the Escape  List. Despite being classified as escapees (SKPs) they

are not Category A  prisoners. They are required to wear distinctive yellow and

green outer clothing and are escorted everywhere by a prison officer.  At night  all

their clothing, their (plastic) knife, fork, spoon, toothbrush etc  must be  removed

from their cell (to prevent tunnelling!)  and a red light remains on in their  cell

throughout the night.  

The Category A  Team is also tasked  with  reviewing the case of each

former Category A   prisoner who has been returned to prison custody having

breached licence conditions or a control order. This will be based on the nature

and circumstances of the prisoner’s offending and, where applicable, the reasons

for  the  revocation of  licence  conditions.   In  addition,  all  prisoners  previously

classified as Category A  who have been returned to prison custody following

treatment  in   a  secure   hospital,  in  some  cases  for  a  decade  or  more,   will

immediately  have their Category A  status reinstated. This includes, for example,

a prisoner who has spent 30 years in a secure hospital and who, was accustomed

to day release and trips to the seaside: such factors are ignored because, to repeat,

Category A  status derives from  the subjective judgment that a prisoner may  be

dangerous if he did escape regardless of the likelihood of him doing so. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

Confirmed  Category A  status 

7. Introduction  

Immediately  following   conviction  and   sentence  the  Category  A

Committee  will   conduct  a  First  Formal  review  of  the  security  status   of  a

Provisional Category A  prisoner  PSI 08/2013 para 3.29.   The Category A  Team

will  prepare a review dossier based upon copies of the Crown Court warrant, the

trial record sheet and the prisoner’s previous convictions.  Other information will

include the judge’s sentencing remarks, the indictment and police 'intelligence'.

The  timescales  and  procedures  for  security  reviews  are  identical  to  those  for

escape risk  reviews as is the process and composition of the  Committee. Where

the prisoner has been convicted of  charges that are less serious than those which

resulted in  his  classification as Potential/Provisional Category A    - for example,

charged with  murder but convicted of manslaughter -  or  if he has received  a

sentence of less than 10 years it is likely he will   be  downgraded to category B.  

 If, following a first formal review, Category A  status is not confirmed  the

Director may nonetheless decide that a Category B prisoner  should be allocated

to a dispersal prison  either because of their  type of offence  or  Organised Crime

Group/Gang affiliations. In other words, they remain as Category A  in all but

title.  Any such  decision will  be accompanied by a direction  that the prisoner

should remain in high security conditions until approved for a progressive move

by the prison’s Governor (PSI 08/2013 para 3.38 -39).

If confirmed as  Category  A  his case will  not  be considered again for at

least two years (PSI 08/2013: para 4.1). In practice this usually means an automatic

rubber stamping by the Committee of  the Category A  Team's decision to classify

the prisoner as Provisional Category A  and thereafter  the Committee will be

dependent on the  same Category A  Team  for the  provision of  the information

on which they must make future decisions.  
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7.1 First Annual Review: The Local Advisory Panel  

Some months after the First Formal review the Category A  prisoner will

be  transferred to one of the five dispersal prisons. At least two years after  the

First Formal review  each confirmed Category A  prisoner will,  in theory but,

regrettably  only in theory, receive the first  Annual review  of his Category A

status by the  Local Advisory Panel (the “LAP”) at the dispersal prison to which

he will have been allocated (ibid: para 4.1).  Due to what can best be described as

maladministration the delay (consistent across the High Security estate) involved

in obtaining reports  prepared by  psychology departments  will   mean that   a

Category A   prisoner will at most  receive two reviews every  three or four years,

and sometimes  not even that. PSI 08/2013 states   that each subsequent annual

review will normally be completed 12 months after the last review: 

'The completion of the first annual review should coincide as closely as possible

with the same month of the year as the previous review.  'The preparation for each

annual review must  therefore take into account time needed for completion of

reports, disclosure to the prisoner, the dates of the prison’s LAPs and the Category

A  Team’s consideration'.  (para  4.10)

In Table 7.1   I set out the dates of my Category A  Review from 2005 to 2017. It

will be seen that some reviews took place  more than a year later than they should

have done; in some years there was no review. Following my conviction in June

2005 the decision to confirm my Category A  status was made on 25 October 2005:

“Whilst it is acknowledged that Category A  was appropriate on remand, given the

review of drug related offences under the Category A  criteria, consideration could

be given to a downgrading of Mr Price’s security category. However, a further

consideration is  the fact  that  Mr Price  is  appealing against  his conviction and

sentence and his production at court. On balance  , it recommended that Mr Price

should at present remain in Category A”. (emphasis added) 

My next Category A  review would not take place until  October  2007. I f there

had been compliance with the requirements of the PSI then each review should

have taken place annually in   October. Table 7.1 shows the reality. 
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Table 7.1                                            Category A  Reviews 

LAP 
REVIEW Decision CART

REVIEW Decision

25/10/05 Confirm Category A

22 November
2007

Remain
Category A 

2 April 2008
25/10 2007

Remain Category A 

30 September
2008

Remain
Category A 

No Review No decision

23 September
2009

Remain
Category A 

No Review No decision

22 September
2010

No Review No Review No decision

22 February 2011
Remain

Category A 
18 April 2011

25/10/2010
Remain Category A 

22 February 2012 Category B 16 April 2012
25 /10 2011

Remain Category

  
27 June 2013

Remain
Category A   

No Review
LAP to re-sit 

No decision 

26 September
2013

Remain
Category A  

14 April 2014
25/10/12

Remain Category A

24 April 2014
Remain

Category A  
25/10/13 Remain Category A

24 April 2015 
No Review No Review

25/10/14
No decision 

17 June 2017 Category B 9 December 2017
25/10/14

Downgrade to B
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The LAP,  which should (but never does)  meet once a month,  is usually  chaired

by  the  Deputy  Governor  or  the  Head  of  Security  and  will  be  attended  by

representatives from various areas of the prison. The prisoner is not allowed to

attend the meeting.  The LAP  will review  a collection of reports submitted by

the  prisoner's   Offender  Supervisor;  his  personal  officer;  supervisors  and/or  a

Category A  administrator from the Offender Management Unit;  a case manager

from  the  Integrated  Substance  Misuse  Team;   a  member  of  the  Independent

Monitoring Board;  and  two or  three Residential  Officers   If,  and only if,  the

prisoner gives his consent there will also be a medical report from the Healthcare

department.   However,  regardless  of  whether  or  not  the  prisoner  gives  his

consent,  any  report  from the   psychology department will be placed before the

LAP. In  support  of  his  application  for  downgrade  the  prisoner  has  the

opportunity to submit written representations, including, if he can afford it,   a

report  from  an  independent  psychologist.   A copy  of  the  prescribed  forms

relevant to a Local Advisory Panel meeting are attached (see Annex 5) . 

The prisoner's case will be discussed and a vote taken. Where the decision

is that a downgrade in status is  not  recommended and that recommendation

has, for example, resulted from objections raised by the psychology department

then the Chair will usually require that  department to  formulate (i.e. justify) the

wording  of the decision.  It is  on these paper reviews that 'the power of the pen',

the  soft  power  so  aptly  described in  Crewe's  2011   perceptive  study on  staff

culture, has the greatest impact. Physical brutality in prison  is  less common than

it  was   but  the  misuse  of  soft  power  can  have  consequences  that  are  just  as

profound

'Abuses tend to occur....through softer methods, within its bureaucratic folds. At

their most damaging they involve the tarnishing or neglect of prisoner reports –

bring written off on file. ….Like soft power itself, these forms of negligence and

mistreatment transpire 'quietly' without direct contact or personal embodiment. '

(Crewe, 2011 p. 465)

The importance of psychology reports in the Category A  review process cannot

be  overemphasized: whilst such reports are not a consideration when Category A

status is first imposed a psychology report positively recommending downgrade
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has, for reasons which are difficult to understand effectively, become an essential

prerequisite  to a  downgrade in security status.  The prisoner will be  provided

with a copy of the  LAP's recommendation  and the file will be sent  to Category

A   Headquarters   for  a  final  decision:   without  a  LAP   review  and

recommendation  the  prisoner's  case  cannot  be  considered.  Where  the  LAP's

recommendation  is  against  downgrade   then  the  case  will  not  go  before  the

Committee and the Category A  Team will simply  regurgitate a Decision Notice

that is  standardised in format and  formulaic in  terms such as    'Mr X has not

shown significant progress on the risk factors shown by his serious offending' or

'There is no evidence of a significant reduction in Mr X's risk of similar offending

if unlawfully at large.' Where the LAP's recommendation is for  downgrade then

the case  must  go before  the Category A  Committee for further consideration.  A

review of the LAP recommendation almost  invariably  takes  place 'on the papers'

without there  being any  opportunity for the prisoner or his legal representative

to attend the meeting either as participants or observers and to put the prisoner's

case for downgrade to the Committee (but see Chapter 8.7:  Oral hearings).

7.2 The Category A  Committee 

The standing members of Category A  Committee  are: 

• Executive Director of Long Term and High Security Directorate 

• Head of the Category  A Team

• Head of the Category  A Review Team

• Operational Partnership Team(formerly Police Advisers Section) member

• Operational Partnership Team Counter-Terrorist member (if  applicable) 

• Cat A Review Team Caseworkers

• Long Term High Security  Directorate PD Pathways Lead Psychologist

• IMB Member from one of the Directorates'  establishments

It would be rare, although not unknown, for a Governing Governor of a dispersal

prison  (a  possible/probable  successor  to  the  Executive  Director)   to  attend.

Typically, a prison might send the Deputy Governor  or the Head of Security to
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the  meeting and the  average number of  participants  at  the  Committee is  15.

According to Price (2000: p.143) a  small number of non-participants such as a

representative  from  the  Prison  Ombudsman  may  also  attend.  On   occasion,

approved  visitors such as psychiatrists from Broadmoor Special Hospital will be

allowed  to  attend  the  meetings  of  the  Committee  in  order  to  familiarise

themselves with the Category  A review process:  permission is rarely granted to

academics.  The Head of the Category A  Team  informed me (2017)  that there has

been no academic scrutiny of the work of the Category A  Committee for  many

years and  this  would  seem  to  be  borne  out  by  the  fact  that  other  than  the

unpublished  PhD  by  David  Price  (2000).   I  have  been  unable  to  trace   any

literature  on  the  High  Security  estate  that  deals   with   the  working  of  this

Committee. 

The current   procedure  is that each case  reviewed at the meeting will generally

follow an standard  pattern; in advance of the hearing the  case worker from the

Category A  Team will have provided each Committee member with a copy of the

LAP  files  recommending  downgrade  together  with  a  confidential  subjective

assessment  made  by  the  Category  A   Team,  who,  I  repeat,   had  initially

determined  that  for  whatever  reason  it  was  appropriate  for  the  prisoner  in

question to  merit   Provisional Category A  status.    The police representative will

be   asked  if  there  are  any  ongoing  investigations  into  the  prisoner,  the

psychologist will talk about the case including providing an opinion on security

and then the remaining panel members will be asked to share their opinions. The

Director  will  encourage  members  to  be  frank with  their  views and not  to  be

concerned with disagreeing with his view.  The final decision however is always

made by the  Director without taking a vote. 

Price  (2000:  p.142)  observed  the  meetings  of  the  Committee  over  the

course of a year and for much of the following  detail I  acknowledge my   reliance

on those observations.   Committee meetings are split into two sections with the

Provisional Category A cases   reviewed  in the first half of the meeting.  Price

(2000) recorded  that  following a first formal review  almost 90% of Provisional

Category A  prisoners  were confirmed  in Category A  status and such would
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appear  to  continue  to  be  the  case.   In  the  second  half  of  the  meeting  the

Committee considered the cases of those prisoners  recommended for downgrade

by the  various  Local  Advisory  Panels.  In  addition,  the  Committee  considered

those  cases  where  at  least  five  years  had passed since  the  prisoner  had been

reviewed by the Committee. At the meetings attended by Price the Committee

considered 213 cases.  Of those cases   165 prisoners (77.5%) were confirmed or

retained on Category A  with 48 (22.5%) downgraded to category B. Whilst the

proportions  were  different  within  each  of  the  different  review  types  the

Committee were always more likely to retain a prisoner on Category A  than to

downgrade him thereby providing a confirmation  of  the original decision  made

by the Category A  Team.   In almost 60% of the Annual review cases  the decision

was not to downgrade. None of the Category A  prisoners whose cases had not

been reviewed  for 5 years were approved  for downgrade.   Price recorded that,

on average, it took

• 3 minutes to review the status of a   Provisional Category A  prisoner;

• 4 minutes to review  a prisoner who had not been reviewed for  5 years ;

• 6 minutes to review the status of those confirmed Category A  prisoners

where the  LAP had recommended downgrade. 

Table 7.2.  

2016   Local Advisory Panel Reviews, Recommendations and  Approvals* 

Frankland Full
Sutton 

Long
Lartin

Wakefield Whitemoor

Cat A prisoners 247 163 129 144 141

Reviews 227 152 120 92   144**

Recommendations 23 20 29 3 13

Downgrades 15 14 13 3 8
*2016 Figures  from FOIA 111351                               **Includes re-hearings   

In July 2018 at Leeds County Court following a civil claim for disclosure

under the Data Protection Act the Category A  Team were obliged to provide me

with copies of the previously undisclosed review documents in my case that they
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provided to the Committee. (Simon Price v Ministry of Justice: C01LS822)  The

documents are repetitious, brief and misleading : the shortest has 4 lines and the

longest - a five year review- has  8.  This would seem to confirm that there has

been little change over the  years since Price attended the meetings.   

In December 2017 when the decision, clearly reluctantly,  was made to downgrade

my Category A  status to B the report revealed that  

'The  Director  still  has  reservations  about  the  prisoner's  minimization  of  his

offence, his non-payment of the confiscation order and his unwillingness to curb

his adversarial behaviour.' 

  Clearly none of these 'reservations' could be said to be applicable to my supposed

level  of  dangerousness  if  I  did  escape.  Rather  they  reflected  an  inadequate

understanding of my offence and  improper pressure to require me  to pay a

confiscation  order.  My  supposed   'adversarial  behaviour' was,  of  course,  the

litigation  that  over  the  years  I  had  filed   against  the  prison   service.  I  am

convinced that being unable to achieve success in the courts the authorities had

resorted unofficially and unlawfully to  punish me by misuse of the categorisation

system. My conversations with other Category A  prisoners and the judgments in

many of the claims disputing  Category A   status  (see for example (R (Downs) v

Secretary of State for Justice [2011]; R (Mackay) v Secretary of State for Justice [2011];

R (Khatib) v Secretary of State for Justice [2015]) have confirmed me in my belief that

this is an appraisal system  indelibly tainted  inequity. It  represents a failure of

justice. The process is  completely lacking in transparency, resulting in   biased

considerations that must inevitably impact on  most Category A  reviews. 

7.3 Risk Assessment 

Before any other principle applicable  to a prisoner's downgrade  can be

considered the  Category A  prisoner is first required  to demonstrate a reduction

in the  risk of serious offending. PSI 08/2013 at para 4.2 provides that the test for

downgrading from Category A  is: 

 '…before downgrading the DDC High Security (or delegated authority)  must

have convincing evidence that the prisoner's risk of re-offending if unlawfully at
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large  has  significantly reduced,  such  as  evidence  that  shows  the  prisoner  has

significantly changed  their  attitudes  towards  their  offending  or  has developed

skills to help prevent similar offending' (Emphasis   added).

The Committee looks for a change in the level of risk -  i.e. evidence of a decrease

in  dangerousness  -  but  quite  how  this  is  accurately  and  meaningfully  to  be

assessed and measured  is  somewhat  of  a  mystery.   To  claim  to  be  able  to

evaluate  the  risk of  future  offending on the  basis  of  past  behaviour arguably

equates with criminogenic fortune-telling and  there  are  ethical as well as human

rights  objections  to  such  predictive   prophesies.  Over  time   the  Category  A

Committee (and Parole Board panels) have come to regard accredited Offender

Behaviour Programmes (OBPs) as the holy grail of risk reduction. The issue of

whether  or  not  a  prisoner  had  completed  an  accredited  OBP  was  usually

considered  central  to  the  question  of  risk  reduction.  Indeed,  following

conversations   with   other  Category  A   prisoners  and  from  my  personal

experience it is clear that not to have participated in an OBP is usually terminal  to

an application for downgrade. It is noteworthy that there have never been any

OBPs for those convicted of drug trafficking and this remains the position despite

the judgment in  R (oao Kaiyam)  [2014]  which ruled that there existed  a public

law  duty  to  provide  both  the  systems  and  the  resources  necessary  to  allow

prisoners a reasonable opportunity to demonstrate they are no longer dangerous. 

7.4  Sex Offenders Treatment Programme (SOTP)

It is to be assumed that the aforementioned  “developed skills” referred to in

PSI 08/2013  will have been formed by participation in an accredited OBP. The

main  cognitive  behaviour  therapy  programme   in  which  most  Category  A

prisoners  had engaged over  a  quarter  of  a  century  was  the  Sexual  Offenders

Treatment Programme (SOTP). In the dispersal  system  this programme had by

far the highest prisoner participation rate  because it would seem that around 45%

of all Category A  prisoners are or have been convicted of sexual offences. This is

the largest connected  cohort of offenders in the Category A  prisoner population

(HMIP statistics 2014 -2017). To demonstrate a reduction in  risk and thus  be
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downgraded   by  the  Category  A  Committee  (or   the  Parole  Board),  it  was

imperative for such prisoners  to have successfully completed SOTP.   Both the

Committee and Board firmly believed  in the reformative efficacy of SOTP,  not

least because in May 2010 the Ministry published an factsheet   entitled  What

Works  with  Sex  Offenders in  which  it  was  claimed  that,  as  measured  in

psychometric tests, SOTP  had led to improvements in nearly all dynamic risk

factors  targeted  during   treatment.  The  analysis  cited  a  meta-analysis  of  sex

offender  treatment  (Schmucker  and  Losel,  2009)  which,  most  surprisingly,

asserted that the sexual reconviction rate for treated offenders was on average 3.4

percentage points lower than that for untreated offenders, a rate which, so  the

Ministry claimed, could be phrased as a 27% reduction in sexual offending.  The

analysis  stated  that  'large  scale  reviews  indicate  that   cognitive  behavioural

programmes which follow the risk, need and responsivity principles are the most

effective forms of intervention for sexual offenders' Notwithstanding that in  2012

the factsheet was ridiculed  by a forensic psychiatrist at Broadmoor, Dr David Ho,

who claimed  that it risked luring society into a false sense of security (The Times,

2017 p.29)  SOTP continued to  be  delivered.  NOMs claimed that  the  evidence

indicated  that  the  programme  reduced  sexual  and/or  violent  offending  by

producing  positive changes in areas known to be risk factors for such criminality.

However,   in 2018  evidence  emerged which conclusively demonstrated

that those prisoners convicted of sex offences  who had previously participated in

SOTP,  the  Ministry's   flagship  programme,   actually  had a  2% higher  rate  of

sexual  re-offending  than  those  who  had  declined  to  participate.  An  impact

evaluation (MoJ Analytical  Series  2017)  showed that  10% of  men convicted of

sexual  offences who had completed SOTP then committed at  least  one sexual

offence in a follow up period  compared with 8% of those who had not taken the

programme. The re-offending rate for men who took the SOTP programme was

17.5% (MoJ Notice to Prisoners 2017)  More alarmingly, the research expressed

concern that the course in which eight men and a facilitator – a prison officer or

volunteer -  attended sessions lasting over 180 hours may have normalised  sex

offending.  Of  course,  cognitive  behavioural  courses  based  on  the  idea  that
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persuading prisoners to confront  their crimes by describing them in detail and

learning about their impact have been shown  to  cut recidivism but only  with

labour-intensive professional staffing and that was not what was on offer with

SOTP. The 2017 MoJ analysis of the SOTP programme stated that 

'Group  treatment  may  “normalise”  individuals'  behaviour.  When  stories  are

shared,  their  behaviour  may  not  be  seen  as  wrong  or  different;  or  at  worst,

contacts and sources associated with sexual offending may be shared. It is also

possible that attendance on the core SOTP may have  increased the propensity to

sexually re-offend amongst sex offenders.' 

In January 2018 the  serial sex murderer Dennis Nilsen (who died in April 2018)

wrote to Inside Times (p.21)  to give his account of participation in SOTP. He had

received a notice stating   that the programme was to cease as an evaluation of the

Core  SOTP programme  had  shown  that  little   or  no  improvement  in  sexual

offending rates. The notice stated that if he wanted to talk with someone about

the  programme  he  should  ask  to  speak  with   'a  Listener   or  peer  mentor'.

According to Nilsen, a  high risk Category A  prisoner,  the two groups were

'Enhanced  prisoner  trusties  whose  elevation  to  a  higher  class  of  pay  and

privileges is largely due to their absolute agreement with the distorted  thinking

patterns of psychologists.' Nilsen added that there was 'hardly a slim suggestion

of contrition in the words of any of these groups in an official treatment milieu

that is regimented more like a permanent mutual society'  Given that around half

of  the Category A  prisoner population are,  like  Nilsen,   convicted of  serious

sexual offending  his views are worthy of consideration not least because, in my

experience,  they  are  reflective   of  many  such  prisoners.  Nilsen  stated  that

prisoners  participated  in  such   programmes  only  because  it  was  a  primary

condition  of  being  an  Enhanced  prisoner  (and  thus  a  pathway  to  increased

privileges, downgrade and release). He  concluded by saying  that 'We had all

been assured for the last 20-plus years that SOTP was being monitored and yet

nobody saw the obvious flaws. It was like the Holy Scripture to them, nobody

questioned and individuals who did were damned.' On the same page,  Inside

Times published an article  highly critical of prison  psychologists and their role

in OBPs such as SOTP.  Stanley X, a prisoner at  HMP Whatton, compared prison
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psychologists  to  politicians  in  their  manipulation  of  language  to  suit  their

argument: 'They never offer direct responses to challenges and use misdirection

and waffle  to avoid answering questions,  and when challenged they use their

positions  of  power  to  hide  from  scrutiny.' In  commenting  on  the  two  new

programmes, Kaizan and Horizon,  that HMPPS had introduced to replace SOTP

Stanley X asserted that the course content of the new programmes shared 80% to

90% of the discredited programme's content.

It was not just disgruntled prisoners who  complained about SOTP. In 2017

The Times (July 2017 pp 8 -9) published an article entitled 'Expert warnings over

failure of rehab for rapists were ignored' which revealed that the Ministry had

been  repeatedly warned about flaws in the  SOTP which has cost more than £100

million since it was set up in 1992. Experts told The Times that they had raised

concerns about the efficacy of SOTP as long ago as 2003 but their warnings had

been ignored. Dr Robert Forde, a retired forensic psychologist, reported that in

2003  he had started raising concerns that there was scant evidence that SOTP

reduced risk. According to The Times the Ministry  of Justice decommissioned the

SOTP in March 2017 by alerting  prisons to  'immediate and significant changes

and we understand that there are going to be difficult messages to give and that

men  and  staff  will  need  support'.  The  collapse  of  SOTP   provides  further

confirmation,  if  such   were  needed,   that   simply  completing   an  accredited

programme  does not equate  with risk reduction.  According to The Times until

the SOTP failings were independently endorsed by the Institute  of Criminology

at  Cambridge  the  Ministry  had  for  over  a  year  persisted  in  rejecting  the

conclusions of its own report which had been reviewed  by  an advisory panel

which, surprisingly, included Losel and  Schmucker!  The refusal to more readily

acknowledge the programme's lack of efficacy doubtlessly enabled a  number of

Category A  prisoners  convicted of  serious  sex offences to seek and probably

obtain a reduction in their security status by presenting what transpired to be

worthless credentials.  
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7.5 The Pre-eminence of  Offender Behaviour Programmes 

In judicial review cases which  have involved  a challenge to a decision not

to downgrade a Category A  prisoner or where a parole panel has declined to

recommend release, the evidence  has tended to confirm that accredited offender

behaviour programmes are  indeed regarded as essential by the decision-making

body (Kingham 2017; James v UK (2013) 56 EHRR 12 para 209). And yet this is

entirely  contrary  to  the  judgment  in   R(Gill)  v  SSJ  [2010]  EWHC 2522 where

Cranston, J. held that accredited offender behaviour programmes were of and by

themselves not of paramount importance and that 7 other recognised pathways

could and should be considered as routes to risk reduction. Indeed, it would seem

that common sense  indicates that if an individual wishes to change their lifestyle

they   may  do  so  without  completing  OBPs.  Dean  Kingham,  a  solicitor  who

specialises in  prison law, states that whilst those assessing  risk may mention that

programmes are not the only way to reduce risk, in practice work in other areas

carries little weight with the Committee (Kingham, 2000,p.2).  

Somewhat inexplicably,  when engaged in assessing risk, the Committee

invariably,  ignores  the  official  evidence-based  Offender  Assessment  System

(OASYS) which the  Ministry of Justice describes as  “a risk and needs assessment

tool  which   contributes  towards  ensuring  security  and  control  through  the

identification  and  management  of  risk.”  OASYS  was  developed  as  a

comprehensive assessment and planning instrument in order to give a systematic

and evidence based  structure  to the established sentence management process:

see PSO 2005 updated on 27 August  2007.    Consequently,  despite  having an

OASYS score that is so low that it cannot be further reduced, year after year many

prisoners, myself included,  have their Category A   status confirmed. This  is

doubtlessly   due   to  the  Committee  giving  more  credence  to   static  risk

assessments and  the subjective opinions provided   by  the Category A  Review

Team  than to  the evidence based dynamic risk assessment tool.  An historical

static risk assessment, perhaps a decade or more out of date, says nothing about

how a prisoner's attitude may have changed and how his insight into the reasons
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for his offending may have developed. OASys was introduced to present more

informative  dynamic  risk  factors,  to  achieve   a  more  structured  form  of  risk

assessment (based on research of what best predicts risk).   In terms of the OASYS

risk  assessment  ,  the  risk  of  reconviction  scores  are based  on  static  risk

assessments, whilst the risk of serious harm score is the subjective assessment of a

probation officer. Thus, OASys  takes account of the offender’s risk 'if unlawfully

at large' because the assessment is concerned with the prisoner’s risk to the public

in  the  community,  and  that  is  what  is  reflected  by  the  scores.  There  is  no

difference between “risk to the public in the community” and “risk to the public if

unlawfully at large”.  

Price  makes  the  point  (2000,  p.190)  that  there  is  clearly  no  attempt  to

balance  risk  of  offending  against  the  potential  rehabilitative  benefit  of

downgrading  prisoners in order to be transferred to a therapeutic prison or to

obtain a trade qualification  in building or plumbing and thereby  establish  that

the  prisoner  had the basic skills necessary to obtain gainful employment upon

release. Such vocational courses are rarely, if ever,  available in the High Security

estate where almost all  available  funding appears to be allocated to Offender

Behaviour Programmes run by psychology departments. This  is  in contrast  to

decision-making by the Parole Board which specifically balances the risk of future

offending against the benefit that would/could  be achieved by granting parole. In

the  2017 Annual report   the Chair of the Parole Board recommended that the test

for  parole  should  be  changed  and  in  future  HMPPS   should  be  required  to

demonstrate that a prisoner still presents a risk rather than a prisoner having to

demonstrate  that  they  do  not.  There  are,  of  course,  reputable  albeit  now

somewhat dated  academic studies which have examined risk assessment within

a context of quasi-judicial intervention and human rights: for example, Padfield

(2000) looked at Discretionary Lifer Panels (DLPs) whilst the parole process was

reviewed by Hood and Shute (1996).  Despite there being differences in the terms

of reference those studies were both concerned with an  assessment of serious

offending. In assessing the risk of such offending after release both  the  parole

process and DLP  balanced that risk against the potential benefits of release from
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prison.  The common factor between these  assessments was that  risk decisions

were not based on  actuarial assessments but on so-called  clinical assessments of

risk: in short,  the opinions of trainee psychologists employed by HMPPS.  

7.6 Category A  prisoners and  prison  psychologists 

 

In most dispersal prisons psychology has become more akin to an industry

than   a  profession  with  prisoners   rolled  off  the  OBP production  line   and

stamped, as it were,  with a certificate of approval.  For example, Copas studies by

Hood and Shute (2000) found that in 98% of cases where parole was granted the

reasons given included the completion of Offender Behaviour Programmes. By

contrast, in 96% of cases where there was a refusal of parole the Board stated  that

the  prisoner  had  failed  to  address,  or  had  not  made  sufficient  progress  in

addressing, offending behaviour.  Notwithstanding the significant evidence of the

predictive accuracy of risk of reconviction scores provided by the Copas study

undertaken  by  Hood  and  Shute    there  is  little  use  made  of   objective  risk

indicators within any aspect of the Category A  review process.  The Copas tool

provides validated data  for   reconviction risk assessment  and the Category A

Committee should use such information in their decision making. They do not.

Regrettably,  as with most issues relating to the Category A  system, there are  no

statistics on those Category A  prisoners who  after  engaging  with  accredited

Offender  Behaviour  Programmes  were  downgraded,   released  and   then  re-

convicted.   In  terms  of  reducing  recidivism,  appraisals  of  outcome  research

strongly suggest that re-offending has more to do with opportunity, peer pressure

and the  lack  of  family  support  than  with  the  personal  deficits  dealt  with  by

psychology based rehabilitation programmes. None of the current programmes

represents a panacea and yet it is clear that many psychologists working with

offenders continue to have faith in the efficacy of their procedures: in the light of

widespread  disenchantment  with  rehabilitation  this  might  be  construed  as

professional myopia.  
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7.7 Psychology reports 

The majority of legal challenges to Category A status  concern  the negative nature

of the psychology  reports submitted  for Category A  reviews.  These reports,

upon which the Committee places undue weight and reliance,   are frequently

prepared  by  inexperienced  trainee  prison  psychologists.  Kingham  (2017,  p3)

found that 

'As  a  practitioner  I  have  surrounded   myself  with  the  most  eminent  of

psychologists and I have seen parole panels and the Category A  Committee prefer

the evidence  of  trainee  psychologists  without  little  reason other  than they are

recommending more courses.'  

It is probably understating the case to say that the psychology units in  dispersal –

perhaps all – prisons are held in low esteem  by most  prisoners and that  some

prisoners – not all, but not a small percentage either – seem to harbour deep and

passionate hatred for psychology and all things psychology (see Thomas-Peter,

2006,  Warr,  2007).  Maruna  (2011)  conducted   fieldwork  in  a  prison  that  was

famous for  a  'heavy' squad responsible for  a number of scandals and lawsuits

resulting from  the abusive treatment of prisoners, and discovered that the second

most feared unit in the prison was the psychology department.  This feeling was

also  captured  by  Crewe  (2009,  p.118)   citing  an  interview  with  a  long  term

prisoner:  'Your interests, your needs  are pretty much last on the list....This is

why a lot of psychologists are held in nothing other than suspicion.'  Maruna (ibid

p.671)  queried    how,  at  a  moment  when  psychology  has  never  been  more

influential  in  the  prison  system,  had  prison  psychologists  managed  to  lose

legitimacy with  their  correctional clients.   It  is   Crewe's opinion that  prison

psychology has abandoned its 'helping role'  and come to assume an 'almost all-

consuming  importance'  because  of  the  ascendency  of  the  risk  paradigm  in

prisons.   Prisoners  feel  dehumanised by a  risk  assessment   process  that  they

experience as stigmatizing and unjust with   judgements which  are  perceived as

partisan. Personal problems  are quickly subsumed into institutional discourse,

and in  the  interests  of  public  protection  transmogrified from needs  into  risks

(Crewe, 2009, p.120). Maruna cites  Rosseger (2011, p.721)   as arguing that the
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ability of offender behaviour programmes  to detect therapeutic progress and, in

particular, to reflect  individual change over time needs to be re-evaluated:  the

dilemma  for  prisoners  is  always  how  to  prove  that  they  are  no  longer  as

dangerous as once they supposedly were. In order for psychological assessments

to be perceived as legitimate by prisoners they   should be   based,  at least in part,

on  contemporary  dynamic  factors  within  the  prisoners'  control  yet

disappointingly  the prevalent  tendency amongst prison psychologists is  to rely

on intuitive risk assessments  to  chart   individual  progress  and reform.   Until

these flaws in the risk assessment process risks are recognised and acknowledged

by prison psychologists they and their reports will continue to lack credibility in

the eyes of prisoners.  Maruna concludes that the most critical insight in the field

of prison  psychology  might be the need to recognise that prisons are themselves

deeply  pathological  and  disruptive  to  normative  human  development.

Psychology needs to respond to the prisoner's  concerns  by adding  a 'crucial

dynamic  risk  factor  to  every  psychological  assessment' and  to  question  'how

much damage will another year incarcerated in Category A  conditions do to this

prisoner? ' In short,  to position considerations of individual human rights  level

with - if not above - organisational risk management. 

7.8 Female psychologists in dispersal prisons

Notwithstanding that  psychology as a  profession has, traditionally, been

predominantly  populated  by  females   many  Category  A  prisoners,  myself

included,  have  expressed   disquiet   that  the  overwhelming  majority  of

psychologists  in training at dispersal prisons are  female.    The dispersal system

holds only male prisoners and yet  in 2016 (FOIA 97264) some  90%  (73 of  80)

psychologists or  psychologists in training  in the dispersal system were female.

Half  were graduates  relatively fresh out of university with a psychology  degree

and  only  text-book  knowledge of  the  causes  of  serious  criminality  in  adult

males.   (In contrast only 4%  of  psychologists or psychologists in training at all

female establishments were male). Many Category A  prisoners, in my opinion
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rightly, question how an inexperienced psychologist - male or female -  can  have

any  perceptive insights into the cause of their offending which may  have started

years before the trainee psychologist was conceived. There  would, if   it  were

widely known,  rightly be public concern  at the ethical standards  of a practice

that allowed for a risk assessment  report intended  for a  review on  a Category A

prisoner (and therefore supposedly  highly dangerous) to be compiled from a text

book by  a “forensic psychologist in training” –  more appropriately described  in

most  other  professions   as  “work  experience  trainees”  -   without  meaningful

supervision.  In reality,  supervision usually consists of no more than the trainee

psychologist “presenting” the  report to a more senior colleague  for approval. In

going evidence to the Justice Select  Committee (2018 HC 483)  Ms Anand,  the

Chair of the National Division of Forensic Psychologist admitted that there was a

lack of experienced and qualified psychologists  in prisons and that subsidised

training was needed to ensure that qualifications were more speedily obtained.

Ms Anand admitted that those coming through the qualification process  were

young,  white  middle  class  women  who  were  not  reflective  of  the  prison

population.    It  is  not  obvious  that   completing   a  box-ticking  psychology

programme supervised by a female half his age will  deter a penniless recidivist

from any form of criminality whereas  acquiring  the skills necessary to obtain

employment  and earn  a  wage just  might.  This  is   a  situation that  would  be

untenable in any other profession and is sanctioned by the Ministry only because

it  reduces costs.  If  a prisoner  were charged with  murder  the justice system

would certainly not allow him  to be represented by a pupil barrister who would

simply report, ex post facto,  to his Head of Chambers what he/she had done that

day. Nor would the medical profession allow a   patient  needing reconstructive

surgery  to  be  operated  on  by  a  novice.  It  is  much  to  be  regretted  that  risk

assessments,  the result  of  which  may well result  in many years of continued

imprisonment as Category A  conditions,  should be conducted by unsupervised,

inexperienced  psychologists.   The Head of Psychology for HMPPS, Dr Bailey

admitted (Justice Select Committee (2018 HC 483) that the availability of forensic

psychologists  was  a  national  problem.  Once,  forensic  psychology  had  been  a
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niche area for the Prison  Service but that was no longer the case and there were

currently 100 vacancies.     As the figures   in Table 5.3. (taken from Freedom of

Information request 97264) show there are more trainees than there are qualified

psychologists to supervise them 

Table 7.3          Psychologists Employed in Dispersal Prisons

Prison  Prisoners Female
Qualified

Female
Trainee

Male
Qualified 

Male
Trainee

Frankland* 844 10 9 1

Full Sutton 600 4 17.5 1

Long Lartin 625 7 2

Wakefield 750 7 9 1

Whitemoor* 473 5.5 3

TOTAL 3292 33.5 40.5 2 1
*Does not include psychologists  employed in specialist PIPE/DSPD units

In  2016 following my complaints on this issue the (female) Head psychologist  for

the Prison Service required the Lead psychologist (also female)  for the dispersal

system  to ensure  that so called “forensic psychologists in training”  must have a

Master's  degree before compiling a report on a Category A  prisoner.  

A 'qualified' psychologist is registered with the  Health Care Professions

Council  as  a  registered  practitioner  psychologist  whilst  a  'trainee'  is  in

preparation for  registered status.   It is of interest to note that in contrast to the

Prison Service in  England and Wales the situation in the prisons of the United

States is markedly different. Boothby and Clements (2000) conducted a extensive

survey  of  830  psychologists   working  in  state  and  federal  prisons  across  the

United States. An overwhelming majority of the psychologists (92%) identified

themselves as Caucasian and 62% were male and 38% female. The great majority

– 88% - worked in  prisons full time, with  the remainder  providing services on a

contractual basis. Of the sample, 59% held doctorates and 37% held Masters.  All
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psychologists  working  in  federal  prisons  were  required  to  have  doctorates,

whereas in state prisons psychologists with Master's or at   doctoral-level were

employed on a roughly equally basis. FOIA 97264 stated that in June 2015 none of

the Heads of Psychology at dispersal prisons had an academic doctorate.

7.9 Hostility towards the categorisation process

In general, Category A  prisoners hold extremely negative perceptions of

the categorisation process.  In 2000, Price wrote (p.188) that he had not expected

to encounter  the level  of  resentment and anger felt  and expressed by almost

every Category A   prisoner (as well as  a number of officers and governors) he

interviewed:  the 'depth and reach of the antagonism held by prisoners towards

the process' was startling.  In  the  two decades since Price conducted his research

the categorisation process has meandered into stagnation  and whilst the review

process has  been subject to amendment following the judgment of the Supreme

Court in R(Osborn) [2013] it is my  experience, informed  by  daily  contact with

other  Category  A  prisoners,  that  there  continues  to  exist  the  very  strongest

feelings of resentment if not outright animosity towards an authoritarian  and

uncommunicative Category A  Review Team (CART).    There is an entrenched

and widely held belief amongst most  Category A  prisoners that no  matter how

many offender behaviour programmes have been completed if  the “poison” has

been injected  into the Category A  Committee from the CART it is  impossible,

other than through litigation,  to apply an antidote. (The  “poison” is  the  term

colloquially employed  by prisoners when referring to the largely undisclosed,

prejudicial  reports  that  represent  unsubstantiated  subjective  information

provided  by  the police or prison psychologists  and are erroneously described as

'intelligence').  When, pursuant to a Subject Access Request (SAR) under the  1998

Data Protection Act (DPA), the  disclosure of such so-called intelligence  is sought

the CART invariably claim that because such 'intelligence' has been prepared  for

the prevention and detection of crime it is exempt from disclosure.    
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

Legal challenges to Category A  status 

8. Introduction 

The  starting  point  for  challenges  to  the  Category  A  decision-making

process came as early as  1977 when in Payne v Home Office Cantley J.  identified

six significant disadvantages for a prisoner classified as Category A :

1. There number of prisons to which he could be  allocated was small.

2. Any  visitors had to be vetted and approved.

3. His cell was searched frequently and his sleep likely to be disrupted.

4. He could not  fully take part in the prison regime. 

5. His opportunity to participate in educational classes was restricted.

6. He would not be granted parole.  

The court accepted that it was incumbent on the Home Office  to act fairly in

reaching categorisation decisions but, in line with the judicial attitude towards

prisoners  at that time, it was complacently  content to accept the assurance by the

Home Office that it actually  did so.   Cantley J. held  that 'the full panoply of  the

rules of natural justice is wholly inappropriate to the classification of  prisoners'

and that any application of the right to be heard at the decision-making hearing

would  

'as a matter of general principle ...seriously hamper and in some circumstances

could  frustrate  the  efficient  and  proper  government  of  prisons.....Very

considerable  difficulties  would  arise  if  the  nature  of  the  case...were  to  be

communicated to  the  prisoner  in  any detail  sufficient  to  allow him to present

relevant observations'. 

In 1994  the House of  Lords ruled  in  ex parte Doody that life  sentence

prisoners  were  entitled  to  certain  minimum  safeguards  in  the  fixing  of  their

tariffs. Also in 1994,  Rose,LJ  in ex parte Duggan held   at para 288b

 'So long as a prisoner remains in Category A , his prospects for release on parole

are, in practice, nil. The inescapable conclusion is that which I have indicated,

namely,  a decision to declassify or continue the classification of a prisoner as
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Category A  has a direct impact on the liberty of the subject.” (288d)  

He continued 

'I am unable to accept that there is any material practicable distinction between a

decision of the Parole Board in requestion to the release of a life sentence prisoner

and a decision by a governor that a lifer should be Category A ' 

The concept  of classifying prisoners as Category  A was introduced  with the aim

of identifying and then carefully supervising those highly dangerous prisoners

for  whom  escape  must  be  made   impossible.   The   criteria   for  classifying

prisoners as Category A  have existed almost unaltered since the implementation

of  the  Mountbatten   measures  in  1967  and,  as  Paper  PB  (1967)  31  to  which

reference is made  in Chapter 6.1 reveals, the guiding principle has been to base

the decision to classify a prisoner as Category A  on the possible consequences of

escape  rather  than  the   likelihood of  that  happening.  Such  an  approach  was

considered to have  'great advantages' because it provided 'an insurance against

the likelihood of guessing wrong...'.  This is an anachronistic inequitable policy

that  is  ethically  objectionable  because  it  justifies  decision-making   based  on

grounds that equate  people with things.  It is  morally repugnant that a  so-called

insurance  policy   should   condemn  a  prisoner   to    incarceration  under  an

impoverished  and  repressive  regime  with  an  emphasis  on  observation  and

inhibitory  regulation.  The  extremely  restrictive  nature  of  the  security  controls

imposed  on Category A prisoners have succeeded in making dispersal prisons

escape proof at the expense of individual human rights and personal dignity.  

In the opinion of the  Court of Appeal 

'Self evidently, categorisation as a Category A  prisoner has serious consequences

for the prisoner. Not only is he subject to a more restrictive regime and higher

conditions of security than prisoners in other categories but, given the meaning of

categorisation as a Category A  prisoner, so long as he remains such, his  prospects

of  release  on  parole  are  nil....Accordingly,  the  decision  as  to  continued

classification of the prisoner as Category A  has a direct impact on the liberty of

the subject and calls for a high degree of procedural fairness.' 

(ex parte Mackay 2011, para 25)
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8.1 Prisoners Rights

In Mountbatten's era  the proposition that prisoners have legal rights was

rarely  upheld by the courts. Prisoners were considered to possess only privileges

and prisons were  therefore largely  uncontrolled and discriminatory institutions

where the use of personal authority by staff went largely unchecked (Scott, 2006).

In  a deplorable  judgment in Becker v Home Office (1972),  Lord Denning,  a self-

professed advocate of Fuller's dictum  'Be ye never so high the law is above you',

held  that   'Prison  rules  are  regulatory  directions  only.  Even  if  they  are  not

observed, they do not rise to a cause of action.' He argued that should credence be

given to  litigation by disgruntled prisoners the governor's life would be made

intolerable (cited in Creighton and  Arnott,  2009, p.11). Denning also observed

that if the 6 supposed IRA men convicted of the Birmingham bombings had been

hung the courts and prisons would have been saved considerable trouble.  All 6

were later acquitted by the Court of Appeal. 

The fact that prisoners have human rights was not  accepted until  after the

Human Rights Act (HRA) was introduced in 1998 and  insofar as the protection of

those  rights is concerned the law has been slow to act. Only the right of direct

access  to  the   Strasbourg  court   together  with   the  intervention  of   a  few

enlightened  senior  judges  -  Shaw,  Bingham,  Wilberforce  -   has  led  to  a

progressive interpretation of prisoner's legal  and human rights.  However, such

judges are the  exception rather than the rule and the UK judiciary cannot be

considered neutral or impartial when adjudicating on prisoners rights.  Griffiths

(1997, p.343) declares  that 

 'The principal function of the judiciary is to support the institutions of government as

established  by  law.  To  expect  a  judge    to  advocate  radical  change  is  absurd.  The

confusion  arises when it is pretended that judges are somehow neutral in the conflicts

between  those  who  challenge  existing  institutions  and  those  who  control  those

institutions.' 

 The reality is that the judiciary will always look to enforce rules that reflect that

which is considered to be  in the public interest and given the social strata from

which judges emerge  they are, unsurprisingly,  naturally sympathetic to those
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institutions that uphold and enforce the law. That being so, any optimism  that

penal reform  can be achieved through the courts must be tempered with realism:

indeed  that  prisoners  have  become  increasingly  willing  to  use  litigation  as  a

means of individual redress might fairly be regarded as the triumph of hope over

experience.  Success has mainly been achieved  where litigation has  focused  on

those procedural rights that fall within an area of traditional judicial intervention

such as  concerns over  natural justice,  the fairness of processes or the aim to

provide  greater  transparency  in  the  decision  making  process.   Constructed

around  the  rule  of  law,   these  are  functions  which  traditionally  and

constitutionally  have been considered the province  of  the judiciary and have

come to include the  categorisation of prisoner

Unsurprisingly,  judges  want  their  say  on  those  they  imprison.  It  is  equally

unsurprising that  those   prisoners who believed that they should not have been

classified as  Category A  and who  possessed  the necessary ability, determination

and  resources   legally  to  challenge  the  reasons  for   the  decision  to  impose

Category A  status on them, have looked  to the courts for intercession.  After

years  of  imprisonment  many prisoners  lacked the  finance  necessary  to  afford

legal  representation  and were   thus  dependent  on  public  funding which  was

available only if the grounds for seeking a review  were  supported by counsel's

opinion.   In December 2013 even this  possibility of   financing  a  challenge to

Category A  status was removed when  the then Lord Chancellor and Secretary of

State for Justice (Grayling)  decided to restrict almost all areas of public funding

available to prisoners, including the provision  of legal aid to judicially review

Category  A  decisions.   In  April  2017  the   Court  of  Appeal  ruled  that  such

restrictions  were  unlawful  and  in  February  2018  the  Criminal  Legal  Aid

(Amendments) Regulations 2017 restored public funding for judicial reviews to

Category A  decisions if   supported by counsel's opinion.  

8.2 Disclosure and R(oao Lord) 2003

The judgment  in  R (oao Lord)  2003  is  one of  the most  important  of  all
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prison law cases marking a major breakthrough in relation to the disclosure of

information in Category A  reviews.  Disclosure  may appear to be a somewhat

irrelevant  issue  but that would be to overlook the fact that it is very often on the

basis of unrevealed - and thus unchallengeable -  'intelligence' that prisoners are

kept on Category  A.  In South Bucks District Council v Porter (No2) 2004 the House

of Lords determined that 

'The reasons for a decision must be intelligible and they must be adequate. They

must enable the reader to understand why the matter was decided in the way it

was  …..  The reasoning must not give rise to a substantial doubt as to whether the

decision  maker  erred  in  law,  for  example  by misunderstanding  some  relevant

policy or some other important matter or by failing to make a rational decision on

reasonable grounds.'    

Mr Lord  was  a  Category  A  prisoner  at  Frankland  and  dissatisfied  with  the

material  disclosed to him for his  review,  filed  an application  seeking  full

disclosure under the 1998 Data Protection Act.   It was common then (and to a

lesser extent  remains so now) for the prison authorities to provide only a limited

resume, a 'gist'  of the material submitted to the Committee.  In support of their

practice of providing only the bare minimum of information the prison relied  on

a  non-disclosure exemption at  section 29(1) of the Act   claiming that  “Personal

data is exempt from section 7 obligations if it is being processed for the purpose

of the prevention or detection of crime'. However, Mr Justice Munby   ruled that

 '...the determinative test under section 29 (1) is not whether the data is prepared

or  processed for  the  purpose of  preventing or  detecting crime but  whether  its

disclosure would be likely to prejudice those ends.'  

Further,  that  the onus was on  

'...those who seek to assert the exemption in section 29(1) to bring themselves

within  it and  moreover  to  do  so  convincingly,  not  by mere  assertion  but  by

evidence that establishes the necessity contemplated by the directive'.

After  examining  the  reports  on  which  the  gists  were  based Munby J.  sought

further  information   from  the  Prison   Ombudsman  and,  unusually,  certain

solicitors who specialised in prison law. The solicitors' evidence  established that

the terminology used in Mr Lord's case was extremely common with the repeated

and standard use of phrases such as “ reports state” and “reports advise”.  The
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Ombudsman noted that “ the gists contained sentences that are common in all

gists depending on whether a prisoner is to be downgraded or not and its use of

language  is formulaic”    His Lordship  ruled that the  disclosure in Lord's case

was  inadequate  and directed a barbed  reminder to the CART  that it was not

just the judiciary and the public who needed to have confidence in the Category A

review system: 'Prisoners also - prisoners in particular – need to have confidence

in the system' and if they did not then that would have the effect of 'undermining

prisoner/staff relations in the already fraught and difficult world of Category A '

The judge  spelt out what the law required of the CART  and cited  a passage

from the judgment in  ex parte Creamer and Scholey[ 2010]:  

'A prisoner’s right to make representations is largely valueless unless he knows

the  case  against  him  and  secret  unchallengeable  reports  which  may  contain

damaging inaccuracies and which result in continuing loss of liberty are, or should

be, anathema in  civilised democratic society'.

8.3   Category A  Team documentation and submissions 

The test for downgrading as set out in PSI 08/2013  at para 4.2  is that  '…

before downgrading the DDC High Security must have convincing evidence that

the prisoner's risk of re-offending if unlawfully at large has significantly reduced'

The requirement for a significant reduction in risk is not a requirement for the

risk to be eliminated (if that were so the Parole Board would serve no function). In

a  not  altogether  clear  personal  communication  (2018)  the  Category  A  Team

informed me:    

'…..the criteria for placement in, and downgrading from Category A , i.e. that the

prisoner’s offending poses a high level of risk,  and that before the prisoner is

downgraded  there  must  be  a  significant  reduction  in  their  risk  of  similar  re-

offending if unlawfully at large, and not if held in less secure conditions or even if

released  under  supervision.  [The  CART]  considers  that  it  is  clear  from these

criteria that, in the absence of necessary risk-reduction, a prisoner’s downgrading

within  prison  custody  cannot  be  approved  on  the  basis  of  good  custodial

behaviour or to enable access to treatment in relation to either offending or mental

health.'
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In deciding whether or not  a Category A  prisoner's  status  should be

confirmed  the  real,  albeit  unacknowledged,  difficulty  for  the  Category  A

Committee has been  in correctly identifying  those prisoners who are no longer

dangerous  and   who  should  therefore  be  downgraded.   In  addition,  the

Committee  needs  to   convince  those  that  it  has  identified  as  dangerous  and

continues to hold within  Category A  that it has acted  fairly and correctly.  For

the most part, they have failed so to  do. 

Too much trust  and certainty is placed on the often inaccurate content and

highly  subjective  opinions  in  the  overly  influential  reports  prepared  for  the

Committee by the CART.  These deprecatory  reports are  often based  on police

'intelligence' , psychology reports   and  that which has been  described as 'soft or

biro power'  (Crewe,2009) that is unsubstantiated comments posted clandestinely

on  CNomis  or  Mercury  by   prison  staff.   To  give  personal  examples:  police

intelligence  describes me  as a 'senior member of organised crime in the United

Kingdom' and  'Britain's  master criminal.'  A Mercury Prisoner Profile Security

Intelligence Report (SIR)   observes 'Price and Noye were walking round the yard

when a  plane flew over.   They looked up.'  The terminology employed in  the

Decision  Notices  written  by  the  Category  A  Team  suggests   that  it  is  their

subjective opinions  that  strongly influence  the autocratic decision-making of the

Director. For example  when in December 2017 I was removed from Category A  it

was “despite my adversarial behaviour”  by which was meant   my journey to

obtain  my legal rights in a  lawful way. 

8.4 Risk Reduction variables 

Insofar as data sets  are made available for examination by HMPPS   an

internally  conducted  logistic  regression  on  the  annual  review of  Category  A

prisoners appears to demonstrate that only one variable consistently influenced

the recommendation -  the number of years spent in prison. However, even this

variable could not be said to have  great influence:  in the case of R (Hassett) [2016]

the  applicant  had   served  over  30  years  in  Category  A  and  was  post-tariff.
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Nonetheless, the judicial review application to  be downgraded failed because he

had not participated in  OBPs.   No other variable such as  a prisoner's age, his

number of previous convictions or his sentence length appeared to be of  great

influence.  That reports from prison  staff  who had closely observed the prisoner

over the reporting period  and the subsequent positive recommendation of the

Local Advisory Panel  carried little weight with the Committee is demonstrated

by the  fact that overall 6 out of 10 recommendations for downgrade were not

heeded (Price 2000; R(oao Morgan) [2016]).   However, recent figures demonstrate

that there has been a slight increase in recommendations for downgrade  (FOIA

1800301013).

A personal  communication  from the  Head of  the  Category  A  Review

Team  (2017) stated 'A downgrade recommendation  is not rejected just because of

the seriousness of the offence(s) but normally on the basis that a prisoner has not

reduced his risk/risk factors as evidenced by his serious offending. In reviewing

the security category of any Category A  prisoner the test to be applied is the level

of risk that would be presented in the event of escape no matter how unlikely the

escape  might  be.  On  review,  the  issue  to  be  addressed  is  whether  there  is

sufficient evidence,  through offence  related work or otherwise,  of diminished

risk to justify a downgrading security category. In other words is there sufficient

material to counteract the evidence of potential dangerousness provided by the

original offence(s) and any relevant offending history. A decision  has to be made

on dangerousness on the facts and evidence available.'  

An analysis of  the 2017/2018  data (FOIA171120010; 18041602; 180514022

and  181115019)  indicates  an  annual  rate  of  increase   in  the  number  of

Provisional/Potential  Category A  remand prisoners of around one per   week

over the course of a year with  the number of confirmed Category A  prisoners

reducing  at  roughly  the same rate:  ergo  the overall  number remains pretty

constant.  Such a correlation makes the review process  a gamble:  when  fewer

remand prisoners  are considered  suitable for Provisional Category A  status then

there are  likely to be fewer  confirmed Category A  downgrades. Such a practice

reduces almost to irrelevance  any evidence of change provided to the Committee
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by  the prison and negates whatever belief may be  held by prisoners  that the

work they do in prison (other than in the way of approved offender behaviour

programmes  )  can   influence  a   change  to  their  categorisation  (see  below:  R

(Morgan)  [2016]).  It  is  clear  that  unless  the  prisoner  has  demonstrated  a

substantial  and  sustained  change  in  officially  approved  measures  of  risk  the

Committee is always extremely loath to downgrade. Price (2000) found that two

variables could predict almost 75% of the Committee's decisions:  the advice from

the police and the completion of  an OBP  supported by  a positive  psychology

report.   However,  the  value  and relevance  of  the  advice  from the  police  will

inevitably diminish the longer a prisoner is in jail and in the case of those who

have been convicted  of a drug trafficking  offence  there are no OBPs. In judicial

review cases which  have involved  a challenge to a decision not to downgrade a

Category A  prisoner or where a parole panel has declined to recommend release,

the evidence has demonstrated that  OBPs are  regarded as indispensable  by the

decision-making body.  The constant, repetitive  defence to almost all applications

seeking a judicial review  of a categorisation  decision is that  there has been a

failure to provide convincing evidence that the prisoner's risk of re-offending if

unlawfully at large has significantly reduced.   The cases outlined below illustrate

that in such circumstances the courts will support the decision maker.  

8.5  Judicial Reviews of Category A  status

Denial of Guilt

R (Roberts)  [2004] concerned  a  prisoner   whose  conviction  involved a  fatal

attack with sexual motivation and where there continued to be  a denial of guilt.

The court approved  a formulation which held that there will be some cases in

which  a  denial  of  guilt  will  almost  inevitably  mean that  the  risk posed by  a

prisoner remains too high to allow downgrade.  This is a dangerous path to travel

for it resonates with  prisoners receiving lower sentences if they plead guilty and

in the categorisation context  may engender an acceptance of guilt where  it may

not be warranted. 
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In R (Morgan ) [2016] the claimant was a Category A  life sentenced prisoner with

a  tariff  of  20  years  for  a  sexual  murder.  He  had  served  all  his  sentence  at

Frankland  and remained  Category  A  despite  his  tariff  having  expired.  The

claimant sought a  judicial review of the CART's refusal  to recategorise him and,

also,   to refuse him an oral  hearing prior  to the making of  the categorisation

decision.  He  claimed  to be  innocent and  had refused to   engage with any

Offender  Behaviour  Programme that  required  him to  admit  guilt.   The  court

stated that the Director 

'….recognised    the  claimant's    good behaviour  in  custody  but   this  alone

provided  no  convincing  evidence  of   a  significant  reduction  in  his  risk   if

unlawfully at large.  There was no evidence that Mr Morgan had achieved any

progress on the risk factors suggested by his offending due to his denial of guilt of

his present  offence and his lack of engagement in assessments or intervention

…..The Director...considered evidence of a significant reduction in risk of similar-

offending if unlawfully at large was unavailable despite his good behaviour and

cooperation with the regime' ( para 10).

1.

The  Head of the Sexual Offending Treatment Programme admitted  that there

were no programmes for  sexual  offenders who maintain  their  innocence and

Morgan claimed the   Director's  decision was  unlawful  because   it  treated his

denial of the offence as decisive to recategorisation.   The court dismissed the

application noting that ' Morgan's good behaviour was of little or no weight in the

balancing exercise'  because 'his behaviour in prison was in effect the same as his

general behaviour at the time he committed the offence' (para 39).  The critical

issue was not Morgan's denial of the offence or exemplary custodial behaviour

but  the lack of any evidence of an attempt to gain insight into his offending

behaviour.  It was, in effect, a circular argument. 

Lack of Offender Behaviour Programmes 

R v Quaddy   [2013] involved a prisoner serving a very long determinate sentence

for drug importation. Notwithstanding that there are no OBPs for drug-traffickers
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the offender's continuing denial  of guilt had been  very significant factor  in the

decision not recategorise. The court held the decision  to be lawful. 

Amnesia  

In R (Weddle)   [2013] the claimant was a Category A  life sentenced prisoner with a

tariff of 25 years. He accepted responsibility for the offence but claimed to have

no recollection of it having been  drunk at the time. He sought to participate  in

OBPs that would help him progress towards recategorisation but was considered

unsuitable  owing  to  his  lack  of  recollection.  In  2011  his  recategorisation  was

refused because he showed no evidence of a significant reduction in risk.  The

defendant argued that the claimant had 'precluded himself from progression due

to  his  lack  of  recall'  and  that  any  impasse  relating  to  progress  has  not  been

imposed  by  the  defendant.  The  High  Court  held  the  defendant  was  acting

irrationally and in breach of its public law duty by failing to provide steps by

which  the  claimant  could  evidence  a  reduction  in  risk.  The  Court  of  Appeal

overturned  the  decision  on  technical  grounds  but   the  Supreme  Court  in R

(Kaiyam) [2013] held that  a duty existed to provide a prisoner with a reasonable

opportunity to enable him to make progress.  

Soft power: Intelligence and Escape Risk 

R (Khatib)   [2015] was a  case of  'soft power' (see Crewe 2011) which  concerned

disputed clandestine reports from a prison  officer that impacted on a  Category A

prisoner's escape risk classification (as distinct from his categorisation: see  above

pages  132/3).   The  claimant  argued  that   the  Director  of  High  Security  had

routinely  accepted   the  'intelligence' that  opposed  a  downgrade.  The  Court

accepted  (para  69)  that  more  might  have  been  done  to  inquire  further  into

intelligence reports but, in a judgment that harked back to the days of Denning,

LJ,  the failure 'was not so unreasonable as to constitute an error of law sufficient

to  invalidate  the  decision.'  There  was  not  enough  material  of  an  undisputed

nature to justify the inference that enough had  been done to remove concerns. 
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Ex parte McAvoy   (1984) concerned a prisoner convicted of the £26 million gold

bullion Brinks Mat robbery and who had remained Category A  for 13 years.   It

was claimed that fairness demanded the disclosure of all reports put before the

Category A   Committee  to avoid an unacceptable risk of an erroneous decision.

Sans  such  disclosure  the  prisoner's  ability  to  make  properly  informed

representations would be limited. The court refused the application holding that

the procedure adopted by CART was 'perfectly satisfactory and perfectly fair'.

The  court  further  held  that  article  6  was  not  engaged  since  categorisation

decisions  did  not  determine  a  prisoner's  civil  right  or  obligations.  (An

examination of prison law cases prior to Osborne and Booth  [2013] shows a long-

standing determination by the UK courts to keep the article 6 (1) convention right

to a fair hearing  out of the prison context).

These cases illustrate the difficulties faced when  prisoners challenge decisions:  in

Khatib (2015) the  'intelligence' was hotly disputed and completely at odds with all

the other  reports. The defendant claimed that “improper or undue bearing” was

not  attached to  the  intelligence  .  That  is  not  the  touchstone for  what  fairness

requires  involves  a  consideration of  the  case  as  a  whole.   McAvoy  (1984)  was

simply stonewalled.   Weddle  (2013) did not  deny but  could not remember his

offence.  Morgan  (2004) and  Roberts  (2004) remained Category A   because they

refused to participate in OBPs which  required an admission of guilt.   Despite

there being no OBPs for him to take Quaddy [2009] was denied a recategorisation

because he maintained innocence.  The courts have held that a failure to provide

OBPs can be unlawful on the grounds of discrimination: in R v Gill (2010) a failure

to make reasonable  adjustments to enable a prisoner with learning difficulties to

access  OBPs  was  held  to  be  unlawful  as  disability  discrimination.   The  very

existence of the Criminal Cases Review Commission is an acknowledgement  that

innocent people may have been sent to prison and   yet in the most serious of

cases there is a very real danger that men whose maintenance of  innocence  may

be well -founded will be coerced into an admission of  guilt in order to be have

any  prospect  of  release.  This  is  more  akin  to  plea-blackmailing  than  plea-

bargaining; as the amnesiac Mr Weddle said to me: 'I'll just have to 'remember'
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something - what choice have I got if I want to get out?' In such circumstances

pragmatism  outweighs  principle:  for  example    in  drug  trafficking  cases  in

exchange  for  an  admission  of  guilt   a  probable  sentence  of  30  years  can   be

reduced by one third.  With 50% remission an accused who pleaded guilty would

serve 10 years  in a category B/C prison  with the last three years spent in an open

prison.  

8.6 Disclosure 

Procedural  fairness  requires  that  the  purely  administrative  process  of

classifying  certain prisoners as Category A  is  subject to  a duty of disclosure: the

CART   has  to  give  detailed  reasons   for  their  decision  not  to  recategorise.

However, notwithstanding the judicial determination that there was an obligation

to disclose relevant material for the purpose of Category A  reviews  the Home

Office was extremely loath to comply.   The  judgment in Lord (2004) was to have

a profound effect on the conduct of Category A  reviews as  prisoners were now

entitled as of right to demand  disclosure of all the relevant information, subject of

course  to the appropriate exemptions,  and thus  be able  to make representations

that  were meaningful.  As Owen and Livingstone (2015,  para 4.41)   observe,  a

decision as to whether a prisoner should continue to be classified as Category A

demands a high level of procedural fairness  and this is reflected in PSI 08/2013

which now requires that the  review of a prisoner’s Category A  status must be

'open and transparent'  and the prisoner must be able to understand why he has

been placed in a particular category:  

'The  reports  must  be  disclosed  to  allow  the  prisoner  to  submit  informed

representations to the prison’s LAP.  The prisoner must be allowed four weeks to

submit  representations,  although  an  extension  may  be  granted  at  the  prison’s

discretion if requested'.[ para 4.20 ]

The PSI further stated (para 4.42) that if sensitive information is withheld then

consideration must be given to disclosing a summary of that information.   Any

information that is  relevant to the review that it  is too sensitive for disclosure

must be included in section 7 of the report dossier  (see Annexes 3 and 4).  This

information will  be disclosed only to the LAP, the CART and the Category A
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Committee   but the prisoner must be informed of the fact of the inclusion of such

information at  the time of  the dossier's  disclosure and provided with a  brief

description of the withheld information: i.e, 'police intelligence'  

8. 7 Oral Hearings: Parole and Category A  - the legal position

At the same time as seeking the disclosure of all documentation relevant to

a review,   those Category A  prisoners who were serving life sentences began  to

demand the right to an oral hearing, that is  to be present and able to participate

in the proceedings when  the Parole Board were discussing their release. Prisoners

argued that they should have the benefit of a procedure which   would fairly

reflect  the  importance  of  what  was  at  stake  for  them   and  for  society.  Full

disclosure would  ensure a better informed process in terms of uncovering the

facts and the resolution of issues;  where  procedural fairness was considered as

being determinative this would result in  better decision-making and   allow for

the reason for the conclusions to  be considered  with  greater confidence.

With Category A  prisoners  distrustful of the  lack of transparency in the

review procedure  and increasingly dismayed by a perceived lack of fairness in a

process from which they were excluded it was inevitable that litigation would

drive   forward  the  arguments  in  support  of   oral  hearings  for  the  review of

Category  A  status.  There  had  been   increasing  judicial  recognition  that  the

requirements of common law fairness were applicable to Category A  reviews as

well as Parole Board hearings and  in a very few cases   the Committee  had been

ordered to convene an oral hearing to conduct a Category A  review. It was also

recognised that a Category A  prisoner should at some point have the opportunity

of  a  face  to  face  encounter  with  the   Committee   so  that  he  might  feel  that

everything that could have been said on his behalf had not only  been said but

has been considered. 

 Insofar  as  determining  in  what  circumstances  an  oral  hearing  will  be

required before the Parole Board,  the question was  authoritatively decided  by a

unanimous  Supreme  Court  in   R  (Osborn) [2013].   However,  the  CART  has
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remained institutionally reluctant to grant oral hearings  almost in defiance of the

ruling in  Osborn where the  Court held that the  value of oral hearings is  not

limited  to  promoting  better  decision-making.  Oral  hearings  also  serve  an

important “dignitarian” function. As Lord Reed held  at paras 67 and 68):

“67. There is no doubt that one of the virtues of procedurally fair decision-making

is that it is liable to result in better decisions, by ensuring that the decision-maker

receives all relevant information and that it is properly tested. As Lord Hoffmann

observed however in Secretary of State for the Home Department v AF (No 3)

[2010 ] 2  AC 269 , para 72, the purpose of a fair hearing is not merely to improve

the  chances  of  the  tribunal  reaching  the  right  decision.  At  least  two  other

important values are also engaged.

68  The first was described by Lord Hoffmann (ibid) as the avoidance of the sense

of injustice which the person who is the subject of the decision will otherwise

feel. I would prefer to consider first the reason for that sense of injustice, namely

that justice is intuitively understood to require a procedure which pays due respect

to  persons  whose  rights  are  significantly  affected  by  decisions  taken  in  the

exercise of administrative or judicial functions. Respect entails that such persons

ought to be able to participate in the procedure by which the decision is made,

provided  they have  something  to  say which  is  relevant  to  the  decision  to  be

taken…” .

It is here intended only to highlight a summary of the more significant of those

cases brought by Category A  prisoners in which  oral hearings have been sought

and by so doing examine what  impact   judicial intervention has eventually had

on what Kingham (2017) has called the Category A Committee's  'intransigent

approach to transparency and disregard for procedural fairness'.  My personal

experience,  reinforced  by  the  views  of  other  Category  A  prisoners  and  the

relevant  judgments,  is  that  the  Committee  has  always  dismissed  the  ethical

importance of allowing prisoners  to participate in   a decision-making process

that was likely to  have a significant effect on their rights, interests and liberty

and where they may have something to say which is relevant to the determination

to be made.  It is this dismissive authoritarian attitude which lies at the heart of

many of the problems  in the Category A  system.   
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8.8 Osborn and Booth  v Parole Board[2013]

Lord Reed summarised  the  judgment  in   Osborn and Booth  [2013] in

these terms: 

'(i) In order to comply with the common law standards of procedural fairness, the

board should hold an oral hearing before determining  an application for release,

or a transfer to open conditions, whenever fairness to a prisoner requires such a

hearing. By so doing the board will also fulfill its duty under section 6(1) of the

Human  Rights  Act  1998  to  act  compatibly  with  article  5.4  of  the  European

Convention...'   

The Court determined that:

• Generally, the board should hold an oral hearing whenever fairness to the

prisoner requires such a hearing in the light of the facts of the case. This

includes the prisoner’s legitimate interest in being able to participate in a

decision with important  implications  for  him,  where  he  has  something

useful to contribute. 

• An oral  hearing should  be allowed where it  is  maintained on tenable

grounds that a face-to-face encounter with the board, or the questioning of

those who have dealt with the prisoner, is necessary to enable him or his

representatives to put their case effectively or to test the views of those

who have dealt with him.

• An oral hearing is also necessary when for other reasons the board cannot

otherwise properly or fairly make an independent assessment of risk, or of

the means by which it should be managed and addressed. That is likely to

be the position in cases where such an assessment may depend on the

view formed by the board of characteristics of the prisoner which can best

be  judged  by  seeing  or  questioning  him  in  person,  or  where  a

psychological assessment produced by the Ministry of Justice is disputed

on tenable grounds,  or where the board may be materially  assisted by

hearing evidence, for example from a psychologist or psychiatrist. 
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Whilst the  decision in Osborn is binding only in respect of oral hearings

before the Parole Board it nonetheless has important  implications  for Category A

prisoners seeking oral hearings before the Category A  Committee. There are, it is

true,  differences between the parole process and the Category A review process.

The  Parole  Board  is  concerned  with  the  protection  of  the  public  following  a

prisoner’s conditional release, whereas the Category A  Committee  is concerned

with the risk to the public in the event of an escape.  Nevertheless, the Secretary of

State accepts that the principles identified in Osborn are “likely to be relevant” in

the category A review context and  revised  PSI 08/2013,  The Review of Security

Category – Category A  Prisoners so that the relevant passage  now  read as follows:

4.6  The  Courts  have  consistently  recognised  that  the  CART  context  is

significantly  different  to  the  Parole  Board  context.  In  practical  terms,  those

differences have led to the position in which oral hearings in the CART context

have  only  very  rarely  been  held.  The  differences  remain  and  continue  to  be

important. However, this policy recognises that the Osborn principles are likely to

be relevant in many cases in the CART context. The result will be that there will

be more decisions to hold oral hearings than has been the position in the past. In

these circumstances, this policy is intended to give guidance to those who have to

take oral hearing decisions in the CART context.

 
Fairness is not merely concerned with promoting better decision-making, but also

with  the  legitimate  interests  of  the  prisoner  in  a  process  to  which  he  has

something useful to contribute - which substantially broadens the circumstances

in which such a hearing is required. However, whilst   the revised PSI broadly

reflects  the decision in  Osborn,  it  fails  adequately so to do in some important

regards.  The  evidence,  both  anecdotal  and  legal,   is  that   the  Category  A

Committee  remains steadfastly reluctant to grant oral hearings to Category A

prisoners.  The revised policy has not produced a meaningful change in practice:

Freedom of Information Act requests reveal (See Table 8.1 below ) that in the first

three years after the new policy was introduced  only 18 of   approximately  3000

Category A  prisoners  who were reviewed  received an oral hearing.  Whilst this

constitutes a minor increase in the number of oral hearings conducted after the

policy was revised in July 2014, the number of cases  still before the Courts is
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suggestive of a continuing problem. 

  Table 8.1                    ORAL HEARINGS AND JUDICIAL REVIEWS  

Year Category A 
 Prisoners*

Oral Hearings
Downgrade in brackets** 

Judicial 
Reviews***

2014 1017 7 (5) 19

2015 989 6 (3) 24

2016 1001 5 (5) 27
*FOIA  83525         ** FOIA111351                       ***FOIA  84095

Somewhat  bizarrely,  despite  providing  responses  to  FOIA requests  83525  and

84095  in response to FOIA 180328020  (4 May 2018) and published on the MoJ

website, HMPPS declined to state how many oral hearings had been held in 2017

because  'it  constituted  information  which  relates  to  living  individuals.'  In

response to FOIA request 181115019 (December 2018) the Ministry stated that five

or fewer prisoners  were granted oral  hearings in the 12 months to November

2018. This is the standard response  given when the total figure is 5 or less (FOIA

request 171120010) and perhaps illustrates  the   difficulties  encountered by  a

prisoner seeking information from his  jailers  and the  need for  a  deeper more

authoritative academic investigation  of Category A  related matters.  The figures

also demonstrate the intransigence of the Category A  Team in determining to

resist judicial intervention without being seen entirely to disregard a ruling to

which only lip-service is paid.

There is no material distinction between the requirements of fairness in the Parole

Board context and in the Category A review context and presumably, the more

often  oral  hearings  are  conducted  the  more  likely  it  is  that  prisoners  will  be

downgraded:. For example, in the case of R (oao Rose)[2017]   the Court ruled that

in deciding not to hold an oral hearing the Director did not properly or fairly

apply PSI 08/2013. Rose was a Category A  prisoner who (albeit to a lesser extent)

like myself  had criticised the modus operandi of the Category  Review Team.

The court ruled that  this was a case where both the thrust of the evidence and the

LAP recommendation favoured downgrading  and, if he was not down-graded,
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then there was an impasse. This did not mean that it was not open to the Director

to make a rational finding that Rose should remain in Category A . However,  it

did mean that he could not lawfully do so without giving  Rose an opportunity at

an oral hearing to address the points that had supposedly troubled the Director.

In its judgment the court referred to research indicating the significance of unfair

procedures that affected  prisoners’ attitudes and their prospects of rehabilitation

and held that  the Director’s decision not to hold an oral hearing was unlawful

and, accordingly, the claim for judicial review was allowed.  Following an oral

hearing before a   sub-committee  of  the  Category A  Committee held at  HMP

Whitemoor, the prison where he was located,  Rose was downgraded to category

B. Insofar as   Category A  review cases were concerned it is my view that there

should be a  fundamental alteration to  the structure of of the Committee with

smaller sub-committees sitting a number of times each year at each High Security

prison to review the cases of Category A  prisoners  at that establishment with of

course,   the  prisoner present  at the hearing.  My own experience is perhaps

worthy of some consideration because it illustrates the lack of transparency in the

review process and the intransigence of the CART. After  almost 14 years as a

Category A  prisoner I had completed the sentence imposed for the failed attempt

to import drugs and I remained in prison solely because I had refused to pay  the

confiscation order: hardly a danger to the police, the security of the State and the

public one might think. I had continually been denied a downgrade because of

what the Category A  Team  described as my “adversarial behaviour”: what they

really  meant  was  that  by  litigating   issues  concerning  the  failure  to  make

reasonable adjustments  for my disability and to provide me with kosher food I

had  exposed their conduct to critical judicial scrutiny.  In respect of my Category

A  status I  had continually and unsuccessfully sought  an oral hearing and by

November  2017  my application  for a decisive ruling had reached the Supreme

Court.  The issue  to be determined  was,  when and in what circumstances will

common law fairness require there to be an oral hearing for a prisoner’s Category

A  review.  As a  hearing date was awaited I was surprisingly (and despite my so

called  ongoing  'adversarial  behaviour')  downgraded  from  Category  A   to
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Category B (but still contained in a dispersal prison). Interestingly, the Committee

may  only  downgrade  a  Category  A  prisoner  to  Category  B:  any  further

downgrade  must  be  made  by  the  prison.  The  reason  behind  my  downgrade

became  clear  when  the   lawyers  for  the  CART   then  applied  to  dismiss  the

Supreme Court application  on the grounds that as I was no longer Category A  I

had no locus standi to bring the application. In November 2018 my application for

leave was refused by the Supreme Court Clearly  the  prison   service   are

resolute in seeking to prevent a determinative ruling that applies to all Category

A  prisoners as Osborn applies to life sentence prisoners.  Perhaps the significant

clarification of the law arising from Osborn is that fairness is not merely concerned

with promoting better decision-making, but also with the legitimate interest of

the prisoner in a process to which he has something useful  to contribute.  The

important point so far as common law fairness is concerned is that the Category A

review  process  must  reflect  what  is  at  stake  for  the  prisoner.  A Category  A

prisoner should at some point have the opportunity of a face to face encounter

with the Category A  Committee  so that he can feel that everything that could

have been said on his behalf not only has been said but, also, has been seen to

have been considered:  R (Willoughby)  v Secretary of  State  for  Justice  [2011]   per

Edwards-Stuart J at para 40 (“I think the reasonable man would expect fairness to

require no less”). 
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 CHAPTER NINE

SOFT POWER: INCENTIVES and EARNED PRIVILEGES  

9. Introduction

The important issue  that  Crewe (2006, 2011)   identified as 'soft  power' is

definitive  of  prisoner-staff relationships and  as a means of augmented control

pervades  penal establishments of whatever status   In describing the  concept of

soft  or  'biro'  power in prison Crewe (2011,p.465)   quotes a prison   officer  as

saying 'Its  better to write stuff in their files rather than nick them – they get their

IEP (Incentive and Enhanced Privilege status ) dropped, it lasts longer and its in

their wing file forever.' I recognise such a casually vindictive statement as being

absolutely  typical  of  the  majority  of  prisoner-staff  relationships  in  dispersal

prisons.  All  prisons  are  low-trust  and,  ultimately,  coercive  establishments

(Liebling, 2004) and  there will inevitably be  difficulties in  sustaining positive

prisoner-staff relationships in such environments: assaults on staff have increased

by 158% in only four years. In the 12 months to March  2018, recorded  assaults on

staff up 26% at 9,003 (MoJ October 2018).  In research conducted in a category B

prison (Crewe 2011, p.459) found that prisoners who have experienced the  more

hostile  climate of  staff-prisoner relationships in a  dispersal prison did not find it

easy  or  even  desirable  to  overcome  their  mistrust:  they  are  troubled  by

recollections of antagonism and by the nagging voice of an 'inmate code' that, in

part, was highly suspicious of prisoners who were friendly with officers. This is

not  one-sided:  Crewe  (ibid,  p.463)  cites  Arnold  (2008,  p.414)  as  arguing  that

prison  officer  training  promotes  'overcaution,  penal  detachment  and  some

aversion towards engaging with prisoners in more informal and proactive ways

beyond what was required to meet their basic needs and maintain security' .  An

officer's  autobiography  claimed   'Being  a  good  screw  doesn't  mean  always

sticking to the rules. If we were to stick to the fluffy human-rights crap we deal
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with now there would be riots every other day. The rules have to be bent to get

the job done effective' (Thompson, 2008, p3). Yet  with  security  the paramount

consideration  the  personal  officer   scheme  requires  staff  to   engage   with

prisoners, ostensibly to  help them but also  to  gain  their confidence and if only

by a side-wind garner intelligence: what was once confrontation is now perceived

by many prisoners as infiltration. 

 Liebling  et al (2014) found  different degrees of  low-level trust:    'Staff

often distrusted the transformation and hard work of prisoners in their personal

development. Prisoners distrusted the hard work and efforts of staff to negotiate a

system that could be inflexible or irrelevant.'  This innovative research suggested

that  any intelligent placement of  trust  depended on relational  knowledge and

recognition and that a revised approach to the study and management of risk that

incorporated the concept and practice of intelligent trust would bring advantages.

However,  I have to say I have seen no indication of any  risk reduction practices

and  find  fellow  Category  A  prisoners  agreeing  that    dispersal  prisons  are

becoming ever more restrictive. 

9.1 Staff information on prisoners: CNOMIS 

Category A  prisoners often  complain about  the failure by staff to provide

timely, impartial  reports for Local Advisory Panel reviews and when such reports

are  disclosed  they  are  frequently   perceived  as  both   spiteful  and

misrepresentative.   Since 2011 'wing files' have become   computerised and  are

now known as CNOMIS;   in order to see  an entry  on CNOMIS a prisoner is

required  to  file  a   Subject  Access  Request  (SAR)  (now  under  the  The  Data

Protection  Act  2018  and  General  Data  Protection  Regulation)  that  usually

generates  a response in 9-12 months . Notwithstanding that prisoners have an

entitlement to see  those documents constituting  'the day to day running of the

prison' the everyday  entries on CNOMIS  are only disclosed if/when the prisoner

submits a SAR -  and in my experience  very few ever do. The rationale of this

restrictive and questionable  interpretation of the law is that  '...officers need to
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maintain good relations with prisoners while also meeting their custodial duties'

[and if such entries were easily accessible it would be] 'extremely hard for them to

avoid accusations of cowardice, deviousness and duplicity' Crewe (2011, p.458).

(In May 2018 the EU General Data Protection Regulations introduced a change in

the rules - PSIs 03 and 04 of 2018 - with  disclosure of data  required within 30

days and at no cost).   

Another reason the prison  authorities do not want  prisoners to see and,

where appropriate, challenge CNOMIS entries is because the 1998 Data Protection

Act (DPA) provides a mechanism to rectify, block, erase or destroy any  false and

inaccurate data.    Principle 4 of the 1998 DPA requires that personal data must be

be accurate  and  compliance with this principle means taking  reasonable steps to

ensure the accuracy of personal data and carefully to consider any challenges to

the accuracy of that data.  The DPA does not define the word “accurate” but it

does say that personal data is inaccurate if it is incorrect or misleading as to any

matter of fact and  the right to rectification extends to   any expression of opinion

based on inaccurate personal data. The Information Commissioner's guidance  is

that if   the accuracy of information is challenged  it is good practice to mark the

entry  as being  disputed. Unlike most prisoners, I make a point of regularly filing

an SAR  to check the accuracy of my personal data.  Crewe (2011, p461) correctly

observes that officers tend to report negatively on prisoners who are challenging

or socially influential  because they are putative control  threats  or institutional

irritants. It follows that in seeking rectification and disclosure  I am  continually

engaged in  a cascade  of county court litigation and, hence, for seeking to obtain

my legal rights in a  lawful way, I supposedly became deserving of  the label 'the

most  troublesome  prisoner  in  England'.   In  truth,    that  might  be  because  I

encourage and actively  advise other prisoners how to seek a remedy in the courts

if/when  they   believe  their  rights  have  been  violated.   Crewe  concludes  by

observing  that  prisoners'  frustrations  about  penal  power  raise  important

questions about the extent to which  their behaviour should be directed and 'what

right  we  have  (with  what  consent)  to  try  to  change  who  people  are'  Crewe

(2011,p.466).  The  insidious  use  of  discretionary/soft  power  to  manipulate  the
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behaviour of the imprisoned  would seem to  have about as much legitimacy and

impact as gay conversion therapy. 

9.2 Incentives And Earned Privileges (IEP)

Since the  Woolf  report  (1990)  primary legislation outlawing strikes has

largely curtailed the collective power of prison officers and the POA has been

effectively sidelined. Yet  such reduction in status notwithstanding prison officers

maintain a residual  discretion or 'soft power' which they use or abuse depending

on their individual natures (Crewe, 2011, p. 456).    To paraphrase Bulwer-Lyton

(1839)  in prison and hence  not being 'beneath the rule of men entirely great' the pen,

properly employed, has become  'mightier than the sword'.   Crewe (2016) asserts

that power in UK prisons is now very much wielded by the pen/keypad and no

longer  the truncheon and the reality is  that a  ill-disposed  prison-officer can post

on CNOMIS a damaging entry  of which a prisoner will  usually remain unaware

until it has impacted  on  his chances for recategorisation or transfer.  Akin to

poison-pen letters these entries  contribute  to  the malpractice that often occurs

under  the  much   maligned  Incentives  And  Earned  Privileges (IEP)  scheme

authorised by PSI 30/2013 and revised under the  Grayling regime.  Prison Rule 8

requires every prison  to provide a system of privileges which can be granted to

prisoners   in  addition  to  the  minimum  entitlements  under  the  Rules,  subject

always  to  their  reaching and  maintaining  specified  standards  of  conduct  and

performance. The IEP scheme was introduced with the expectation that prisoners

would earn additional privileges through demonstrating responsible behaviour

and  participation  in  work  or  other  constructive  activity.  In  April  2013   the

outcome of a review of the IEP scheme was announced and it was  made  clear

that, in order to earn privileges, prisoners would  now have to work towards their

own rehabilitation, behave well and help others. The absence of bad behaviour

alone would  no longer be sufficient to progress through the scheme.  The desired

outcomes that  the  PSI sought to achieve were that prisoners engage with their

rehabilitation and that   good behaviour was incentivised and bad behaviour is
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challenged with loss of incentives and privileges.    Privilege levels were to be

determined by patterns of behaviour, compliance with the regime or individual

sentence  plan  targets,  helping  prison  staff  or  other  prisoners,  whether  the

prisoner is taking an active part in their rehabilitation, and/or significant events

such as the   supply and possession of drugs or  possession of a mobile phone.

Like most  such    carrot and stick  schemes  it  failed to have any effect.  MoJ

statistics  (October 2018) record 48,793 adjudication between April and June 2018.

The number of assaults  and incidents of self-harm continue to rise and are now

the highest for a decade.  MoJ statistics (October 2018)  show that in the 12 months

to March  2018, recorded assaults were at a record high of 31,025 up 16% from the

previous year. Prisoner on prisoner assaults were up 16 % at 22,374 and assaults

on staff up 26% at 9,003.

9.3. Administrative punishment outside the disciplinary system

Prison Rule 8 (5)  states  that “any privilege may be forfeited or otherwise

lost or a prisoner deprived of association with other prisoners.” It is under the

authority of this rule that PSI 30/2013 (as amended) implements a retributive IEP

scheme whereby unsubstantiated biased  reports  can result   in  a  removal  of

privileges. The scheme   is operational in all  prisons and widely exploited as a

means of control.

There are three   IEP levels in   dispersal prisons, Basic, Standard and Enhanced

and  at some establishments, and HMP Wakefield is a prime  example,  because a

prisoner has been or is about to be charged with an offence against discipline he

is  immediately punished by being downgraded from Enhanced to Basic  before

any  adjudication  takes  place.   This  can  and has  led  to   a  situation where  a

prisoner is acquitted at an adjudication hearing  after  he has been punished via

the  IEP system.      In a  report entitled  'Punishment without Purpose'  the Prison

Reform Trust (2014) strongly  criticised the legitimacy of the IEP  policy not least

because it is undoubtedly the case that PSI 30/2013 had increased the potential for

abuse.  In an administrative exercise  of process and authority  the IEP system in

the   dispersal  system  is  often  employed   to  enable   prison   authorities   to
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circumvent the statutory safeguards integral to  the prison disciplinary system

and thereby both deny the applicant a fair hearing and increase the punishment.

At para 5.15  the PSI states  that the downgrading of prisoners from ‘Enhanced’ to

‘Basic’ is  'reserved for  the  most  serious  cases  of  misconduct'  and   at  para  6.7

defines a serious single incident of bad behavior as that  serious enough to lead to

an adjudication for an offence involving  violence, illegal drugs, possession of a

mobile phone, absconding from custody,  possession of a weapon. The judgment

in R(oao)Ferguson [2011]  states  that PSIs 

'….represent the policy of the Government in relation to the matters they cover

and are required to be carried into effect in every prison in England and Wales.

Compliance with PSIs is, in all material respects mandatory. It is not an option

open  to  a  governor  or  his  appointed  representative  to  depart  in  any material

particular  from  the  requirements  of  the  PSI.  Any  such  departure  would  be

unlawful both by operation of the terms of the PSI and the Prison Rules'.

It is by the implementation  of a supplementary local IEP policy that the dispersal

regime  has   collectively  and   unlawfully   extended  the  policy  further  than

permitted by the PSI by expanding the definition of  what amounts to a single

incident of  bad behaviour to encompass anything or anyone of which/whom the

prison  management disapproves.  The procedure is that before a  prisoner is even

charged  with  an  offence  against  discipline  a  Custodial  Manager  (who  is  not

authorised  to chair  an adjudication)  will  conduct  an ad hoc  review of the

alleged misconduct under the IEP process and after the automatic finding of guilt

(there is  an irrefutable presumption of downgrading) the prisoner is punished for

a breach of  the local IEP policy.  A downgrade from  Enhanced to Basic means

that for an unrestricted and indefinite period  the applicant is  denied  his  full

wages for prison work, his TV, DVD, stereo system and personal clothing and is

made subject to the imposition of further restrictive sanctions including increased

cellular confinement, the denial of access to cooking faculties and association. 

The following day  an adjudication  of the  actions that have already resulted in

punishment under the IEP process will take place as an offence against  discipline

at a hearing chaired by a  governor. At this hearing the  prisoner will be entitled to

all  of  the  statutory  procedural  safeguards  -  including  the  right  to  legal
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representation – denied to him  at  the IEP review.   Clearly,  in order to avoid

double jeopardy in a case where the facts are identical,  an IEP review should

follow and not precede an adjudication thereby avoiding the probability that the

IEP review  will impose an irrevocable and irremediable  punishment  prior to

the hearing of  an adjudication where, assisted by  carefully crafted procedural

safeguards,  the  prisoner  may  be  acquitted.  Yet,  notwithstanding  a  not  guilty

decision the  punishment  awarded under the  IEP review will  remain  in  force.

Although the terminology is different -  the IEP imposes 'administrative penalties'

as opposed to  'disciplinary awards' -   it is a distinction without a difference save

that whereas Prison Rules stipulate that 'disciplinary awards' must  be limited to a

specified  period, 'administrative penalties'  are  discretionary. They   can are often

are   imposed for an unspecified and unlimited period  that exceeds  the time

limits  relating  to  disciplinary  offences.   Owen  and  MacDonald  (2015,  p.433)

comment that   given the lower levels of deprivation in the carrot and stick IEP

Scheme  it  might  be  argued  that  a  lower  level  of  procedural  safeguards  is

appropriate.  I  do not agree.   Penalties imposed by the IEP system are distinct

from and additional to the forfeiture of  privileges that may be imposed the  result

of an adjudication.  Early research (Leibling et al 1999 b) into the functioning of

the system had suggested that  since its  inception in 1995 the IEP system was

widely seen as unfair, consistent and disciplinary. There I  do agree.  

Liebling  revisited  the  scheme  in  2008  and  reported  (p.3)  that  most

prisoners  felt it operated unfairly: there was a low level of accountability and

little  management  control  with the  policy  seen as  'owned by staff'.   Liebling

found  that 

'There  was no doubt amongst prisoners at the time of our research that power  was being

reinvested in staff. Prisoners described being powerless. In the maximum security prison

where there  was  a  history of  consultation and prisoner  influence,  they became angry,

resistant and unusually collective in their protests about the policy. It felt  to prisoners as if

things were being taken off them, a new arbitrary power was available to staff, and  that

life in prison had become unfair.'
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9.4 Appeals and  complaint

An  appeal  against   the  exercise  of  discretionary  soft-power  decision-

making  is through a  complaints process   that is no longer fit for purpose.  Prior

to  being   amended in  1999   Prison  Rule  11  had  stipulated  that  a  request  or

complaint  to  the  governor  could   be  made  orally  on  every  day   other  than

Sundays and bank holidays.  The rule change resulted in a three stage written

complaint  process  with  the  final  stage  being  a  review  of  the  decision  by  a

governor.  The  introduction  of  PSI  02/2012  further  amended   the   process  by

removing  the requirement for a  gubernatorial review,  purportedly in order to

aim  for  resolution  of  complaints  at  the  lowest  level  in  the  most  expeditious

manner. In theory prisoners must  receive a response within a maximum of five

working  days  of  submitting  a  complaint  (para.  2.3.3).  There  is  a  mandatory

requirement that  complaint responses must address the issues raised and where

a  complaint  is  not  upheld,  the  prisoner  must  be  given  an  explanation  of  the

reason for not upholding it (para 2. 2.3).  However, as with most PSIs, there is a

considerable difference between the theory and the practice and a landing officer

can now provide a  final response to a complaint. Unsurprisingly   most dispersal

prisoners regard the obligatory completion of the internal complaints system as

simply  a gateway to   external processes that are , hopefully,more efficacious. 

9.5 The Prison Ombudsman

Prisoners  who remain dissatisfied  after  the  internal  complaints  process

can appeal  to the Prisons  Ombudsman (PPO) where currently  there is around a

six month backlog  of appeals waiting to be investigated – and the subsequent

investigation itself can take six months or more (PPO 2016-17) Many prisoners,

myself  included,  do  not  hold  the   Ombudsman  in  high  regard  Despite  the

Ombudsman's claims to be wholly independent  he is appointed and paid by the

Ministry of Justice  and, like the Chief Inspector of Prisons,  lacks the authority to

enforce any decision that the prison service does not accept.  It is comparable with

Manchester United selecting the referee, paying his wages and telling him he can't
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award penalties  against  them unless   they agree!    The Ombudsman's  budget

exceeds  £5.5  million a  year  and funds  118 staff    of   whom over 50% have

previously been employed by the Ministry of Justice  either in prisons, probation

or the police. Only 51 members of staff report having no previous experience of

working with prisons, probation or immigration although their partners currently

may be  so employed and thus  a  complaint  about,  say,    Frankland may  be

handled by someone who formerly worked there.  In 2016-17 the Ombudsman

received  5010 complaints  of which  almost  50%  were never even  investigated

because,  according  to  the  Ombudsman   no  'worthwhile' outcome  could  be

achieved. The Ombudsman's assessment of what was 'worthwhile' was shared by

less than 3 in 10 prisoners . Of the complaints that were eventually investigated

only 886  were  upheld. The largest number of  upheld complaints concerned

prisoner's  property and   whilst the  Ombudsman avers that it is worth making

such   complaints   the  evidence  indicates  otherwise.   For  example,  the

Ombudsman  upheld  Prisoner  K's  complaint  about   damaged  property  but

recommended he receive only £10:00 as compensation. The  dissatisfied  prisoner

issued legal proceedings. The judge  was highly  critical of the  Ombudsman's

investigation,  holding   that  the  Ombudsman appeared  to  have  'reversed the

burden  of  proof'.   The  analysis  of  the  complaint  was  described  as

'incomprehensible'  and  certain conclusions were described as  'untenable'.  The

judge   awarded  Prisoner K over £800:00 in damages.   Further evidence that the

courts are more effective than  the Ombudsman  can be seen in the  Supreme

Court  ruling in R (Bourgass) (2013)  that  procedures for authorising segregation

beyond 72 hours were unlawful: years of repeated complaints to the Ombudsman

achieved  only  the  lame  excuse  'We  cannot  determine  lawfulness'. The

Ombudsman's own statistics (2015/6) show  that from 6 local prisons  with an

average population of over 8,000 -  some  60,000 different prisoners over a year  -

only 91 complaints were received in 2014/5 and just 126 in 2015/6.  Surely  the

Ombudsman  must  wonder  why  it  is  that  so  many  prisoners   consider

complaining to him to be   a  waste of time.  
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Table 9.1  Complaints to the Ombudsman 
Prison Average

Population* 
            Complaints 
2014/15    2015/16     2016/17

Birmingham 1425   10                 17               11

Leeds 1207   12                   9                9

Liverpool 1160   17                 15              12

Nottingham 1043   12                 26              37

Pentonville 1311   12                 20              14

Wormwood Scrubs 1268     6                 12                8

Wandsworth 1634   22                 27              25

                                  Total 8,048*    91                126           116
*The overall annual  number of prisoners is estimated to be a multiple of  8  

In addition, very few women  bother  to complain to the Ombudsman and of the

2,357 complaints that the Ombudsman investigated in 2016/17 only 28 came from

under 21s.  Unsurprisingly perhaps, 23% of all  complaints investigated in 2016/17

come from prisoners in the High Security estate and the figures indicate that the

more secure the prison  the more likely it is that a complaint will be upheld. If a

prisoner  is  dissatisfied  with  the  response  he  receives  from  the  Prisons

Ombudsman he can ask his  constituency MP to  forward his  complaint  to  the

Parliamentary Ombudsman. 

9.6 Other avenues of appeal

Prisoners may  write   in confidence to their constituency MP to complain

and,  write also but not  in confidence,   to a member  of  the House of  Lords,

requesting  that  their   complaint  be  raised  directly  with  the  Ministry.  Every

prisoner  has  a  constitutional  right   to  petition  Parliament  either  through  his

constituency MP or a member of the Lords;  a copy of the petition may be sent

directly  to  the  Ministry  to  be   dealt  with   as   Ministerial  correspondence.

Additionally,  every British subject   has the constitutional  right to petition Her

Majesty and, almost uniquely for a prisoner, I not infrequently exercise this right.
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The  advantage  is  that  the  Palace   sends  the  complaint  to  the  Ministry  and

because  a response  is sent to the Sovereign the complaint is not dismissed out of

hand.      Prisoners who are foreign nationals (or those who have foreign national

partners)  may ask their embassy to raise complaints on their behalf. Lastly, and

least efficaciously, complaint may be made to the  Independent Monitoring Board

(IMB)  but as this  equates with  the aphorism  of  an 'appeal from Philip drunk to

Philip sober' most prisoners regard the process as a  waste of time.   In dispersal

prisons IMB members are considered to be 'prison officers in suits' and thus no

different from  their predecessors, the Board of Visitors (Woolf 1991). In July 2018

the Ministry announced  the cancellation of  PSI 30/2013,  and promised that its

(as  yet  unpublished)  replacement  would provide  a  fairer,  flexible  framework

resulting  in  a more  equitable system of incentives and rewards.  

9.7 Disciplinary issues 

The Woolf  report  (1991,  para  14.437)  noted that  a  strong perception of

injustice  could be a important factor in the creation of disturbances and the way

the disciplinary process was administered  could have a significant impact on

how prisoners viewed  the fairness of the prison  system. Until 2002 all alleged

offences  against  discipline  were  heard  by  prison  governors  whose  ability  to

manage  their  prisons  was heavily dependent on retaining the support of the

prison officers who brought the charges. Prisoners  perceived that the procures

employed  to  convict  them  of  breaking  the  rules  were  grossly  unfair  and  to

slightly  misquote   Dickens's  Artful  Dodger  'Prison  ain't  the  shop for  justice'.

Indeed,  I recall an anecdote of an adjudication where the prisoner had challenged

the reporting officer's veracity and the  governor had responded by saying 'If one

of my officers says he saw you riding round the landing on  a motor bike I would

want to know where you got the petrol'.  It is beyond dispute (Livingstone et al

2003,  p.312)  that  for  most  of  the 20th century  prisoners  were  denied  justice

because  of   the   refusal  by  the  judiciary   to  examine  the  fairness  of  prison

disciplinary proceedings.    However the disturbances at  Hull  prison  in 1976,
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where punishments of up to two years loss of remission were imposed (Thomas

and Pooley, 1980) was  troubling  enough to bring  about a sea-change in judicial

attitudes. A combination of factors including the Woolf report (1991),the advent of

the Human Rights Act (1998),  a series of  judicial review and prison-law cases

eventually  brought   about  significant  procedural  changes  in  prison  discipline

proceedings.   Despite  the  fact  that  prison   disciplinary  proceedings  have,

procedurally,  become  much  fairer  the  reality  is  that  given  the  structural

inequalities of prison  life  the end result will always be a form of rough justice.

Owen  and  MacDonald  (2015,  p.430)  observe  that  an  examination  of  prison

discipline statistics raises questions about how much had changed in substance:

between 1980 and 2005  both the total  number of offences punished in prison and

the  number  per  prison   steadily  rose.  Thereafter,  the  figures  for  punishment

imposed per 100 prisoners declined almost every year from 248 per 100 in  2005 to

183  per 100 in 2012 (ibid, p.431).  At that point  financial cuts to prison budgets

and the inevitable ensuant  reduction in staff numbers predictably  resulted  in an

acceleratory loss of control.  As prison conditions  continue to deteriorate many

prisons  have   once   again  regrettably  resorted  to  the  use  of  draconian

punishments in a counter-productive attempt to maintain  control. 

9.8 Extra/Additional Days

Whilst  the  punishment  that  a  governor  may  impose  for  a  breach  of

discipline  can include the removal of  privileges it cannot include any  loss of

remission or,  as  it  is  sometimes  known,  an   award of  additional   days.  This

results from  the ruling by the ECtHR in Ezeh and Connors (2003)  which held that

it  was  incompatible  with  Article  6  for  governors  to  hear  disciplinary  charges

where  the  charge  allowed  for  'additional  days'  to  be  added  to  a  prisoner's

sentence. Accordingly, an increasing number of cases  are now being  referred to

external adjudicators,  district judges who have  the power to impose up to 42

days of additional  imprisonment  by way of loss of remission. Between April and

June 2018 there were 5,584 punishments where additional days were imposed.
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The number of external adjudications has increased by 80 percent from 14,741 in

2010/11 to 26,619 in 2015/16 and figures not yet available but projected by the

Howard  League  (2017)  indicate   a  43  percent  rise  to  38,021  by  2016/17.  The

Howard League found that between 2010 and 2016 over one  million additional

days - nearly 3,000 years -  had been imposed  on prisoners for breaches of prison

discipline. In 2017 alone almost  one thousand years - 359,081 days -  of additional

imprisonment were  imposed, a cost to the tax payer of some £27 million. In 2016

a total of 12,100 additional  days were imposed at HMP Aylesbury – more than

any other prison in England and Wales -  yet during the same period at HMP

Bedford, a similar sized prison only 26 miles away  only 411 additional days were

imposed.  In the private sector there were  equally dramatic differences between

prisons run by the same company: in 2016 at Thameside a large local prison  run

by Serco a total of 113  additional days were imposed yet in the same period at

Doncaster, a similar sized prison  again run by Serco, a total of 6,981 additional

days were handed down.  The figures produced by the Howard League in 2017

(compiled from MoJ statistics) show that in comparison to other prisons  very few

additional days were imposed at dispersal prisons.

9.2  Additional  days imposed at dispersal prisons 

Average
population

in 2016 

 Indeterminate
sentence

prisoners 

Additional
days in

2014

Additional
days in

2015

Court cases

Frankland 834 557 305 237 4

Full Sutton 585 359 497 423 2

Long Lartin 616 428 310 311 6

Wakefield 722 466 368 302 2

Whitemoor 447 333 107 101 3

The    low  number of additional days imposed at dispersal prisons is not a

reflection  of  good  behaviour  but  due  to  the  very  large  number  of  prisoners

serving  indeterminate  –  life  or  IPP -   sentences.   PSI  47  /2011  at  para  2.148

confirms  that   additional  days  may  not   be  imposed   on  prisoners  serving
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indeterminate  sentences. With the penalty of additional days  being unavailable

to manage this  cohort  of prisoners the dispersal  authorities have devised an

alternative  method  of  control  by   utilising  the  IEP  system  to  impose  an

administrative punishment.  In non-dispersal  prisons awarding additional  days

for  rule  breaking  reveals  how  the  disciplinary  system in  prisons  has  become

unsustainable. Moreover,  it  has contributed to the deterioration of the prison

system by exacerbating overcrowding and  has coincided with rising levels of

violence and self injury. It is a capricious  and inconsistent enactment of a punitive

and unjust culture  and is neither inevitable nor necessary.   The Chief Executive

of  the Scottish Prison Service stated  that  'In our 16 years  of  experience since

added days  were removed from our administrative capacity there has been  not

been any negative impact on behaviour' (Inside Times September 2018 page 37).  
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CHAPTER TEN

CONTROL and COMPULSION : A CONTINUUM of EXCLUSION

10. Introduction 

Rule 14(6) of the Prison Act 1952  provides  that  “In every prison cells shall be

provided  for  the  temporary  confinement  of  refractory  or  violent  prisoners”.

Other than that  inexplicit statement no specific authority exists for punishment

cells or punitive segregation other than as places to serve an award of cellular

confinement  pursuant  to  an  adjudication  for  a   breach  of  prison  discipline.

However, located across  the High Security Directorate  is  an integrated network

of  distinct  restraint, constraint and control units  that  function as a continuum of

exclusion  in  the  form  of  compulsory  separation  from  the  main  prisoner

population.   Whatever  their  specific  purpose,  such  units  accommodate  those

prisoners, principally but not exclusively  of Category A  status, who  cannot be

managed within the general  prison  population and who for whatever reason

cannot be  controlled   even in the  segregation units of dispersal prisons. Akin to

Solzhenitsyn's Gulag archipelago and  whether  designated  as Segregation Units,

Special  Security  Units,   Separation  Centres  or   Supervision  Units  each  unit

operates for the most part, albeit in different constructs, as a discrete component

part created in an attempt  to ensure the smooth functioning of the high security

prison system.  The  ultimate  purpose  of  each designated unit  or  centre  is  the

isolation of those prisoners who are in  some way  thought to represent  a threat

to the good order or discipline of a prison.  These will be Category A  prisoners

who have either killed  prisoners or who have carried out  serious violent attacks

on other prisoners or staff  and  are considered as so dangerous that they need to

be located in conditions of highly restricted isolation. Separately,  those prisoners

considered   to  be   influential  Islamist  extremists  who  are  involved   in  the

proselytising  radicalisation of other  prisoners are isolated in  Separation centres.
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10.1 Segregation : Isolation: Solitary Confinement 

Prison Rule 45 authorises the removal of any  prisoner  from association

with others and under this rule those  Category A  prisoners who are  perceived

to be  a  threat  to  the  good  order  or  discipline  of  the   establishment  may be

transferred  from normal location to  solitary confinement in  a segregation unit at

any dispersal prison. For many years Circular Instruction 26/1990 had informed

the broad preventative purpose of Rule 45 by holding that

' Segregation under rule 45 is designed to assist governors to prevent trouble and

governors  and  many  use  it  for  this  purpose  in  respect  of  known  subversive

inmates....either in reception or at any subsequent stage of their time in custody. It

is  not  necessary to wait  until  a  prisoner has actually jeopardised control.  It  is

sufficient that he should   have shown that it is his intention to do so; and it is right

to take into account a history of disruptive behaviour either inside or outside the

institutional setting.' 

As  Livingstone et al (2003) correctly comment   such advice immediately

exposes  the dangers inherent in a power which requires only past reputation to

activate  its use (p.351). It remains the case that is not necessary for a prisoner

actually to have done anything which threatens good order and discipline in the

prison to which he has been transferred. A governor can simply take account of

his  behaviour  outside  prison or  what  he  allegedly did  at  his  previous  prison

(where  his  troublesome behaviour may have been motivated by factors   that,

following the transfer, are no longer relevant). And, of course, being segregated

before  any  misconduct  has  taken  place  may  well  result  in  further  wrongful

conduct  which will be seen as retrospectively justifying the decision to segregate.

When, from a  prisoner's perspective, there is no meaningful distinction between

pre-emptive segregation under rule 45 and punitive cellular confinement for a

disciplinary offence it follows that there is no reason not to  misbehave.  In 2004

Liebling  wrote  (p.484)  that  'the  mission  to  eliminate  residual  resistance  and

secure a new mode of  compliance' has been the 'largely undocumented penal

project of the last decade or so'.  My experience is that it has continued apace ever

since.  Conditions in the segregation units of  dispersal prisons, where restrictive
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risk management procedures always take precedence over the prisoners' human

rights,   can usually be  relied  upon to be a barometer of   local  management

oversight.  Strong, effective governance can and usually does restrict the  abuse of

those  prisoners  isolated  in  segregation  units  whereas  in  those  prisons  where

governance  is   compromised   by   a  lack  of  decisiveness  or   where  –  as  is

regrettably  too  often  the  case  -  management  ingratiatingly   abdicates

responsibility to an overly-influential local Prison Officers' Association then petty

and  vindictive  practices   become  the  norm.    For  example,  the   Governing

Governor at  HMP Wakefield during 2014-18 (see page 69) had formerly worked

there as an officer  and, in the view of most prisoners, he conceded too much

authority  to  his  former  work  colleagues  and  team  mates  (he  had  been  an

enthusiastic rugby player) who quite often acted as if their actions  were exempt

from consequences.  To give a personal example, in 2014 I deemed it necessary

and appropriate to file a civil legal claim for assault by threat after a disputatious

encounter  with a member of the Wakefield Senior Management Team. The case

was  settled  after I received  a full written apology from the individual concerned

but  that   such  conduct  could  even  occur  at  that  level  of  seniority  serves  to

illustrate the ethos of the establishment during that period.

10.2 Dispersal prison segregation units

The information and statistics relating to each of the dispersal prison  segregation

units  described below has been extracted from the reports of an unannounced

inspection  by HM  Inspectorate of Prisons (HMIP) between 2014-2018. Across the

prison estate in the first three months of 2018 prisoners spent the equivalent of

121 years in solitary confinement (Inside Times, November 2018, page 11). 

10.2.1 HMP Frankland (2016) 

The review of the segregation unit was condemnatory. The Inspectorate  reported

that the cages in which prisoners under segregation took their  exercise were grim

and the regime on the unit was poor. Most prisoners spent all day locked in their
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cells and not all segregated prisoners were offered daily telephone calls. There

was no electricity in any of the 28 cells and prisoners had no education or work

nor access to any off-unit activities.  In the previous six months, 216 prisoners had

been segregated, which was similar to other high security prisons. There were 21

prisoners on the unit, mostly for reasons of good order or discipline. Four had

been on the unit for lengthy periods, including one for almost 18 months:  in the

previous six months, a significant number of prisoners had been held on the unit

for over 100 days.  Care planning was not introduced until  a prisoner had been

on the unit for 30 days and none of the plans had been updated in the six months

preceding the inspection. The quality of care plans  did not reflect the individual

circumstances  of  the  prisoner  with   targets  being   standard and identical  for

everyone.   There was no formal reintegration policy to encourage prisoners to

return to the residential wings.   The Inspectorate's report recommended that the

regime for  prisoners  in  both  the  segregation  and  health  care  units  should  be

improved with risk-assessed access to daily activities, including education, which

meets their needs (HMIP 2016:1.45).   The Inspectorate's recommendations were

that   care  planning for  segregated prisoners  should  have  specific  targets  that

reflect  individual  circumstances,  with   plans  that  should  be  updated  at  each

review (5.11). 

10.2.2 HMP Full Sutton (2016)

The  review  of  the  segregation  unit   was  highly  unfavourable.  The

Inspectorate  issued  a  strongly  worded   recommendation  calling  for

improvements  to  the  facility.   Critical  concern  was  expressed  regarding

managerial  abdication of responsibility.  Prisoner-staff relationships  were found

to be distant and unsatisfactory with little evidence of positive interaction (see

Liebling  2014).  The  Inspectorate  were   highly  critical   of  conditions  in   the

segregation unit and the way in which safety was managed. The exercise yards

were stark and apart from  a one-hour exercise period prisoners spent nearly all

of their day locked in their cells with nothing meaningful to do. The regime was

impoverished for long-stay prisoners:  24 prisoners  were held on the segregation
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unit and of these, 60% had been there for over three months with little in place to

help to prevent the psychological deterioration caused by prolonged segregation.

The regime on the unit was described as poor for many long-stay prisoner with

too many being  segregated for long periods without any  positive impact on

improving the standard of  care for prisoners.  The Inspectorate questioned the

proportionality of unlock practices, which were not based on an individual and

continuing assessment of risk.  Prisoners were routinely placed on 'intimidatory'

unlock protocols which were not always  proportionate to the risk posed. A risk

assessment process  (see para 10.3)was in place to determine how many officers

were to be present when individual prisoners were unlocked.  However, these

unlock risk assessments were poorly applied and led to confusion between risk

and behavioural management, and decisions about staff unlock levels were often

not justified or authorised properly. For example, all prisoners, regardless of the

risk they posed, were subject to a three-officer unlock for at least a week following

their arrival on the unit. The unlock level of a prisoner was discussed by staff on

the  unit  but  decisions  were  not  subject  to  regular  review  at  an  appropriate

managerial level.   A  significant numbers of prisoners had been segregated  for

extended periods of time and there was concern  regarding  the adequacy and

legitimacy of  some risk assessments  and  for  many segregated prisoners  care

planning was inadequate.

Prisoners at risk of self-harm were sometimes held in segregation without

evidence of the exceptional circumstances required to support their location and

there was concern at how quickly  Assessment,  Care  in Custody and Teamwork

case management documents  (ACCT)s for segregated prisoners were closed, in

several cases without any assessment taking place. Responses to prisoners at risk

of  self-harm  –  for  example,  the  use  of  strip-clothing  –  were  sometimes

disproportionate and could exacerbate their distress. There were   examples of

poor care  of  prisoners  in crisis  held on the segregation unit  with some  held

without  evidence  of  the  exceptional  circumstances  required  to  justify  their

location  and  decisions  were  not  always  based  on  an  adequate  or  ongoing

assessment of risk.   For prisoners at risk of self-harm, decisions to remove their
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clothing  and locate  them on the  segregation  unit  should  always  be  based on

evidence of exceptional circumstances, and authorised by a senior manager. This

was not the case at Full Sutton. The Inspectorate  observed one prisoner  in a ‘safer

cell’   (a  cell  in  which  the  number  of  ligature  points  has  been  reduced,  and

moulded resin furniture and fittings have been installed) in the segregation unit

for several days in ‘strip-conditions’ (that is, issued with a rip-proof smock, shorts

and blanket) with no other interventions.  There had been 300 adjudications for

breaches of prison discipline in the previous six months and, in addition,  109

prisoners had been segregated  usually under Prison Rule 45 (good order and/or

discipline)  and  often  for  long  periods.  The  Inspectorate  took  the  view  that

management  supervision was insufficient  and accountability was lacking with

insufficient  operational  oversight  on a  daily  basis.   The  legitimacy of   some

decision making was criticised and there was insufficient day-to-day operational

oversight. 

The Inspectorate's recommendations to the governor were that  day-to-day

oversight  of decision-making  in  the  segregation  unit  should  be  adequate  to

ensure  that  actions  were  appropriately  authorised  and  that  unlock  protocols

should  be  proportionate  to  the  risk posed.  For  prisoners  at  risk  of  self-harm,

decisions to remove their clothing and locate them on the segregation unit should

always be based on evidence of exceptional circumstances, and authorised by a

senior manager (S.53). Further, that action should be taken to understand and,

where  possible,  improve  BME and Muslim prisoners’ negative  perceptions  of

their treatment and conditions (S.54).

10.2.3 HMP Long Lartin (2018)

The segregation unit had accommodation for 40 prisoners, including eight high

control,  two  gated,  two  safer  custody,  and  14  punishment  cells.  There  were

designated cells for Rule 45 Good Order or Discipline/Close Supervision Centre

prisoners. Staff  used high control boxes (steel boxes attached to cell doors so that

items could  be passed from prisoners to staff and vice versa without contact)

because  it  was  easier  than  unlocking  the  cell  door.  The   exercise  yards  were
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mostly bleak and cage-like and prisoners were unable to exercise together which

increased the sense of isolation.    At the time of the Inspectorate's visit in 2018

there were 24 prisoners in the segregation unit. 17 were segregated under rule 45

for reasons of good order for their own protection and two  under punishment

serving cellular confinement. Most of those held for 'good order' reasons were

refusing to locate elsewhere in the prison for their own protection and yet were

still placed on the basic regime.   Some remained in segregation for long periods;

the average length of stay was 34 days and a  few prisoners  had been held for

more  than  200  days.  Progress  towards  reintegration  was  poor  and  too  many

prisoners were transferred to segregation units in other establishments. The use of

force was routinely filmed and was much lower than at other dispersals with

detailed records that demonstrated  attempts to de-escalate.  

10.2.4 HMP Wakefield (2018) 

The review of the segregation unit was condemnatory. The Inspectorate

reported that a significant majority of prisoners in the segregation unit at the time

of   inspection  had  transferred  in  from  other  segregation  units   following

disruptive behaviour elsewhere. The average length of stay in segregation was

more than five months, nearly double the duration seen  at the  last inspection. Six

prisoners had been segregated for more than seven months, with the longest for

over 14  months.  The two special  accommodation cells  in the  segregation unit

basement were stark. They had been used on six occasions in the past six months

which  was  higher  than  at  the   last  inspection   Governance  was  poor  and

documentation suggested that use of the special cells was not always justified. In

two cases no justification had been provided and, in almost all instances, records

did not demonstrate justification for continued use. The communal areas of the

unit  were  clean  and  cells  were  reasonable,  although  some  contained  graffiti,

peeling paint  and damaged flooring.  There  were  four cage-like  exercise  yards

and attempts had been made to soften their grim appearance with wall murals.

Sixteen prisoners were in the unit at the time of the  inspection, 14 for reasons of

good order or discipline and two for punishment.  Apart from  an hour’s daily
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exercise most prisoners spent all day locked in their cells and not all segregated

prisoners were offered the opportunity to use the telephone. Showers were only

provided every three  days,  which the  Inspectorate  regarded as   unacceptable.

Although staff-prisoner relationships in the unit were good there   was no formal

reintegration policy to  encourage prisoners  to  return  to  the  residential  wings.

Listener  movements  were  restricted  and  they  were  not  allowed  to  go  to  the

segregation unit. The Inspectorate's main  recommendation  to HMPPS and the

governor  was  that  prisoners  should  not  be  held  in  the  segregation  unit  for

excessive periods (p. 55 para 5.2)  

10.2.5 HMP Whitemoor (2017)

At the time of the inspection the segregation unit was near to its capacity

housing 28 prisoners.  The caged exercise yards were grim and some cells were

dirty and poorly furnished.  The secure room used to interview prisoners  was

grubby, and paint was flaking from the ceilings in the showers.  Although most

prisoners were offered exercise for 30 minutes every day, they could only have a

shower and  phone call  every other day. On occasions,  prisoners could attend

religious  services  following  a  risk  assessment  but  this  was  rare.  The  prison

reported that about 71 prisoners had been segregated in the six months prior to

the inspection with the average length of stay  about 28 days. However, a small

but significant number of men had been segregated for much longer. In December

2016 the Independent Monitoring Board reported that   11 men had been held in

segregation for between 11 and 25 months. The Inspectorate  found eight men

who had been segregated for more than six months and  did not believe that care

planning  to  address  their  needs  was  adequate.  The  regime  offered  was  not

sufficient  to  prevent  psychological  deterioration  among  those  who  had  been

segregated  for  prolonged  periods  of  time.   The  documents  the  inspectorate

examined did little to reassure  that staff responded sufficiently to a change in a

prisoner’s behaviour or that even the most basic of their needs were being met.

Reviews  were  cursory,  and  did  not  deal  with  the  issues  that  had  caused

segregation  in  the  first  place  or  address  subsequent  or  emerging  problems:
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prisoners did not have enough time to present their views or comment on their

conditions. The individual care plans raised in a few cases were superficial and

behaviour improvement targets not set.  The Inspectorate had  concerns about a

small number of prisoners who were refusing to move from the segregation unit

but who were not subject to the normal safeguards provided by Prison Service

rules on the segregation of prisoners (prison rule 45) following a Supreme Court

ruling. Two of these prisoners had been in segregation for more than a year and

there  was   little  evidence  of  any  planning  to  reintegrate   the  men  into  the

mainstream prison. HMIP considered that, overall, the regime had deteriorated

since the last inspection and was poor.

10.3 Unlocking in segregation units and close supervision centres 

In  response to a Freedom of Information Act request (FOIA 13417: August

2017) HMPPS  posted on the  MoJ website  details of  the unlocking  levels and

procedures  for prisoners held in a segregation unit in a dispersal prison.  All

prisoners in a segregation unit  would have an individual  risk assessment and

would be managed in accordance with the procedure set out below. 

The prisoner's unlock level would be determined by the risk assessment

which will be completed by a manager from the Segregation Unit and a member

of  Security staff. Prisoners who are risk assessed as needing a higher than normal

level of unlock would  be subject to one of the following:

Level 1: 2 or 3 prison officers must be present. The service hatch in the door will

be prisoner will be opened for the prisoner to handout  all cutlery, pens etc. Only

once these items are assessed as correct will the cell door will be opened.

Level 2: Senior Officer and 4 prison officers. The procedure described above will

be followed. However, before the door is unlocked the prisoner  will  be required

to  stand  at  the   back  wall  of  the  cell  whilst  the  door  is  opened.  Upon  the

instructions of staff, he will walk from the cell with his hands upon his head and

turn to face the door whilst he is searched from behind. He will then be allowed to

walk to his destination with his hands by his side.
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Level  3: Senior  Officer  and  6  prison  officers.  Again  the  initial  procedure

described above will be followed.  The prisoner is then required to kneel facing

away from officers while the cell was being unlocked,  Upon the instructions of

staff, he will walk from the cell with his hands upon his head and kneel on a mat

to  be  searched.  Once  searched he  will   be  allowed  to  stand and walk  to  his

destination with his hands at his side. This procedure is repeated on his return to

the cell.

10.4 Time Limits to  Segregation 

Segregation, especially for prolonged periods, can easily become mentally

and emotionally damaging and for these reasons  national prison policy (PSO

1700) states  that segregation should last  for the shortest time possible. In theory

this is admirable  but in  reality it is a farce.    Under Prison Rule 55 prisoners

found guilty of an offence against discipline can be segregated for a maximum of

21 days for any one offence but as the HMIP reports illustrate the  practice of

repeating periods of  segregation is widespread throughout the dispersal system.

Shalev (2008) in an informative sourcebook on solitary confinement references a

number of international standards  that address the issue and notes that the UN

Standard Minimum Rules (the  'Nelson Mandela Rules') stipulates 15 days as a

maximum  period  of  time  any  prisoner  should  be  held  in  uninterrupted

segregation. However, neither the Mandela Rules nor the European Prison Rules

(2006) have much, if any, influence on the practices and procedures  in dispersal

prisons.  In 2015,  inspired  by  the  writings  of  Richard  Sparks   on  'deep

incarceration' (2002) and by Ben Crewe on the concept of 'deep confinement', an

extensive  and informative report  on 'deep custody' by Shalev and Edgar  for the

Prison Reform Trust (2015)  accurately described segregation units as complex

places where some of the most challenging individuals  are confined. Shalev and

Edgar  noted that   prison rules   allow for prisoners to be removed from the

general  population for a variety of reasons and located in a prison  segregation

unit  with  periods  of  confinement  ranging  from  a  single  evening  to  years  of
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indefinite restricted  confinement under strict management  in Close Supervision

Centres (CSC).   

10.5 The Bourgass judgment [2013]

In 2015 the Supreme Court gave  a landmark judgment  on  segregation

practices and procedures.   Two Category A  prisoners,  Bourgass and Hussain,

had brought an appeal  regarding their treatment in segregation units. Both were

serving very long sentences for offences related to terrorism and, according to the

prison authorities, both were actively engaged in using violence when seeking to

radicalise other prisoners to convert to Islam. Both prisoners had been kept in

solitary confinement under Prison Rule 45 in a segregation unit for many months

and the  appeals  were concerned with the procedure required to be followed

when the segregation of a prisoner  was  authorised.   The  primary focus for the

Supreme   Court  was  to  consider  the  requirements  of  procedural  fairness  at

common law with the principal question being  whether decisions to keep the

appellants in segregation for substantial periods had been taken  lawfully.  In a

highly significant judgement, with ramifications for decision-making extending

beyond rule  45,  the  Supreme Court  unanimously  found that  the  process  and

procedure for segregation had  not been authorised as required by the applicable

legislation.  Rule  45(2)  was  intended  to  provide   a  safeguard  for  the  prisoner

against excessively prolonged segregation by  local prison management and it

could only operate as a safeguard if it ensured that segregation  did not continue

for  a  protracted  period  without  it  being  reviewed  by  officials  who  were

independent of the prison. The Supreme Court found that prison governors are

the holders of an independent statutory office and  that the relationship between

prison governors and  the Secretary of State  was the subject of specific legislation:

this  was  not  readily  reconciled  with  the  idea  that  prison  governors   are

constitutionally indistinguishable from the Secretary of State. The  1952 Prison Act

and the rules made thereunder   imposed specific duties  on the prison  governor

and other provisions  conferred separate powers on the Secretary of State. The
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result was that rule  45(2) did not enable a  prison governor to take a decision on

behalf of the Secretary of State  and that was sufficient to allow the appeals. 

The Supreme Court went on to consider the issue of procedural fairness:

first  the  prisoner's  right  to   make  representations  against  the  imposition  of

segregation and second the scope of judicial review of decisions  under rule 45(2)

and its compatibility with article  6(1) ECHR. The court held that common law

fairness required that a prisoner should normally have a reasonable opportunity

to  make  representations  before  a  decision  was  taken  to  authorise  continued

segregation.  Because  a  prisoner  does  not  possess  any  private  law  right  to

association, or any precisely defined entitlement as a matter of public law,  article

6(1)  did  not  apply.  However,  the  Supreme  Court  held   that   in  this  context,

judicial review could – and did -  meet the requirements of article 6(1).  A prisoner

must, therefore, normally be informed of the substance of the matter on the basis

of  which  the  authority  of  Secretary  of  State  was  sought.   As  to  whether  the

decision  to  authorise  continued  segregation  fell  within  article  6(1)  so  that  a

prisoner was entitled to a hearing before an independent and impartial tribunal

the  court  found  this  would  depend  on  whether  the  decision   involved  the

determination of a right recognised by English law.  

 The  primary   impact  was  that  the  prison  authorities  could  no longer

authorise the protracted  segregation of prisoners who they suspected, but could

not prove, were engaged in conduct that undermined the prison regime: there

had  to  be   independent  scrutiny  and  oversight.   The  implication  is  that

segregation  is  at  all  times  dependent  on  the   governor's  decision  that  it  is

desirable for the maintenance  of good order and discipline. For the purposes of

the rule  the  “governor” is  not a delegable authority and, therefore does not

mean any “senior prison official” such as the chair of the SRB.    In particular,  the

court  found  (para  72)  that  in  addition  to  the  governor's  decision   that   the

continued removal from association was desirable,  segregation beyond the initial

period required the explicit authorisation of the Secretary of State as a safeguard

for the prisoner. 

The  Bourgass judgment  disclosed  defective practices and procedures  in
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segregation units and so in 2016  the High Security Estate began development

work  that  was  designed to  both prevent  and manage long term segregation

safely and effectively. A programme of initiatives was piloted initially at HMPs

Belmarsh, Long Lartin and Wakefield with the aim of developing and embedding

a rehabilitative culture to create hope and better support change and progression

within segregation units.  The intention was to improve the nature and frequency

of engagement between prisoners,  staff  and visitors   and to make segregation

units  a more sensitive, progressive, inclusive and supportive environment to live

and work in.  By introducing individualised progression plans in collaboration

with prisoners who had been in segregation for  long periods of time it was hoped

to  support  them  back  on  normal  location,  taking  into  account  the  numerous

complex factors  such as individual, operational, environmental and interpersonal

factors which contributed to their current location.  Inter-prison correspondence

informs me that it has not  yet done so.

10.6 The Deterrent Effect of Segregation    

It  might  be  thought  that  the  conditions  in  the  segregation  units  of

dispersal prisons would be considered sufficiently repellent  to deter even the

most  recalcitrant  of   Category  A  prisoners  from  seriously  offending  against

prison discipline but that would be completely to misunderstand  the character

and pathological nature of many Category A  prisoners. It is necessary  to bear in

mind that these are a cohort of offenders who have amongst their number  men

who have  shown the capability and determination to commit the most heinous of

crimes from killing children to attempting to bring down plane loads of innocent

people. Many care not if they live or die. It cannot be presumed that the normal

standards   of  civilised  conduct  would   apply  to  people  who  before  their

imprisonment  paid scant regard to the laws of the land and who as prisoners

give  not one iota  for  the rules, regulations and regimes of dispersal prisons.

Imprisonment has a conditioning impact and can easily turn reasonable prisoners

into  defiant,  recalcitrant  resisters.   After  a  relatively  short  period  of  time  in
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segregation  those  strong-willed  self-reliant   prisoners,  whom   the  prison

authorities define as “difficult”,  come to prefer their own company and  have no

wish to re-engage with their jailers. Segregation is their method of escaping from

prison life and serving their sentence,  however  lengthy, on their own  terms.

Sykes,  (1958:  4)  was insightful  in observing that  it  was  life en-mass and not

solitude that plagued many  prisoners  and the more time they spent alone in a

segregation unit cell  the less likely it is that  they will  encounter  an  overbearing

prison  officer.  When a  young  man between 25  -30  years  old   is  convicted  of

murder and  sentenced to life imprisonment to serve  a minimum tariff of 25 – 30

years  then life as he once knew it is over.   Entirely different standards and norms

become operative and he evolves into  a different creature and in prison  parlance

he becomes a 'walking corpse'.  Having lost everything that means anything then,

with  nothing else left to lose, weeks, months, years even, in segregation units are

meaningless as a  deterrent. In the early days of my sentence I can recall such a

individual coming behind me on the stairs  and very politely asking me to let him

pass.  I complied and he  immediately  launched a frenzied knife attack  on the

prisoner  in  front  of  me,   stabbing  him  some  twenty   times  until  his  victim

collapsed. He then spat on him   and called  him a 'fucking nonce'.  Having  lived

in a world of extreme violence and stood trial for so-called gangland murders the

attack  did  not  shock  me:  such  incidents  are   almost  everyday occurrences  in

dispersal  prisons.   However,  what  I  did  find  surprising  was  not  only  the

politeness  in  asking  me  to  step  aside  but   his  equally  polite  precautionary

remark : 'Watch out for the blood, mate – you don't want to tread that into your

cell'.   

10.7 The Ghost Train: 1974 onwards  

It was in order to manage such disruptive,  difficult and  violent  prisoners

that  an additional level of segregation was thought to be necessary. In 1974,  a

strategy  entitled the Continuous Assessment Scheme detailed the arrangements

whereby  disruptive prisoners could to be transferred from prison  to prison every
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28 days: for some prisoners this went on for month after month and in one well

publicised case for  21 times in two years (Learmont 1995,  para 5.44). The strategy

of premptively  relocating potential  control problems in the segregation units of

other prisons  in order to avert problems  was variously and colloquially known

to prisoners  as  'the  ghost  train' (Liebling 2002,  p  105)  'the  magic  roundabout'

(King and McDermott, 1995) or 'the merry go round' (Learmont, 1995, para 5.144).

According to Liebling (op cit) the strategy could 

'either  lower  the  temperature  or  fuel  the  fire,  depending  on  the  accuracy  of

intelligence, the degree and direction of support...how sparingly it was used and

the approach and procedures adopted.' 

The Woolf report  (n.8 para 12. 253) was subsequently to accept that there was a

need for a transfer system in order to provide a 'cooling off' period as a means of

dealing  with  intransigent  prisoners  but  Woolf  also  warned  that  any  such

temporary  transfer  policy  should  not  amount  to  a  carousel  within the  prison

system. As a not infrequent traveller on the ghost train  I found that  it was often

used  unofficially  to  punish  those  prisoners  of  whom,  for  whatever  reason

including  popularity  or  a  propensity  for  dispensing  legal  advice,  the   prison

management disapproved.  In that sense it was an amalgamation of the coercive

hard power - persuasive soft power concept  described by Crewe (2011b, p.465).

A   detailed account  of  the legitimacy of the  ghost train strategy  and the fairness

of procedural outcomes is accurately described  by   Sparks et al (1996)  and shows

that  prisons can,  even when depriving people of  their  freedom, achieve some

level  of  interior  legitimacy  if  the  manner  in  which it  treats  them is  fair  and

respectful. However, as Crewe (ibid) suggests, given the exceptional disparities in

power and authority prisons may be a special case when it comes to legitimacy.

From a prisoner's perspective it was always an iron hand in an iron  glove that

drove the ghost train and whether that constitutes a legitimate form of power

depends if  you are  the  passenger or  the travel  agent.  It  is  not,  however,   the

intention of  this thesis  to examine in detail  the past   iniquities of  what many

Category A  prisoners, myself included, believe to have been and which to some

considerable extent still remains an  unjust quasi-disciplinary process leading to a

deeply flawed system of punitive administrative punishment.  
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10.8 Special Units 1984 -1998

The 1984 Report of the Control Review Committee entitled Managing the

Long Term Prison System  was concerned  with the issue of how best to  deal with

those prisoners who were believed to present special  problems of control  and

security.  In   an  imaginative  and  progressive  response  to  the  failure  of  the

intentionally  austere  Control  units  the  report  marked the  first  attempt  by the

Prison  Service  to  develop  a  more  strategic  and  systematic  way  of  managing

prisoners  with  very  serious  behavioural  problems  and  was  described  by

Rutherford  as   “one  of  the  most  sensible  and  sensitive   documents  to  have

emerged from the Home Office in recent years” (Rutherford 1987; p. 63).  The

Report  recommended the creation of Special Units (as described in IG 28/1993 ),

small sections within the  high security estate  and because there was no intention

that prisoners in a Special Unit should be placed in solitary confinement it was,

initially, not considered necessary to amend the prison rules in order to authorise

the  transfer  of  a  disruptive   prisoner  to  a  Special  Unit.   The  Woolf  Report

described  these  units  as  attempting  to  provide  a  generous  regime  to

counterbalance  their  claustrophobic   environment  and  commented  that  there

“was more than a philosophical  difficulty about providing the best  conditions

and facilities  for  those who behave the worst”.    Indeed,  it  was felt  by many

prisoners  (myself  included)   that  conditions  in  Special  Units  were  actually

preferable  to  those  in  normal  location.  Liebling  recounted  (2016,  p.486)  that

throughout their relatively short (1984 -1998) existence Special Units  experienced

considerable  unrest  and the  high  levels  of  material  privileges  were  felt  to  be

inappropriate for a collective of disruptive prisoners. In 1995 the Learmont report

made damming criticisms of the Special Units  asserting (5.43) that they were

under-utilised and that a number of prisoners who ought to be in them were not.

The arrangements therefore represented  an ineffective use of current resources

and poor value for money. Learmont asserted that   dispersal prisons  contained a

hard core of persistent and very manipulative troublemakers, many with  long

histories of violence, who intimidated prisoners and staff.   Such prisoners  did
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not respond to the existing control mechanisms and were so  disruptive that they

make  life  unbearable  for  others.  According  to  Learmont,   their  disruptive

influence  was  out  of  all  proportion  to  their  numbers  and  their  continuing

presence in the prison estate seriously threatened the safety of  others  and the

good  order  of  the  dispersal  system(5.44).   I  consider   that  criticism  to   be

nonsensical. The recommendations in the Learmont Report were well intentioned

but  naïve;  they   aimed  at  securing  good  behaviour  from  prisoners  through

incentives, making disruptive behaviour unattractive because it would result in

fewer privileges and facilities (see paras 5.60-85).  Encouraging prisoners to do

their best, rather than simply preventing them doing their worst, was, he felt, the

right way forward for a prison system in any civilised society. Admirable as this

belief  undoubtedly is  it  shows a  complete  lack of  understanding of  convicted

criminals and   the realities of prison  life . 

10.9 Close Supervision Centres 1998 onwards 

Following  the  Learmont  (1995)  and  Woodcock  (1996)   reports   which

recommended  better   managed  regimes  in  high  security  prisons  an  internal

Prison Service  review of the operation  of the Special Unit system, the Spurr

report  (1996),  resulted  in  the  winding  up  of  the  CRC  system  and  the

establishment  in  April  1998  of  Close  Supervision  Centres  (CSC)   at  HMPs

Woodhill,  Durham and Hull.   Usually   holding a total  of  around 60 men  in

discrete units  at HMPs Wakefield, Whitemoor, Woodhill,  Manchester and Full

Sutton,  Close Supervision Centres are now the  ultimate means of control in the

prison system (HMIP 2015.  p.5).   For a range of operational and management

reasons (ibid  p.13) a maximum of  14 men who do not quite meet the threshold

for  the  CSC  system  are  held  under  the  ‘Managing  Challenging  Behaviour

Strategy’ (MCBS) in similar but slightly less restrictive conditions in designated

cells in the segregation units of high security  prisons (see Annex 11) 

The  system was designed to be a highly controlled environment in which

to hold the most dangerous,disruptive  and challenging prisoners in the prison
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system, including those  who had shown that they posed a serious risk to other

prisoners and staff.   In 1999 the Prison Rules were amended  and new rule 46

governed the referral and allocation of troublesome prisoners to a CSC. These are

men likely to be held for many years in the most  restrictive conditions in the

prison system with limited stimuli and human contact.  CSCs involved   the close

management  and supervision of prisoners in small units with an increase in staff

to prisoner ratios which in itself could  be  intimidating for some prisoners. In a

complete reversal of the Special Unit system and notwithstanding that solitary

confinement  is acknowledged to be the most extreme form of custody (HMIP

2006) rule 46  provided that a prisoner allocated to a CSC would, at least initially,

be segregated from other prisoners within the CSC in conditions in many ways

similar  to those in Supermax  prisons in the United States.  The US National

Institute of Corrections definition of supermax is 

'...a free-standing facility or a distinct unit within a facility that provides for the

management and secure control of inmates who have been officially designated as

exhibiting  violent  or  seriously  disruptive  behaviour  while  incarcerated.  Such

inmates have been determined to be a threat to safety and security  in traditional

high security faculties and their behaviour can be controlled only by separation,

restricted  movement,  and  limited  direct  access  to  staff  and  other  inmates'

(King,1999,p.170). 

CSCs clearly fall within the above  definition. Rule 46 lacks any  provision

for  there  to  be  an  independent  review  of  the  decision  to  allocate  and  retain

prisoner in a CSC and most importantly of all  there was no  requirement for

procedural fairness safeguards, such as a duty to give reasons  and the right to be

heard in response.  The rule does not provide access to mainstream Offending

Behaviour Programmes so consequently placement under Prison  Rule 46 will

impact on parole  decisions. The prison service justify this by claiming that as

many of the prisoners  referred to the CSC had previously failed to engage with

mainstream offence related work the actual  impact  of  reduced access  to OBPs

was considered to be small.  

Following  an extensive programme of inspections by HMIP  covering all

parts  of  the  CSC estate  it   was the subject  of  a  critical   report  entitled  The
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Inspection of Close Supervision Centres (HMIP 2000).  The  Chief Inspector was

especially  concerned at  the  lack  of  accountability   in  the  referral  system and

observed (para 1.42) 'the Prison Service leaves itself open to severe and justifiable

criticism  in this sensitive area of practice.'  The report argued that the balance in

the system was weighted far too much towards containment and punishment and

required  a  more  constructive  approach  based  on  meeting  individual  needs,

including mental health needs.  The report (para 2.2) singled out the regime at

HMP Woodhill  as being  'sterile and void of stimulation ' and regarded the fact

that some prisoners at Woodhill were only ever unlocked  by officers in full riot

gear, which the  report described as having a  socially isolating and dehumanising

effect.  This inevitably caused some prisoners to act up to the brutal image that

was expected of them. The report concluded (para 2.73) that the 'unhealthy and

dysfunctional nature of the CSC system in its current form was unable to support

the mental health of either the prisoners or the staff within it.'  CSCs emerged

from the  review as  both unaccountable  and counter-productive and the Chief

Inspector  recommended that the  independent scrutiny of the CSC system, where

it existed,  should be strengthened. The report further  noted that the use of the

more  extreme  control  measures  which  involved  significant  deprivation  for

prisoners should be monitored by someone independent of those responsible for

these  decisions.  The  Chief  Inspector's  recommendation   that  the  CSC

management  group  be  renamed  a  monitoring  board  and   be  chaired  by  an

independent  member  with  IMB  members  providing  local  scrutiny  was  not

accepted.  A subsequent thematic  report (HMIP 2006, p.6) described  the CSC

system  as  'this  most  hidden  part  of  the  of  the  prison   system'  and  again

recommended 'external monitoring and scrutiny' as being 'all the more essential'

and concluded ( p.7)  that 'extreme custody needs and deserves a high level of

both internal and independent oversight in order to prevent and detect any abuse

of power' The Inspectorate were particularly concerned at 'the disproportionate

use of segregation and unfurnished cells for black and minority  prisoners..... In

one  unit  73%  of  those   in  unfurnished   cells  were  from  black  and  minority

communities' (ibid, p6). A second thematic report  noted some  improvement but
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expressed significant concern about the 'almost  unregulated use of  designated

cells in segregation units....which often led to prisoners being held in segregation

units for many months or even years with poor regimes and little emphasis on

progression.'  (HMIP 2015,  p.5).  The  Inspectorate  were  again  'concerned about

progression and reintegration, which was critical to ensuring the system was not

being  used just  as  a  long  term  containment  option  for  very  problematic  and

dangerous men.'  (ibid p.6).  Once again concern was expressed about the 'very

high proportion of black and minority ethnic prisoners and Muslim men held in

the system' (ibid p.6);   47% of  who responded to the HMIP survey described

themselves as Muslims (ibid p.69).

The  Inspectorates  criticisms  were   somewhat  anodyne   but  not  so  the

views of one CSC inmate. Writing in the January 2018 edition of  Inside Time  a

Category A  prisoner Kevin Thakrar,  aged 21 when sentenced to life for murder,

described  his Close Supervision Centre  experiences:  

'Before entering the notorious Close Supervision Centre system back in 2010  I

had very little knowledge of either segregation or solitary confinement. Having

just  turned  23...my  mind  was  not  and  never  had  been  focused  on  or  even

interested in this topic. Midway through my seventh year of isolation things have

changed, the horrors I have witnessed and  torture I have been subjected to over

this period of time have left me with little option but to become fully aware of the

devastation even short periods of time in these conditions can have.  For those

who  have  never  experienced  the  ordeal  of solitary confinement,  there  are  no

words  or  descriptions  that  could  allow  to  fully  comprehend  what  it  truly

means......The CSC is commonly described as a prison  within a prison; it allows

for  indefinite  isolation  of  prisoners  under  the  most  oppressive  conditions.

Effectively permanent segregation  almost always  meets the definition of solitary

confinement  and it is from here that I  bring you my voice.….the deplorable way

prisoners in segregation are treated. Routinely abused by those prison  officers

appointed to look after their care needs, starved, assaulted and made to live in

filthy cells, made of nothing more than an empty concrete box  wearing the same

clothes  day  in  and  day  out...Only  when  the  full  extent  of  what  solitary

confinement  means  will  it  be  possible  to  understand  the  impact  it   has  and

considerations of alternatives be made.'
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Mr  Thakrar   describes  a  fellow  prisoner  continually   requiring  higher

doses of drugs until  in despair at his conditions he used  a prison razor to slice

off his ear. Six weeks later he removed his  other ear: 'This man simply crumbled

under weight of pressure that solitary confinement puts on a person.' Mr Thakrar

wrote  that  self  mutilation  is  one  symptom  but  dealing  with  extreme

environmental stress manifests itself in many ways, most of which are unhealthy.

He continued:

'You would think that the few prisoners lumped together in these places would

form some  kind  of  solidarity  to  overcome  their  shared  ordeal  but  instead  an

irrational hatred for everything forms and they attempt to appease their guards by

joining  in  with  the  victimisation  of  a  particular  individual.  Racism  is  more

prevalent in the CSC among those who have suffered there the longest. It is a

outlet to focus their rage when the faceless bureaucrats responsible for inflicting

the harm upon them are out of reach.' 

Mr Thakrar concluded by asserting that 

'Desperation  consumes  so  many  prisoners  being  held  in  solitary  confinement

which leads to desperate acts....A total abolition of the CSC solitary confinement

units is the only way to end this insidious destruction of human minds and lives.'

Emotive and expressive terminology apart there is little  that differentiates

Mr Thakrar's view of the CSC system from that so guardedly expressed by the

Inspectorate. However described,  this really is extreme custody where only the

mad  and  really  bad  survive.   Given  there  are  moral  as  well  as  conceptual

objections to treating even a prisoner as an object the management of CSCs raises

complex operational challenges and profound ethical issues.    

10.10 Special Security/High Security Units  

Those very few prisoners classified as  Exceptional Risk Category A  were

always  located  in  these  High  Security  Units  (HSU)  together  with  High  Risk

Category A  prisoners.  Because  of  the  type of  prisoner  held in  Security  units

staffing levels are required to be extremely high: indeed throughout the time I

spent in the Belmarsh HSU there were more staff than prisoners.  There were only

ever three such units, at HMPs Belmarsh, Full Sutton and Whitemoor and since

2016 there have been no  Category A  prisoners classified as Exceptional Risk and
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as a result the  HSUs have been mothballed.  High Risk Category A prisoners are

now all in normal location in dispersal prisons and subject to special measures.

For example, they are require to change  cells every 28 days  and every movement

off the Wing is recorded in a book which the officer delegated to accompany them

must carry.  Their  employment is  restricted to  cleaning or  education and their

visits  take  place  away from other  prisoners  in   a  small  room with an officer

present to listen to the conversation. 
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CHAPTER ELEVEN 

Power and Control 

11.1 Regime change 

At the creation  of the dispersal prison system in the late 1960s armed

robbers were at the pinnacle of the hierarchical power structure.  With the tacit

consent  and  approval  of  the  prison   authorities   they  'policed'  the  prisoner

community. Such alliances were largely voluntary. Prisoners ‘knew their places’,

the culture required self-control, was on the whole accepting of staff authority

and the positioning made sense. Status and power depended on offence type, age,

access  to  money,  physical  size  and  strength,  one’s  associates  outside,  and

intelligence.  This  was still  the situation when I  was arrested in  2004 but   the

'ancien regime' was on the wane. Armed robbers were, generally speaking, the

Desperate  Dan's  of  crime,  heavily  muscled   crash,  bang,  wallop  old-school

individuals.   Improved  security  measures  had  meant  that   bank/security  van

robberies were increasingly likely to result in imprisonment rather than riches

and a villa in Spain.   At the start of my sentence there were still a few  old-school

robbers languishing in dispersal prisons but they were on their way out, albeit not

to  freedom but  to  category  B  prisons  with release  somewhere  on the  not  too

distant  horizon. Their influence had waned and  they were not being replaced  by

a  younger generation of  like minded villains. Nature proverbially   abhors a

vacuum but, as Big Daddy remarked in Cat on a Hot Tim Roof  (Williams, 1955),

'sometimes a vacuum is a hell of a lot better than some of the stuff that nature

replaces it  with'.  In this  case the armed robber was replaced as  the dominant

influence  by  Muslim  Category  A prisoners  serving  very  long  sentences  for

offences under the Terrorism Act.  Home Office (2018) statistics show that  the

number of men jailed for terrorism related offences had risen by 5% to 224  in

October  2018.   In  2004  the  overall  composition  of  the  prisoner  population  in
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dispersal prisons  was starting to change and it  has continued to change ever

since:   sentences are now far longer,  and the offences for which prisoners  are

jailed  now more often involve post-code violence, guns and knives. Prisoners are

younger and 'from minority ethnic and mixed race backgrounds with 'street life'

(and  language)   more  prominent  in  shaping  prisoner  values,  behaviour  and

attitudes' (Liebling and Arnold 2012).   For whatever reason and with whatever

validity such prisoners -  who had resisted and rejected  authority before their

arrest - were disinclined to act differently in prison and so neither  solicited  nor

encouraged a  relationship with prison staff. 

11.2  The Whitemoor studies 

Other than the  impressively  detailed research study of  Whitemoor by

Liebling  et al (2012) to  which  reference has previously been made there is little

more than  anecdotal evidence and personal lived experience to recount the rise

of Muslim prisoners to  position and power in the dispersal prisons. The research

for the above  study took place between 2009 and 2010 and  in my opinion the

final  report   accurately  recounts  events  as  they  were  at  that  time  at  HMPs

Whitemoor,  Long  Lartin  and  Full  Sutton.  HMP  Wakefield,  predominantly

populated by offenders convicted of sex offences, was not then affected by the

Muslim  culture, although in  2018 it now is.  Because HMP Frankland has never

been hospitable to  Muslim prisoners  of  any category they  thus   have little

influence in a jail mainly populated by prisoners (and staff) from  the North East

of England. The 2012 study was a repeated sociological investigation of the nature

of staff-prisoner relationships  at Whitemoor  and came about as a result of a 2008

Inspectorate  report  exposing  the  dangers  of  perceived  discrimination,  the

distancing  of  staff  from  prisoners,  apparent  pressures  on  some  prisoners  to

convert  to  Islam,  the  following  of  new  risk  procedures,  and  the  effects  of

uncertainty and lack of understanding by staff.  Prison officers  reported feeling

‘anxiety and apprehension’ about their handling of a new prisoner group (HMIP,

2008).  As part of its remit the 2012  study looked closely at the  impact Muslim
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prisoners were having on all aspects of prison life at Whitemoor and the findings

mirror my own experiences.   The two studies of Whitemoor were conducted over

an   interval  of   around  12  year  with   the  first  study   finding   relatively

professional-legitimate  staff-prisoner  relationships,  and  a  typical,  but  policed,

long-term prisoner culture in the prison (Liebling & Price, 1998, 2001). 'The point

of the second study was not the comparison per se, but an investigation of the

prison's current state and  the  principal researcher's personal observations and

responses  to  what  she  described  as  'a  very  different  experience'  came  as

something of a shock:  'In only 12 years, the prison felt like a different place'.  The

conclusion was that changes in the structure, culture and values of larger society

were powerfully reflected in social relationships and experiences in prison and

'there are major difficulties for.....prison researchers exploring matters of faith and

ethnicity in high security settings where identities and risks are highly contested

and largely hidden from view'  (Liebling and Arnold 2012,  p.423).  In  2018 the

reality  is that from demanding  underpants be worn in the showers to banning

cooking bacon in the kitchen  Category A Muslim prisoners are now the  de facto

rulers of the  prisoner population in dispersal prisons. 

11.3 The Muslim prisoner population

 It was clear from Liebling's 2012 study was that  'faith identities' (real and

adopted) were playing a new and complex role in prisoner dynamics and  the

high  numbers of Muslim prisoners were  linked to growing levels of fear and

violence and disrupted established hierarchies. The majority of black prisoners

are also Muslims many of whom had converted while in prison. This may explain

why  the number of Muslim prisoners has increased from  5,502 in 2002 to 13,185

in 2017 (Lammy 2017). Muslims now account for around  5.5 % of the general

population  but  make  up  15%  of  the  prison  population  (compared  to  an

extraordinary 67% in French prisons: Le Figaro,June 2018).  In their investigation

of how new ethnicities are produced within the prison  environment Earle and

Philips (2013) argue that Muslims now occupy a a similar position to blacks in the
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1980s. It was  considered beyond the scope of the 2012 study  to explain quite how

or why Whitemoor ended up with such a large  Muslim population of 37% (Table

5.5 shows 41% in 2017) but even then there was a clear perception that a new

power  base  among prisoners  had emerged.  The  study  found  that  groups  of

Muslim  prisoners  held  too  much  power   resulting  in   real  risks  of  serious

violence. Once a group were high in numbers, they had more influence to exert

serious pressure on others. The most effective means to gain immediate control

over other prisoners  were threats to life or the promise of violence. The danger of

assaults motivated by religious fanaticism or extremist ideology added weight to

the atmosphere at Whitemoor, as it did/does at Long Lartin and Full Sutton. Staff

and  prisoners  were  always  ‘on  the  alert’ and  were  in  fear  of  violent  attacks

thought likely to be carried out by a small number of Muslim prisoners (para

4.12). Such prisoners  were able to capitalise on feelings of fear, hopelessness or

loneliness to make people join in and the study cites an officer as saying 'I've

worked on the landings for God knows how many years,  I  know what threat

these people are under, what life is like, it's an animal world in here … they have

no choice,  it's  either they do that or they die, or they end up in hospital with

severe  injuries.'  One  prisoner  described   living  at  Whitemoor  as  akin  to

‘swimming in a shark tank’.  Another (p.69)  is cited as saying  that 

'Prisoners  think  that the Muslims have too many rights. They are treated in a

different way, the staff worry about them and there are people talking about it

non-stop. They fight about their rights, they fight about everything ... They have to

have different food, different clothes, different … oh, everything is different'. 

All and any of these statements are instantly recognisable to me and could have

been  made at Long Lartin and Full Sutton as well as Whitemoor. There has been,

as  it  were,  a  power  grab  by  Muslim  groups  for  control  over  the  prisoner

population  in  dispersal  prisons:  the  violent  enforcement  of  religious  practices

such as  forbidding  the  cooking  of  bacon  or  pork   in  Wing   kitchens,  or  not

wearing underpants in the shower; the collective assertion of religious status; the

avoidance  of  contact  with   staff  and,  most  significantly,  the  conversion  and

radicalisation of other prisoners. Liebling and  Arnold (2012, p.241) found, and I

agree,  that  most of the above strategies fall into Cohen and Taylor's categories  of
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‘self- protection’ and ‘campaigning’ and a new category of ‘recruiting’ in prison

(1972).  Then and now,  in various ways and by various means, Muslim groups

increasingly challenge the legitimacy of the conditions of their imprisonment and

consider that   '...every instance of brutality in prisons, every casual racist joke and

demeaning  remark,  every  ignored  petition,  every  unwarranted  bureaucratic

delay, every inedible  arbitrary decision to segregate or transfer without giving

clear and unfounded reasons every petty miscarriage of justice, every futile and

inactive period of time  is delegitimatising' (Sparks and Bottom, 1996, p.60). 

11.4 Conversion to Islam 

The restrictive conditions of a high security prison and the need to recover

a lost identity are among the  reasons  that make engagement  in Islamic practices

the easiest  option for angry young prisoners with indeterminate life sentences

and  very long   minimum tariffs of 30 to 35 years. These are men   who need to

come to terms with an existential crisis and  most have no previous faith identity

Maruna et al (2006: p.170) found  individuals are generally thought  to be more

receptive  to  religious  ideologies  during  periods  when  their  self-identity  is

questioned, placed under strain, or threatened with annihilation . In prison  they

are able to  find meaning in  the 'brotherhood' of the Muslim community and so

convert to Islam and 'adopt' a  faith identity that will assist in  dealing with the

ever present pains of long-term imprisonment and, in addition,  provide care and

protection in  gang membership, rebellion and coercion. Muslim prisoners are not

an homogeneous group: some were born into  Muslim families but many have

converted.  40% are  Asian,  29% are  black  ,  16% are  white  and 9% are  mixed

(House of Lords, 2017 p. 3275). It is this conversion phenomenon that  explains

the somewhat strange profile of Muslim prisoners across the high security estate

with  some white Muslim prisoners  having  swastika tattoos that  reflect  their

previous 'street' identity. 

In prison  there are extrinsic and as well as intrinsic benefits in belonging to a

gang  (or brotherhood)  and the 2012 study cites a prisoner as saying 
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'You’ve got to think, people are in here and they’ve got no one. Some people,

they’ve got no visits, no one. No one sends them no money. They’ve got no sense

of belonging to anything or anybody..... and the officers, ‘cause it’s an ‘us-and-

them’ thing, there’s no sense of belonging there. So they’ve got no one to turn to,

and then if they’ve got this group of people who are willing to accept them  …  I

mean, literally, you can walk on a wing with nothing. You can walk on with no

clothing, prison kit, no money, nothing, and within a day you can have your cell

filled with stuff. It might be someone else’s stuff but your cell will be filled and ...

you’d be eating the best food.' 

Non-Muslim prisoners  believe that  many Muslim converts  are not  using their

faith on an individual  level to psychologically survive,  but are misusing it  for

power.  My experience  in  all four of the dispersal prisons  in which I have spent

time  is  that  both  staff  and  prisoners  feel  at  the  mercy  of  Muslim  prisoner

groupings  that  contain  potentially  radicalised  individuals  ready  to  carry  out

assaults. The power balance has shifted in this regard from 'old school robbers ' to

'street youths' and as one officer stated:  'If I was a prisoner and wanted to be

bullying and intimidating, then I would love other people to think that my gang

was so widespread that every single prisoner was, you know, loyal to me and

about to do my bidding, so if they can create that culture of fear that’s excellent

for them' Pyrooz, Decker and Fleisher (2011) contend, I think rightly,   that prison

gangs are "more controlled, organized versions of  street gangs.   Prison gangs

exhibit  higher  levels  of  racial  and  ethnic  homogeneity,  instrumental  violence,

entrepreneurial offending, covert behaviours and actions, collective drug dealing

and unqualified loyalty to the gang”.

11.5 Radicalisation 

Radicalisation  does  not  always  follow  conversion  but  there  is  very  often    a

connection. PREVENT, an  element of  the counter-terrorist strategy  CONTEST, is

intended to challenge and   disrupt those who promote extremist ideology in

prisons but if the strategy is to  be measured by a  restriction in  the growth of

'Islamist 'gangs then it  has clearly failed. Neumann (2010, p.2) identified prisons
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as 'places of vulnerability' that produce identity seekers and 'provide near-perfect

conditions in which radical, religiously framed ideologies can flourish' and there

is no doubt that in Britain organisations such  as al-Muhajiroun have specifically

targeted  prisoners   (HM  Government  2015,  p.15).  According  to  Awan  (2013)

disaffected Muslim prisoners with a growing sense of social isolation, alienation

and grievances are  open to be radicalised by Islamic  extremists who, due to the

Category A  criteria, are almost exclusively held in dispersal prisons.  Only 1% of

Muslims in prisons are currently there for terrorism related offences (Home Office

2017).  According to FOIA response 180514022 (June 2018)  between October to

December 2017 of the average total of  5,585 prisoners in High Security prisons

1,164 prisoners  (21%) declared themselves to be Muslims: 280 (25%) of those were

Category  A.   In  April  2018  the  Ministry  of  Justice  announced  that  over  700

prisoners had been identified as a potential extremist risk; this included prisoners

flagged up over concerns that they held extreme Islamist or far right beliefs.  In

December 2017  prisons held 224 people charged with or convicted of terrorism

related crime and of those 86% were assessed as holding extremist Islamist views

(ibid). As more offenders convicted of terrorist offences are being imprisoned in

Britain it is clear that by failing to tackle the radicalisation to violent extremism

that is becoming  increasingly apparent  in the dispersal prisons  there is a danger

that a new generation of extremists is  being allowed to emerge.  Aside from the

serious prison  gang problem, the need  to focus on radicalisation in prisons is

clearly crucial in the fight against terrorism. Ibrahim al-Badri conceived what was

to become ISIS whilst detained in a US detention camp in Iraq in 2004 and  Hamm

(2009) notes that Muktar Ibrahim, the leader of the 21 July cell that attempted to

bomb  the  London  Underground  found   his  faith  identity  at  Feltham  Young

Offenders institution. This had been  the case with Richard Read who had been

converted to Islam in HMYOI Feltham and radicalised in HMP Blundeston before

attempting to bring down a US bound flight with a bomb concealed in his shoe. 

However,  no case demonstrates the dangers of prisoner radicalisation like

that  of  Abu  Musab  al‐Zarqawi  (1966-2006)  the  founder  of  Al  Qaeda  in  Iraq.

Hamm (2009 p.668) cites Zarqawi's biographer (Brisard 2005: 43) as stating that al‐
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Zarqawi did not convert to Islam in prison (he had been raised in a Sunni family

in Jordan)  but that ‘it was in prison that his magnetism and strength appeared  in

a new light'. Prior to his incarceration in Jordan’s high‐security Suwaqah prison

on terrorism related charges  'al-Zarqawi’s reputation was that of a hoodlum with

vague religious learning’ (Brisard 2005:  40).  It  was in  prison  that  al-Zarqawi

memorized large portions of the Qur’an and the proselytizing techniques of a

zealot allowed him  to recruit a gang of ordinary  criminals and drug addicts that

would later prove vital to his terrorist campaign in Iraq (Hamm 2009: 668).  

11.6 The impact of the 2015 Bourgass judgment 

The  Bourgass judgment has been of  considerable concern to the Ministry of

Justice because  it  effectively outlawed  the unofficial  yet  long-standing practice

of  using  Prison Rule 45 to  isolate in segregation units those prisoners considered

to represent a threat  to the good order and discipline of  an establishment.  In

particular, the judgment  presented the prison authorities with a problem of how

to deal  with   those  proselytizing  extremist  prisoners  who  seek to recruit other

prisoners to the religion of Islam and then to radicalise to violence those who had

converted. In September 2015, immediately following the Bourgass judgment the

then Secretary of  State,  Michael  Gove,  commissioned   Ian Acheson,  a former

prison governor  and Ministry  of  Justice   adviser  to  investigate  the  danger  of

ideological Islamic extremism in English prisons. Acheson was tasked to evaluate

the growing threat extremism  posed to those prisoners considered susceptible to

radicalisation and to  assess the capability of the National Offender Management

Service  to meet that threat. Acheson  took  as his starting point the definition of

extremism offered in  the  refreshed 2011  Prevent  strategy document:  'vocal  or

active opposition to fundamental British values, including democracy, the rule of

law, individual liberty and mutual respect and tolerance of different faiths and

beliefs [and] calls for the deaths of members of our armed forces, whether in this

country or  overseas.' This definition  takes Islamism to be the imposition of an

expansionist and politicised version of Islam under which society is to be ordered
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according to an interpretation of Sharia law which is anti-Western, hostile to other

religions and other strains of Islam, and totalitarian in nature. Acheson's review

(perhaps  simplistically)  considered  radicalisation  to  be  the  process  by  which

adherents to this belief come to adopt it. If the accompanying aims and goals were

sought to be achieved through violent means then this is referred to as violent

extremism.  In order to encompass both the violent and non-violent elements of

extremism, the report used the term Islamist Extremism. 

11.7 The Acheson Report 

The review team, led by  Acheson, submitted a detailed report of their

findings  in March 2016.  The report  was so excoriating it  still  remains highly

confidential.  However,  it  is  clear   that  if  its  principal   recommendations  are

implemented the Acheson report   will  have  as much significance for security

measures in long term high security  prisons  as did the 1996 Woodcock report

into the  escape of IRA prisoners from HMP Whitemoor. Indeed, within months

the contents of the report  had resulted in the  reorganisation of  the High Security

Estate into the Long Term and High Security Prisons Group by increasing the

number of Category B prisons.  The review team had found that  there were a

small number of prisons, those just  outside the high security estate, where the

phenomenon of Islamist extremism was quite serious and yet was not being dealt

with or controlled properly, despite the best efforts of  front-line operational staff.

There  appeared to be a disconnect between what was happening operationally in

terms of individual prisons dealing with the phenomenon of Islamist extremism

and what was happening at the corporate centre. Acheson accused the  extremism

unit  in  NOMS   of  lacking  an  actual  strategy  to  deal  with  extremism  and

seemingly   more  concerned  with  briefing  and  collating  information  than

providing robust operational support. 

The Ministry of Justice  has refused to publish in full the Acheson report  on the

grounds that it is classified  and that to release the contents  would prejudice the

maintenance of security and good order in prisons.  In somewhat melodramatic
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language the Ministry contends that releasing the full version of the report would

alert those prisoners against whom the processes are intended to be implemented

and this  would,  it  is  claimed,  allow them to act  in a way that  undermines or

subverts its implementation. Such a response perhaps indicates just how out of

touch the Prison Service is with what is actually happening in the prison cells and

landings   of   the  long  term  and  high  security  prisons  'where  the  action  is'

(Goffman 1961).  Moreover,  insofar as the validity of the Ministry's response is

concerned  it  should be noted  that   the  implications for those  prisoners to

whom the Acheson report relates was placed in the public domain in May 2017 in

the form of Prison Service Instruction 05 of 2017.  There is no doubt that those

Islamic prisoners who will be affected by the report already know who they are

and will to  a very  large degree welcome the fact that they will  probably be

placed in a Separation centre which they see as  madrasas for the imprisoned  and

thus are kept apart from  the “kuffar” or unbeliever (Personal communication

with Mr Bourgass, 2017). By  carefully examining the published summary of the

Report,   postings on the MoJ website,  the evidence given to the Justice Select

Committee by Acheson and his lengthy article  in the Spectator magazine it  is

possible to garner the main thrust of the Report. 

11.8 The thrust of the Acheson report 

The reasons for not publishing the Report in full became more obvious

when in giving evidence to the Justice Select Committee in July 2016 Acheson

disclosed that there were  significant  considerations other than security which

had undoubtedly  contributed to  the  refusal  to  disclose   his  report.   Acheson

informed (HC 417 Oral evidence p.1) the Committee  that he had a 

“genuine concern, which I have made clear to the Secretary of State and in the

body of my full report, that I do not have confidence that the National Offender

Management  Service,  if  not  subject  to  fairly  close  forensic  scrutiny  by  an

independent outside source, has the capability or, indeed, if I may be frank, the

will to implement some of the recommendations that I have made.” 
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He told the Committee that he and his team had 

“such   concern  about  the  capability  of  the  organisation,  which  we  really  did

subject to quite forensic scrutiny, to drive the change that I believe is necessary to

protect prison staff, prisoners and national security inside custody that I needed to

draw this to your attention.” 

This concern was  mirrored in the evidence given to the Committee by the Prison

Officer's  Association  (HC 417 Oral evidence p.1).  Asked if  he thought that the

National Offender Management Service  had the capacity or the will to carry out

the  recommendations  he  had made  Acheson stated that  he  thought  it  was   a

question of will.  He added

'This is  an exceptionally difficult  subject  to engage NOMS with.  There was a

degree of defensiveness about their current response. There was no obstruction,

but  there  was degree of  lawyerly sword-crossing when I  was trying  to  gather

evidence from senior officials about what the position was.' 

Acheson said that he  detected quite a lot of complacency at senior level that

'went right to the top of NOMS' (HC 417 Oral evidence p.3). It has to be said that

these were quite extraordinary statements to be made by a prison governor about

his  former  colleagues.  Moreover,  in  a  subsequent  article  for  the  Spectator

magazine (August 2016)  Acheson went  even  further by saying that  at prison

headquarters he 

'encountered  a  lethal  combination  of  arrogance,  defensiveness  and  ineptitude.

There  was  no  coherent  strategy to  deal  with  extremism.  And  risk  assessment

processes all seemed to focus on the “vulnerability” of prisoners  to radicalisation

and  not  on  the  actual  harm Islamists  actually do  We  often  received  lawyerly

evasive verbiage in response to straight questions. Institutional timidity I call it.

Far too few of the senior people with responsibility for extremism policy during

the time of my review had ever worked in prisons . This showed the naivety we

encountered at such variance of with the views of front-line staff' 

Acheson wrote  that  he was personally taking some credit  for the fact  that  in

response to his report a 100 strong new counter extremism taskforce had been

announced to deal with the terrorist threat in prisons.   However, he remained

intensely sceptical about the ability or the will  of the machine the Secretary of

State had to  rely on to enforce his  recommendations asserting  that 
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'The prison system has been in free-fall for some time. It has neither the resources

nor  the  leadership to  cope with serious  challenges  quite  apart  from Islamism.

NOMs is now finished.  It  was replaced on April  Fool's Day by Her Majesty's

Prison and Probation Service - which as we say in Northern Ireland is the same

only different -  with a largely unchanged senior management team and a heritage

of corporate ineptitude.  This pig is  going to need an awful lot  of  lipstick*  .

NOMs was an out of touch organisation. Its successor must act like an operational

uniformed service with a relentless focus on the front line and not the ministerial

backside.' [* Emphasis in the original].

Asked to give  an overview of the main findings and recommendations of his

review Acheson told the Justice Committee  that whilst Islamist extremism was a

growing  problem  in  prisons  NOMS,  the  organisation  tasked  with  dealing

operationally with the phenomenon,  lacked a coherent strategy to deal with the

emerging threat. The review team had observed far too much complacency  at

senior level with  very poor understanding of risk and inadequate management of

intelligence relating to Islamist  extremism.  In disclosing further details of  his

report to the Committee Acheson's evidence was that he  and his team had visited

over 60 prisons in the UK and overseas and interviewed more than 300 prison

staff  and policymakers in the Ministry of Justice (as is so often the way, not a

single  prisoner, Muslim or otherwise, was interviewed). Acheson  visited prisons

in  the  Netherlands,  France  and  Spain  and  noted  that   all  three  of  those

jurisdictions,  and indeed other jurisdictions in Europe, were starting to isolate

their jihadist prisoners. (It is interesting to note  how this differs with the  advice

given to the Radzinowicz sub-committee by the US bureau of Prisons in 1966).

The feedback, operationally at least, was that there had been  a beneficial effect on

the order and control environment inside their prisons. In all three countries the

review noted that separation of terrorist and Islamist  extremist prisoners had

organisational  and  public  support,  despite  opposition  from  some  pressure

groups, and was delivering benefits in terms of prison safety and order. It also

created opportunities to better focus resources on targeted counter-radicalisation

interventions. The published summary of the report  expressed a view that British

prisons are more accommodating in the facilitation of large scale corporate Friday

prayers than was the case in France, The Netherlands and Spain. There, devotions
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and spiritual  guidance  could  be  facilitated  by visiting Imams who counselled

prisoners 1–1 and led group scriptural study classes. In contrast,  Acheson found

the  recruitment,  training  and  supervision  of  prison  imams   in  Britain  to  be

seriously  deficient  and  the  selection  of  imams was  a  vague,  almost  opaque,

process that was often controlled by a single person at NOMS. Thus there was a

significant lack of diversity in the denominations that were represented within the

prison imam community.

Acheson commented in some considerable detail  on the existing strategy

of dispersing extremists in the prison estate.    Whilst he  did not feel that all

convicted terrorists must be held together he felt that the delay in implementing

his recommendations had  to some extent  been due to those within NOMS  who

were resistant to  his conclusions  on the issue of dispersal versus concentration.

He told the Committee,  who had not seen the report, that he and his team had

considered  careful  the  question  of   concentrating  highly  dangerous  Islamist

extremists as opposed to  their dispersal. He told the Committee that  

“You can probably tell from my accent that I am from Northern Ireland, and I

have some operational experience of the Maze prison. We went to Maghaberry

prison outside Belfast, where dissident Republican terrorists are held together in

Roe House, which is effectively a prison inside a prison. I wanted absolutely to

test our thinking on this to destruction, because it is such an important issue,......

The evidence that we gathered led us to conclude that there are a small number of

prisoners—we  call  them  a  security  threat  group—in  relation  to  the  Islamist

extremist  threat.  They may  come  from a  group  of  prisoners  who  have  been

imprisoned for  terrorist  offences.  They may have developed into extremists  in

custody.  I  believe  there  is,  that  there  are  a  small  number  of  people  whose

behaviour is so egregious in relation to proselytising this pernicious ideology—

this  lethal,  nihilistic  death-cult  ideology,  which  gets  magnified  inside  prison,

particularly when you have a supply of young, impulsive and often highly violent

young men coming into custody—that you have an ideal breeding dish for this.

We believe there is justification for saying that small number of people need to be

completely incapacitated from being able to proselytise to the rest of the prison

population.' 

There  was,  Acheson  claimed,   evidence  that  a  small  number  of  charismatic

prisoners  had been given  too  much latitude  to  preach  messages  of  hatred  to
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others  and  to  mobilise  gangs  to  dominate  and  control  their  environment.

Acheson did not resile from admitting that his was a security response, and  that

the  review team had  

“a  very sophisticated model  in mind,  which is that  these people are placed in

units. The units are not in any way punitive, but they are completely physically

isolated from the rest of the prison grounds. They are not in new prisons but in

existing prisons, probably, we think, in the existing high-security prison estate.”

According to  Acheson,   Islamist  extremist  prisoners  hated the  UK and

rejected its traditional values. They sought the violent overthrow of the state and

they excused and encouraged sadistic and indiscriminate violence to that end.

Prisoners  and staff  needed to   be  properly  protected  and the  possibility  of  a

prisoner being groomed and manipulated into terrorist activity either whilst in

prison or on release was real and had to be confronted. Staff, including prison

Imams,  needed  far  greater  support  and  training  to  identify  and  challenge

extremist  behaviour  and   those  prisoners  who  were  intent  on  subverting  the

authority of the Imam should be banned from taking part in collective worship.

The  Acheson  report  recommended  that  extremist  leaders,  'Emirs'  in  prison

parlance, should be separated from the mainstream population and 'offered the

time space, space and assistance to reflect on their unacceptable behaviour and

change their ways'. 

Unsurprisingly,   Acheson's Report triggered very strong reactions which in an

article for Inside Times (Islamism, October 2016, p17) he  countered by  stating

that if prisons are not places of hope where the possibility of redemption exists

then they are simply human warehouses of  wasted potential.  Acheson argued

that   society   must  not  allow  this  to  happen  and  that  the  problems  which

prevented  prisons  from  being  places  of  rehabilitation  must  be  tackled.  This

included  defeating  the  fear,  violent  hatred  and  division  sown  by  Islamist

extremists. My experience is to the contrary:  prisons are, undoubtedly, palaces of

hate  where  extreme  behaviour   flourishes  in  the  poisonous  bitterness  of

resentment.    It  is  undoubtedly  the  case  that  special  measures  are  needed to

ensure that naive prisoners are protected from being manipulated by others to

become violent extremists who might take  this mindset back to the streets and
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turn thought  into action.  Anecdotal evidence and personal correspondence with

other prisoners indicates  that all the  prisoners in the two separation units are

Muslim whilst half of all prisoners in close supervision centres  - 25 of 50 – are

Muslims (Shalev and Edgar 2015). 

11.9 Separation Units 

Acheson's report made  69 recommendations of which, Acheson told the

Committee,  68 were accepted by the Secretary of State although it has to be noted

that where the prison service is concerned there is a often a disparity between

acceptance and  implementation. On  22 August 2016, after Acheson had given

evidence to the Committee, the Ministry  published an overview of the Acheson

review and principal amongst its recommendations were:  

• A centrally managed new security category for a prisoner deemed to be

an  Islamist  extremist  and  also  any  prisoners  convicted  under  the

provisions of the Terrorist Act [TACT]. 

• The small subset of extremists within this group who present a particular

and  enduring  risk  to  national  security  through  subversive  behaviour,

beliefs  and  activities  were  to  be  removed  from  the  general  prison

population  and  held  in  specialist  units  and  given  effective

deradicalisation interventions;

In taking action to  prevent the dissemination of extremist views  in  April 2017

the Secretary of State announced  an amendment to  the Prison Rules   which

made  provision for so-called Separation centres and  defined the categories of

prisoner to be held therein. The Prison (Amendment ) Rules 2017 (46A Separation

centres) amended the Prison Rules 1999 - S.I. 1999/728 to create a new Rule 46A.

The new Rule conferred a discretion on the  Secretary of State alone  (thereby, in

accordance with the Bourgass judgment,  excluding  prison governors)  to direct

that certain prisoners may be  placed in such a centre within a prison and  sets out

the grounds which must be satisfied prior to the Secretary of State making such a

direction.  By  acknowledging  the   risks  posed  by  a  small  group  of  extremist
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individuals  who the prison authorities assessed as posing  serious dangers, the

creation of such units  within the Long Term and High Security Group was a

predictable response to the Acheson review.  These dangers might  relate to the

ability of influential individual prisoners to spread political, religious, racial or

other views or beliefs amongst other prisoners to a point where harm was being

caused or where motivated individuals were seeking to increase their capability

to carry out terrorist acts or undermine  the good order of a prison through their

beliefs.  Without a mechanism for separating such  prisoners from the mainstream

population, or otherwise placing conditions upon them to control their activities

whilst  in  custody,  there  was  a  clear  risk  that  existing  resources  and  control

mechanisms would  not adequately manage serious threats to good order and

discipline in prisons or prevent national security threats emerging on release.  

The  Centres authorised  by Rule 46A are intended to  provide for the

separation from the mainstream prisoner population of only those  prisoners who

are assessed as  posing  serious security  risks. The  principal  stated aims are:

• To prevent and disrupt terrorist activity by separating those who present a

significant threat to national security by actively seeking whilst in custody

to build their capabilities or perpetrate terrorist acts and to safeguard the

mainstream  population  from  being  encouraged  or  induced  to  commit

terrorist acts.

• To separate and disrupt prisoners who may be attempting to radicalise

others,  influence  peers  to  adopt  identities  in  prison  that  challenge

fundamental values and/or use criminal dominance to enforce the power

of groups who seek to challenge these values.

• To safely manage those prisoners whose actions pose a significant threat

to the safety of others and/or the good order or discipline of a prison.

• To provide separated prisoners with the opportunity to reduce their risks

through  desistance,  disengagement   and  de-radicalisation  in  the  long

term. 

It is intended that these aims will be achieved  by identifying those  prisoners

believed to pose terrorist related risks and removing them  from the mainstream
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population. The purpose is to achieve the 'taking back' of control and by so doing

the  authorities  believe  this   will  assist  in the more effective management of

prisons and prisoners.  The operating regime in the Separation Centre is intended

to be as broadly comparable to the mainstream prison population as is possible,

with  individual  risk  assessments  informing  activity  and  management  of  the

prisoners. It is of significance to note that separation under Rule 46A is entirely

different from segregation  under  Rule 45 in that  there  is  no removal   from

association.  In fact, there is full association albeit  with a smaller, selected group

of  like-minded individuals. In reality, and given the present circumstances, it is

difficult to envisage Separation Centres  being used for anything other than  the

exclusive  containment  of  those  extremist  Islamic  prisoners  who  propagate,

disseminate and radicalise.  Certainly,  far right extremists such as the killer of the

MP Jo Cox could not safely be lodged with Islamic extremists.  

The  rules  for  the  management  of  separated prisoners  are  set  out   the

Separation Centre Referral Manual (see Annex 12) issued on the authority of the

HMPPS Agency Board in May 2017.  The manual formally states (para1.2) that

the primary purpose of the referral process is 

• to  identify  those  prisoners  who  may  require  separation  from  the

mainstream prison population to prevent the commission, preparation or

instigation of an act of terrorism, whether in prison or otherwise; 

• to prevent the dissemination of views or beliefs that might encourage or

induce others to commit any such act or offence or to protect or safeguard

others from such views or beliefs; 

• to prevent any political,  religious, racial or other views or beliefs being

used to undermine good order and discipline in a prison. 

A further  stipulation  is  a  requirement  fully  to  detail   the  risks  that   such

individuals are believed to   pose to national security, the public, wider prisoner

populations,  staff  and  visitors.  This   is  in  order  to  enable  a  fully  considered

decision to be made as to whether selection into the Separation Centre system for

initial assessment is necessary.  It is considered vital that the referral documents

accurately   reflect  'the  current  risk  that  such  individuals  presents  to  allow
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appropriate referral, selection and management of this high risk prisoner group.'

[Manual  s.1.3]

The  department  submitting  the  request  is  required to  give  reasons  for

referral  and  explain  whether  the  prisoner  meets  the  criteria  under  Rule  46A

because of : 

• the interests of national security

• the  need  to  prevent  the  dissemination  of  views  or  beliefs  that  might

encourage or induce others to commit any such act or offence, whether in

prison or otherwise, or to protect or safeguard others from such views or

beliefs 

• the need to prevent the commission, preparation or instigation of an act of

terrorism, a terrorism offence, or an offence with a terrorist connection,

whether in prison or otherwise

• the need to prevent any political, religious, racial or other views or beliefs

being used to undermine good order and discipline in a prison.

The  department  is  also  required   specifically  to  give  details  of  the  prisoner's

ideology, intent influence and capability.  In addition all prison departments are

required to submit what can best be described as risk referral appraisals which

are  mandated as either 'Official Sensitive, Secret or Top Secret'. 

Security Intelligence Reports are deemed 'Officially Sensitive' and may be

disclosed to the prisoner. They  are required to  provide a summary of security

and intelligence information  which supports the reasons for referral, alongside

current extremist prisoner management. The report should detail any particular

information  relevant  to  this  referral,  e.g.,  names  of  prisoners  with  whom  the

prisoner  should  not  associate,  gang  affiliation,  involvement  in  drugs,  escape

information,  threats,  assaults,  and any history of  violence.  Classified  Security

Intelligence Reports are deemed 'Secret or Top Secret'  and may not be disclosed

to  the  prisoner   because,  supposedly,  they  contain  sensitive  information.

However, there remains  a requirement  to  give details and reasons why it is not

appropriate for the information to be disclosed to the prisoner. An appropriate
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gist that can be disclosed to the prisoner must be provided in order to comply

with the prison service's  legal obligations.  

In July 2017  the former segregation unit at HMP Frankland was converted

into the first of three proposed  Separation Centres each with  its own   kitchen,

gym, workshop and classroom.  The centre opened with a capacity for no more

than  12   prisoners   who  could  not   be  managed  within  the  mainstream

population. In response to FOIA request 111849 (July 2017) the Ministry disclosed

that  certain unspecified PSIs  may have to  be  amended to  reflect  the needs of

Separation Centres. In April 2018 the Ministry announced the opening of a second

Separation Centre in  HMP Full Sutton  with the third to follow at HMP Woodhill

in May 2018  giving an overall capacity for 28   prisoners.  However since then

insufficient prisoners  have been assessed as requiring separation and the failure

to utilise the units will fuel suspicions that the prison  service remains   unwilling

to engage in a Mountbatten style policy. Acheson commented (Jails Islamist Units,

the Times 28 December 2018 p8) 

We still have a major problem with a disordered prison  system that is not able

robustly to deal with all forms of extremism of which Islamist extremism is the

biggest threat. My review found a prison  service leadership that did not want to

be told what it needed to do to counter it. …...One of the things I identified was an

extreme  reluctance  to  tackle  Islamist  extremism .  While  the  service  excels  at

virtue signalling on progressive issues  it  has  no stomach for  dealing with the

subversion  of national security. 

There are an estimated 300 identified extremist prisoners including 200 held for

offences  under  terrorism laws.  Of  those,  180 are  in  jail  for  offences  linked to

Islamism ideologies and 28 for extreme wing views. According to Acheson the

failure to open Woodhill was  another example of unforgivable squeamishness.

At first, and indeed, second sight, the establishment of discrete Separation

Centres would appear to be a complete reversal of the policy and (long-standing)

practice of dispersing dangerous prisoners  in order to  dilute their  influence.

However,  it  could  fairly  be  argued  that  the  Prison  Service   has  never  been

renown for consistency  in either area.    In Northern Ireland there has for many

decades been a policy of imprisoning Irish Republican and Loyalist prisoners in
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separate  specialised  units.  Whether  detained without  trial  in   Long Kesh   or,

following conviction, imprisoned at Maghaberry prison such  prisoners were held

separately  not  only  from one  another  but  from  ordinary  'criminal'  prisoners

(Borland  et  al 1995).  Even now,  in  2018,   at  Maghaberry  high  security  prison

Loyalist and Irish Republican prisoners are imprisoned  in separate specialised

prison units and  it would seem that the lessons from this experience encouraged

Acheson to advocate  the adoption of  such an approach for Islamist extremists.

Nonetheless,  given  the  long  history  of  escapes,  hunger  strikes  and  protests

undertaken  by   Irish  Republican  prisoners   the  evidence  is  that  individuals

committed to a common cause   become more committed and/or dangerous when

grouped  together.  Concentrating   an  ensemble  of  like-minded  individuals

enhances  their  commitment  and  increases  their  resolve   engendering   a

strengthening  rather  than  a  weakening  of   existing  beliefs,  leading  to  more

extreme views and behaviours. Their very isolation motivates them to unite  in

more  sophisticated  attempts  to  undermine  good  order  and  discipline  and  to

motivate others to do likewise.  Preventing the concentration of prisoners with

similar  extremist  views   may,  however,  mitigate  the  chance  of  ideologies

becoming internalised through processes of mutual reinforcement. Proponents of

dispersal  contend  that  interaction  with  group  outsiders  can  promote  social

inclusion among extremists.  That said,  there is  an obvious problem associated

with integrating persuasive radicals and naive delinquents.   Spain has recognised

this   and  while  the  government  maintains  a  dispersal  policy  for  imprisoned

ethno-nationalist Basque separatists, jihadi extremists are largely segregated from

the general prisoner population. (Sumpter 2016).
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CHAPTER TWELVE

CONCLUSIONS 

Introduction

As stated in the title this thesis  primarily and principally  focuses on the

repressive  functions  of  dispersal  prisons:   power,  control  and  restraint.   All

prisons  are  the  creation  of  law  and   dispersal  prisons  are   explicitly   and

coercively empowered to institutionalise societal  insistence that offenders  are

controlled and restrained. Such absolute power is the very  antithesis of the rule

of law and inevitably corruptive of human rights thereby  leading  to questions

as to whether  the pleasure of feeling and exhibiting power is a principal part of

the gratification of cruelty. The  more overly rule-bound, and thus oppressive, the

penal establishment the greater the  sense of impotence,  isolation and resentment

is engendered in those it confines.    Due to an abdication of judicial responsibility

dispersal prisons were for many years  islands of lawless discretion  with those in

control apparently  believing that  because they had power they had wisdom.

This plantation overseer approach to penal management  was inevitably to result

in serious disturbances with  violent assaults becoming commonplace:  those who

have much for which to hope  and yet nothing to lose are  always  dangerous.  As

Gilligan (2000) has argued when people are actively dangerous towards others

they will need to be confined for periods of time in locked facilities. However,

(ibid pp767-8)' ...to punish people – that is to deliberately cause them pain – above

and  beyond  that  is  avoidable  in  the  act  of  restraining  them  only  constitutes

further violence (on our part) and only causes further violence (on the sort of the

'criminals' we punish)'.  In legal terms dispersal prisons were and to some extent

remain  paradoxical   contradictions  –  over  regulated punitive   establishments

where  the  rule  of  law was  more  of  a  mirage  than  a  reality.   This  thesis  has

illustrated how prisoner litigation rather than  statutory reform has  gradually

loosened some but not all  of the restraints that control the lives of  prisoners,
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particularly  those classified as  Category A. Reform has not been easy  for as

Burke (1791) perceptively wrote  'Those who have once been intoxicated by power

can never willingly abandon it.'  In 2018, the Prison  Service is  far more highly

regulated by HM Inspector of Prisons and with easier and greater access  to a

now more interventionist judiciary  the exercise of power can be  and often is

subject to challenge.  Prison managers now no longer share the  prerogative of

power without responsibly.  

12.1 Category A

In mirroring  Foucault's  'history of the present'  (1977, p.31) this thesis

aimed to  explain the  origins  and  consequences  of   the   Category  A security

classification  system and to  illuminate   the  restrictive  conditions  imposed on

Category A prisoners  in  harsh and austere  dispersal  prisons, segregation units,

close supervision centres and separation centres.   In a  critique of sociological

studies of imprisonment Carlen (1994)  cautions against theories and descriptions

which claim explanatory value  only for  small  groups of  people  or  which see

prisons as  Petri  dishes in  which  issues of  wider sociological  interest  such as

power  or   control  can  be  studied.   Be  that  as  it  may,  because   security

categorisation  is  at the very heart of the prison  system I contend  that a research

study  of  Category A  prisoners and dispersal prisons has far more value than

might immediately be apparent.  A key  objective of my study was  to describe

the reality of what it means to be a Category A  prisoner warehoused for many

years in various  dispersal prisons.  In so doing I have reviewed  the punitive

consequences of non-compliance with  restrictive and  repressive regimes. My

aim was  to   delineate  and explore   areas  that  had largely  been  bypassed by

previous  academic  studies  and,  despite  being  restricted  by  the  methodology

permitted  to  a  serving  prisoner,  to  establish  by  extensive  use  of  the  FOIA

procedure  findings  which   present   tenable  grounds  for  further,  more

conventional, academic research.    

In  1966  the  Mountbatten report  recommended that  the  Prison  Service  should
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construct an escape proof maximum security prison within which  to concentrate

some 120  Category A  prisoners  'whose escape would be highly dangerous to the

public  or  the  police  or  to  the  security  of  the  State'  (1966,  para  15).    The

Radzinowicz  committee (1968)  rejected Mountbatten's   proposal   for a single

maximum security prison on the grounds that there was a  risk that the regime of

such a  prison would become repressive and result in a concentrated group of

prisoners who, feeling  they had nothing to lose, might rebel.   Events have since

demonstrated  that  the  decision  to  accept  the  security  categorisation  proposal

whilst  rejecting  the idea of a maximum security prison was naïve.   The creation

of  an archipelago of   dispersal   prisons within which Category A  prisoners

would be  apportioned amongst  a  wider  prison  population  was  misconceived

and the Committee's idealistic concept of a liberal relaxed regime within a secure

perimeter  was never achieved.  

 I believe that this thesis has demonstrated that  in 1968 the Prison Service

did not fully appreciate the  complexity  involved in managing   a system of high

security   prisons  intertwined  with  and  dependent   upon   Category  A

classification.   The problem is a conflation of  size, distribution  and regulation

and I contend   that the current system  has  outlived whatever usefulness it once

had and is now obsolete. Whilst there will always be   some  very dangerous

offenders  for whom escape must  be made impossible  their numbers are small

and can indeed  be confined  within the secure perimeter of an escape proof

prison with  a liberal, relaxed regime. Such  was, in effect,  the central thrust  of

the Mountbatten report (1966) and this thesis contends it was a mistake not to

implement this recommendation.

To  no  avail  the  idea  of  concentrating  dangerous  prisoners  in  a  single

escape proof jail  was supported by the May Committee (1974) and approved

again by the Learmont report (1995). Mountbatten's idea of an offshore island as a

prison may have been in advance of it's time: the UK has since used container

ships and considered disused oil rigs as prisons.  In 2018 the Danish parliament

gave preliminary planning approval  fora small  offshore island, Lindholm, to

hold  100  foreign  criminals  who  had  served  their  sentences  but  could  not  be
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deported. The island had previously been used as a laboratory and crematorium

by scientists researching contagious diseases (Parole. The Times, 22 December 2018

page 17).  

12.2  Dispersal Prisons 

The policy of dispersing Category A prisoners has resulted in  a perverse

situation.  In order to justify its raison d'etre, the dispersal system is obliged to

maintain  a  predictable but limited number of Category A prisoners. The reality

was, or should have been,  readily foreseeable: without the requisite  number of

Category A prisoners  the extremely costly  dispersal system would collapse. I

contend that whether or not prisoners are given Category A status is an issue  of

demand driving supply with security  considerations  a  discretionary element.

The overall number of Category A  prisoners is effectively  capped  because  the

number of Category A prisoners that each  dispersal prisons can hold is restricted.

For  example,  at  HMP Wakefield   Category  A prisoners   must  be   located  in

alternate cells on only two of the four landings:  they  may not  be placed in an

end  cell or next to an empty cell or recess.  Thus, there can never be more than

160 Category A prisoners at HMP Wakefield. Similar restrictions apply at other

dispersal prisons. When a  dispersal prison  reaches its Category A capacity it

cannot  accept  any  new  Category   A  prisoners  unless  existing  Category  A

prisoners are downgraded.  If there is already an overall  sufficiency of Category

A prisoners in the system then  downgrades are expedited so that  remand or

recently convicted prisoners who satisfy the criteria for   Category A can be so

classified. The corollary is  that when there is a deficit  in the  supply of remand

prisoners who satisfy  the Category A criteria then  those who are so classified

cannot expect to  be downgraded.  The system is a lottery. 

Dispersal  prisons  were  an   compromise  that  have  now  become  an

outdated  and  insoluble   problem.   They  are  expensive  to   maintain  because

staffing levels in dispersal prisons are  the  highest  in the whole of the prison

system.  They are inequitable  because once  the number of Category A prisoners
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is  capped   the cells   that remain  unoccupied must be filled by Category  B

prisoners.     This results in   the biased and unfair treatment of  Category  B

prisoners who, like Category A, experience  excessive risk averse policies  and

repressive  day to day regimes that dehumanise and degrade individuals. Drake

(2011)  long  ago  correctly  observed  that  one  of  the  fundamental  flaws  of  the

dispersal  system  has  always  been  its  policy  to  disperse  those  prisoners  who

require the highest conditions of security amongst a population of those who do

not require such conditions (Home Office, 1968). King and Morgan  (1980:81-82)

argued 

'it  unwarrantably  taints  the  long  term  population  with  the  high  security  or

dangerous  prisoner  label.  What  this  all  suggests  is  that  whoever  is  put  into

dispersal prisons, for whatever reasons originally, they soon come to be seen as

needing or deserving maximum security'  

 At HMP Wakefield less  than  20% of  the prisoners  are Category  A  yet  the

remaining 80% unfairly  and unhappily endure almost all of the same harsh and

austere  security restrictions that  apply to Category A prisoners.  The figures for

other  dispersals  will  vary  according to  individual  physical  constructs  but  the

latest   (2014 -18)  HMIP reviews show that  of   3324 prisoners  in the dispersal

system  at least 2574  (77.1%) were Category B. Less than 1 in 4 were category A

yet  all endured Category A   restrictions and regulations with the cost of keeping

a Category B prisoner in a dispersal  prison  twice the amount  it would be were

he  appropriately located. 

12.3 Conclusions

This  thesis  has argued  that  the Category  A concept   is  outdated.   It

amounts to  no more than a subjective exercise in discretion  that has remained

substantially unchanged since its inception more than 50 years ago  when  prison

escapes  averaged 75 a  year  (see  table  3.1).  The policy needs  root  and branch

reconsideration and the Prison Service needs proactively to adapt to changing

circumstances.  From  being a  conceptual  error  in  1966  Category  A has  now

evolved  into  a  human  rights  failure.  Events  have  demonstrated   that  it  was
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injudicious to accept the security categorisation proposal whilst  rejecting  the

idea of a maximum security prison. To reject the  concept  of a single  maximum

security prison  in favour of having a potentially unlimited number of   highly

dangerous prisoners dispersed around  a prison  system which  did not then have

a single high security prison was a misguided compromise.   The definition of

Category  A  is  deeply flawed because  it   focuses  exclusively  on  the  possible

consequences of escape rather than the likelihood of any escape being possible.

The   criteria requires  revision  and  amendment. It is not in the public interest

and  certainly  makes no sense to impose restrictive security measures that entrap

the old, infirm and disabled who are physically incapable of escape. The majority

of Category A prisoners neither merit nor  benefit from being so categorised and

over time, the system dehumanises  and degrades by fostering resentment and

despair.    This thesis asserts that there needs to be a re-evaluation of  the status of

all  Category A  prisoners.  If  the system is to continue to exist   the numbers

should capped at, say,  no more than 300 who can be securely  located  in no more

than two  high  security  prisons.   A better  choice  would  be  to  implement  the

Scottish system of supervision levels within secure LTHSPG establishments.  A

fair and equitable  prison  system -  rather than one assembled for warehousing

and not rehabilitation  -   cannot be based  on the back of  a security classification

system that is dependent on subjective opinion. In their current form  dispersal

prisons  serve  no  meaningful  purpose.   Category  A classification   is   flawed,

obsolete and  nonsensical. The effects of supply and demand have perverted the

system and the determination of  Category A status is unintelligent, ineffective

and needlessly cruel. 

12.4 Personal  reflection

The research for this thesis on the conditions of Category A imprisonment

was carried out  in   the  extremely restrictive   environments  of   various   high

security dispersal prisons by a Category A prisoner for whom, to put it mildly, the

prison authorities had no liking. I have lacked internet access  and, for a period,

even access to books. I have never had the benefit of browsing in a University
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library  or  an  academic  bookshop.  There  has  been  no  stimulating  intellectual

environment, no benefit of liaising with fellow students, no academic conferences

to hear peers and researchers speak  nor any opportunity to test my ideas on such

an audience. Even going for a solitary walk to organise my thoughts has been an

impossibility  for  exercise  yards  in  dispersal  prisons  are  small,  circular  and

crowded.  As a   Category A prisoner  for 14 years  and who is still - Christmas

Day 2018 -  held  in a high security dispersal prison  this  has been a challenging

task. Yet despite - or even  because of – the difficulties I have endured it is my

belief that this thesis  is is academically relevant because it makes a meaningful

contribution  to  knowledge.    There is  a  dearth of   knowledge in the public

domain (and academia) about Category A and dispersal prisons and  I know of no

academic literature that explores and explains what it means to be  a Category A

prisoner in a dispersal prison.  Without becoming overly autobiographical there is

little else to  add other than that this research had been an invaluable lesson in

perseverance  and continually overcoming adversity. 

This  has  been  a  work  of  redemption.    Had  I  not  found  a  refuge  in

education  and thus  acquired the discipline and resilience necessary to stay the

road less travelled  then my thesis  would have remained unwritten and, like

many of my fellow prisoners,  I  would  doubtless  have sunk into  the morass of

depressing stagnancy that permeates the dispersal  system. My solace is  that  I

have survived.
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PRISON SERVICE WEBSITE 
National Security Framework 12.1 Category A  Function; The Identification, Initial
Categorisation and Management of Potential and Provisional Category A 
prisoners.  
Prison Service Instruction 2010 
37
Prison Service Instruction 2011
49
Prison Service Instruction 2012
20, 22, 24, 29, 32 and 42
Prison Service Instruction 2013
05, 08, 30
Prison Service Instruction 2015
09
Prison Service Instruction 2016
13
Prison Service Order (PSO)
1300, 1810, 2855, 3050,9020

PREVENT www.gov.uk.government publications /prevent-strategy-2011 
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A SELECTION OF FOIA REQUESTS 
TO THE 

MINISTRY of JUSTICE 
FOIA DATE MAIN SUBJECT MATTER OF FOIA REQUEST 

69526 21/03/11 Criteria  relating to Category A  status

70026 04/05/11 Offender Behaviour Programmes for drug traffickers

78629 IR 02/11/12 Costs relating to FOIA requests fixed at £6000:00

79320 03/12/12 Statistics relating to prisoners in dispersal prisons

80106 23/01/13 Information regarding approval of visitors to Category
A  prisoners 

82131 10/05/13 Information  on  privilege/IEP  levels  in  dispersal
prisons.

82131 10/05/13 Costs involved in transferring a Category A prisoner 

82232 14/05/13 Information  on  direct  resource  expenditure  on
dispersal prisons

83149 28/06/13 Information  as  decision  making  on  Category  A
transfers

83100 01/06/13 Request  for  data  on  male/female  psychologists  in
dispersal prisons.

83525 26/05/13 Detail  of  numbers  of  Category  A  prisoners  in
previous years

84095 24/07/13 Data relating to downgrades recommended by LAPs at
dispersal prisons

84270 06/08/13 Copies of documents detailing the  procedure at LAPs 

85606 25/09/13 Data  relating  to  cancelled  hospital  appointments  by
dispersal prisons  

85849 16/10/13 Information  regarding  the  number  of  Category  A
prisoners downgraded in the past three years

86368 01/11/13 Information relating to OSMAN warnings (i.e, threats
of violence to prisoners) 

86555 IR 29/11/01 An internal review of the inadequate response to FOIA
85849

87244 IR 23/12/13 An internal review of the inadequate response to FOIA
86368
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88712 12/02/14 Data  relating  to   rejections  by  the  Director  of  LAP
recommendations of Category A prisoners 

89444 01/04/16 Request for publications and research material held by
MoJ relating to Category a prisoners 

89869 IR 01/05/14 An internal review of the inadequate response to FOIA
88712

90139 06/05/14 Information concerning drug related offences linked to
Category A status 

90269 01/05/14 Data  regarding  NOMS  Equality  Group  risk
assessments 

91015 ICO 11/06/14 Referral  to Information Commissioner of  IR 89869 re
FOIA 88712

92935 22/09/14 Cell fires in dispersal prisons and volumetric control 

94155 18/11/14 Cost of operating Secure Unit at HMP Belmarsh and
how many Exceptional Risk prisoners  

95201 20/01/15 Rules of procedure for LAP including who should be
present

96054 16/04/15 Closed and open visits in dispersal estate

97130 12/03/15 What  PSI  authorises  the  taking  of  photographs  of
Category A prisoners 

97413 24/08/15 Data  regarding  clearance  procedure  for  Higher
Education tutors in dispersal system

97264 01/08/17 Request for data on academic qualifications of prison
psychologists

97322 16/05/16 Information as to why only 57 Category a prisoners at
Wakefield received a LAP review 

97964 24/08/16 Request  for  data  on  oral  hearings  for  Category  a
prisoners

98915 29/09/15 How many trainee /qualified psychologists are there in
post in dispersal prisons 

98916 11/11/15 How  many  OU  students  are  there  in  each  of  the  5
dispersal prisons 

100416 IR 21/10/15 An internal review of the inadequate response to FOIA
97130

100874 12/11/15 Information regarding courses for prisoners. At what
jails is the virtual campus in place 
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101121 19/11/15 What  PSIs  have  been  issued  regarding  education
facilities for prisoners 

101775 30/12/15 Data  on  LAP  reviews  and  recommendations  for
downgrades 

101950 08/01/16 Request  for  data  on  educational  achievements  of
Category A prisoners in dispersal prisons

101960 07/01/16 Information regarding the number of prisoners at HMP
Wakefield studying for a degree 

102532 IR 05/02/15 Internal Review of inadequate response to FOIA 99188
and 101775

103054 01/02/16 Request for data on historic Category A numbers 

103897 11/03/16 Request for information regarding psychology OBPs at
HMP Wakefield

105062 01/06/16 Guidance for Kilo Manual operator at HMP Wakefield.

105546 21/06/16 Data held by Category A Team and not disclosed by 
the Category A Team

105587 15/06/16 Request for data on various dispersals and cost of 
maintaining each prison  

106208  IR 17/08/16 An  internal  review  of  the  inadequate  responses  to
various FOIA 105587s  

108407 01/11/16 Information on how many Category A prisoners   held
in each dispersal prison and length of time 

108627 08/12/16 The number of Data Protection Act requests made by
Category A prisoners 

110231 01/06/18 Request for data regarding confiscation orders. NB this
request was submitted on 03/02/2017

110311 IR 13/03/17 An internal review of the inadequate response to FOIA
108627

110404 20/03/17 Request for data regarding Exceptional and High Risk
Category A prisoners

111351 13/02/18 Request for data on LAP downgrades for 2016  

111352 07/07/17 Request for data in separation Unit at Frankland and
details of PIPE Unit 

111571 15/05/17 Request  for  data  regarding  changes  from  NOMs  to
HMPPS
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112021 24/05/18 Information  regarding  psychology  reports  on  BME
prisoners 

112283 07/07/17 Request  for  data  at  Special  Secure  Units   and
Separation Centres 

113417 29/08/17 Request  for  details  of  unlocking  procedure  in
Segregation Unit at HMP Belmarsh 

113419 25/08/17 Request  for  information  regarding  Category  A
prisoners at HMP Whitemoor 

113645 24/08/17 Request  for recent statistics  on violence in prison by
prisers on prisoners 

113669 06/09/17 Request copies of the Directory and Guide on Security :
CM 3020 1995

113735 IR 09/09/17 Information  regarding  availability  of  laptops  for
Category prisoners 

111676 04/05/17 Rules and regulations of Separation Units 

111849 01/07/17 Request for data on and copies of CSC programmes 

170904017 28/09/17 Electrical wring to support prisoners electrical items.

170925009 09/01/18 How  many  Subject  Access  requests  unanswered
beyond 40 day statutory limit

170925011 16/10/17 Information  regarding  drug  trafficking   confiscation
orders 

170926002 15/10/17 Request  for  details  of  the  Separation  Unit  at  HMP
Frankland 

170926002
IR

16/01/18 An internal review of the inadequate response to FOIA
170926002

171120010 18/03/16 Request for data on recommendations for downgrades
and restricted status 

171127004 13/12/17 Request for data relating to Safety in Custody statistics,
escapes, and assaults

171204014 18/12/17 Information regarding punishment guidelines at HMP
Wakefield and other dispersal prisons 

18013011 25/12/18 How many oral hearings held in 2017 and how many
Category A downgrades approved 

180215011 12/03/18 Information  regarding  how  Dispersal  prisons
maintain their status 
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180223022 21/03/18 Information concerning  D Notices issued  by Ministry
of Justice regarding escapes 

18030101 08/05/18 Information regarding the cost of keeping a Category B
prisoner at HMP Whitemoor

180301012 26/03/18 Request for a list of PSI/PSOs currently in force. How
many are there?

180312014 21/03/18 Information regarding violent crime in prison and the
response by Secretary of State 

180328019 30/05/18 Data  regarding  prison  Chaplains  and  Imams.  Their
duties , hours and payment 

180416020 04/05/18 Data regarding Oral hearings in 2017

1805114021 12/06/18 Information regarding laptops in dispersal prisons

180514022 01/06/18 Data regarding Muslim prisoners in dispersal prisons 

180605021 03/07/18 Recategorization of prisoners 

180713025 08/08/18 Request for a copy of new adjudicatory process

180912033 01/10/18 Request  for  data  regarding  staff  listening  to  the
telephone calls made by  Category A prisoners  

181011029 30/10/18 Information regarding Category B and C prisons 

1800301013 07/05/18 Request for information on downgrades of Category A
prisoners 

181017031 14/11/18 prisons placed in “Special Measures”

181017032 12/11/18 Internal Review response regarding telephone calls.

181029019 16/11/18 Request  for  copies  of  strategic  policy  developed  for
extremist prisoners

181029020 01/11/19 Request for a copy of the new IEP Policy 

181115019
190624014: 

12/12/18
08/06/19

Category A downgrade statistics
Category A downgrade statistics

The full details of these FOIA requests and responses can be found on the MoJ 
website: http/www./justice.gov.uk/information-access-rights/foi-requests 
/latest-moj-diclosure log  . The requests are categorised by subject area and are 
in alphabetical order 
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A SELECTION OF 

  FOIA REQUESTS MADE TO OTHER PUBLIC AUTHORITIES

FOI NCAT 11/10/17 Legal  Aid  Agency:  request  for  details  of  public
funding for judicial review cases  

FOI 4343 16/11/17 Information Commissioner:  request for data relating
to complaints procedure 

FOI46432 15/12/17 Home  Office: request  for  details  of  PREVENT
Programme and Terrorist statistics 

FOI160 09/02/18 Prisons  Ombudsman: Request  for  information  from
regarding complaints 

FOI162 13/06/17 Prisons  Ombudsman: Request  for  Information  on
deaths in dispersal prisons and details of any  neglect 

19:52:00 01/08/16 Scottish  Prison  Service: Request  for  information  on
high security prisoners 

HQ 16232 26/09/16 Northern Ireland Prison Service: Request   for details
of categorisation of Category A prisoners 

HQ 16121 01/05/17 Northern Ireland Prison Service:  Request   for details
of separation of IRA and Loyalist prisoners 

FS50797685 27/11/18 Parole  Board:   Releasing  Category  A prisoners   on
licences 

FOI 1141-18 23/10/18 Foreign Office:  Foreign prisoners in UK jails and UK
prisoners  in foreign jails.

FOI 3194 10/08/17 Dept of Work and Pensions: Request for information
on faculties for disabled prisoners on release.

IMB 1 20/11/18 Independent Monitoring Board: Request for copies of
IMB reports for past three years  

IMB 2 23/11/18 Independent Monitoring Board: Request for details of
Spice drug in dispersal prisons.
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